


The explanation of the relationship between God and humans, as portrayed in Islam,
is often influenced by the images of God and of human beings which theologians,
philosophers and mystics have in mind. The early period of Islam discloses a diversity
of interpretations of this relationship. Thinkers from the tenth- and eleventh century
had the privilege of disclosing different facets of the relationship between humans
and the Divine.

God and Humans in Islamic Thought discusses the view of three different scholars of
the time: ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll. The relationships discussed in this
work are: divine assistance, luy f, according to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr; human love and
attraction to the Divine, ‘ishq, according to Ibn Slnm; and finally the mystical
annihilation of the self in the divine unity, fanm’, of al-Ghazmll. They introduced three
approaches of looking at this relationship. In order to perceive these concepts, their
perception of God and of the human nature will also be examined here. The starting
point of this research was the desire to set forth a variety of possible relationships
which are all in accordance with Islamic belief but nevertheless demonstrate diversity
in understanding the relationship between the human and the Divine which in turn
suggests the concept of plurality within one religion.

Examining these three concepts, which build firm connections between God and
humans, reveals the importance of rational inquiry in medieval Islamic thought, not
only because it was a source of logical arguments for Islam against its opponents, but
mainly because it built different bridges leading to God. God and Humans in Islamic
Thought attempts to shed light on an important aspect of medieval rational thought
in demonstrating its significance in forming the basis of an understanding of the
nature of God, the nature of human beings and the construction of different bridges
between them.
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The deepest aim of religions is to disclose the relationship between God and
humans; in their religions, all people seek possible ways to approach God and
God reveals different ways of communication with Him. In Islam the Qur’mn
reveals certain characteristics of God and of human beings which present a
variety of relationships between them. God on the one hand is transcendent:
“There is nothing whatever like unto Him” (42:11); and “Say He is God the
One the Only, God the Eternal the Absolute” (112:1–2).1 However, at the
same time He is also immanent: “God knoweth well the secrets of your heart”
(5:8), and also mysterious: “Whithersoever ye turn there is the presence of
God” (2:115).2 Human beings, according to the Qur’mn, are, on the other
hand, totally different from God – “For man was created weak” (4:28); “Truly
man was created very impatient, fretful when evil touches him; and niggardly
when good reaches him” (70:19–21). But yet other parts of the Qur’mn
declare great similarities between the two natures – “I have fashioned him (in
due proportion) and breathed into him of My Spirit” (15:29);3 and “Thy Lord
said to the angels: I will create a vicegerent on earth” (2:30). Accordingly, a
variety of relationships can follow, such as “I have only created jinns and men,
that they may serve Me” (51:56); “He who taught (the use of the) pen, taught
man that which he knew not” (96:4–5) or “We are nearer to him than the
jugular vein” (50:16). These relationships emphasize different tendencies in
the obeying of the law, the interaction between human and divine knowledge,
and also the experience of mystical union.

The starting point of this research, then, was the author’s desire to set forth
a variety of possible relationships which are all in accordance with Islamic
belief but nevertheless demonstrate diversity in understanding the relation-
ship between the human and the divine. These varieties, I believe, could
introduce the concept of plurality within one religion. In this book, therefore,
I will present three different approaches within Islam to interpreting the rela-
tionship between God and humanity. These approaches are taken here by
three rational thinkers from the tenth and eleventh centuries, who represent
three important schools of thinking of the time: the Mu‘tazilites, the school
of Islamic philosophers and the mystics.
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2 Introduction

One common element which draws these schools together is their use,
though in different degrees, of Greek philosophy, which was widely known
among the scholars of the period. This appears mainly in their approach to
understanding God as an immaterial unity which transcends everything in
the world. This approach is in no way in conflict with the Qur’mnic image of
God; indeed, it corresponds to many verses such as the one which is frequently
quoted by those groups “There is nothing whatever like unto Him” (42:11).
The nature of God is discussed in Islam under the subject of the attributes of
God. This discussion started among the Mu‘tazilites after its basis was laid
down by Abn al-Hudhayl, the father of the Basrian school. He asserted that
all God’s attributes are identical to His essence and therefore His unity is
ensured. Divine knowledge and power are not distinct from God but are
rather God Himself. In the same manner the first philosopher of the Arabs,
al-Kindl (d. AD 866), approached the unity of God using the concept of
negative attributes: God’s knowledge means the absence of ignorance. This
concept goes a step further to demonstrate the difficulty of attributing human
qualities to God and asserts His absolute otherness.

The Baghdmd school of mysticism was founded by Sarl al-Saqtl and was
Neoplatonic in tendency. Its leader, al-Junayd (d. AD 910) discussed the
nature of God under his concept of unification, taw.ld, and placed the unity
of God within the cycle of creation and return. All souls were produced in
God’s essence and were separated from Him through the process of creation.
The unification with God is therefore the hope to return to the divine source
and is the true expression of the Islamic concept of taw.ld, the unity of God.

Their understanding of the nature of the human was also influenced by
Greek philosophical theories. Theologians by the end of the ninth century
had adopted the theory of atomism in their interpretation of the nature of
bodies. Abn al-Hudhayl was the first to introduce this theory, but with much
modification. Atoms, the smallest indivisible part, which he also called
jawhar, function in a body only when some attributes come from outside to
influence their activity. These attributes are known in Islamic theology as
a‘rm, and in English as accidents. Both atoms and accidents are dynamically
created by God. They exist always together and explain the unity function
of bodies. This theological theory of the nature of human beings aims to
emphasize the inseparability of the body and the spiritual principles, as will
be discussed in Chapters 2 and 5 later.

The separation between the soul and body was a feature of interpreting the
nature of mankind among the philosophers and the Gnostic mystics. The
only eternal part of the human being is the soul. The body is the instrument
of the soul and the soul is the intellectual and spiritual element which exists
eternally. This theory has its basis in Platonic and Neoplatonic thought, but
I shall show throughout this work that, on the one hand, this theory has great
affinities to many verses in the Qur’mn which were pondered on by both
the philosophers and the mystics. While, on the other hand, many of the
mystics asserted great links between the human soul and God, using such



verses as: “I (God) have fashioned him (in due proportion) and breathed into
him of My Spirit” (15:29). These links draw humans directly to God rather
than to a collective Universal Soul, as it is known in Neoplatonic thought.

Although these schools agreed, more or less, about the main features of
God, they disagreed about the nature of human beings and therefore adopted
different approaches to the ways in which God communicated with them.
This book, as a result, attempts to present three different approaches to the
relationship between the human and the divine according to three scholars
from the schools mentioned above: ‘Abd al-Jabbmr (d. AD 1024) from the
Mu‘tazilites, Ibn Slnm (d. AD 1037) as an Islamic philosopher and al-Ghazmll
(d. AD 1111) as representative of the mystics.

I have chosen ‘Abd al-Jabbmr to represent the Mu‘tazilites because his
works are the most detailed and best preserved of Mu‘tazilite works, copies of
which were recently found in Yemen. The choice of Ibn Slnm to represent the
philosophers rests on the mystical side of his philosophy and his theory of
intuition, which make him more appropriate for discussing the relationship
with God. I have attempted here through my choice of al-Ghazmll to present
a kind of mysticism which has a rational ground, in order to be able to com-
pare his views on the divine and human nature and the relationship between
them. Like ‘Abd al-Jabbmr and Ibn Slnm, he also came from Persia and all
three were alive in about the same period.

The relationships discussed in this work are as follows: divine assistance,
luyf, according to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr; human love and attraction to the divine,
‘ishq, according to Ibn Slnm and finally the mystical annihilation of the self in
the divine unity, fanm’, of al-Ghazmll. Examining these three concepts, which
build firm connections between God and humans, reveals the importance of
rational inquiry in medieval Islamic thought, not just because it was a source
of logical arguments for Islam against its opponents, but mainly because it
built different bridges leading to God. Many traditional Muslim theologians
today tend to put emphasis on the importance of medieval rationalism in
supporting and defending Islam against the different non-Muslim rational
groups such as the Barmhima, the Sumaniya, the Xabaean and the Christian
theologians. The present work, therefore, attempts to shed light on another
important side of medieval rational thought in demonstrating its importance
in forming the basis of an understanding of the nature of God, the nature of
human beings and the construction of different bridges between them. In
this, I shall seek to show how those thinkers influenced Islamic thought
and made great advances in approaching God and establishing a relationship
with Him.

The exploring of these relationships has also the aim of presenting some
parts of the works of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll which have not
so far been thoroughly examined. Divine assistance, luyf, in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s
theology is explained in detail in his Mughnl Volume 13, but this concept of
his has not been thoroughly examined before. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr shows in his
study of divine assistance that God inspires people in order to awaken in
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them the importance of rational inquiry, nazar, which leads them to fulfil
their obligations and receive the highest reward, as Chapter 2 shows.

In examining the relationship between God and human beings according
to Ibn Slnm, I shall try to evaluate the importance of his mystical view of
God’s manifestation of Himself, tajalll, a concept which needs a degree of
research not found in many of the writings on Ibn Slnm. In his works
al-Ishmrmt wa al-Tanblhmt and Rismla fl al-‘ishq, he says that knowledge and
love are the two ways of communication between the divine and human; they
are dynamically inspired. Chapter 3 will discuss the latter approach by look-
ing at his understanding of the importance of God’s manifestation of Himself
and the consequence of this manifestation.

Finally, in describing al-Ghazmll’s mysticism, the book will focus on his
mystical beliefs, which reach their fullness in his concept of fanm’ and lead to
being able to enter into the divine presence. This study will go on to make a
comparison between this concept in I.ym’ ‘Ulnm al-Dln and that of Mishkmt
al-Anwmr of al-Ghazmll, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 4.

Throughout this study I want to demonstrate three different rational
approaches to religion which have some connections and some differences.
The differences are seen first in the pursuing of different purposes in
approaching a relationship with God. For ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, mankind was
created for the purpose of earning different divine rewards which can only be
discovered through human intellectual activity. God assists humans for this
purpose and sets up bridges for them. For his part, Ibn Slnm sees the purpose
of the relationship with the divine as lying in the human’s capacity to reach
the level and enjoyment of the angels (the divine Intellects) in their relation-
ship with God, whereas for al-Ghazmll the importance of the relationship
with God lies in reaching an absolute annihilation of oneself which allows the
Sufi to see through the eyes of God.

This study will also try to shed light on each writer’s process of reaching
these different relationships through immediate knowledge and direct com-
munication with God, which unveil their concept of inspiration, ilhmm, or
intuition, .ads. The concept of immediate knowledge is the thread which
connects these three scholars and which demonstrates that although all of
them emphasize the importance of human rational inquiry yet they also assert
the vital importance of a divine knowledge which inspires the humans and
moreover provides them with a sense of certainty and tranquillity once they
have attained this knowledge. This concept will recur in each chapter and be
discussed more fully in Chapter 5, section titled “Their views of human
nature and knowledge of God.” Finally, the comparison between the ways in
which they treat the relationship with God will, it is hoped, be a further
contribution to an understanding of their thought.

The purpose of presenting ‘Abd al-Jabbmr here beside Ibn Slnm and
al-Ghazmll is to assert on the one hand, the similarities and the differences
between the theologians, the philosophers and the mystics in approaching the
relationship with God. But, on the other hand, what I am trying to do here
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is to demonstrate a side of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology which has some affinities
to both philosophy and mysticism. This side appears in his concept of luyf
which shows that God inspires the human mind in all the steps of acquiring
knowledge, its start through warnings by means of words sent to the mind,
khawmyir, or even through suffering and pain in order to provoke certain
persons to turn their attention to the importance of knowledge in reaching
God. God also provides the first step, which comes through the inspiration
of primary immediate knowledge, and finally, God bestows the absolute
tranquillity of the soul, suknn al-nafs, upon certain rational concepts. Thus,
God leads humans in their progress of knowledge and unveils His divine
assistance, luyf, as will be explained in Chapter 2.

Although this book does not intend to go extensively into the use of Greek
philosophy by these thinkers, its overall purpose is to show that Muslim
rational thinkers did not just copy and blindly follow Greek philosophy, but
generally made new and valuable contributions to it. While they certainly
made great use of Greek philosophy, they were also able to modify and mould
the Greek ideas into a totally new system and add their own ideas in
presenting an interesting approach to Islam and to the understanding of the
relationship between God and humans.

As regards the sources, this work has used mainly primary ones. I have
chosen here works which focus on the concept of God, mankind and the rela-
tionship between them, and which discuss this in detail. For ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
I make great use of his al-Mughnl fl Abwmb al-Taw.ld wa al-‘Adl, Volume 6
with its two parts and Volumes 11, 12, 13 and 15, which present the most
detailed discussion among his works. But I have also used al-Mu.ly and
Shar., especially in substitution for the first three missing parts of al-Mughnl.
In discussing Ibn Slnm I have mainly used some parts of al-Najmt and Shifm’
for his philosophical concepts because they present his full discussion on
metaphysics. I have also used intensively the chapter which presents his mys-
tical path in al-Ishmrmt wa al-Tanblhmt, and some of his important treatises
such as Rismla fl al-‘ishq to examine his concept of the direct relationship with
God through His self-manifestation, which he calls tajalll. For al-Ghazmll
I mainly used some parts of Volumes 1 and 3 and depended heavily on
Volume 4 of I.ym’ ‘Ulnm al-Dln which discusses in detail his mysticism.
However, in focussing on the Gnostic side of his mysticism, I have turned to
his important work Mishkmt al-Anwmr, and I have referred to his Alchemy of
Happiness in explaining the nature of the human soul. Other primary sources
have also been used when necessary.

Moreover, a number of secondary sources have also been frequently
consulted, such as J. R. T. M. Peters’ God’s Created Speech, which is the best
secondary source of understanding ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, especially in explaining
his terminology; G. F. Hourani, Islamic Rationalism, which demonstrates the
ethics of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology and D. Gutas’ Avicenna and the Aristotelian
Tradition mainly for understanding the chronological arrangement of Ibn
Slnm’s works. I have also frequently referred to L. Goodman’s Avicenna, which
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presents him in a wider context and discusses and analyses the most important
contributions of different scholars who have written about him. I have also
made use of the section on Ibn Slnm in I. R. Netton’s Allmh Transcendent; this
section describes the influence of al-Fmrmbl and Greek philosophy on Ibn Slnm,
but distinguishes the parts of his philosophy which we can call Avicennan.
I am also indebted to H. Davidson’s Alfmrmbl, Avicenna and Averroes on Intellect
for understanding the sources of Ibn Slnm’s theory of intuition. For under-
standing the problems of inconsistency in al-Ghazmll’s mysticism, I have
relied on the work of H. Lazarus-Yafeh, Studies in al-Ghazzmll. Besides
demonstrating the criteria for accepting the authentic works of al-Ghazmll,
Lazarus-Yafeh shows how al-Ghazmll made great use of Neoplatonic concepts
in his own terminology and how these concepts influenced his mysticism. For
understanding the sources of al-Ghazmll’s mysticism, I have found M. Smith’s
Al-Ghazmll, the Mystic to be of great help.

I have tried, in this book, to present a structure which would narrow the
subject in order to be able to create a fair and fruitful comparison between the
three different relationships which are discussed in this work. To do so, I have
treated the theology of each author in separate chapters, each of which has
been split into three main divisions: the first demonstrates the main charac-
teristics of God which are closely connected with His act of communication
with humans; the second discusses human nature and the different forms of
human knowledge which lead to the knowledge of God and the third
concentrates on the relationship between God and humans according to each
author. It is often the case that our perceptions of who God is, what His
relation to the world is and whether He is able to know the details of our
lives (questions which I shall attempt to answer) form the basis of our
understanding of the ways in which He communicates with our world.

Moreover, perceiving the nature of humans and their ability to comprehend
the world, along with its Creator, influences the study of the interaction
between the human and the divine and what the possible relationships between
them might be. Therefore, this methodology explores the understanding of
each of these scholars of the nature of God and the nature of humankind and
goes on to show how these conceptions influence their understanding of the
relationship between the two. However, in following this system, I also
wanted to create clear points of comparison for Chapter 5 which aims at
evaluating the approach of these by drawing connections and pointing out
differences.

This work will, then, be divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 will provide
the historical context and Chapters 2, 3 and 4 will introduce the three
different approaches to the relationship with God, according to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr,
Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll in turn, leaving Chapter 5 to evaluate and compare
their different views.

Chapter 1 aims to provide a contextual study and is divided into three
main sections: the first supplies a summary of the historical, political and
cultural environment in which the three scholars developed their thoughts.
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The second section provides a detailed bibliography for each of the three
thinkers. The third and final section of this chapter attempts to investigate the
three concepts: luyf, ‘ishq and fanm’. The aim of this is to show how these subjects
were discussed in different circles around the time in which the three thinkers
lived in ways which might have influenced their thought.

Chapter 2 treats the assistance of God through the concept of luyf in the
theology of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr. It consists of three divisions. The first explores the
nature of God under three sub-sections: the problem of relating attributes
to God, God’s essential attributes, understanding God’s acts and distinguishing
God’s gracious acts from His acts of duty. Having introduced the qualities
of God in the first section, I then move to consider human nature and know-
ledge under three headings: the main features of human beings, the importance
of rational knowledge in reaching knowledge about God and, finally, the
significance of revelation. The third section of the chapter examines the con-
cept of divine assistance, luyf. After explaining the concept of luyf in the first
sub-section, a separate sub-section examines God’s distinct assistance in the
form of sending words to the mind, khawmyir, in order to warn of neglecting
the importance of rational reflection. The divine assistance, through causing
pain and suffering to some in order to prompt them to repent, will be
explored in the third sub-section.

Chapter 3 explores the relationship of knowledge and love in the philoso-
phy of Ibn Slnm and is organized in the same fashion as the chapter on ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr. The first section will be divided into three headings, which mainly
treat the philosophical description which Ibn Slnm attributes to God and its
consequences. The second examines the two forms of human wisdom, the
rational and the revealed. The third explores under three sub-sections man’s
second way of reaching conjunction with God through the manifestation of
Himself, tajalll, from which knowledge and love emanate. My aim here is to
connect Ibn Slnm’s concept of love and the substantiality of the human soul
with his Sufism, as shown in his al-Ishmrmt wa al-Tanblhmt.

Chapter 4 examines the relationship with God through the mystical ascent
which leads to self-annihilation, fanm’, according to al-Ghazmll. This chapter
is similarly divided into three main sections. The first, as before, explores the
nature of God under two headings, the problem of God’s attributes and then
al-Ghazmll’s belief in God as the willing creator. In the second, I follow
al-Ghazmll’s examination of the concepts of the human soul and human rational
and revealed knowledge, each in a separate sub-section. The third explores
al-Ghazmll’s mysticism: first I introduce the problems arising from the inconsis-
tencies which appear in his mystical writings; then I move to discuss, in a
separate sub-section, his mysticism, as shown in his writings in I.ym’ ‘Ulnm
al-Dln and Mishakmt al-Anwmr.

Finally, Chapter 5 is chiefly devoted to comparing and evaluating the three
different relationships discussed in the first three chapters. This chapter is
divided into two sections, the first demonstrating the differences between the
three thinkers and exploring, under different subdivisions, the reasons which
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led to the adoption of different approaches to the relationship between God
and humans. The second part provides some evaluations and discusses these
writers’ common method of acquiring the knowledge of God which rests on
the concept of dynamic inspiration.

A note on technical terms and transliteration: this book discusses thinkers
who mainly wrote in Arabic, but within different traditions. In the case of
Ibn Slnm, I shall use the kind of terminology that is accepted among most
scholars familiar with the English expressions which are related to Greek
Philosophy. For ‘Abd al-Jabbmr and al-Ghazmll, who use mostly the language
of the Muslim theologians, mutakallimnn, I shall use the terminology
translated into English that is almost universal among scholars. Finally,
the transliteration of the Arabic words follows the standard form of the
British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies.
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Despite the political instability of the tenth and eleventh centuries AD, these are
considered the most important centuries in Islamic culture. During these two
centuries philosophy, theology and mysticism developed their most important
doctrines. We hear in this period of very famous names, such as al-Fmrmbl,
al-Sijistmnl, Ibn ‘Adl, Abn >ayymn al-Taw.idl and Ibn Slnm in the philosophi-
cal disciplines, and al-Ash‘arl, al-Baqillmnl, al-Baghdmdl, al-Jubm’l (father and
son) and ‘Abd al-Jabbmr in theological studies. Mysticism too was developed
through its masters: al-Junayd, al->allmj, al-Bisymml, al-Mu.msibl, al-Qushlrl
and al-Ghazmll. However, it was the translation movement of the eighth and
ninth centuries which caused the great flowering of Arabic culture in the tenth
and eleventh centuries. Most of the important Greek, Indian and Persian works
had already been translated by the beginning of the tenth century. These had
provided the basis on which the works of many ninth-century scholars, such as
al-Kindl, al-Nazzmm, Abn al-Hudhayl al-‘Almf and Sahl al-Tustmrl, were built.
The tenth and eleventh centuries, however, show a concentration and a great
leap ahead which was probably due to the particular political and social devel-
opments of the time. The true importance of the authors who wrote in these
two centuries lies in the originality of their works. This chapter, therefore, will
sketch the historical and cultural context of the works to be discussed in this
book. It is divided into three sections, giving first a summary of the main
political and cultural events of this period and a short description of the prob-
lems between the two main religious sects, Shl’a and Sunnl. The first section
also describes the system of patronage by the viziers and princes of all the
scientific scholars and finally gives some details about the main intellectual
circles which influenced the main authors to be discussed in this book. The
second section concentrates on the biographies of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, Ibn Slnm and
al-Ghazmll, and the third section examines the development of the three main
concepts to be discussed in this work: luyf (divine assistance), ‘ishq (divine love)
and fanm’ (annihilation).

Political and cultural development

The events of the tenth and the eleventh centuries were born out of the
decline of the ‘Abbasid caliphate at the end of the ninth century. This
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10 Historical and cultural context

decline began when Caliph al-Mu‘taxim, the brother of Caliph al-Ma’mnn
(d. AD 833) and son of Hmrnn al-Rashld (d. AD 809) and a Turkish slave,
surrounded himself with a vast number of Turkish bodyguards, who had
originally been brought into the army in order to counterbalance the large
number of Persian soldiers from Khurmsmn. The increasing authority of these
bodyguards, who were 4,000 in number, caused such fears in Baghdmd that
al-Mu‘taxim felt the need to leave the city and therefore built the beautiful
town of Sammrrm and made it his seat of government. Both al-Mu‘taxim
(r. AD 833–42) and his son al-Mutawakil (r. AD 847–61) ruled from Sammrrm.1

After the death of al-Mutawakil in AD 861 the power of the Turkish officers
increased so greatly that the caliphs lost all their authority. However, the
decisive factor which hastened the decline of the ‘Abbasids was the revolt of
the Zenj, which lasted from AD 869 to 883. This revolution against the
‘Abbasids was led by slaves who had been transported from East Africa to
work underground in the mines of the lower Euphrates – the worst kind of
work. After a long and severe struggle to suppress this rebellion, Caliph
al-Mu‘ta,ud (AD 892–902) restored Baghdmd as his capital and the centre of
government. The authority of the army leaders, however, continued to grow,
and the caliph’s powers gradually shrank, until he controlled mainly religious
affairs in his role as the Immm of the state.2 A new post was designed, in
about AD 930, to give full authority to the holder: the post of Amlr al-Umarm’,
the chief prince, which was taken by Mu’nis al-Muzaffar. This position took
power from the caliph and was a remarkable sign of the renewal of princely
authority, with a separation of the different provinces from the central
government.3 In the west of the empire, the first province to fall away from
the hands of the caliphate was Egypt under Ibn Ynlnn in AD 868, but the
separation actually took place when the Fmyimid Shl‘a (Ismm‘lll) claimed a
new caliphate in North Africa in AD 909.4 This was followed by the
declaration of a third caliphate, in AD 929, by the Umayyad ruler ‘Abd
al-Ra.man III in Spain.5 In eastern Persia, the Ymharids and the Xaffmrids
ruled independently as early as AD 820, and finally, the Buyids, who had
been ruling the western Persian provinces, took over Baghdmd and ruled as
the chief princes from AD 945–1055.6

Thus, the most important political feature of the tenth and eleventh
centuries is the rise of independent kingdoms, which started first in the
western regions of the Islamic empire and prompted similar developments
in the east, as will be described later. Although this development was the
beginning of the end of the ‘Abbasid dynasty, it marks the start of a strong
Islamic culture which flourished under the different separated dynasties: in
Spain, Quryuba became one of the important cultural centres under the
Umayyad caliphs, while Cairo also became a famous centre of learning
under the Fmyimid. In the east, Khurmsmn, al-Rayy and Shirmz were known
for their excellent libraries and famous medical centres under the Smmmnids
and Buyids; Nlshmpnr also became a centre for the Sunnl under the Saljnq
sultans.



Early political developments in Persia

‘Abd al-Jabbmr, Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll are three Persian thinkers who lived in
different towns in Persia on the east of the ‘Abbasid Empire during the reign of
the Buyid princes and early Saljnq sultans. This region of the ‘Abbasid Empire
had been given to Ymhir Ibn al->usayn by al-Ma’mnn (d. AD 833), the great
‘Abbasid caliph and son of Hmrnn al-Rashld, as a reward for his victory over the
army of al-Amln, the former caliph and a brother of al-Ma’mnn (who ruled from
AD 809 to 813). Ymhir placed the centre of his power in Khurmsmn. He estab-
lished an independent province which extended as far as the borders of India. In
the year AD 892 the Smmmnid Ismm‘ll Ibn A.mad established a new dynasty in
Khurmsmn. Ismm‘ll was a grandson of Smmmn, a Zoroastrian noble from Balkh.
This Smmmnid dynasty remained in power over the east of Persia until AD 999.7

If we turn now to the Buyid dynasty, which ruled the western territories
of Persia and for some time (AD 945–1055) Baghdmd also, we find that they
probably descended from a noble Daylamite family, as they claimed, and were
descendants of Abn Shujm‘ Ibn Buhyah or Buyid. The Daylamites lived in the
district which extended from Jllmn, Jurjmn to Yabaristmn; they never accepted
other authorities and were known even not to have adopted any religious
traditions until the arrival of the Shl‘at Zaydl missionaries. It was Ye.la Ibn
‘Abdullah al->asanl who reached there in about AD 791; he succeeded in
spreading Zaydl Shl‘ism among the tribes of the mountain dwellers from Jllmn
to Yabaristmn. But it was al->asan Ibn Zayd who established a Zaydl dynasty
in Yabaristmn from AD 864 to 914.8 After the death of the last Zaydl ruler,
al->asan Ibn al-Ayrush, in AD 917, some of the Daylamite leaders imposed
control on the Zaydl region and ruled in their own names. Muradwidge Ibn
Zymr fought against all other Daylaml leaders and established the rule of the
Zymrls in Yabaristmn. The two Daylamite brothers ‘All and >asan Ibn Shujm‘
Ibn Buyid became known for their power and courage in the army of the
Daylamite leader Makmn Ibn Kakl, who finally lost his leadership and retired
with his army. The two brothers were allowed to join the army of Muradwidge
and soon became known for their courage.9 After the death of Muradwidge in
AD 934, ‘All and >asan, with their younger brother Ahmad Ibn Buyid, led an
army which consisted of Daylamite and Turkish soldiers and extended their
rule over Fars, Kirmmn, Yabaristmn, Rayy and Ixfahmn to the border of the
Smmmnid territories of Khurmsmn. In AD 955 they signed a peace treaty with
the Smmmnids which gave them legitimacy to rule the districts they had
conquered, so long as they paid the Smmmnids a tribute.10

In Baghdmd, as mentioned above, the central government had declined and
the caliphs had lost their authority as political leaders and were recognized
only as head of the immms, the religious public leaders. And although the
‘Abbasid caliphs in the first ‘Abbasid era did not make much use of the
position of vizier, the caliphs of the second era had to accept the new office
of Amlr al-Ummr’, chief of princes, in order for a weak central government
to escape the burden of administration and, in the case of the caliph
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al Rm,l (r. AD 934–40), to escape from economic crises.11 The replacement
of many caliphs by the chief princes hastened the ‘Abbasid decline and
presented the opportunity to the Buyid ruler of Kirmmn, Ahmad Ibn Buyid,
to attack Baghdmd and establish the Buyid dynasty there in AD 945. The
Buyids were given the post of Amlr al-Umarm’ and were recognized as the
actual rulers of Baghdmd. As soon as Ahmad Ibn Buyid became chief of
princes and received the title Mu‘iz al-Dawla for himself and the titles Rukn
al-Dawla and ‘Immd al-Dawla for his brothers >asan and ‘All, respectively, he
replaced the caliph al-Mustakfl by his cousin al-Muyl‘. The Buyid dynasty
remained in Baghdmd for about 110 years.12

However, Mu‘iz al-Dawla did not attempt to unify the Islamic empire
under his family’s leadership nor to spread his power beyond Baghdmd and
Kirmmn. Nevertheless, he considered himself the official head of the ‘Abbasid
government and forced the heads of other provinces, such as the >amadmnids
in Mouxel, the province of Bayl.a and the Arab tribes living in the south of
Iraq, to pay him a tax for their being allowed to remain in power.13

The Buyids were not experienced in administering such a vast region with
different provinces and therefore they needed the advice of good and experi-
enced viziers. The first advice was to keep the office of the ‘Abbasid caliph
because, on the one hand, it had great religious significance for the public and,
on the other hand, as adherents of Shl‘ism, the Buyids could not rule the Sunnl
majority of Baghdmd. However, they restricted the authority of the Sunnl
caliph to religious affairs.14 The second problem which Mu‘iz al-Dawla faced
was the need to increase his military forces in order to be able to control Iraq
and Fars; soon he could not afford to pay his soldiers’ wages. He was advised
to revise the tax system of the iqym‘, the land given as reward for service of
military leaders, and the land owned by the caliph and the princes.15

Al-Mu‘iz had then established the Buyid administration system, which was
followed during the whole Buyid rule. The Buyid domain was divided into
three districts: the area from al-Rayy to Jibml was governed by Rukn al-Dawla,
Fars was ruled by ‘Immd al-Dawla and the southern part of Kirmmn and
Khuzistmn was under the governance of Mu‘iz al-Dawla. After Mu‘iz al-Dawla’s
death, his son Bakhtymr became the new Amlr al-Umarm’ and followed his
father’s system of making the rulers of the different provinces in Iraq pay certain
taxes to stay in power. In his first years, he had to establish his authority over
the >amadmnids of Mouxel and later to fight ‘Umar Ibn Shmhln, the ruler of
al-Bayl.a. At the same time, he faced an uprising in his own military forces
led by a Turkish officer, Sebkatakin, which caused conflict in Baghdmd. The
Shl‘at population supported Bakhtymr, and the Sunnls gave their support to
Sebkatakin. Bakhtymr asked the help of his cousin ‘A,ud al-Dawla, the ruler
of Fars, after the death of his uncle ‘Immd al-Dawla, but the latter seized
the chance of winning Baghdmd for himself. ‘A,ud al-Dawla’s father, Rukn 
al-Dawla, denounced this attack on Bakhtymr and ordered his son to withdraw
from Baghdmd. However, after the death of Rukn al-Dawla, ‘A,ud al-Dawla
once more attacked Baghdmd and ended the regime of Bakhtymr.16 Mn’ayyld
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al-Dawla and Fakhr al-Dawla, the two brothers of ‘A,ud al-Dawla, ruled
respectively over Rayy and Ixfahmn.17

‘A,ud al-Dawla is considered the greatest Buyid ruler; he was a politician
with a mind of his own who could rule without depending on his vizier,
unlike the other Buyid rulers. He had a vision of establishing a Buyid empire
united under one ruler. J. L. Kraemer divides the Buyid age into three
epochs: the early period (AD 945–77), the period of the empire (AD 977–1012)
and the period of decline and fall (AD 1012–55). The empire was established
under ‘A,ud al-Dawla and continued by his three sons, Xamxmm al-Dawla
(AD 983–7) Sharaf al-Dawla (AD 987–9) and Bahm’ al-Dawla (AD 989–1012),
but it did not endure.18 After the relatively long rule of Bahm’ al-Dawla, the
Buyid princes became less competent and lost their authority as chief princes.

After this period of 110 years the Buyids lost power, first in the Persian
provinces and finally in Baghdmd, from which they were expelled by the
Saljnq Sultan Tughrll Begh in AD 1055. However, the Buyids had already lost
most of their provinces to the Sunnl Turkish Ghaznawid Sultan Mu.moud
(r. AD 999–1030), who gradually conquered most Buyid territories.19 The
Ghaznawid were Turkish slaves in the Smmmnid army; among them was
Alptigin, who was promoted to head of the guards and soon became the
governor of Khurmsmn. After losing favour among the Smmmnids, he occupied
Ghaznah and with his son-in-law Subuktigin established a Ghaznawid
kingdom (AD 962–1186). Sixteen Ghaznawid rulers succeeded them, the
greatest of whom was Sultan Ma.moud (r. AD 999–1030). The Ghaznawids
were Sunnl Turkish, who were eager to get rid of their Shl‘at Buyid
neighbour. Sultan Ma.moud led many campaigns against the rulers of Rayy
and Ixfahmn and was rewarded by the ‘Abbasid caliph with the title of
Yamln al-Dawla (the right hand of the state).20

However, it was the Sunnl Saljnq sultans who finally brought to an end the
Buyid dynasty; they fought against the Buyids and entered Baghdmd in AD 1055.
The Saljnqs were a tribe of Turkish nomadic people who were allowed to
settle in Bnkhmrm with their chief leader, Saljnq, in AD 956, where they also
embraced Sunnl Islam. A grandson of Saljnq, Tughrll, was able with his
brother to reach Khusmrmn in AD 1037 and occupy Marw and Nlshmpnr,
from which they soon penetrated Rayy and Ixfahmn. The ‘Abbasid caliphs
welcomed these Saljnq campaigns as a way of getting rid of the Buyid Shl‘at
rule and prepared a way for them to enter Baghdmd. Tughrll began to rule
in Baghdmd (AD 1055–63) and was followed by his nephew Alb Arsalmn
(r. AD 1063–72). Alb Arsalmn, with his remarkable vizier Nizmm al-Mulk, not
only provided peace among the different provinces but also led the march
against the Byzantines which signalled the end of Buyid rule. In AD 1071, he
won the battle of Manzikart in Armenia and captured the emperor Romanus
Diogenes but freed him after signing a peace treaty in favour of the Saljnqs.
Alb Arsalmn and his son Malikshmh (r. AD 1072–92) did not use Baghdmd as
the seat of government but, under the guidance of the wise Nizmm al-Mulk,
ruled from Rayy and Ixfahmn and from Nlshmpnr in Khurmsmn. Another son of
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Alb Arsalmn, Tutush, became the governor of Syria (r. AD 1094–1117); he
stopped the advance of the crusaders in Alleppo and also stood against the
Fmyimid power in Syria. The later Saljnqs transferred their administrative
centre to Baghdmd and remained in power until AD 1194.21

Main religious groups

In the tenth and eleventh centuries, Shl‘a and Sunnl Islam took clear shape
and were equally important in the ‘Abbasid Empire. Shl‘ism flourished most
successfully then; at the beginning of the tenth century it was established in
an empire in North Africa (under Ismm‘lll Fmyimid) and had strong adherents
in most of the provinces of west Persia and in Ba.rayn. Most of the Muslims
in Baghdmd were Sunnl and, moreover, in the tenth century Mu‘tazilite
theology, which is sympathetic to Shl‘ism, was no longer as popular as it had
been at the time of al-Ma’mnn. Later caliphs, especially al-Mutawakil,
favoured >anbalite and Ash‘arite theology. This section will provide brief
definitions of Shl‘a and Sunnl Islam and sketch their development during this
period.

The Shl‘a The most important division of the Shl‘a come under the three sects:
Immmiyya, Zaydiyya and Ismm‘lliyya. The Immmiyya, which later formed the
Ithnm ‘Ashrlyya, did not accept the imamate of the first three caliphs, Abn Bakr,
‘Umar and ‘Uthmmn, but were moderate and accepted Sunnls as their rulers.
The Immmiyya separated from the Zaydiyya when some Shl‘as did not accept
the imamate of Zayd Ibn ‘All Ibn al->usayn and declared his brother
Muhammad al-Bmqir to be the fifth Imam. This was because Zayd rejected the
condemnation of the first three caliphs and considered SunnlMuslims as believ-
ers, but, in contrast to the Immmiyya, considered the ruling authorities their
immediate enemies. However, since the disappearance of the last Imam of the
Ithnm ‘Ashriyya Immmiyya, Mu.ammad al-Mahdl (al-Qm’im), whose return was
still awaited, the Immmiyya did not have a visible Imam who would be
competent to act as caliph and consequently developed good relationships with
the Sunnl rulers.22 The Immmiyya spread in Baghdmd and were protected by the
Buyids for their moderate attitude towards the Sunnl majority.23

The Zaydiyya, in contrast, (followers of the fifth Imam Zayd Ibn ‘All Ibn
al->usayn) accepted Imams who were deeply learned in the religious sciences
and intellectual knowledge, but not necessarily from the Prophet’s family.
Unlike the Immmiyya, the Zaydls had visible imams who were competent to
take authority as caliphs and therefore had to flee to the mountains by the
Caspian sea in the Daylamite region (and Yemen). The Zaydl Shl‘a mission-
aries were able to spread Zaydiyya among the inhabitants of this area and
establish a Zaydl dynasty in Yabaristmn. Zaydls in general, although they
have a militant call to oppose Sunnl rulers and ‘Abbasid caliphs, tend towards
a rational dialectic theology and are supportive of Mu‘tazilite views.24

>amadhmn, Rayy and Ixfahmn welcomed Mu‘tazilite circles during the Buyid
regime. The Bnhmshimiyya school of Baghdmd, followers of Abn Hmshim
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al-Jubm’l , who moved from Baxra to Baghdmd, sent the scholar ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
Ibn A.mad to Rayy in order to establish a Mu‘tazilite branch there. A faithful
student of ‘Abd al-Jabbar, Manqadlm was a Zaydl Shl‘l who compiled his
lectures in the book known as ‘Shar. al-‘Uxnl al-Khamsa’, but, against his
master’s wishes, wrote on the Zaydl imamate at the end of the book.25

The Ismm‘lll Shl‘a are those who accept the seven Imams, the last of whom
was Ismm‘ll Ibn Ja’far al-Xmdiq. There are different groups of Ismm‘lll of different
degrees of moderation; however, all of them believe in the two levels of Islam,
the esoteric and exoteric, al-Bmyin wa al-Zmhir. Al-Zmhir is the external
message of Islam, which is directed to the masses in order to communicate
direct straightforward beliefs, while al-Bmyin is the esoteric science which leads
to the truth and is only revealed to a few Imams and Da‘ls. Ismm‘lliyya spread
in al-Knfa under >amdmn Qarmmat about AD 877, but finally an Ismm‘lll
Qarmmitl state was set up in Ba.rayn. The largest Ismm‘lll group, however, was
the Fmyimids who governed north Africa and established a caliphate in Cairo
in AD 920. An Ismm‘lll extremist group moved to the region of the Daylamite
mountains under the leadership of the Persian al->asan i-Xabbm.. >asan
formed secret groups which hid in remote castles and mounted militant
attacks against the Sunnl Saljnqs from AD 1090.26 They probably killed the
vizier Nizmm al-Mulk and threatened al-Ghazmll because of his famous book
al-Mustazhirl also called Fa,m’i. al-Bmyiniyya (The Infamies of the Bmyinites).

The Sunnl Islam These were first known as the group of Ahl al-Jamm‘a wa
al-Sunna, probably established by A.mmad Ibn >anbal (d. AD 855) in
Baghdmd. This group had put great emphasis on the importance of the
Qur’mn and >adlth as the only sources of Islam. They rejected any interpre-
tation of the Qur’mn except by the >adlth and denounced the concept of the
temporal nature of the Qur’mn which was preached at the time of the caliph
al-Ma’mnn. Al-Ash‘arl (d. AD 950) adopted their main theories but with
great modifications, introducing a more intellectual system which became
later known as Ash‘arl Sunnl Islam. Perhaps the main feature of the Sunnls of
Baghdmd in the tenth century was the increase in the number of the
>anbalite-oriented scholars and students who were able to convert great
numbers of the uneducated citizens of Baghdmd. By the time of the Buyid
invasion, the >anbalite had become the majority group and were threatening
the Shl‘ls of Baghdmd and other Sunnl groups such as the early Ash‘arites.27

The Buyid to some extent were obliged to show tolerance in order to bring
peace to Baghdmd. They were advised by their viziers to provide freedom for
religious organizations to form and practise their beliefs. However, in the
time of Bahm’ al-Dawla, a son of ‘A,ud al-Dawla, the caliph al-Qmdir
(r. 991–1031) supported >anbalism and took serious steps against the Immml
Shl‘a of Baghdmd.28 In the east, in contrast, Sunnlsm under the Smmmnids was
moderate and relatively tolerant of the Shl‘l minorities; this can be seen from
the appointment of Ibn Slnm’s father, an Ismm‘lll, to the position of governor
of Kharmmithan, a village near Bnkhmrm, and the permission given to Ibn
Slnm to visit the Royal library and to become the physician of Prince Nn. Ibn
Manxnr al-Smmmnl in AD 997.29 The situation, however, changed radically
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when the Sunnl Turkish Ghaznawids and the Saljnqs came to power at the
beginning of the eleventh century. They systematically attacked all Shl‘a states
and set up schools to counter Shl‘at thought at all levels. The Saljnqs were
mostly Shmf‘ls and therefore built their Nizmmiyya schools in Nlshmpnr and in
Baghdmd in order to suppress the fanaticism of the >anbalites and the Shl‘a.30

The patrons of culture in the tenth and eleventh centuries

The ‘Abbasid caliphate court was famous for its support to all kinds of cultural
disciplines from astronomy, the natural sciences, philosophy and kalmm theo-
logy to poetry and the linguistic sciences. Caliphs and their viziers supported
many famous thinkers and were the main patrons of all cultural activities.
Baghdmd, as the seat of the caliph, became the main cultural centre where most
intellectual activities took place. Caliphs themselves were cultured men who
were famous for mastering literary disciplines such as poetry. Viziers had
always played an important cultural role; Ya.ya the Barmakide, the vizier of
Hmrnn al-Rashld, for example, was famous for his salon, majlis. One of the
important sessions of this majlis was the famous discussion on the different
senses of “love,” at which Abn al-Hudhayl al-‘Almf and Hishmm Ibn al->akam
were present.31

In the Buyid period, the cultural role of the viziers became very important;
the first Buyids, the three brothers had little cultural background themselves
and were therefore wholly dependent on their viziers. Mu‘iz al-Dawla was
untutored and knew little Arabic, but his sons were active in cultural pursuits
and were skilled in the Arabic language and poetry. Bakhtymr was a celebrated
poet and patron of Arabic literature. His brother al->abashl, the governor of
Baxra, was a highly cultured prince who collected a library with 50,000 works
and was interested in Mu‘tazilite theology.32 Moreover, the two princes,
Shams al-Dawla, the son of Fakhr al-Dawla, who ruled in Hamadhmn, and
prince ‘Alm’ al-Dawla, who ruled in Ixfahmn, were learned men and supporters
of learning and philosophy. The two of them were the patrons of Ibn Slnm.

The Buyid viziers were not only active patrons of many thinkers of the
time but also significant scholars themselves. Mu‘iz al-Dawla’s vizier,
Abn Mu.ammad al-Muhallabl, was active culturally and led an important
group which met twice a week. In his circle many significant theologians,
grammarians, poets and judges took part, such as the famous poet Ibn
al->ajjmj and Abn al-Farmj al-Ixfahmnl, the author of Kitmb al-Aghmnl.33 Ibn
Sa‘dmn, another Buyid vizier in Baghdmd, was the patron of many members of
the school or circle of al-Fmrmbl and Ibn ‘Adl.

Another important Buyid vizier from the Persian provinces is Abn al-Fa,l
al-‘Amld. He was the vizier of the son of Rukn al-Dawla, prince Mn’ayyd
al-Dawla, the governor of Rayy. Al-‘Amld was an important philosopher and
patron of many philosophers from Rayy and Khurmsmn. Also al-Xa.ib Ibn
‘Abbmd, the vizier of Rayy after al-‘Amld, was a Mu‘tazilite theologian and
the patron of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr.34
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The patronage of scholastic learning by the viziers remained an important
feature of the late ‘Abbasid period and was adopted also by the Saljnq sultans
after the Buyids. Although the Saljnq viziers and princes continued to be
patrons of the sciences, Nizmm al-Mulk and other viziers of the Saljnqs were
zealous in spreading Sunnlsm and abolishing Shl‘a institutions. The famous
Dmr al-‘Ilm, a Shl‘l academy with 100,000 manuscripts, was destroyed by
Tughrll Begh when he came to Baghdmd. The most prominent vizier of this
late period is the famous Nizmm al-Mulk. He was a Persian Shmf‘l from
Khurmsmn and became the vizier of Alb Arsalmn, but in the reign of Malikshmh
he became the most important authority in the Saljnq empire. He built
several schools, the most important of which are the Nizmmiyya schools in
Nlshmpnr and in Baghdmd. Nizmm al-Mulk was the patron of al-Ghazmll; he
first employed him in the Nizmmiyya of Nlshmpnr and then sent him to direct
the school of Baghdmd.35 Thus, the cultural activities of princes and viziers of
the tenth and eleventh centuries were a decisive element in developing the
Arabic and Muslim civilization of this period.

Students of this period travelled to join those famous scholars who were
also wandering from court to court seeking the patronage of princes and
viziers. Since in the Buyid period there were no such things as schools, in the
sense of places where there was a system of learning and different teachers
whose students studied a certain curriculum, learning was restricted to
certain circles, famous for one or more well-known masters. These circles
were wholly dependent on the financial support of important and wealthy
persons or officials. This probably meant that most scholars had to adopt
certain political positions and had to compromise with their own beliefs and
convictions. The dedication of scholarly works to princes and viziers was a
common form of publication; sometimes limited copies were made for
others.36 There were many places of learning: religious sciences were usually
studied in the mosque; other disciplines – natural science, philosophy and
theology – were taught at the teacher’s home or in the market-place or in
public gardens.37 The first organized schools, madrasa, probably date from the
Saljnq period under the influence of the Nizmmiyya schools.38

Intellectual circles

Despite the Sunnl–Shi‘l conflict of this period, other groups and intellectual
circles were active and productive. Academic and intellectual circles were
generally connected to certain scholars who formed their own entourage for
regular meetings. Centres of learning such as Baghdmd, Shirmz, Rayy, Ixfahmn,
Cairo and Quryuba were famous for their different intellectual circles; our
interest here, however, will be concentrated on the eastern part of the empire.
Several academic and intellectual groups were founded in the Buyid reign
and supported by the viziers and princes of the time, not only in the Buyid
territories but also in the Smmmnid provinces. The most important groups for
our purposes here are as follows: the Bnhmshimiyya school of Baxra and its
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connection to Rayy, the school which influenced the thinking of ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr; the philosophical (school) of Khurmsmn, which Ibn Slnm probably
encountered in his early education in Bnkhmrm and, finally, the Shmf‘l school
of Nlshmpnr where al-Ghazmll received his mature education.

An important intellectual group for our study here is the Mu‘tazilite school
of Bnhmshimiyya in Baxra and Baghdmd. This school was established mainly by
AbnHmshim al-Jubm’l (d. AD 933) after the death of his father Abn ‘All al-Jubm’l
in AD 915. Its problems started when some of the Mu‘tazilite Baxrl school
refused to consider Abn Hmshim as the successor of Abn ‘All because of his
opinion on certain questions which differed from that of his father’s. This
conflict divided the Baxrl school into the Bnhmshimiyya, the followers of Abn
Hmshim, and the Akhshldiyya, the followers of Abn ‘All. The Akhshldiyya were
led by Abn ‘Abdullah Muhammad al-Saymarl (d. AD 927) and later by Abn Bakr
A.mad Ibn ‘All al-Akhshld (d. AD 938). The main objects of dispute between
the Akhshldiyya and the Bnhmshimlyya seem to concern Abn Hmshim’s famous
theory of “states” (a.wml) and some other doctrinal questions, according to ‘Abd
al-Karim ‘Uthman in his book al-Khilmf bayn al-Skaykhayn.39 Abn ‘Abdullah
al-Baxrl (d. probably in AD 979) and Abn ‘All Ibn Khallmd, two students and
sincere followers of Abn Hmshim, were considered to be the actual founders of
the Bnhmshimiyya school in Baghdmd. According to Ibn al-Murta,m, Abn
‘Abdullah al-Baxrlwas the teacher of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, who transmitted to him the
Mu‘tazilite doctrines. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, however, was sent to Rayy to establish a
Mu‘tazilite school there at the invitation of the vizier of Rayy, al-Xm.ib Ibn
‘Abbmd. Al-Xm.ib was the vizier of Mn’ayyd al-Dawla the son of Rukn al-Dawla
and later on the vizier of his brother Fakhr al-Dawla.40 Al-Xm.ib Ibn ‘Abbmd
(d. AD 995) was himself a very learned Mu‘tazilite theologian who admired ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr and therefore appointed him as the chief judge of Rayy. He adopted
the >anafl views in jurisprudence and defended all the Mu‘tazilite concepts; it
is also reported that he formed a missionary group of adherents to Mu‘tazilism
who were called du’mt or khuxxat al-Xm.ib, the missionaries or elite of al-Xm.ib.
This group’s task was to spread the Mu‘tazilite theology among the masses.
Kraemer presents numerous reports, mainly from al-Taw.ldl, which describe
and evaluate al-Xm.ib’s personality. Taw.ldl seems to have disliked or even
despised al-Xm.ib: he reports that many scholars considered him to be dishonest
and suspect in his religious beliefs, even though he adopted Mu‘tazilism.41 It
seems also that he discouraged the learning of philosophy and its branches and
considered it a heresy. Nevertheless, he was a patron of many scholars and theo-
logians and won the admiration of both Prince Mn’ayyd al-Dawla and Prince
Fakhr al-Dawla. Thus, Rayy under the influence of the two viziers, Ibn
al-‘Amld, who favoured the learning of philosophy with all its branches
especially its scientific side, and al-Xm.ib, who supported and encouraged
Mu‘tazilite theology, became a cultural centre for many intellectuals.

Another important intellectual circle of this period in the Smmmnid territo-
ries consisted of the philosophers of Khurmsmn. The information about this
group of philosophers is somewhat limited, but one source is Ibn Slnm’s book
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al-Inxmf (Fair Judgements), in which he describes a conflict between the
eastern and western philosophers of his time: “and I had the Easterners argue
against the Westerners until I intervened to judge fairly when there was a real
point of dispute between them.”42 Suhrawardl believes that the eastern
philosophers were the group of philosophers in Khurmsmn, and perhaps the
western ones were the philosophers of Baghdmd, as Pines maintains.43 We are
familiar in Baghdmd with the philosophical school of al-Fmrmbl, which tended
to follow the Greek philosophers without any great changes, mainly com-
menting on and clarifying their main concepts. The Khurmsmn school were
probably followers of al-Kindl, especially in his belief that revelation in its
content goes beyond philosophy and is able to explain concepts which are not
logically conceivable, such as creation ex nihilo and the resurrection of bodies.
The founder of this school seems to have been Abn Zayd al-Balkhl, who was
born in Balkh in Khurmsmn in AD 850 and died there in AD 934. He studied
for eight years in Baghdmd under the philosopher and scientist al-Kindl.44

About this time the Smmmnid prince Naxr Ibn A.mad was converted to
Isma‘lllsm under the influence of the Ismm‘lll philosopher al-Nasfal; and since
al-Balkhl was a Shl ‘l Zaydl he was invited to teach in Bnkhmrm. After returning
to his homeland, al-Balkhl seems to have established a group for studying phi-
losophy and its connections with Islamic dogmas. One of his important stu-
dents in Bnkhmrm was the famous philosopher al-‘Mmirl (d. AD 992). Following
the steps of his masters, al-‘Mmirl’s main concern in most of his books was to
reconcile philosophy and Islamic dogmas, attempting in his work On the
Afterlife to find a common thread linking the five most important Greek
philosophers – Empedocles, Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato and Aristotle – with
the prophetic tradition. To this group of philosophers belong also Abn
Tammmm al-Nlshmpnrl45 and probably also the vizier Ibn al-‘Amld, the patron
and teacher of al-‘Mmirl in the five years which he spent in Rayy.46

Interestingly, al-Jarlrl (or al->arlrl) in his debate against Abn Sulaymmn
al-Maqdisl, an important member of Ikhwmn al-Xafm’, considers the Ikhwmn to
have been greatly influenced by the philosophers of Khurmsmn, especially 
al-Balkhl and al-‘Mmirl. He draws many links between their methods, thus
suggesting the possibility that some members of the Ikhwmn existed in the
region of Khnrmsmn. This debate was fully reported by Abn >ayymn al-Taw.ldl
(d. AD 981) in his al-Imtm‘ wa al-Mu’mnasa.47 Thus, this group of philosophers
of Khurmsmn may also have included some members of Ikhwmn al-Xafm‘ and
were spread between Bnkhmrm and Nlshmpnr, the region where Ibn Slnm and
al-Ghazmll spent their childhood and early youth. In his autobiography, Ibn
Slnm, however, does not mention the influence of this group on his philosophical
education, although it is nearly certain that he was influenced by some of the
Ikhwmn‘s treatises, as we will show below. Two reasons could have made Ibn
Slnm silent about his early relationship with this group: first is the suspected
religious tendency of their philosophy, which was a reason for the conflict
between them and the philosophers of Baghdmd, as al-Taw.ldl reports.48 Abn
Sulaymmn al-Sijistmnl, for example, severely criticized the doctrines of the
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Ikhwmn49 and al-‘Mmirl mentions the lack of hospitality shown to him by the
Baghdmdl philosophers.50 The second reason, however, was probably Ibn Slnm’s
rejection of the doctrines of creation ex nihilo and the resurrection of bodies,
the two most important concepts of this group. However, Ibn Slnm’s notion of
relating the existence of every being directly to God in his theory of “essence
and existence” (as will be explained in the chapter on Ibn Slnm) and the
mystical tendency of his late philosophy could reflect the influence of the
Khurmsmn philosophers.

The third learned circle in this region is the Nizmmmiyya school of
Nlshmpnr. In order to suppress the learning of Shl‘ism, several Shmf‘l acade-
mic schools were built in some of the important centres of the empire, such
as Nlshmpnr and Baghdmd. These schools, which were named Nizmmiyya, are
considered the first actual academic centres of learning in the region. The
Nizmmiyya of Nlshmpnr was famous for its theologians, such as al-Juwmynl
and al-Ghazmll. Al-Juwmynl seems to have been the first leader and director
of the school who promoted the academic learning not only of jurisprudence
but also rational kalmm theology and even philosophy. Smith shows that in
the Nizmmiyya under al-Juwmynl’s leadership the curriculum of learning
included philosophy and Sufism.51 Probably the kind of philosophy which al-
Juwmynl supported was that preached by the philosophers of Khurmsmn. By
the time of al-Ghazmll, the Nizmmiyya of Nlshmpnr was facing an attack on its
system of learning from the growing Ismm‘lll group known as Ta‘llmiyya
Bmyinlyya. This led al-Ghazmll to compose his famous book Fa,m’i.
al-Bmyiniyya. The situation of the Nizmmiyya in Baghdmd, however, seems to
have been quite different. The Shmf ‘l school was in conflict not only with
Shl‘ism but also with the >anabalite theology which had taken deep root in
Baghdmd. They also had to face the highly intellectual school of philosophy
there. Furthermore, the Mu‘tazilite school feared losing many of its students
to the new academic Nizmmiyya Shmf‘l school and probably spread suspicion
about its academic competence. This is likely to have challenged al-Ghazmll
to compose his two works Maqmxid and Tahmfut la-Falmsifa in Baghdmd.

After the above outline of the political and cultural environment during
the period of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll, the next section will
give some details of their lives.

The life and works of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, 
Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll

‘Abd al-Jabbmr

Trustworthy biographical details of the life of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr are difficult to
ascertain; his full name was probably Abn al->asan ‘Abd al-Jabbmr Ibn A.mad
al-Hamadhmnl.52 The year of his birth is most likely to have been AD 932 in
Asadabmd near Hamadhmn. It is possible that he came from a poor family,
which caused him to stay in Asadabmd for his early education. According to
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Yabaqmt al-Mu‘tazila, he started his theological studies in Ixfmn under the
Ash‘arite school; however, this report may be doubted since the Ash‘arite the-
ology, which started in Baxra in AD 913, must have been in its very early stages
and is unlikely to have reached this region by that time. He most probably
received a traditional Shmf‘ite education, as Madelung maintains.53 He proba-
bly travelled to several towns in search of better teaching; it is known that
he was in Hamadhmn and Ixfhmn before travelling to Baxra. At about AD 957 he
travelled to Baxra to collect >adlth; however, he was soon impressed by the
Mu‘tazilite teaching and studied their sciences under the famous theologian
Abn Is.mq Ibn ‘Ayymsh (d. AD 970). He left for Baghdmd perhaps between the
years AD 957 and 970 to study under the famous Mu‘tazilite theologian Abn
‘Abdullah al-Baxrl (d. AD 977). Abn Abdullah was the leader of the
Bnhmshimiyya Mu‘tazilite school of Baghdmd. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr became a follower
of Abn Hmshim al-Jubm’l’s theology, as he demonstrates in his encyclopaedic
work al-Mughnl.54 This period seems to have been very productive since he com-
posed and compiled many works, some of which are Naqd al-Luma‘, a refutation
of al-Ash‘arl’s Kitmb al-Luma‘; Kitmb al-‘Umad on legal theories; Taqrlb al-Uxnl;
Tahdhlb al-Shar.; Kitmb al-Mabsny; Shar. al-Jmmi‘ al-Xaghlr, a commentary on
Abn Hmshim’s book al-Jmmi‘ al-Xaghlr and Kitmb al-Nihmya, on legal theories.55

The next destination in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s journey was the province of
Khuzistmn in about AD 968 or 970. There, Mu‘tazilism had deep roots, since
Abn ‘All al-Jubm’l and his son Abn Hmshim had lived and taught in ‘Askar
Mukaram, one of its towns. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr also taught in this town and
in Rmmhurmuz, where he probably also started to dictate his famous work 
al-Mughnl. 56

The turning point of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s career was when the famous al-Xm.ib
Ibn ‘Abbmd, the vizier of Prince Mn’ayyd al-Dawla and Prince Fakhr
al-Dawla, the two brothers of ‘A,ud al-Dawla, was looking for a new chief
judge for al-Rayy. Since al-Xm.ib was a learned Mu‘tazilite he asked the advice
of Abn ‘Abdullah al-Baxrl, who first suggested Abn Is.mq al-Naxlblnl.
However, al-Xm.ib did not like al-Naxlblnl and asked for someone else,
whereupon Abn ‘Abdullah sent him ‘Abd al-Jabbmr. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr was
appointed chief judge of Rayy sometime between AD 972 and 977. He
remained in this office until the death of al-Xm.ib in AD 995. During this
time he also completed the dictation of al-Mughnl (AD 990) which means that
he may have spent about twenty years compiling it.57 However, at the end of
the work, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr mentions some other books which he also dictated
in the same period.

These are as follows:

1 Shar. al-Uxnl al-Khamsa, a work that is probably a commentary on an
earlier work of his titled Kitmb al-Uxnl al-Khamsa. Kitmb al-Uxnl was
found among the manuscripts of the Vatican collection;

2 Shar. al-Maqmlmt, a commentary on al-Maqmlmt a work written by Abn
al-Qmsim al-Balkhl;
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3 Baymn al-Mutashmbih fl al-Qur’mn, an explanation of some difficult
passage in the Qur’mn;

4 Kitmb al-I‘timmd;
5 Shar. al-Jawmmi‘, probably a commentary on Abn Hmshim’s book 

al-Jmmi‘ al-Kablr;
6 Kitmb al-Tajrld;
7 Shar. Kashf al-A‘rm,;
8 Shar. Adab al-Jadal, which is a commentary on a book called Adab

al-Jadal, (The Rules of Disputation), which could be a refutation of a
book of this title by Ibn al-Rawmndl.58

In this period some answers to questions which had been put to him were
compiled in many books named after the towns where he gave those answers,
as is reported by Ibn al-Murta,m in Yabaqmt al-Mu‘tazilia.59

The end of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s career as chief judge followed immediately
after the death of al-Xm.ib in AD 995, the reason apparently being his refusal
to pronounce the funeral prayer for the remission of al-Xm.ib’s sins. However,
the historical evidence for this event is doubtful. Prince Fakhr al-Dawla
nevertheless removed him from his position and confiscated all his posses-
sions. But the prince died in AD 997, and his two sons ruled after him; Majd
al-Dawla in Rayy, and Shams al-Dawla in Hamadhmn.60 Both sons seem to
have been weak as rulers and the widow of Fakhr al-Dawla, al-Sayyda Shlrln,
ruled over the whole Jibml. However, Majd seems to have had an interest in
Mu‘tazilism because ‘Abd al-Jabbmr composed a book for him with the title
al-Majdl. Al-Sayyda appointed the Kurdish prince ‘Alm’ al-Dawla governor of
Ixfahmn, but he was able to distance himself from her authority and ruled
independently. Al-Sayyda however retained her rule over Rayy until she died
in AD 1028.61 It seems that ‘Abd al-Jabbmr was not much influenced by
all these new political arrangements but devoted himself to teaching and
writing. Many more of his books were produced in this period:

1 Al-majmn‘ fl al-Mu.ly bi-al-Takllf was probably written in AD 992;
2 Tathblt Dalm’il al-Nebuwwa – according to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr this book on

prophecy was written in AD 995;
3 Tanzlh al-Qur’mn ‘an al-Maym‘in, a commentary on some verses in the

Qur’mn;
4 Al-Majdl, written for Prince Majd al-Dawla probably on some

Mu‘tazilite concepts;
5 Fa,l al-I‘tizml wa Yabaqmt al-Mu‘tazilia, a source for Ibn al-Murta,m’s
Yabaqmt al-Mu‘tazila which gives short biographies and evaluations of
many Mu‘tazilite masters;

6 Al-Ammll fl al->adlth, a work on >adlth and probably his last work.

‘Abd al-Jabbmr remained in Rayy until his death in either AD 1024 or 1025.62

He followed the theology of the Baxrian school which was distinct from that
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of the Baghdmdl school.63 In al-Mughnl, his longest theological work, he refers
frequently to Abn ‘All (d. AD 915) and Abn Hmshim al-Jubbm’l (d. AD 933),
the two best-known theologians of the Baxrian school. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr had a
long productive life; Ibn al-Murta,mmentions in Yabaqmt al-Mu‘tazila64 about
27 different titles of his,65 but ‘Abd al-Karim ‘Uthman’s research produced as
many as 69 titles all attributed to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr.66 However, Brockelmann,
as ‘Uthman points out, has identified the existence of only nine works and he
mentions the whereabouts of their manuscripts.67The works of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
which are important for this book are Shar. al-Uxnl al Khamsa, al-Mu.ly bi-
al-Takllf and al-Mughnl. We shall next give some details of these three works:

Shar. al-‘Uxnl al-Khamsa ‘Abd al-Karim ‘Uthman, the editor of Shar.,
considers that this work was not dictated by ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, but it is more
probably a commentary by the Zaydite Mankadlm.68 Shar. presents ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr’s discussion in an uncomplicated manner and a summary form
which could suggest that this work is a collection of the lectures which ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr used to offer to public and private students made by A.mad Ibn 
al->usayn, who was known as Mankadlm.69 The main purpose of this book
is to give a clear Mu‘tazilite and personal view of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology,
which mainly concerns the general basis of religion and sets out the main
obligations. At the end of almost every chapter, Manqadlm says, “and this is
the general obligation which is imposed upon every responsible person,
mukalaf ,”70 and then he gives an outline of the previous detailed point. Thus,
this book is probably written for the general public. For this reason we will
use Shar. in the chapter on ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, mainly to bring up a discussion
of topics which are not found in al-Mu.ly or al-Mughnl.

Al-Majmn‘ fl al-Mu.ly bi-al-Takllf 71 was probably written after ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr completed his long work al-Mughnl in about AD 992.72 It exists
only, Peters states, in the version of his disciple Abn Mu.ammad al->asan
Ibn A.mad Ibn Mattawiyya (d. AD 1076). Only the first of its four volumes
has been published.73 The topics of this volume correspond to the topics of
al-Mughnl, 1–8 and present their main arguments, suggesting that this work
was an abridgement of al-Mughnl. Chapter 2 will make extensive use of
al-Mu.ly in presenting a summary of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s arguments.

Al-Mughnl fl Abwmb al Taw.ld wa al-‘Adl The most important work of
‘Abd al-Jabbmr is al-Mughnl. This consists of 20 volumes, 16 of which were
found in Yemen in 1951. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr dictated this work over a period of
20 years from AD 972 to 992.74 The discussion in this work is given in a direct
manner, while that in Shar. was referred to as “Qm,l al-Qu,mh said” or “qmla
ra.imahu allah.”75 Al-Mughnl presents the detailed argumentation of ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr and discloses his theology as he himself structured it. Therefore in
this work we will concentrate on al-Mughnl as my main source of reference.

‘Abd al-Jabbmr in al-Mughnl presents the Mu‘tazilite theology in a coherent
and systematic arrangement in order to form a set of unified ideas very closely
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related to each other. Although ‘Abd al-Jabbmr in al-Mughnl does not
introduce a theology of his own but rather compiles a theology of the Basrian
school under Abn ‘All and Abn Hmshim al-Jubbm’l, he presents his own
reflections on their works and arranges the different theological issues in
order to lead to a specific theological concept.76 We will first attempt to
uncover certain characteristics of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s treatment of the
Mu‘tazilite theology by elucidating the structure of al-Mughnl.

‘Abd al-Jabbmr presents three different divisions of theology, all of which
reveal his own apprehension of the position of God, human beings, the divine
law and divine assistance. In the first division he sums up all theological
issues under the two concepts of the unity of God, taw.ld and His justice,
‘adl. All the theological issues which come under taw.ld are presented in
al-Mughnl 1–5. At the end of Volume 5, as Peters notes, he states that the
treatise on taw.ld is complete and the treatise on ‘adl will follow, but he
nowhere mentions that the treatise on ‘adl is finished.77 This means that
‘Abd al-Jabbmr summarizes the five principles of the Mu‘tazilite theology as
apprehending God’s essence and His acts of justice.

At the end of al-Mughnl 14, however, he informs us of another division
which discloses his own understanding (Mu‘tazilite) of theology. He explains
here that the treatise on the rational obligations takllf ‘aqll is completed78 and
will follow the section on prophecies (the revealed obligations takllf sam‘l). In
this, he divides al-Mughnl into two parts discussing the rational obligations
in al-Mughnl 1–14, and the revealed obligations in al-Mughnl 15–19.79 Thus,
‘Abd al-Jabbmr declares here that theological issues are to be studied on two
levels: there are, first, issues which may be mainly known to us through the
rational reflection which must precede the study of revelation80; and, second,
there are details revealed in the theological treatise which cannot be known
by rational methods. These details have two functions: to reveal those com-
mandments which are known only to God, and to disclose the characteristics
of certain acts as assisting the performance of the rational obligations, as will
be explained in Chapter 2 later. Thus, this division explains clearly the
utmost abilities of the human intellect and discloses the main character of
revealed knowledge as a branch of rational knowledge.

However, by reading al-Mughnl we discover another structure which
reveals ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theological viewpoint. We recognize that al-Mughnl
1–7 discloses the features and the characteristics of God: volume 1–5 explain
His essential attributes and volumes 6 and 7 are mainly devoted to demon-
strating the judgements of God’s acts and the two temporal attributes which
disclose God in His relation to the world – the attributes of will and speech.

Al-Mughnl 8–12 deals mainly with human ability and knowledge:
volumes 8–10 discuss man’s ability and power to act and his responsibility
for what his acts generate. Al-Mughnl 11 discloses the importance of rational
obligation, takllf, and declares all humans “mukallafnn.” Al-Mughnl 12 is
dedicated to examining human knowledge and its importance in accomplishing
the rational obligation.
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After completing his treatise on the position of man he starts in al-Mughnl
13 to discuss the relationship between God and mankind according to the
concept of divine assistance, luyf. No Mu‘tazilite theologian before ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr seems to have given much attention to this concept, to which
he devotes so much discussion in al-Mughnl 13. In Shar., for example,
Mankdlm writes a short chapter on luyf which simply presents ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr’s argument against Bishr Ibn al-Mu‘tamir (d. AD 825/840). This
shows that this issue was not discussed in detail among the Mu‘tazilites.81

However, all subjects which follow al-Mughnl 13 reveal the relationship
between God and humans, which is disclosed in the conception of the
divine assistance, luyf. Al-Mughnl 14 explains the meaning of duty and
explores the concept of repentance which relates humans to God. Volumes
15–17 of al-Mughnl discuss God’s assistance, in sending prophets and giving
human beings clear instructions which assist them to achieve what is ratio-
nally obligatory. Al-Mughnl 18 and 19, since lost, must have covered,
as Peters rightly maintains, the subjects of promise and threat and the
intermediate position and the command to do what is good and to refrain
from what is evil. All these subjects supply the details of the relationship
between God and men, which is mainly based on divine assistance to obey the
divine law.82

Thus, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s modification of the Mu‘tazilite theology in 
al-Mughnl, which before his time was probably arranged mainly according to
the five principles,83 emphasizes his concept of the dependence of human beings
on God’s assistance. Therefore, his emphasis on knowing the nature of God and
the nature of humans and his explaining in al-Mughnl 13 the great importance
of God’s assistance, indicates his own interpretation of Mu‘tazilite theology.

Ibn Slnm

The name Abnn ‘All al->usayn Ibn ‘Abdullah Ibn >asan Ibn ‘All Ibn Slnm,
by way of Hebrew, became Europeanized into Avicenna. He was born in
August AD 980 in a large village near Bnkhmrm called Kharmmithan and died
near Ixfahmn in June or July AD 1037. In the course of his life he moved to
many towns in Persia because of the political changes of the period, when the
Ghaznawid sultans were constantly attacking Buyid territories. His father
was the governor of the village where he was born. He was an Ismm‘lll and
taught his two sons, the elder of whom was Ibn Slnm, the Qur’mn and religious
knowledge according to Ismm‘lll concepts.84

The main events of Ibn Slnm’s life are known to us through an autobiogra-
phy begun by himself and completed by his friend and lifelong companion
al-Jnzjmni. At the age of 10, Ibn Slnm started his actual study of philosophy
under the teaching of Abn ‘Abdullah al-Natell, about whom Ibn Slnm
claimed that he pretended to be a philosopher. Ibn Slnm introduces his scien-
tific education in terms of the Aristotelian curriculum, which consists of
logic, mathematics, physics and metaphysics. After the primary period he
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specialized in medicine. In his autobiography, however, he claims that he had
no masters and finished his formal education by the age of 18. After this he
is said never to have learned anything new.85

He became famous as a physician at an early age when, after the failure of
many other physicians, he cured the son of Prince Nn. Ibn Manxnr al-Smmmnl
of Bnkhmrm. The prince in return allowed him to use the royal library, which
Ibn Slnm considered the greatest he had ever seen. In this period Ibn Slnm tells
us that he composed four works (most probably between the ages of 21 and
23): The Compendium on the Soul, Philosophy for ‘Urn,l (some parts of which
have been published), the lost al->mxil wa al-Ma.xnl in 20 volumes and his
only ethical work, al-Birr wa al-Ithm, also lost.86

However, after the death of his father he was obliged to earn his own
living; for some reason he left Bnkhmrm and accepted a post in Jurjaniyya. He
did not stay long in this post but moved to the court of Prince ‘Al Ibn
Ma’mnn Khawmrizm and won the patronage of his vizier, Abn al->asan
al-Suhalll, for whom he wrote Kitmb al-Tadmruk li-Anwm‘ al-Khaya’ fl al-Tadblr
and Qiymm al-‘Ar, fl al-Wasay. But the Ghaznawid Sultan Mu.moud was
threatening to attack Jurjmn and therefore Ibn Slnm had to flee from the
fanatic orthodox sultan. He set off for the court of Shaykh al-Ma‘mll Qmbns,
visiting on his way, it is said, the Sufi sage Abn Sa‘ld Ibn Abl’l-Khayr.
However, by the time he arrived at the Shaykh Qmbns’ court he found him
dead. Ibn Slnm was then obliged to return to Jurjmn and this time he met
someone who would become his lifelong friend, Abn ‘Ubayd al-Jnzjmnl, who
from this point continued to write their adventures together.87 He stayed
sometime in Jurjmn and in this period started his great work al-Qmnnn fl
al-Yibb (known as the Canon). Besides working on this he also composed
al-Mukhtaxar al-Awsay (The Middle Summary), Al-Mabd’ wa al-Ma‘md (The
Beginning and the Return), al-Arxmd al-Kulllya (General Observation) and
Al-Mukhtaxr al-Majistl (The Majestic Summary).88

He then left Jurjmn to stay in Rayy in about AD 1015 but did not stay long
because of the dissension between the young Prince Majd al-Dawla and his
mother, who wanted to rule in his name. Ibn Slnm became the physician of
this prince and opposed the authority of his mother. Soon he had to leave for
Hamadhmn, where he started a new phase in his life. He became the favourite
of Prince Shams al-Dawla, who appointed him vizier. However, al-Jnzjmnl tells
us that he himself always supported Ibn Slnm’s philosophical career as against
his political one. He was a vizier in the daytime but in the evenings he held
learning sessions and studied at night. In this period he started his great
work al-Shifm’, besides continuing the writing of al-Qmnnn. He also com-
posed in this period The State of the Human Soul and the book called Guidance,
al-hidmya. After some time the Prince decided to go to war and took Ibn Slnm
with him. But during the war the Prince died of a severe attack of colic in
AD 1021. The new Prince was not fond of Ibn Slnm, especially after he refused
to be reappointed as vizier. He was then arrested and kept in the fortress of
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Fardajmn.89 In his captivity he composed the treatise >ayy Ibn Yaqzmn.90

After four months, however, Hamadhmn was captured and Ibn Slnm was set
free; he escaped to Ixfahmn with al-Jnzjmnl and his brother.

‘Alm’ al-Dawla, the ruler of Ixfahmn, valued the talent of Ibn Slnm and every
Friday held a meeting with Ibn Slnm and a group of learned men. This was
the end of Ibn Slnm’s political career but the beginning of his philosophical
one. In his Ixfahmn period, which lasted about ten years, he composed
all the rest of his works, which Gutas arranges in the following chronological
order:

1 The last parts of The Cure (al-Shifm’) in AD 1027;
2 The Salvation, (al-Najmt) in AD 1027;
3 Philosophy for ‘Alm’ al-Dawla, the only book written in Persian under the

title Dmnish Nameh ye ‘Alm’l;
4 The Eastern Philosophy in AD 1027–9 (lost);
5 Fair Judgement, (al-Inxmf ) a commentary on the pseudo-Aristotle’s

Theologia Aristotelis in 20 volumes in AD 1029 (lost);
6 Marginal Notes on De Anima;
7 Remarks and Admonitions (al-Ishmrmt wa al-Tanbihmt) in AD 1030–4;
8 Letter to an Anonymous Disciple in AD 1034;
9 Letter to Kiya in AD 1036;

10 On the Rational Soul in AD 1037.91

Ibn Slnm also composed many treatises, the most important of which are The
Treatise on Love (Rismla fl al-‘Ishq), The Treatise on the Nature of Prayers
(Rismla fl Mmhayat al-Xalmh), The Treatise on Happiness (Rismla fl al-Sa‘mda),
The Treatise on the Throne (al-Rismla al-‘Arshiya), Recital of the Bird
(Riasmlat al-Yayr) and others. Ibn Slnm lived in Ixfahmn until he died, after
much suffering, from colic in June or July AD 1037.92

The works of Ibn Slnm’ which are important for the purposes of this book
are al-Shifm’ (The Cure) and its abridgement al-Najmt (The Salvation),
al-Ishmrmt wa al-Tanblhmt (Remarks and Admonitions) and Rismla fl al-‘Ishq
(The Treatise on Love).

Shifm’, Najmt and Ishmrmt are encyclopaedic works which contain Ibn Slnm’s
teaching on logic, mathematics, physics, metaphysics and theology. Shifm’
was first composed in AD 1020 and finished in AD 1027 together with Najmt.
Three years later, Ibn Slnm started his last great work Ishmrmt, which was fin-
ished in AD 1034, three years before he died. This present book, however, is
only concerned with those parts which study the human soul in relation to
physics and the parts on theology. In the main, Ibn Slnm follows the
Aristotelian tradition in his interpretation of the above sciences, but the
theological part of his metaphysics is also influenced by Neoplatonic
thought, through what the Arab translators called The Theologia Aristotelis –
some parts of Plotinus’ Enneads (4–6), which the Arab translators falsely
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attributed to Aristotle.93 However, Ibn Slnm is not only commenting on those
Aristotelian and Plotinian works but also adding some vital theories which
constitute his own view. He makes this clear in the Prologue to al-Shifm’:

there is nothing of account to be found in the books of the ancients which
we did not include in this book of ours . . . To this I added some of the
things I perceived through my own reflection and whose validity I
determined through my own theoretical analysis, especially in Physics
and Metaphysics – and even in Logic.94

Ibn Slnm significantly adds to the psychological part of Aristotle’s Physics his
new theories on learning through intuition and the substantial nature of the
human soul. He also provides a long analysis of the nature of universal ideas
which is fully abstract, as will be shown in the section on rational knowledge
in Chapter 3 below. In addition, he offers some significant theories and inter-
pretations of the nature of God in the theological part of the metaphysics. He
introduces the concept of Necessary Existence to explain that God’s unity
means that He is One because His existence is within His essence, whereas
the existence of all other beings is dependent on another. Chapter 3, in the
main, seeks to reveal some of the characteristics of Ibn Slnm’s new contribu-
tions which led him to compose the last Sufi-influenced part of al-Ishmrmt wa
al-Tanblhmt (Remarks and Admonitions), which demonstrates the ultimate
relationship between the Divine and some human souls.

Ibn Slnm’s last encyclopaedic work Ishmrmt is, indeed, very important for
this work. He divides this work into two: the first part is on logic and the
second surveys physics and metaphysics in ten chapters which he calls namay-
annmmy (classes).95 The main importance of this work lies in two of its
features: in the method, which “depend [s] on providing hints and guidelines,
rather than ready-made arguments, to the student, who is then expected to
elaborate the entire theory on his/her own”,96 he is also in many of these
points trying to disclose the nature of the problem in certain parts of the
discussion. The second characteristic of this work lies in introducing a Sufi
dimension to the theological division of the metaphysical part.97 In these last
classes (8–9), he demonstrates the possibility of the ascent of some human
souls to reach the absolute manifestation of God which he refers to as tajalll.
In the tenth and last class he explains the nature of the miracles which these
Sufi saints are able to perform.98

Chapter 3 will also make great use of Ibn Slnm’s treatise Rismla fl al-‘Ishq
(The Treatise on Love) which, we believe, introduces the mystical dimension
of his philosophy.99 In this treatise Ibn Slnm interprets the relationship
between the different species (i.e. matter and form, movement and Movers,
souls and Intellects and finally Intellects and God) as having its basis in the
yearning towards love and perfection which is for some the continuation of
existence and for others the yearning for perfection in God. But only the
divine Intellects have an eternal relationship with God’s manifestation of
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knowledge, goodness and love. It seems that there is a close link between this
treatise and those chapters on Sufism in Ishmrmt because in chapters 17 and 18
of the eighth class he gives a summary of this treatise with some explanation
of the meaning of “yearning.”100 This probably shows that this treatise was
composed shortly before Ishmrmt.

However, Chapter 3 will also make use of some other works of Ibn Slnm,
such as Rismla flMmhiyyat al-Xalmt (The Treatise on the Nature of Prayer) and
some parts of his work Kitmb al-Inxmf (Fair Judgement or The Commentary on
Theologia Aristotelis).

Al-Ghazmll

Abn >mmid Mu.ammad Ibn Mu.ammad Ibn al-Ta’us A.mad al-Ynsl, known
as al-Ghazmll, because his father was probably a spinner, ghazzml, and as >ujjat
al-Islmm, the proof of Islam, was born in Yns in AD 1058. Al-Ghazmll was one
of the most famous and influential scholars in the history of Islam because he
presented Islamic concepts in depth, without losing their Islamic basis, and in
a highly philosophical manner. He described the different stages of his life in
his famous work al-Munqidh min al-<alml.101 M. W. Watt, however, considers
this work to present more an evaluation of the important stages of his thought
and experiences than a biographical account of his life. The life of al-Ghazmll
can be divided into five distinct periods: the period of his study and early
teaching in Nlshmpnr, the second period covering his teaching in Baghdmd,
the third period of his Sufi journeys, the fourth consisting of his return to
teaching in Nlshmpnr and finally his retirement and death in Yns.

In his birthplace, Ghazmll started his studies in the subject of jurispru-
dence, but left in AD 1077–8 in order to study under the famous Shmfa‘l
scholar Abn al-Ma‘mll al-Juwmynl in Nlshmpnr. He stayed in Nlshmpnr from
AD 1077 to 1091, at first studying the following sciences under al-Juwmynl:
Ash‘arite theology, philosophy, logic and the natural sciences.102 Smith
comments that Ghazmll in this period had already become impatient with
dry dogmatic teaching and began to study Sufism under Abn ‘All al-Fa,l
Ibn Mu.ammad Ibn ‘All al-Farmmdhl.103 Ghazmll however, mentions in
Munqidh that his Sufi studies began in Baghdmd after he had written Tahmfut
al-Falmsifa.

After the death of his teacher al-Juwmynl in AD 1085 in Nlshmpnr, Ghazmll
began his teaching career and became a famous scholar known to the vizier
Nizmm al-Mulk who was interested in Ash’arite theology and Sufism. He
admired Ghazmll as a Shmf’l scholar and sent him as a director of the
Nizmmiyya College in Baghdmd in AD 1091.104

The works of Ghazmll in this period concentrated on jurisprudence and
Ash‘arite law. Hourani mentions seven works, namely, (1) al-Mankhnl fi Usnl
al-Fiqh, (2) Shifm’ al-Ghalll fi al-Qyms, (3) al-Basly, (4) al-Wasly, (5) al-Wmjiz
fi Fiqh al-Immm al-Shmf‘l, (6) Khulmxt al-Mukhtaxar wa Naqmwat al-Mu‘tasir
and (7) Tahdhlb al-Uxnl.105
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In the second period Ghazmll was sent to teach in al-Nizmmiyya College in
Baghdmd. He spent only four years in Iraq, from AD 1091 to 1095. In this
period he wrote most of his philosophical writings, probably to impress the
scholars of the capital of the great ‘Abbasid empire. As mentioned above,
Smith shows that he was already studying philosophy and Sufism in
Nlshmpnr, although Ghazmll in Munqidh mentions that both his philosophi-
cal and Sufi study was in Baghdmd. This statement, however, must not be
taken as chronologically true but probably means that his interest in Sufism
came after his philosophical critical writings. This is also supported by the
fact that al-Ghazmll’s stay in Baghdmd was only for four years; he was occupied
there by teaching, answering fiqh questions from the public and writing his
most important books, as shown in the following list:

Maqmxid al-Falmsifa In this book he explains the main schools of philosophy
as an introduction to his next work.

Tahmfut al-Falmsifa This became one of his most famous books. The aim
of this book is to demonstrate that the assumptions which the Arab philoso-
phers took over from the Greeks in their study of physics and metaphysics are
not provable and lack the certainty which they provide in mathematics. Ibn
al-Rushd, a hundred years after Tahmfut, attempted to prove the authenticity
of these assumptions, from his philosophical point of view, in his book
Tahmfut al-Tahmfut.106

Mi‘ymr al-‘Ilm fl Fann al-Manyiq and Mi.ak al-Nazar These are his most
famous works of logic.107 It seems that in these two books he built the founda-
tions for a thorough method of acquiring rational knowledge in the religious
sciences. He often remarks in his work that the only scholars who can acquire
true rational knowledge are the ones who are rooted in thorough methods of
investigation. Thus, logic for him provides the path which leads to certitude.

Al-Mustazhirl or Fa,m’i. al-Bayiniyya This is a work which refutes the
Ismm‘ill Ta‘llmla belief in the superiority of the Imam in interpreting the
Qur’mn and religion.
>ujat al >aqq and al-Iqtixmd fl al-I‘tiqmd These works belong to the same

period as al-Mustazhirl. The latter reveals his theological views; probably
after all his great philosophical works Ghazmll was accused of arguing in the
same manner as the philosophers and in Iqtixmd he wanted to demonstrate his
theological beliefs in the language of the Mutkallimnn. Nevertheless, the
theology which he provides in this work is not pure Ash‘arite theology but
very much his own, influenced by philosophical concepts about the essence
of God, as is shown in Chapter 4, the section titled “The problem of the
attributes of God.”

Mlzmn al-‘aml The last book of this period (probably when he was still
in Baghdmd) is his philosophical Sufi work Mlzmn al-‘aml. It seems that this
work is the introduction to I.ym’. There are many passages of Mlzmn which
are found in detail in I.ym’.108 A good deal of both Shar. ‘ajm’ib al-qlab and
rym,at al-Nafs, the first two books of the third volume of I.ym’ are taken
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from Mlzmn. In this work he tries to find the connection between theoretical
sciences and the practical actions which constitute human behaviour.

After Ghazmll became famous in Baghdmd, he passed through a crisis, ending
with his finding certitude in Sufism. When he left Baghdmd this time he
probably stayed in Damascus for a while on his way to Mecca. It is also
possible that he visited Egypt and stayed there for a short time either on the
way to Mecca or at an earlier period from Baghdmd. If his journey to Egypt
is authentic then there is a greater possibility of accepting as his the polemic
work al-Radd al-Jamll which is a work attributed to Ghazmll109 refuting the
Christian belief in the divinity of Jesus Christ. 

This is a very interesting work which compares such statements of Jesus
as “I am the truth” with their equivalents from al->allmj and Bixymml. The
author shows that the biblical statements which confirm the divinity of
Jesus must be interpreted metaphorically and points out that Jesus’ experi-
ence with God is similar to the Sufi concept of annihilation and union.110

H. Lazarus-Yafeh, however, shows in her book, Studies on al-Ghazzmll, that
this work could not have been written by al-Ghazmll. Her main argument
rests on her thesis that all the books which al-Ghazmll wrote after he began
to follow Sufism are distinguished by a new style of writing, which avoids
the use of philosophical language and terminology. She also notes that the
author of this book refers familiarly to the Bible, a feature which al-Ghazmll
does not show in his other Sufi works mentioning Jesus.111 Although
Lazarus-Yafeh’s arguments are strong, there are at least a few points which
should be considered. First, it is quite obvious that al-Ghazmll used more
than one style of writing in the time before his conversion to Sufism, when
he wrote to different groups of thinkers in the same period. This can be seen
in his Tahmfut, which uses philosophical language, while his Iqtixmd is writ-
ten in a totally different style and is directed at theologians. This shows
that Ghazmll was not restricted to one writing style and could freely use
whatever was the appropriate style for certain readers. Consequently, it is
not certain that Ghazmll totally avoided any style if he found a reason for
using it. Besides, since al-Ghazmll’s late writings were mainly directed at
the Sufis, it is obvious then that he would not have used philosophical ter-
minology, but this does not mean that he never used another style when it
was necessary to use it. However, that al-Ghazmll in his Sufi writings does
not give references from the Bible when he mentions one of Jesus’ sayings,
is quite reasonable. Since al-Ghazmll was writing to Sufis who are not famil-
iar with the Bible, there is no reason why he should provide these refer-
ences. However, in the case of refuting the Christian belief in the Trinity,
his readers, both Muslim and Christian, require evidence for his thesis,
which he must provide.

In any case the certainty which al-Ghazmll found in Sufism, in the third
period, did not mean a full rejection of his philosophical thought; certainly
none of his Sufi works of this period deny the philosophical line which he
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had mastered before. In fact, they all make great use of it, as we will show
throughout the chapter on al-Ghazmll. He assimilated his philosophical knowl-
edge into his Sufi concepts and connected both with the basic Islamic and
(interpreted) Qur’mnic concepts. Thus, it seems to us that al-Ghazmll’s works of
this period demonstrate a continuation in another direction rather than the
start of a new career, as he describes it in Munqidh.112 Hence Munqidh, as
Lazarus-Yafeh maintains, seems to be written for the public as a literary text113

and consequently should not be taken as a literal biography of Ghazmll.
Nevertheless, he must have passed through a certain crisis which made him
decide to leave his important post in Nizmmiyya College. At all events, his
sincerity in following Sufism is demonstrated in all the books of this period.
He wrote 11 works during this time, under which are included the 40 books
of I.ym’. The chronology of these books, according to Hourani, is as follows:

Al-Rismla al-Qudsiyya is a short treatise written for the people of
Jerusalem.

I.ym’ ‘Ulnm al-Dln is the famous encyclopaedia of religious sciences.
Although he devotes this work to the science of analysing human behaviour,
‘ulnm al-mu‘mmala, in many places, especially in the fourth volume, he
discloses a great many of his mystical visions and experiences114 which he
considers to be the inspired sciences ‘ulnm al-mukmshafa. The whole work
aims to radiate mystical and spiritual concepts in understanding the role of
religion in the journey to the knowledge of God. This work is written for
the well-informed ordinary seeker of truth and to encourage the elite in
seeking further knowledge.

Al-Rismla al-W‘aziyya Ayyuhm al-walad In both those works al-Ghazmll
exhibits his ethical theories.

Al-Imlm’ fl Ishkmlmt al-I.ym’ this work discusses the problems which
emerged from al-Ghazmll’s publication of I.ym’ ‘Ulnm al-Dln.

Al-Maqxad al-Asnm Here al-Ghazmll gives a mystical profound interpre-
tation of God’s 99 names. 

Jwmhir al-Qur’mn A work which give a mystical interpretation of some
verses of the Qur’mn which he consider to be the jewelleries of the Qur’mn.

Kitmb al-Arba‘ln this is a work which is written in Persian and is a short
abridgement of I.ym’.

Mishkmt al-Anwmr Al-Ghazmll’s deepest mystical work which unveils his
Gnostic beliefs. In its introduction, al-Ghazmll makes clear that this work is
written for the elite Sufis who stand in the highest Sufi stages.

Kitmb al-Daraj Not a well known Sufi work of al-Ghazmll and
Al-Qisymy al-Mustaqlm A simple work in logic written in religious lan-

guage against the Bmyini logics and aimed to convince narrow minded
believer who are attracted to Bmyini propaganda.115

After 11 years of Sufi life, in the fourth period, al-Ghazmll returned to his
teaching job in Nlshmpnr in AD 1106. Most of the books he wrote in this
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period are mainly for the public. Only two works discuss Sufi subjects; 
al-Munqidh and Klmym’ Sa‘mdat (Alchemy of Happiness). In this period he
wrote the following six books:

Fayxal al-Tafriqa This is partly directed against the Bayiniyya sect but
mainly is a defence of al-Ghazmll theory of Ta’wll (interpretation).

Klmym’ Sa‘mdat (Alchemy of Happiness) Written in Persian, is considered
equivalent to I.ym’ in the Persian language. 

The Refutation of the Permissive Scholars polemical work against Sufis who
are  antinomianism written in Persian.

Naxlhat al-Melnk An ethical work written in Persian. 
al-Munqidh nim al-<alml A famous work which al-Ghazmll’s wrote to

give some evaluations to the different stages of his life journey. This work,
however, should not consider a biography of al-Ghazmll’s life which presents
chronological events of his life.

Al-Mustasfa Is one of his longest works on Islamic law, Fiqh.116

Finally, Ghazmll returned to the town of his birth, Yns, and some days after
he finished his last work, Iljmm al-‘Awmm, a work which warns from teaching
Islamic theology to the publics. In Yns, al-Ghazmll spent his last days and he
died on 8 December AD 1111.117

There are many books attributed to al-Ghazmll which recent scholarship
has shown to be inauthentic. Most of these works are very much influenced by
Neoplatonic concepts and terminology.118 Lazarus-Yafeh and others have found
methods for rejecting some inauthentic works, which in the past influenced
the writings of some scholars such as Margaret Smith, in some parts of
Al-Ghazmll the Mystic,119 and Rahman in his study of al-Ghazmll’s theory of
prophecy in two inauthentic Neoplatonic works attributed to him.120

Lazarus-Yafeh’s important work, Studies on al-Ghazzmll shows that after
Tahmfut al-Ghazmll abandoned the use of philosophical terminology and used
instead only such philosophical images and concepts as did not contradict the
basic concepts of Islam. He rejected the use of language which is based on
direct philosophical terms, such as al-‘aql al-kulll, al-‘aql al-fa‘ ‘ml or al-nafs
al-kulliyya and instead used terms such as al-law. al-Ma.fnz, preserved on
a tablet, or nnr al-‘aql121 and rn. al-quds.122 Therefore, in this chapter we
will refer only to al-Ghazmll’s authentic works as listed in the article of
G. F. Hourani, “A Revised Chronology of al-Ghazmll’s Writings.”123

This book will in fact concentrate on three of al-Ghazmll’s works Tahmfut
al-Falmsifa, I.ym’ ‘Ulnm al-Dln and Mishkmt al-Anwmr as follows:

Tahmfut This is one of his most famous works, which was written in al-Ghazmll’s
last period in Baghdmd. In this he criticizes the Arab philosophers, especially
Ibn Slnm. Although Tahmfut is famous as the first Arabic work which criticizes
philosophy by means of the same philosophical methods and logic, Ghazmll
here was only criticizing a certain aspect of philosophy. His aim was to
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demonstrate that the theological part of Ibn Slnm’s (and al-Fmrmbl’s)
metaphysics does not present the same kind of certitude that other parts of
philosophy do.124 Many religious concepts, he explains, cannot be proved on
the basis of rational logic, and he therefore asks such questions as how do you
know that the oneness of God can only produce one entity, or how do you
know that the eternal knowledge of God cannot know this, as we will show
in things which are capable of change. In this manner he wants to assert the
existence of knowledge which cannot be proved but is revealed. Thus, al-Ghazmll
in Tahmfut seeks to demonstrate the limitations of philosophy, rather than
attacking it in order to prove its unreliability (see Chapter 3, section titled
“The main characteristics of God”).

I.ym’ ‘Ulnm al-Dln (The Revival of the Religious Sciences) This is his great
work that consists of 40 books compiled in four volumes. This work was
probably written at different periods, as can be verified by comparing the first
volume with the fourth, which demonstrates his mystical concepts. We will
refer to the problems over the consistency of this work in Chapter 3, section
titled “Relationship with God through His manifestation of Himself,
Tajalll”. The first volume of I.ym’ explores the concept of worship and the
second discusses the importance of Islamic customs in the preparatory stages
of Sufism and the third examines the difficulties which the human soul must
overcome in order to reach the first stages of the Sufi path. The last division
describes the different stages of the Sufi path. From the title we understand
that the author wishes to present a new interpretation of religious concepts.
He is referring here to the interpretation of religion by a mystical dimen-
sion. He illustrates in the introduction that the purpose of the work is the
purification of the human soul from destructive evil habits of the body and
heart and its deliverance through some virtues, such as patience, hope,
asceticism, trust and love, to eternal happiness.125

Mishkmt al-Anwmr This is one of his late works but was probably written
during the period of his Sufi wanderings. In this short work he answers the
request of a beloved student. Its main object is to explain the verses in light
of the Snrat al-Nnr and the famous >adlth on the different veils which
conceal God from the unworthy. Al-Ghazmll in explaining the motif of light
takes the opportunity to set out his deepest views of the Sufi concepts of
annihilation and union. Here he accepts what he rejects in some parts of I.ym’,
that the Sufi will be able to see God in this life and enter into His presence.
However, he meditates on the concept of union, showing its depth: this
should not be taken to mean that the Sufi becomes God but that he moves
into an area where he/she cannot identify or be identified. The last chapter of
Mishkmt, however, has caused a number of arguments; the first to point out
the ambiguity of this chapter was W. H. T. Gairdner in his article “Ghazmll’s
Mishkmt al-Anwmr and the Ghazmll problem.”126 He outlines the problem of
the image of God at the end of the chapter, which made Watt doubt the
authenticity of this part.127 Since then many have argued about it and
scholars such as ‘Afifi, H. A. Davidson, A. Landolt and Lazarus-Yafeh find
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Watt’s assertion unconvincing.128 However, al-Ghazmll at the end of this
chapter presents God as a mysterious being; he explains that only those who
attain the truth in their mystical experience could arrive at a Being who is
above all that is perceived empirically or by insight. This image however is
fully justified in his other works, as will be shown in Chapter 3, section titled
“Relationship with God through His manifestation of Himself, Tajalll.”

Development of luyf, ‘ishq and fanm’

Luyf, ‘ishq and fanm’ are three concepts which were already being discussed
among theologians, philosophers and Sufis in the ninth century and which
disclose three different rational understandings of the relationship between
God and humanity. Here we shall provide a summary of these discussions
with the aim of supplying a contextual background for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, Ibn
Slnm and al-Ghazmll’s understanding of those concepts.

Divine assistance, luyf

Al-Ash‘arl in his Maqmlmt al-Islmmiyyln summarizes the discussions of the
different groups in his time on the question of God’s assistance to show the
most important aspects of divine assistance as presented by the most prominent
scholars. Here we will use his summary to provide contextual arguments
surrounding the concept of luyf in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr.129 In this context al-Ash‘arl
mentions three main groups: the Ahl al-Ithbmt, who are probably the followers
of Ibn Kullmb and the Ahl al-Jamm‘a wa al-Sunna; the Baghdmdl Mu‘tazilites,
Bishr Ibn al-Mu‘tamir and Ja‘far Ibn >arb and the Baxrian Mu‘tazilites. It
seems from his 11 entries on this question that Bishr and Ja‘far from the
Baghdmdl Mu‘tazilites agree with Ahl al-Ithbmt, the traditionalists, on their
understanding of all aspects of the divine assistance.130 Al-Ash‘arl here provides
four areas of discussion on luyf which can be summed up in four questions:
(1) would this divine assistance necessarily turn an unbeliever to a believer?,
(2) is divine assistance infinite?, (3) could God offer better assistance than He
actually provides? and (4) is this assistance a duty and is it a necessity which
God must undertake?

To answer the first question, al-Ash‘arl discusses two main points. The first
considers that an unbeliever who receives God’s assistance would beyond
doubt be guided and would repent for his/her sin. This is the opinion of both
Ahl al-Ithbmt and the two Baghdmdl scholars Bishr Ibn al-Mu‘tamir and
Ja‘far Ibn >arb: the former group base it on their belief in divine determina-
tion, which declares that God is the only agent and humans are not free in
their choice but fully dependent on God’s will and guidance, whereas the
latter group base it on the fact that when divine assistance is provided to unbe-
lievers it must be beyond doubt that they believe.131 This is implied in Bishr’s
argument about the necessity of the divine assistance that if divine assistance
were a duty then God would have had to provide it to all unbelievers and the
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world would not contain any sinners, which is not what we experience. This
demonstrates his belief that divine assistance would certainly turn an unbe-
liever into a believer. In contrast to both groups, the Baxrian Mu‘tazilites such
as Nazzmm and Abn al-Hudhayl show that God’s assistance only motivates
unbelievers but does not compel them to believe. For them, all human
decisions depend fully on their free choice and God’s assistance is no exception
to this rule.132

Concerning the two questions whether God gives infinite assistances, alymf,
and that this can be better than what He provides, al-Ash‘arl again supplies
two main answers. Before we look at them, it is important to remember that
the aim of discussing these two aspects was to counter the opinion of the
group called Ax.mb al-Axla., who considered that all God’s acts were directed
to the greatest good of His people and that therefore He always provides His
best. This in fact means that God could not give better assistance than He
actually gives to His people.133 Thus, the Ahl al-Ithbmt considers that this
limits God’s ability and power to what we experience. In contrast, they
believe that God has endless alymf which is better than what he provides, but
His grace flows according to His will and knowledge of the need. Bishr also
considers that God’s assistance is infinite and more than what He shows
to His creatures; He only reveals what is good for them. Nazzmm and Abn
al-Hudhayl, on the contrary, consider that God has endless luyf, not better
than what He already provides but similar to it. For to say otherwise means
either that God is not able to provide this highest assistance, which would
imply a deficiency, or that He does not want to offer the highest assistance,
which would portray Him as ungenerous.134 Al-‘Ash‘arl also adds that,
according to Abn ‘All al-Jubm’l, if God knows, however, that some one would
have a higher level of belief if He refrains from assisting him/her, then in this
case God will restrict this assistance.135

Concerning the obligation on God to offer divine assistance, most groups,
except the Baxrian Mu‘tazilites, did not accept the necessity of divine
assistance and considered God’s guidance as pure grace, which God offers
to whomever He chooses. Bisher ibn al-Mu‘tamir, the Baghdmdl Mu‘tazilite,
also denies that divine assistance is a duty which God must extend to
those who otherwise would be able to believe.136 A more detailed discussion
of Bishr’s argument will be provided in Chapter 2, section titled
“Communication through God’s duty of assistance, luyf ” together with a
detailed account of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s concept of luyf, which refutes most of the
above discussion.

Divine Love, ‘Ishq

‘Ishq as a mystical concept was discussed long before Ibn Slnm’s composition of
Rismla fl al-‘Ishq. It was Rmbi‘a al-‘Adawiyya (d. AD 801), a Sufi woman from
the eighth century, who first introduced divine love into Islamic mysticism
and demonstrated that Sufis are those who seek God as their lover Who is
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loved for who He is and not for His rewards, .uban li-dhmtihi. This moved
Sufism from being a traditional kind of pietism to a search for the mysteri-
ous beloved. Recently B. Abrahamov has dealt with this subject in his book
Divine Love in Islamic Mysticism, comparing al-Ghazmll’s concept of divine love
with that of al-Dabbmgh.137 In the introduction Abrahamov traces the long
development of divine love in Islamic thinking, showing how this subject
was treated among the Greek thinkers, Jewish and Christian theologians,
Arab philosophers and Sufis. Here, we will follow Abrahamov’s account to
the extent which is appropriate to this part of the chapter.

Every work which studies the ‘Ishq of Ibn Slnm must start from the Greek
philosophers who profoundly influenced Islamic thinking. The most promi-
nent Greek thinker who started the discussion on divine love is, indeed,
Plato. Plato’s image of the universe is clear from his division of the world into
two levels: the divine world of absolute reality and the world of shadow.
Humans as the inhabitants of the latter world are living in illusion far from
acknowledging the real world and therefore the most important motivation
which moves humans from the world of illusion to the divine world of truth
is their experience of love.138 This love is experienced on different levels: it
starts by the appreciation of the materially beautiful, but moves on from this
stage to a deeper appreciation of character and soul behind this beauty. At
this stage one realizes the importance of social and moral nobility and moves
to an appreciation of the importance of knowledge which elevates the soul to
higher virtues and to the discovery of the real and absolute beauty of the
eternal world. Thus divine love is a development: first we realize it in material
beauty and then we move to acknowledge spiritual eternal beauty.

Although Aristotle does not accept the duality theory of the two worlds of
Plato, he does make a great contribution to the concept of divine love. He
considers that love is a spiritual power similar to the power of the forms
which are embodied in all material things. As the role of the form is to bring
matter into existence, love is the power which motivates its preservation and
continuity. In order that a thing should continue to exist, it must be motivated
through a continuous yearning to come closer to its immediate cause. Matter
has an innate yearning toward form and moves toward its Mover, as the whole
world turns to its Prime Mover. Thus, love is the power which keeps the
world in unity and presents as its aim the movement of love towards its
Prime Mover (God).139

Plotinus goes further in explaining how this actually happens: it is through
the emanation of the prime eternal love of the One to the intellect and the soul
that love becomes the inseparable element which flows in all things and moti-
vates their innate yearning to return to their origin, the One (God). Therefore
love in Platonic, Aristotelian and Neoplatonic thinking is the element which
guarantees the unity of the world and its connection to God.140

This concept of divine love is, in fact, not far from the Qur’mnic concept;
many verses of the Qur’mn refer to God’s love but mainly in the sense of God’s
loving the good and hating evil: “God loves not the evil doers” (3:134)
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“God loves the good doers” (3:140) and the like. Similar to the concept of God
in Greek thought, God in Islamic theology is also not considered to have a
feeling of love towards anyone in particular because this kind of love would
influence the transcendence of God and reduce Him to a human level. This
concept is based on the Qur’mnic verse “Nothing is like unto God” (42:11).
Baqillmnl (d. AD 1013) and other Ash‘arite and Mu‘tazilite theologians consider
that love would denote a change in the essence of the lover but since God’s
essence is unchangeable it is not appropriate to attribute love to Him.141

While the Muslim theologians were not interested in interpreting and
investigating the theory of divine love, Muslim mystics considered divine
love as the highest attainable object. After Rmbi’a al-‘Adawiyya’s introduction
of the concept of .ubun li-dhmtihi, love for God on the basis of who He is, as
the aim of the mystic path, divine love was approached from two directions:
first, al-Mu.msibl’s school in Baghdmd developed divine love as the highest
stage of Sufi path. In this stage the Sufis fully identify their will with God’s
will. Second, divine love was developed by the school of al-Junayd, which was
Neoplatonic in tendency. Divine love here did not itself occupy the highest
stage but was the stage which leads to self-annihilation and union with
God.142 More details on this subject will be provided when dealing with the
Sufism of al-Ghazmll in Chapter 4.

The most important group for our study here is the mysterious philosophical
group which was known at the end of the tenth century under the name
Ikhwmn al-Xafm, the Brethren of Purity. Although al-Kindl and al-Fmrmbl
wrote brief notes on the subject of love, the Brethren were the first who
devoted a long study to The Definition of Love, fl mmhiyat al-‘Ishq, in their work
Rasm’il Ikhwmn al-Xafm. The Brethren start their epistle by presenting different
definitions of love and add their own definition, that love is the strong longing
for union. Following the Greek concepts mentioned above, the Brethren
consider that love is an implanted element in all things which demonstrates
the longing of the thing to approach its perfection. Thus, each thing is longing
to approach what stands higher than it in the hierarchy of causes. In the same
manner, the three faculties of the human soul are longing to approach their
perfection: the appetitive soul’s perfection is in material nourishing, the emo-
tional animal soul’s perfection is in victory and leadership and finally the
rational soul has its perfection in knowledge and spiritual activities. Although
the Brethren believe in the strong influence of the stars on the soul’s choice
of its object of love, this does not seem to influence their theory of the divine
love. Following Neoplatonic thinking, they believe that love is an inborn
element in all things but only the elite who are distinguished from the masses
recognize the spiritual behind the material and the divine behind the earthly.
Divine love is the motivation for the elite to ascend from the material world
to join the divine world. They also recognize that the origin of this love is in
God and that this love emanates from Him to all things. However, only the
rational soul can recognize this love in its perfect form in God and its aim is
to attain union with its lover. We shall see in Chapter 3 that Ibn Slnm’s
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Treatise on Love, although it is greatly influenced by this epistle of the
Brethren, also reveals other aspects of this love and that he connects it with
his own Sufi theory.143

Annihilation, fanm’

The concept of annihilation is a mysterious notion which explains an unimagi-
nable stage of feeling, or rather non-feeling of oneself, of being wholly
annihilated in something else. This concept was first elaborated in Islamic
mysticism under the influence of Abn Yazld al-Bisymml, who belonged to the
Sufi school of al-Junayd. The two Sufi schools which were famous in Baghdmd
in the ninth century were the school of al-Mu.msibl (d. AD 857) and that
of al-Junayd (d. AD 910). Al-Mu.msibl’s mysticism rests on two factors:
self-examination mu.msabat al-nafs and readiness to suffer in the service of
God. Achieving this goal depends on understanding the inward aspect of Islamic
belief, which rests on the spirit of obedience and devotion.144 Al-Junayd to an
extent followed al-Mu.msibl in asserting the importance of obeying God’s
commandments,145 but also followed heterodox doctrines of mystical union.
The human soul, for him, originated from God as an idea in His eternal
knowledge. He bases this idea on the Qur‘mn 7:171, where God confronts
all human souls before their existence and makes a covenant with them. For
al-Junayd, this pre-existence of the soul was its original existence as an idea
in the divine mind. There are two words, Zaehner explains, which are important
for al-Junayd: the word “Be” which, according to the Qur‘mn, is the com-
mandment of creation, and the word “union” which brings the soul back to
its origin.146 However the human soul in its earthly life is inwardly longing
to return to its original existence.147 In order to do so, the soul has first of all
to be one of the elect, who are very few, and to pass through many stages of
suffering. In his view, fanm’, annihilation, means “the destruction of the crea-
turely life of the flesh and participation in the divine.”148 Zaehner explains
that al-Junayd was probably influenced by Indian mysticism in his reflec-
tions on the concept of annihilation. In his theory of taw.ld there are two
kinds of isolation for the soul: the first when God before the existence of the
soul makes a covenant with it to confirm His Lordship, when the souls at the
same time affirm their testing and suffering in the world. The second isola-
tion is when the soul in its free choice isolates itself from the life of the flesh
and experiences a full deification and the annihilation of its earthly life.
Al-Junayd also distinguishes between the soul and the nafs. The nafs is the
mortal human part which is enabled to act and operate in time, whereas
the soul is the immortal side which cannot act independently. Thus only when
the nafs is suppressed and melted by obedience to God’s commandments,
after its purification from its relationship with the flesh, does it return to har-
mony with the immortal soul and start to experience longing for its return to
God.149 Zaehner explains that the relationship of union between the immortal
soul and God is a secret, as al-Junayd sees it, which only the chosen soul
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experiences with Him.150 Al-Junayd admits that he himself never experienced
this kind of union.

However, Abn Yazld al-Bisymml (d. AD 875), a student of al-Junayd,
significantly developed the idea of annihilation. He was the first one to talk
about annihilation in the context of the experience of indwelling. He demon-
strated through his experiences, which were reported in many Sufi writings,
that God uses the human soul as an instrument to speak through.151 Many
Sufis report utterances of al-Bisymml such as “Glory be to me, how great is my
worth.”152 Al-Bisymml passed through a stage of total annihilation for ten
years; he was reported to say, “I could pass from the No [nothing] (laysa) to
the No through the No.”153 Annihilation for him is a necessary stage in order
to reach union with God. However, Zaehner makes a distinction between
al-Bisymml and other Sufis before him, as being the first to introduce the idea
of identification with God’s essence rather than with His will. We have
shown above that al-Junayd considers the eternal soul to be only an idea in
the divine mind and not fully identified with His essence.154

Al->allmj (d. AD 922), another significant Sufi of this period, considers that
annihilation is the stage where the Sufi starts to experience identification
with God. He also explains that total self-annihilation is a pre-condition for
union with God. However Fakhry maintains that the difference between
>allmj and Bisymml seems to be that “>allmj’s union did not result, as it had
in the case of al-Bisymml, in the total destruction or nullification of the self,
but rather in its elevation to joyful and intimate communion with the
Beloved.”155 This means that in al->allmj’s opinion the self is not destroyed
but rather adapts totally to another role. Thus annihilation and union seem
to be two concepts which are inseparable from one another; both aim at full
identification with the divine essence, as is reported about al->allmj and
Bisymml. However, we will see that al-Ghazmll considers that annihilation
and union aim at full deification with God’s presence rather than with His
essence.

After the above historical and cultural context of the three thinkers and
their three concepts of luyf, ‘ishq and fanm’, we turn now to examine these
thinkers in turn in the three following chapters, followed by an evaluation in
Chapter 5.
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‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s concept of the divine assistance, luyf, is explained in full in
his encyclopaedic work al-Mughnl (Volume 13). It is the concept which
provides the link between God and humans in his theology and unveils God
as al-laylf, the compassionate One, who provides all kinds of guidance. This
quality in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology is closely connected to God’s justice, ‘adl,
which is one of the main principles of the Mu‘tazilite theology. Their
theology is based on the concept of ‘adl in which God is bound to justice, so
that He punishes only the sinners and rewards the righteous and therefore
provides all humans with freedom of choice. The human ability to choose
between good and evil proves God’s punishment and reward to be based on
justice. God, on His part, provides all kinds of assistance to enable humans
to recognize the importance of the search for knowledge of Him and His
divine law. Human beings, for their part, are recognized in the Mu‘tazilite
theology as al-mukalaf, those who are responsible to God for obeying His law.
Responsible humans are, however, able to discover who God is and to acquire
knowledge about His characteristics only through following a rational system
which leads to divine knowledge.

Here, however, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr seems to acknowledge an important
element which was not fully analysed in the Mu‘tazilite theology before him.
That is, without God’s assistance humans can be lost on the way and will
never achieve knowledge which is guaranteed to be correct. Thus, ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr not only devotes most of Volume 13 to studying divine assistance,
luyf, but we also meet this concept in many other volumes, notably Volume 12,
where he explores rational knowledge and considers that God assists humans
in all the steps of their journey to knowledge. This assistance guarantees their
arrival, as will be explained in the section titled “The rational approach to
God.” The image of God which ‘Abd al-Jabbmr has in mind here unveils two
of His important characteristics: the first is God’s mercy in choosing to create
the world and to supply it with a divine system and laws which guarantee its
best function. The second is seen in being bound to supply every assistance
to mankind in order that humans may have the desire and ability to follow
the divine law, which leads to reward. Both characteristics unveil God not
only as a just judge, ‘mdil, but also as compassionate and merciful, layif.

2 ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s view of the
relationship with God through
divine assistance, luyf
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Thus, in order to perceive the concept of the divine assistance and
comprehend God’s characteristics as described by ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, we will divide
this chapter into three main sections: the first section presents the image of God
in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology and how the Mu‘tazilites relate attributes to God.
Here I shall discuss three main points: (1) what are the essential attributes of
God, which give His basic image, (2) how ‘Abd al-Jabbmr interprets God’s
activities and (3) what God’s main activities are, which unveil His essential
character. The aim of these three points is to show how the concept of divine
assistance relates to God and why He provides this assistance.

The second section introduces ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s concept of human beings as
responsible for attaining knowledge of God and His divine law. This section
is divided into three sub-sections: (1) the first sub-section examines the con-
cept of the human soul and how ‘Abd al-Jabbmr interprets it. Here it is
important to understand how humans function in his theology; (2) the
second sub-section summarizes the epistemological theory of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
in order to show how humans are able to reach knowledge about God and
(3) the third sub-section examines a second way of obtaining knowledge
about God through revealed messages and shows how this can be related to
rational human knowledge. These three sub-sections in the second section of
the chapter are designed to provide an understanding of the human need for
divine assistance and describe the different kinds of divine assistance which
are provided to all humans.

Finally, we come to our objective of unveiling the interaction between God
and humans as ‘Abd al-Jabbmr conceives it, through divine assistance, luyf.
In this section we first discuss the concept of divine assistance and how ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr justifies its connection to God as one of His inherent activities. In
the two other sections I shall present the concept of divine assistance based
on personal contact between God and particular persons. These persons are
only able to make their journey of knowledge through the divine assistance
which they receive and which enables them to choose to act righteously.
These two methods are either warnings, in which God urges individuals to
turn from their way and to start reflecting on their life, apprehended as words
which are sent to the mind in order to move the intellect to think and reflect,
or else sorrows and pain, to warn other individuals that they are ignoring
God’s path.

The three sections of this chapter not only introduce us to a full compre-
hension of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s understanding of the divine assistance with all its
different facets, but also unveil the deepest aspects of his theology.

The main characteristics of God

The characteristics of God were discussed among many of the theological
groups at an early stage of medieval Islamic theology, kalmm. All groups
agreed that God has two kinds of attributes: those which predicate His
essence, xifmt al-dhmt, and those which describe His acts, xifmt al-fi‘l. Yet, many



theologians differed as to whether we can attribute to God human attributes
and, if we can do so, how they are related to Him.

This conflict is connected with the refusal of some theologians and the
Muslim philosophers who were strongly influenced by Greek philosophy to
give positive attributes to God. Al-Kindl, for example, the first Muslim
philosopher, was not willing to confirm certain qualities in God for fear of
violating His unity, since attributes mean adding to God different qualities,
which would show Him in different and changing states, from being known
to creating, hearing, seeing, punishing and so on. However, Muslim theolo-
gians including the Mu‘tazilites follow the Qur’mn, in considering that God
has positive attributes and can be described. Although the Qur’mn predicates
to God many human attributes such as those mentioned above, it declares
that “nothing is like unto Him.” This divine transcendence made many theo-
logians question and reflect on the manner in which the divine essential
attribute can be related to God’s essence while retaining His transcendence.
Again, the difficulty here is how it is possible for God to know or to be able
without possessing knowledge or ability? For if He has knowledge and ability
then they must be eternal like Him. Muslim theologians discussed all the
possibilities: are these qualities eternal notions which have always existed
with God? This would mean that God is not the first eternal. Or are they part
of His essence? This would mean that since God is (a unitary) One, then all
His attributes must be dissolved into one quality. Or are these qualities
neither in God nor independent of His essence? But this is in a way absurd.
For our present purpose I shall restrict the discussion mainly to the
Mu‘tazilites’ view.1

‘Abd al-Jabbmr and the Mu‘tazilites consider that God acts through
Himself, li-nafsihi, a concept which caused problems between them and all
traditional groups. In order to understand this term we need briefly to exam-
ine their theory of God’s attributes. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr belongs to the Mu‘tazilite
school of Baxra which was founded by Abn al-Hudhayl al-‘Allmf (d. AD 841).
According to the Baxrian Mu‘tazilites, attributes which are predicated of
humans or things are the qualities which inhere in a body. Abn al-Hudhayl
adopts the theory of atomism which asserts that all things consist of indivisible
parts, called jawmhir, the plural of jawhar. He considers that each indivisible
unit, jawhar, a term which he also applies to the whole body, does not have
any qualities in itself except that of existing and occupying space. However,
it accepts the qualities which come successively to inhere in it.2 These inherent
qualities are attributes, which either inhere in one part of the body, such as
the quality of seeing which is attributed only to the eyes, or in the whole
body, such as the attributes of ability, knowledge, willing and the like. All
these attributes are known in kalmm cosmology as accidents, a‘rm,.3

Accidents, according to the Baxrian Mu‘tazilites, are immaterial determinants
which exist in material bodies and cause their specific quality for a moment
or for longer or permanently.4 Thus, accident is not merely a rational
notion which describes a thing but is a real quality which comes to inhere in
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a material thing and causes change in it; for example, a thing is white because
of a white accident which is inherent in it. The existence of these accidents
enables the thing to have attributes and qualities. Attributes describe either
the nature of the thing or its acts. However, there is also another kind of
attributes consisting of those which are an inseparable part of the essence.
This last kind is applicable only to God; all other kinds of quality are known
as accidents and are created as the body itself is created. In other words, the
qualities which God has are different in nature from all other qualities. They
are not accidents which come successively to Him but are part of His nature
and therefore they do not cause any change in Him, as will be explained
below.5

After giving this very brief explanation of the Mu‘tazilite theory of
attribution, we turn to examine ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s way of relating attributes to
God.6 God as the first cause of all bodies must be absolutely free from matter
and accidents, because if His existence included atoms and accidents He
would have a beginning and an end as all bodies do. Thus, if we prove God
is the first cause, then He must be immaterial, with no relation to matter.7

This very important element in the nature of God has two main conse-
quences: first, all God’s attributes cannot relate to Him as accidents relate to
bodies, as explained above. The second is that since God is wholly immater-
ial then He is unchangeable, for only matter accepts change in the sense of
growing and perishing; this for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr is a necessary observation.
However, because God alone is eternal, the attributes which characterize Him
cannot also be eternal notions existing beside God in eternity. Therefore, they
must be qualities which are inseparable from His essence. It seems here that
‘Abd al-Jabbmr is differentiating between two kinds of attributes: accidents
with a certain level of materiality such as cause change in bodies and divine
attributes which are purely immaterial because they are parts of God’s
immaterial and unchanging essence. This latter kind, though they do not
cause change in the essence of God, are very vague and indefinable as the
divine essence itself is. This means that God acts through the qualities of
what He is.8

Thus, all God’s attributes of being able, knowing, living, existing and
perceiving subsist in His essence and demonstrate Him as an acting creator.
The term “God acts through Himself, li-nafsihi” which ‘Abd al-Jabbmr uses
here, following Abn ‘All al-Jubbm’l, his master, refers to the attributes which
exist in the divine essence and disclose its qualities.9 Since God’s essence is
eternal, His attributes exist in Him in eternity. An eternal attribute does not
only mean to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr something which has no beginning or end, but
also something which includes all possibilities. In contrast to human ability,
God’s eternal ability can accomplish everything which can exist through
aptitude. His knowledge also circumscribes all that can be known, whether
existent or non-existent, and His perception perceives all that can be perceived.10

Here we see that the concept li-nafsihi is an attempt to attribute different
qualities to God without violating the unified nature of His essence.
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With this solution the Ba‘rian Mu‘tazilites could even attribute to God sense
perceptions such as seeing, hearing, liking and disliking, however, without
the need of bodily mediation. I shall consider this problem next in the
context of examining God’s essential attributes.

God’s attributes of essence

The discussion of God’s attributes, however, is the main subject of the first
Mu‘tazilite principle, called the principle of the unity of God, taw.ld.
Mu‘tazilite theologians divide their theology into five principles, under
which they explain all theological issues. However, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr considers
that all God’s acts which form His relationship to His creatures occur within
God’s justice, and therefore, he arranges his whole theological system under
the two principles of taw.ld, the unity of God and His ‘adl, justice.11 These
two principles underpin all the information and arguments about who God
is, in taw.ld, and how He relates Himself to the world and to humans, in ‘adl.

‘Abd al-Jabbmr discusses those attributes of God which disclose His unity,
taw.ld, in the first three parts of Mughnl which are missing; we have to
depend here on a summary which is given in Shar. al-Uxnl al-Khamsa and
al-Mu.ly bi-al-Takllf.

‘Abd al-Jabbmr regards the act of creation as the event which unveils the
main characteristics of God. It demonstrates Him as being able, knowing,
living and existent. The first quality is the ability which is implied in the act
itself, for whoever acts must have the ability to act which must exist in the
agent before performing the act in order to transfer the will to act to its actu-
ality. Since this ability exists in God’s essence it is eternal, which means that
it is an omnipotent ability. The importance of this point is that God has the
capacity to create the world out of nothing because His ability can achieve all
the possibilities of bringing things into actuality and existence. The second
quality of God is recognized in the perfection of His act of creation, which
discloses His wisdom and knowledge. Ability and knowledge must, however,
be attributed to a living being who is able to act; thus this being must also
be existent.12

In addition, each living being has the qualities of being, hearing, seeing,
willing, speaking, loving, hating and feeling pain. All these qualities can be
also attributed to God, according to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, but without the need of
bodily instruments. Since a living being must have sense perceptions, God as
living also possesses these perceptions.13 These attributes caused problems
between the two Mu‘tazilite schools (the Baxrian and the Baghdmdls); most
Baxrians believed that God could have sense perceptions, while the Baghdmdls
considered that God cannot possess such perceptions, idrmk. The main prob-
lem for the Baghdmdls is that if God has sense perceptions then He must have
the attributes of feeling pain, mut’alim, and desire, mushtahl. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
agrees that these latter attributes cannot be applied to God, but he explains
that while a human has pain and feelings of love through the means of
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accidents which cause loathing or desiring in the body, God does not perceive
these feelings through accidents which come to inhere in any bodily part, but
through Himself. Therefore His perceptions and feelings do not influence
Him as they do bodies.14

Divine perception is probably a part of His eternal knowledge. The real
importance of attributing such perceptive attributes to God, however, is to
emphasize the fact that He is able to know individuals in their situation. In
contrast, the Muslim philosophers considered that God’s knowledge of the
changing world must itself have the nature of mutability and therefore would
cause a change in His essence. In other words, God must become influenced
by world events. Consequently, in their philosophy, God cannot know the
individual and the events of their lives. I shall give a more detailed explana-
tion of this concept when exploring the characteristics of God in Ibn Slnm’s
philosophy in the next chapter.

Al-Ash‘arl (the father of the Sunnl traditional school), however, points out
another problem to do with the essential attributes of the Mu‘tazilites. If the
attributes of the essence are part of the divine essence, then God’s knowledge
must be identical both to His ability and to His perception and so on, which
means that God in fact cannot have more than one attribute. Al-Ghazmll also
considers that the Mu‘tazilites’ attributes are all dissolved into one attribute,
which is knowledge.15 In other words, the Mu‘tazilites do not really attribute to
God any attribute except knowledge. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr rejects this analysis
and considers that the essential attributes are not accidents which come to
inhere in God but are permanent states, each of which has a judgement and
consequences of its own. Ability is attributed to God because of His ability
to bring things into existence; His knowledge is observed in the precision
and wisdom of His act of creation. God’s existence is known through His act
of creation, and we know that He is living because He is able, knowing and
perceiving; all are the qualities of living things. Thus, for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr the
one simple essence of God has four permanent states and faces, each identify-
ing a different side of God but all part of His divinity, a theory which
Abn Hmshim al-Jubm’l, Abd al-Jabbmr’s master, preached in Baxra and in
Baghdmd.16

God, nevertheless, has many other attributes which belong to His actions:
generosity, mercy, justice and the like. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, following Abn
al-Hudhayl al-‘Allmf and the Baxrian school, considers that these attributes are
temporal notions, ma‘mni .mditha, which exist neither in God’s essence nor in
any place and which describe all His acts. The concept of temporal attributes
which exist nowhere was not accepted by all Mu‘tazilites; al-Nazzmm argued
that all accidents must inhere in matter, while Abn al-Hudhayl considered
that some accidents do exist without location, such as the accident of time
and those which describe God’s acts.17

Consequently, God for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr is immaterial and unchangeable but
nevertheless possesses the Qur’mnic qualities of omnipotence, omniscience,
living, existing and perceiving. God perceives all that humans perceive,
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and acknowledges pain and love. We will see in the section titled
“Communication through God’s duty of assistance, luyf” of this chapter that
this feature of God is important for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s concept of the divine
assistance, luyf, which is provided according to the need of every person. This
assumes God’s perception of everyone’s circumstances and needs. In addition,
the eternal knowledge of God signifies His ability to know all events and all
human acts. Thus, these attributes of God, according to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr,
demonstrate the ability of God to have direct communication with humans.

After outlining the main features of God’s essential attributes, we move to
examining the attributes of God’s acts and explain the two gracious acts of
God: creation and granting the divine law.

‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s understanding of God’s activities

As explained on page 46, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr asserts that our knowledge of God
is dependent on our knowledge of His actions, which are manifested through
His creation. The most important activity of God, therefore, is creating, as
‘Abd al-Jabbmr proves. He says that the existence of bodies indicates the exis-
tence of their creator, since their existence entails a creating act.18 The creating
activities of God are proved in the Mu‘tazilite theory of atomism: bodies
consist of parts, the smallest of which is the jawhar, the unit which cannot be
further divided. (However, al-Nazzmm (d. AD 836/845) and other theologians
from the Baghdmdl school consider that the atom can be infinitely divided,
giving rise to the concept of the eternity of the world.19 This concept will be
examined in Chapter 3.) These parts come together through certain qualities,
which come successively to inhere in them. These qualities are20 convergence,
ijtimm‘, separation, iftirmq, movement, .araka and immobility, suknn.
Convergence makes the parts of the body come together through movement
and separation explains its perishing through immobility. However, these
four accidents also demonstrate that the body cannot exist eternally, for if it
could, it would be impossible to die, which is the consequence of separation;
all the body’s parts would always remain together, because an eternal being
has that eternity within itself which can never perish.21 Thus, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
uses this proof to explain that bodies must be created and cannot be eternal
and therefore need a creator, because all things must either be created or
eternal; no third option is possible. We can know their creator through His
creation; in this section we will examine the nature of God’s acts and the
different judgments which fall on them.22

Since God for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr is an active Agent, His activity must fall
under the criteria of good and evil. But before opening our discussion about
God’s different activities, it is appropriate first to give a brief explanation of
‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s understanding of the term “acts,” al-af‘ml, to which he
devotes a whole volume – Volume 6 part I, in al-Mughnl. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
analyses the meaning of the word “act,”23 and defines it as: “what comes into
existence from someone who has been capable of it.” This means that an act
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is completely related to the one who performed it, ta‘aluq al-fi‘l bi-al-fm‘il. He
divides acts into two kinds (1) those which have an attribute and are per-
formed intentionally and (2) those which are not attributed but performed
unintentionally, such as acts performed by sleeping persons or those uncon-
scious of acting, by children or by someone acting under an obligation.24

Only intended acts can be judged good or evil.25 In judging an act as good or
evil, G. F. Hourani points out, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr adopts an objective view of
ethics, which means that judgement may be made of an act without consid-
eration of who performed it; whether God, a prophet or another human
being. Hence, the judgement of the act does not depend on whether people
or scripture commanded or prohibited it but only on the nature of the act.
Wrongdoing and lying, for example, are always recognized as evil, even if
they are commanded or performed by a wise person.26 The act can be evil
because of its inherent nature – lying is evil, for instance, because it is lying.
The result or the consequence of the act is an important way of revealing its
attributes; an act which is considered evil causes evil. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr con-
cludes that since all intended acts have to be judged good or evil, then God’s
acts must fall under the same judgement; the question here is whether God
in fact does good or evil?

‘Abd al-Jabbmr explains that good and evil belong to the same species of
“acts” and when God’s ability is unlimited, as explained in the section titled
“God’s attributes of the essence” then He too must be able to do good and
evil. Nevertheless, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, like all Mu‘tazilites, has the full convic-
tion that although God could perform evil, He actually never does so. This
conviction is grounded in two main arguments: (1) since God’s eternal
knowledge circumscribes all that can be known, then He must know the evil-
ness of evil and its consequences, and therefore He chooses neither to do evil
nor to guide any one to it and (2) God is self-sufficient and is not in need of
any benefit from an evil act. Therefore, one of the most important qualities
and criteria of God’s acts is that they are free from evil, both in their content
and in their goals.27

The importance of the above discussion is, for the Mu‘tazilites, to raise an
objection against the theologians who considered that God’s acts cannot be
described in these terms. God, for many traditional theologians, is not
obliged to act in a certain way. He could punish the righteous and the chil-
dren and reward the sinners. Nevertheless, His acts should not be considered
evil, they believe, because God is the source of ethics. Acts are known to us
as good or evil only because God declares them to be so. Thus traditional the-
ologians consider that God’s acts are not classed under human ethics and
should not be described as good or evil. Besides describing God’s acts as only
good, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr goes through the four following categories in order to
identify the kind of acts which are applicable to God:

1 Acts which have no certain purpose and are performed by sleeping or irresponsible
persons, or acts under obligation Such acts are judged neither good nor evil and
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therefore this category does not apply to God’s acts, because a wise being, for
‘Abd al-Jabbmr, always acts according to a purpose and a goal.

2 Permissible acts These are good acts which are allowed to all and deserve
no blame or praise, such as eating, breathing and the like. God’s acts do not
come under this category because rational acts are not classed as permissible
ones.28

3 Recommended and gracious acts These are acts which deserve praise,
though omitting them does not deserve blame. Recommended acts, nadb,
assist in accomplishing a command or a duty. Gracious acts are mainly those
which aim to benefit someone else and are intended to be good. They call for
volunteering beyond the bounds of duty. These latter acts are attributed to
God and express His gracious acts of creating the world and demonstrating
His law, which benefits humans.29

4 Obligatory acts These are acts which bring praise for doing them
and blame for omitting them.30 Obligation can be conferred either because
of a command or logical necessity. This last condition is demonstrated
in repaying debts, which results from the logical necessity of justice. Some of
God’s acts, according to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, can belong to this last category:

if it is possible for the Exalted to know the obligatoriness of the obliga-
tion on himself by his essence, there is nothing to prevent the application
of the term wmjib, obligatory, to him, although it is impossible to say of
Him that there is an oblig[e]r who obliges him.31

In other words, the obligations which God follows come as a necessary
logical consequence to some other acts which He has performed, such as
the duty of assisting humans, which follows from His imposing obligations
on them.

Thus, all God’s acts fall into the categories of either gracious or obligatory
acts. Creation and granting the divine law, takllf, are gracious acts, while
His duty of assistance is the consequence of these two acts. His divine assis-
tance is of two main kinds: “tamkln,” which means providing the human
body with all the needed abilities, such as seeing, hearing, ability and the
will to act, and the like. The second kind of divine assistance falls into what
‘Abd al-Jabbmr calls “luyf,” which means making easy, or assisting through
sending revealed messages or some specific assistance by giving warnings,
khawmyir, or causing pain or disease in order to rouse people to realize the
importance of turning towards God, or confirming the correct knowledge
through what is known in Mu‘tazlite theology as suknn al-nafs, the tranquil-
lity of the soul. All these concepts will be discussed in different sections of
this chapter.

After this outline of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s understanding of the nature of God’s
acts, next we examine the concept of the gracious and obligatory kinds of act
which God performs.
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The gracious and obligatory acts of God

‘Abd al-Jabbmr starts his discussion by confirming that both God’s gracious
acts and His acts of duty are directed towards goodness32; both sorts aim to
assist and benefit others and consequently merit praise.33 The gracious acts of
God, as we have seen, are two: the act of creation and the act of providing the
divine law, while His obligatory acts are those which come as a consequence
and result of His gracious acts. In this section, however, I shall mainly
examine those acts of God which are closely attached to the concept of divine
assistance; therefore many of the attributes of God’s activity will not be men-
tioned here. Next I shall summarize ‘Abd al-Jabbmr‘s explanation of them.

Creation is for him the most important divine act, which made God
known and declared all His essential qualities. Creation, therefore, must have
behind it certain purposes and wisdom, and cannot fall into the class of pur-
poseless acts, which may be permissible or useless.34 Creating the world, he
insists, can neither be the act of someone who does not know what he is doing
nor is it useless because God has eternal wisdom. Thus, God cannot act
unwisely nor can the act of creation be classed as a permissible act which can-
not be attributed to a being.35

Thus, creation for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr demonstrates the grace of God, which
has the purpose of benefiting others. Benefits, in his view, are of two kinds:
deserved benefit and non-deserved, in the form of gracious gifts. Creation is
a benefit which belongs to the latter kind and is offered to all as a divine
grace. Deserved benefits are those which are obtained through hard work; in
order to provide such rewards God has set certain commands and prohibi-
tions, which guide humans to earn such rewards. To make these deserved
rewards known, God has granted a divine law, takllf, to all humans. This is
the second act of God’s grace to humans, the granting of the divine law.
Performing God’s law and following its commandments, however, is a hard
task which all humans must undertake in order to deserve the benefits
(entering paradise).36

These deserved benefits, which are the consequences of adhering to the
divine law, play an important role in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology.37 They direct
the human interest to the divine law and show the importance of obeying
God’s commands. God also, according to him, has created humans with cer-
tain qualities, all of which have the aim of making human beings rationally
responsible, as will be explained in the section titled “The main features of
the responsible person, al-Mukallaf .”

God’s two gracious acts – of creating the world and providing the divine
law – discussed above lead to the need for divine assistance. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
and the Baxrian Mu‘tazilites consider that in order for people to obey the
divine law, they must have assistance, which comes first under the bodily and
rational requirements provided for the acquisition of knowledge, and also is
granted to those who need it in order to perform their duty.38 This assistance,
which ‘Abd al-Jabbmr calls luyf, comes under the heading of acts which God
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performs under logical necessity, and is regarded as a duty which God must
undertake. Obligatory acts are not only those which are obliged by an
obligoer but also those which entail logical necessity as a duty, such as the
repayment of debts. This inner necessity aims either to benefit oneself or to
benefit others, as outlined above.39 Thus, we apply the term obligatory to
God’s acts, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr explains, not because of any commandment nor
because He wants to benefit Himself but rather because of the logical neces-
sity of assisting others. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr argues here that when God imposes
the divine law on humans and motivates them to obey it through rewards and
punishments, then He has a duty or is responsible to assist us to obey it.40

The necessity here lies in His knowledge that humans are not able to perform
His law without this assistance. All God’s acts which come under the
notion of assistance seem here to be acts which He must undertake such as
providing necessary knowledge, sending prophets, guiding the needy
towards His path and causing pain to some so that they may repent and direct
their life to divine knowledge. In the study of the characteristics of humans,
we describe many sides of divine assistance; moreover, section three of this
chapter will be devoted to revealing the importance and implications of
this concept.

The theology of the Mu‘tazilites, however, was severely criticized by
modern and medieval theologians because of their image of God as One who
is imprisoned in His own wisdom. Al-Ghazmll in his work al-Iqtixmd shows
that this kind of theology reduces the possibilities of God’s grace and makes
Him act according to the force of logic. For example, prophecy is not seen as
an act of grace but as something which God must grant and a duty which He
could be blamed for not carrying out.41 However, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr is not reduc-
ing God’s grace here but rather showing that it has certain consequences.
God, for him, takes the responsibility for embodying His grace in certain acts
of assistance, in order for it to become complete.

To conclude, in this section of the chapter we have examined ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr’s image of God and the possibility of describing His essential nature.
It has become clear that although he described God in highly philosophical
and abstract terms, he attributed to Him the kind of perceptions which
humans possess. However, the transcendence of God is safeguarded in that he
sees all God’s attributes as functioning from within His essence, while
humans’ attributes come from outside their essence. God acts according to
divine wisdom and therefore all His acts have purposes, either demonstrating
divine grace or being bound to the wisdom of accomplishing His divine plan
for assisting humans to achieve what He sees as best for them. Consequently,
God, in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology, is pictured as a wise being who is imma-
terial and unchangeable, but able to perceive human feelings. In this theology,
God is bound to act wisely and according to a certain logical rational plan;
it is not possible for Him to violate these measures or to ignore them. ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr’s theology is very much influenced by an image of God which
strongly supported the Mu‘tazilite rational interpretation of religion and
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would become an integral part of their system. These features are the basis of
‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s concept of the divine assistance, which is connected to God’s
sense of duty to assist humanity to best realize its potential and to earn the
heavenly rewards.

After this account of the features of God and the different ways in which
He acts, we turn to examine the features of humans and their possibility of
obtaining a knowledge of God. This, together with the above examination of
God’s characteristics, may make it easier to understand the concept of God’s
assistance, which will be explored in the section titled “Communication
through God’s duty of assistance, luyf ” of this chapter.

Human nature and the different ways of knowledge

Humans and their ethical behaviour play an important part in ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr’s theology, although he was not preoccupied by studying the human
soul or intellect. However, he reflects on the nature of the human in the
context of his study of the divine law, takllf, in Mughnl Volume 11. In this
section, therefore, we attempt a brief study of his concept of al-Mukallaf,
the responsible, as mankind is called in his theology. Further we discuss the
two ways by which humans are able to reach knowledge about God, the
rational and the revealed, in two later sections.

The main features of the responsible person, al-Mukallaf

‘Abd al-Jabbmr, following the Baxrian Mu‘tazilite theology, adopted the
theory of Atomism in explaining the nature of man. Like all other creatures,
man functions through the different accidents which come successively to
inhere in him. According to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, humans, like all created things,
consist of indivisible parts and accidents. Many theologians of this period
refer to these indivisible parts (atoms) as a substance, jawhar, but ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
uses the word substance also, to refer to the body.42 Substance, however, can
consist of more than one atom; it also, he points out, explains the element of
permanence, which relates things to their species and genus.43 Accidents, in
contrast, exist only in a substance or atom and express the elements of change
which occur to the substance.

Accidents are of two kinds, created and acquired. Life, perception, ability
and perishing come only from God, while knowledge, ignorance, doubt, con-
viction and the like, are acquired by each person.44 Some accidents are
acquired through another agent; knowledge, for example, can be learned from
others or pain can be caused by another. Thus, all activities of humans are
explained as inhering from the effects of different accidents at different
times.45

The human soul and intellect are not considered, in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology,
to be immaterial elements inhering in the body, as Muslim philosophers
generally think of them. In contrast, according to him the word soul, “rn.”
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in Arabic comes from riym., wind, while the term nafs, which also designates
the soul, comes from nafas, the air we breathe. This, therefore, refers to the
air which we inhale and which causes life to continue.46 ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
argues in al-Mughnl 11 against the theologians of the Baghdmdl Mu‘tazilite
school such as Hishmm Ibn al->akam (d. AD 795/815), Bishr Ibn al-Mu‘tamir
(d. AD 825/840) and al-Nazzmm (d. AD 836/845) who consider that behind
each visible person exists an invisible soul which is the power initiating
all activities. The soul is the eternal element, they believe, which remains after
the death of the body; it is the determinant, ma‘nm, which causes the actuality
of the body.47

The arguments of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr against the Baghdmdl theologians run as
follows: first of all, whatever cannot be proved by spontaneous grasping nor
absorbed by the methods of acquisition and reflection cannot be known. He
presents Abn Hmshim al-Jubbm’l’s argument that if the soul were to inhere
in all parts of the body, then it would be like a garment we wear, which we
experience immediately. This, however, is not the case with the soul. ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr also asks if we can prove the existence of the invisible soul, supposing
it to be other than the visible body, when all its activities are identical
with the activity of the visible person.48 In this part of the argument ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr attempts to demonstrate the difficulty of acquiring knowledge of the
soul and identifying its activity if it is separated from the body.

He also argues against al-Nazzmm, who considers that the soul is a substance
which has knowledge, life and ability in itself, li-dhmtihm. Al-Nazzmm also
maintains that the soul is the life which flows in the body and causes its
activity. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr argues that if the soul were a substance in which
knowledge and ability inhere, then it would not be possible for these to
inhere in the body, because substances cannot inhere in other substances;
however, if it were an accident, then it would not accept other accidents such
as knowledge and ability because accidents do not inhere in each other. In
other words if the soul were an accident, it would only have one quality. Also
the possibility that the soul could initiate activity per se is impossible, in
‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s opinion, for the only being who acts through Himself is
God. Activities which are initiated through the essence, xifmt nafsiyya,
however, would not be restricted by any limitations; this would mean that
people would be omniscient and become omnipotent, but humans are nei-
ther.49 ‘Abd al-Jabbar is trying to make clear here that humans have no divine
element inside them which initiates all their activity, as philosophers and
Sufis believed.

From the discussion above, it seems that ‘Abd al-Jabbmr is emphasizing
here the unity of the human being and is fighting against the duality of soul
and body which was spread among some Mu‘tazilites in Baghdmd. This con-
cept of the duality of body and soul attributes all human activities to the soul;
the body remains the passive instrument which the soul uses as a window to
the material world. Traditional theologians and the Mu‘tazilites probably
adopted atomism because it supported only one duality: that between God
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and the world. Nothing acts by its own power except God; He continually
creates the accidents which provide the world with the power to act. In contrast,
most philosophers and Sufis considered that the soul is a divine power inhering
in the body and initiating all its activities. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr considers this theory
heretical because whatever is divine cannot inhere in a material body; hence
human activities must be interpreted in a different light. If humans do not have
an immaterial soul inside them, then as a logical consequence they must
function through powers which are given to them from God.

At all events ‘Abd al-Jabbmr considers that humans are created in order to
receive different benefits, the highest of which are the deserved ones. For God
to bestow this kind of benefit, He grants humans the divine law, which
reveals the importance of reward and punishment. Human beings for ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr have the attribute of being responsible, mukallaf; they are created
with certain qualities which enable them to fulfil the divine law. These
qualities are implanted in them and known among Mu‘tazilites as tamkln.
‘Abd al-Jabbmr counts these qualities in al-Mughni 11 as follows:

1 The first quality is the desire to act, which is the first attribute created
in the body and that motivates humans to act and recognize the impor-
tance of obtaining benefits.50

2 The second quality is ability, which enables someone to act; this allows
him/her either to perform an act or refrain from it. It is created in a
person long before the act to enable him/her to choose between different
possibilities of action. Thus, free will and the ability to perform an act or
refrain are conditions which humans must have in order to be rationally
responsible for achieving God’s law, takllf.

3 Humans are provided with rational necessary information, ‘aql. ‘Aql for
‘Abd al-Jabbmr is certain basic and immediate knowledge which is
considered to be the basis on which rational knowledge is built. This
basic knowledge comes from God and identifies the person as rationally
mature and qualified to act rationally.51 The next section will provide
more details of this concept.

‘Abd al-Jabbmr shows here that humans are created with certain qualities
which indicate a purpose behind their creation; that is, they have the quality
of being responsible, mukallafnn, and commanded to fulfil certain duties.
Human activities, therefore, must be concentrated on the divine law, takllf,
which is mainly done by obtaining rational and revealed knowledge. Having
examined the main attributes of human beings, we concentrate now on the
ways which lead them to knowledge about God and His divine law. We look
next at how humans can obtain such knowledge.

The rational approach to God

Humans, as responsible beings in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology, are required to
search for knowledge about the world, about its creator and about the ways in
which they can be rewarded. The only way to gain rewards, in the view of ‘Abd
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al-Jabbmr and the Mu‘tazilites is by acquiring the knowledge of God and of the
duties to be undertaken. Knowledge, however, is divided into two main areas:
knowledge which humans obtain through their own learning and searching and
knowledge which is revealed through religious messages. In both, humans need
to reflect and to follow a rational system which prevents error. In this section,
therefore, we will explore the concept of human rational knowledge, nazar, and
the next will examine ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s understanding of revealed knowledge
and how human beings can interpret it. The significance of this study here is to
explore human beings’ need of God’s assistance in both branches of knowledge.

‘Abd al-Jabbmr presents rational knowledge as some connection between a
subject and an object. He describes knowledge as

of the genus of belief (i‘tiqmd ) when it is related to the object as it is, and
occurs in conditions of mental repose (suknn al-nafs), it is knowledge.
When it is related to the object as it is not, it is ignorance. When it is
related to it in a way that confirms it but not in a state of mental repose,
it is neither knowledge nor ignorance.52

From this passage we recognize that knowledge, for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, depends
on two bases, one objective, the other subjective. The objective is knowing,
observing or reflecting on a thing as it exists in reality, while the subjective is
the state of repose in the mind which must result from this reflection. Here we
observe that knowledge, for him, depends on the relationship which exists
between the subject (the person) and the object (the thing). This relationship
results in a certain conviction about the thing which causes knowledge of it.
This conviction, in return, brings tranquillity to the mind. However, the con-
nection between the subject and the object could be a sensible perception of the
object, or it could also be what is obvious to the mind, such as seeing a thing
and realizing that this thing cannot be in two places simultaneously. But it
might also be asking questions about the object, attempting to understand its
qualities or its relationship to other things.53 Thus, this relation between the
subject and the object happens through two related sorts of knowledge: the sort
acquired by necessary and immediate knowledge of the thing’s qualities, and
the sort acquired through reflection and inquiry about the thing in its relations
to other things. Hence, knowledge is rooted in two ways, as facts which are
revealed to the mind immediately and known as necessarily correct, for exam-
ple, all obvious information which is known without reflection, and as known
through reflection and learning by different methods. Humans need both ways
in order to acquire correct knowledge about the world with its creator.54 Next,
we shall explore the importance of both kinds and what this will reveal about
the nature of knowledge as ‘Abd al-Jabbmr sees it.

Necessary knowledge

Knowledge which is necessarily known means to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr what all
rational responsible people accept immediately. We will use here both terms,
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“necessary” and “immediate,” in order to render the meaning of ,arnrl, in the
different places where ‘Abd al-Jabbmr uses it in relation to this knowledge.55

It comes, according to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, from reliable information which is
obtained through the perceptions of the senses, obvious ideas, or simply find-
ing ourselves wajada nafsahu, having certain information without identifying
its source. Thus, necessary knowledge is obtainable through (1) perception,
idrmk and (2) intuition, ‘aql.

1 Idrmk is normally used by ‘Abd al-Jabbmr to mean the perception of the
senses, or perception through an instrument. This kind of perception perceives
the thing via a certain attribute, for example, we recognize a thing as black or
small or moving. So idrmk does not go deeper to know whether this thing,
for example, exists autonomously or is created or whether it is good or evil.
He also means by it the perception of what is situated in a given place, idrmk
al-ma.,l and therefore he considers it the knowledge of the particular.56

2 The second way of obtaining this reliable knowledge is through ‘aql
‘Abd al-Jabbmr devotes a long chapter in al-Mughnl 11 to discussing the
meaning of the word ‘aql. For him ‘aql does not simply mean intellect or
rationality; it is rather a certain knowledge which is known necessarily and
immediately and it qualifies the person as someone rationally responsible57

who is able to reflect and acquire knowledge.58 ‘Aql here is not also used to
refer to a certain place or organ or substance in the body, as it is among
the Arab philosophers who figure in Chapter 3, which is on Ibn Slnm. ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr argues here that if ‘aql were a substance, here meaning jawhar
or atom, which is passive and accepts any accident, it would accept all kinds
of accidents, and this would mean that the substance ‘aql can accept knowl-
edge and ignorance. In this case, we cannot attribute maturity to everyone
who possesses ‘aql, for it can mean both knowledge and ignorance.59 ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr also argues against the concept of ‘aql as an independent power
existing in the body and functioning independently. He explains that if by
“power” is meant “the ability to achieve certain knowledge,” then there
must be people who are credited with rational maturity, ‘mqil, only because
they possess this ability, but who lack knowledge, because ability must
precede the act of knowing.60

In conclusion, ‘aql for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr is certain knowledge which exists in
most people and enables them to reflect and acquire science. His reference to
it as ‘aql should be considered here as conventional usage, which, as he
explains, calls all mature persons rational, ‘uqalm’.61

However, the knowledge which is referred to here as ‘aql is of two kinds:
(1) self-evident knowledge such as that one thing cannot exist in two places
or that the whole is greater than the part and (2) general ethical rules.
‘Abd al-Jabbmr and most Mu‘tazilites believe that there are many ethical
rules which are known to us immediately, for example, that lying or wrong-
doing is evil. However, details about the acts which come under wrongdoing
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or lying can only be acquired. In addition, other acts, such as thanking
benefactors or paying back debts, are seen by all rational responsible people
immediately as good and matters of duty.62 It seems here that these kinds of
ethical rules are acquired through immediate intuition which each person can
possess, while self-evident knowledge and knowledge through perception are
created in us. Although it seems that the knowledge of the ethical rules
depends on subjective methods, Hourani explains that ‘Abd al-Jabbmr con-
siders it to be drawn somehow from experience.63 Hourani here wishes to
assert the objectivity of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, but although many of the necessary
ethical rules here could be absorbed through different experiences, nevertheless,
‘Abd al-Jabbmr is referring here to ideas which are perceivable immediately
as good or evil.64 Lying, for example, could be judged in many situations as
good if it enables people to escape unjust judgements. But ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
here says clearly that no matter what experience we have of lying, it is known
to us immediately as evil. He also here asserts the reliability of this knowl-
edge which goes beyond different individual experiences and ensures that
everyone has a judgement which is correct and reliable; this seems here to be
guaranteed by God, who reveals these ideas to the mind. Thus, it is not
experience which judges the act but an immediate kind of knowledge, open
to all, which he believes to be possessed by all rational mature people. This
can be understood as a kind of intuition, but probably in a simple form, for
it is open to all and it marks the person as mature.

However, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr faced severe criticism from his Ash‘arite oppo-
nents, who rejected the universal acknowledgement that this knowledge
existed. For them, ethical rules were mainly known through revelation.65

‘Abd al-Jabbmr insists that the denial of this truth here cannot lie in the fact
that wrongdoing is evil but on how we decide that a certain act comes under
wrongdoing. This can mainly be known through rational reflection.66

We can observe that necessary knowledge reveals important points in the
theology of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr. The first point is that we possess reliable infor-
mation about the world and we never start our inquiry from nothing. The
second important point is that there are universal truths which all should
agree on and the guarantee that this is true is that it comes from God. In
addition, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr considers that a great or a basic part of the rational
takllf is revealed to the mind through the immediate apprehension of the
ethical rules.

Reflection, nazar

Acquired knowledge, in contrast, is the knowledge to enquire about concepts
which are not accepted as self-evident, but have a necessary basis, axl ,arnrl,
needing further support through proof and argumentation. This is a very
important kind of knowledge, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr maintains, for it is the knowl-
edge which one uses to prove the existence of God and His attributes. He
explains in Shar. that the existence of God cannot be proved by necessary
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knowledge because He cannot be perceived by the senses and His existence is
not obvious to the mind.67 The existence of God also cannot be proved by
revelation, he explains, because revelation can only be accepted when it is
proved to be from God which means we have first to prove the existence of
God and His qualities, such as assistance, which explain why God chooses to
send revelatory messages.68 Therefore, people depend on acquired knowledge
for their knowledge of God, with His attributes and His obligations.

The way to obtain acquired knowledge, for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, is through
inquiry or reflection, nazar.69 He describes the generation of knowledge by
means of reflection as an intermediate position between two states in a per-
son: the first is being not convinced, ghayr mu ‘taqid, and the next is being
convinced, mu ‘taqid, or finding oneself knowing.70 These two positions recall
Aristotle’s two ranks of the human intellect, the material intellect, when the
intellect has no information, and the actual intellect, when it possesses
knowledge. These two states are known to us immediately as are all other
states of being, thinking, doubting and the like. Reflection transfers the
person from the first state to the second and when the second state (being
convinced) is followed by tranquillity of mind, suknn al-nafs, a feeling of
peace about the conviction, then we are assured that our conviction about the
object is correct.71

Reflection first of all depends on identifying the object, which ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr calls the object of reflection or, in a religious context, dalll, indication.
It is an indication which is intentionally placed to indicate something else
and this he sees as the basis for religious enquiry.72 Reflection leads back from
the indication to the indicated thing or person. Hence, it is very important
to identify the relationship between the indication and the indicated in order
to reach the latter. Two conditions should be fulfilled: the indication should
be placed intentionally and should have a certain connection to the indicated;
for example, the Qur’mn indicates the prophecy of Mu.ammad.73 Thus, the
indication must be apparent to us necessarily, but what it indicates must be
acquired and the indicated thing or person must have a clear relationship to
this indication; for example, bodies indicate the existence of the one who
caused their existence.74

The tranquillity of the soul as a condition for knowledge

However, the decisive element for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr in examining the correctness
of knowledge is whether this knowledge produces tranquillity of mind
and soul, suknn al-nafs. Al-nafs here means probably the whole person or what
is difficult to locate at any particular place in a person, though, as Peters
points out, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr does not believe in the existence of a soul or a nafs
inside us which produces our activity. However, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr and the
Mu‘tazilites felt confident in using the word nafs here to render the meaning
of a sense of peace about one’s conviction. He might mean here repose of
mind, as Hourani calls it, or tranquillity of soul, as Peters translates it.
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Immobility, suknn, here means, as ‘Abd al-Jabbmr explains in Shar., that the
conviction about certain problems has reached a level where the enquirer is
assured that no more investigation is needed or that his/her research has come
to an end; he compares it with the Arabic idiom “the immobility of anger.”75

The criterion for testing tranquillity of soul is mainly the correspondence of
the conviction to the reality which it indicates. When the conviction does not
correspond with reality, it should be considered ignorance. When it expresses
reality but lacks tranquillity of soul it denotes doubt.76 These cases demon-
strate that ‘Abd al-Jabbmr is not addressing here a subjective notion which
wholly depends on people and their feelings but is the result of objective
rational research. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr explains in al-Mughnl that someone who has
suknn al-nafs differs from others who might have the same conviction but lack
tranquillity of soul and mind for some reason. This reason leads to the state
of suknn al-nafs and probably belongs to the process through which the
knowledge is obtained.77 Thus, it is possible here to relate the tranquillity of
the soul more to the process of rationality than to its resulting conviction,
because others can have the same knowledge but do not have the same peace,
for example, the muqalid, people who follow other people’s opinions or those
who reached this knowledge as a consequence of mere chance.78 However, the
crucial question here is why this knowledge (or its rational methods) pro-
duces tranquillity of soul. In answering this, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr discloses the real
nature of this concept. He explains that the assurance of suknn al-nafs is sim-
ilar to our conviction that wrongdoing, zulm, is evil.79 This means that suknn
al-nafs happens in an immediate manner without our realizing that it has
happened: “the tranquillity of the person’s soul to what he knows does not
happen through perception but through self-evidence bi-badlhat al-‘aql in the
same way we judge that wrongdoing is evil.”80 Suknn al-nafs must give
people, he asserts, the same kind of assurance and guarantee which they
receive from the immediate necessary knowledge of proving that Zayd is at
home on the basis of seeing him there.81 Thus, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr here is
comparing the experience of suknn al-nafs with the assurance of immediate
knowledge, which suggests that he considers that both have the same divine
source. Hence, we infer that ‘Abd al-Jabbmr considers suknn al-nafs, although
connected with the method of reaching a state of conviction, to be granted
by God in order to assure people that their conviction is justified and
therefore he considered it divine assistance, luyf. The importance of the above
discussion is in showing that suknn al-nafs provides one of the important
aspects of divine assistance, luyf, which is granted to whoever searches sin-
cerely for knowledge. We have seen here in this section various kinds of
divine assistance which are received through the search for knowledge. First
of all God creates in humans the desire and ability to act, then He creates
in them the necessary information which they need in their search for
understanding their surroundings and their creator. God also here grants the
peace of mind, suknn al-nafs, which assures them of the correctness of their
conviction.
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The importance of rational knowledge for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr here is that it
demonstrates the human need for rational reflection in order to first acquire
knowledge of God and His attributes. After the enquirer gains such knowl-
edge, God confirms it and expands it through sending revealed messages
which are also considered part of His assistance, luyf, and form the subject of
our next section.

The role of revealed knowledge

In the first 14 volumes of al-Mughnl ‘Abd al-Jabbmr discusses the different
theological theories which we can grasp through our rational knowledge.82

After exploring the rational methods, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr turns in al-Mughnl
15–20 to examine the concept of revealed messages, prophecy, the inim-
itability of the Qur’mn and other theological issues which can be made known
to us or are mainly drawn from revelation. Here, however, he uses the same
rational methods for examining each revealed issue in order to demonstrate
its reliability and to interpret its importance in helping us to fulfil our rational
obligations. This arrangement of al-Mughnl demonstrates that ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
sees revealed knowledge as a branch or confirmation of rational knowledge.
He argues here that we can only accept revealed knowledge after proving
that it was sent to us by God. Thus, we have first to prove the existence of
God and examine those different divine attributes which present the act of
sending revealed messages as God’s assistance, as discussed on page 59. This
is the content of al-Mughnl 1–15.

‘Abd al-Jabbmr explains in al-Mughnl 7 and in al-Mu.ly that the Qur’mn is
the evidence that God is speaking; His speech is made known to us through
these revealed messages. This divine speech clearly specifies God’s commands
and prohibitions and is considered here as luyf and assistance which is
provided to all for their clear and direct guidance. God’s speech, however, like
all kinds of speech, is created in order to show what God wishes to commu-
nicate to humans. Thus, the difference between the Qur’mn and the eternal
knowledge of God is that the Qur’mn expresses only what God wishes to
communicate out of His knowledge. The problem of the createdness of
the Qur’mn provoked a protracted struggle between the Mu‘tazilites and
all the traditionalists, who regarded the Qur’mn as the eternal word of God.
‘Abd al-Jabbmr mounts many arguments in Shar. and devotes Mughnl 7 to
arguments against the concept of the eternity of the Qur’mn, some of which
run as follows: if God’s speech were eternal and infinite then it would include
all kinds of speech, both good and evil, because an eternal attribute includes all
possibilities, such as God’s ability which achieves everything that can be
created. Eternal speech would be no use to us, he insists, because it would not
specify what the speaker wishes to communicate.83 But since we know that
God’s speech is only concerned with the commandments which lead to goodness
and it reveals only what God wishes to reveal from His eternal knowledge,
then His speech cannot be eternal and therefore it is temporal.84 However,
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although this problem lasted many centuries, the Mu‘tazilites, like the
Ash‘arites, believed firmly in the inimitability of the Qur’mn and its revelation
of God’s speech. Nevertheless, the createdness of the Qur’mn shows that the
words in themselves are not eternal and their function is to present what God
wishes to reveal and communicate; this, therefore, opens more opportunities
for interpretation, ta’wll.85

The content of revealed knowledge, as of all kinds of knowledge, must
have a rational ground which proves its claims, because a commandment in
the eyes of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, is obligatory not only because it is from God but
because of its content. Thus, revealed knowledge must follow the same
fundamental basis of rational knowledge. But the question here is whether we
actually need revealed knowledge? ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s task here is, thus, to
prove that a revealed message, though it is accepted rationally, contains
things which our rational knowledge cannot reach.86 He argues that the
importance of revealed knowledge lies in the detailed information which it
gives about some acts; it is concerned with the details of performing certain
acts and refraining from others, al-fi‘l wa al-tark. These commandments and
prohibitions might not be accessible through immediate intuition or reflection.
Our minds, for example, can only insist that we should thank and worship
God but cannot provide the detail of this worship.87 He also explains that
acquired knowledge can only extend to things which can be known rationally,
but other kinds of information must be gained through other methods,
including such details as allowing the slaughter of animal for the sake of
human needs, or details of future events, ‘ilm al-ghayb, such as the nature of
angels or paradise and hell or the nature of reward and punishment.88

Revealed knowledge discloses also the characteristics of some specific acts,
including motivating, af‘ml dm‘iya, which stimulates the performance of ratio-
nal obligations. Prayers which motivate good actions and the prohibition
against alcohol, for example, are revealed in the Qur’mn as helping avoid evil
deeds; consequently, they aid the fulfilment of the divine law.89 Hourani
explains that the motivating acts uncover the depth of revealed knowledge in
demonstrating the characteristics of many acts which, though they can be
known rationally, can mainly be known, in their full implications, only to the
creator.90

Revealed knowledge in its totality is considered here as divine assistance,
luyf, which is granted to all and functions as a part of God’s plan for humanity.
God, however, must provide prophecy because if this revealed information
could only be known through revelation then God would certainly send
prophets. God must grant the people this kind of knowledge to allow them
to reach a full comprehension of His will and be able to perform their
religious and rational duties.

As a result both rational and revealed knowledge are obligatory. Their
main goal is to permit obedience to the divine law and the earning of
deserved reward. Rational knowledge has the main task of exploring the first
cause of the world and the reasons behind creation. Having laid down this
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basis, rational reflection leads people further to discover the divine law which
can be known through rational means from the necessary knowledge which is
granted by God. God also assists humans to discover some commandments of
the divine law which cannot be known through rational means and discloses
the characteristics of some acts by sending revealed messages which assist us
to perform our duties and confirm the reliability of the rational obligations.
Both rational and revealed knowledge function very closely together in such
a way that the absence of one of them causes us either to misunderstand and
misinterpret revelation or to go without the assistance which makes it possi-
ble (easier) to perform our rational obligations. Hourani points out here that,
for the Mu‘tazilites, God’s ethical prescriptions for humanity do not go
beyond what they can rationally apprehend, thus disclosing the harmony
between reason and revelation.91 The theology of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr and the
Mu‘tazilites, then, is based on the reliability of both sources of knowledge,
the revealed and the rational, which are both guaranteed by God.

After explaining the communication between God and humans through
rational and revealed knowledge, we next examine a further form of relationship
that built upon divine assistance, luyf.

Communication through God’s duty of 
assistance, luyf

The divine assistance, luyf, is a concept under which ‘Abd al-Jabbmr reveals
God’s character as al-laylf,92 the one whose essence is to assist and benefit
others. In the section titled “Human nature and the different ways of knowl-
edge”, we have seen various purposes for divine assistance: to provide the
desire and ability to act precisely, to grant necessary and immediate knowl-
edge and to bestow tranquillity of soul. God also grants revelation to all
humanity in order to unveil His specific commands and prohibitions and the
details which the mind is not able to attain on its own merits. All these are
different kinds of assistance which ‘Abd al-Jabbmr explores in the context of
rational and revealed knowledge.

The assistance of God, according to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, is granted in two forms:

1 Tamkln This refers to creating humans with certain qualities which
enable them to acquire and discharge the obligation of the rational takllf, as
outlined on page 54.

2 Luyf This refers to two kinds of luyf, the first is the assistance which is
granted to all and has the function of simplifying difficult commandments
and motivating us to obey them; this includes assistance by sending prophets
or assistance in all the steps of achieving knowledge, as explained in the
section titled “Human nature and the different ways of knowledge.”

The second kind refers to the assistance which is directed to specific per-
sons whose need God knows. This kind of assistance is granted in the form of
warnings through fears which lead people to reflect or pain which urges
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them to repent. In Mughnl 13 ‘Abd al-Jabbmr devotes a long passage to the
concept of luyf and unveils its scope. In this section of the chapter we
shall concentrate on this other aspect of God’s assistance, which is bestowed
on specific people whose exact need God knows and which will turn them to
repentance.

Thus, we come here to an important part of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology, a part
which demonstrates his deep belief that God also acts on a personal and
intimate level. Here we may understand that God, as ‘Abd al-Jabbmr men-
tions in the section titled “The main characteristics of God,” is able to know
the situation of each person through His divine perception. I shall examine
here two main concepts: assistance through warnings, khawmyir, which God
creates in some people’s minds and through pain and suffering which are
caused to others so that they may repent and concentrate on the importance
of knowledge. This reveals God as the one who assists al-laylf on the personal
level and in this way builds a strong bridge for mankind. But first it is impor-
tant to examine his belief in the obligatory nature of divine assistance and
disclose the reasons behind this belief.

Obligatory nature of divine assistance

In Shar. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr presents the argument of Bishr Ibn al-Mu‘tamir, a
member of the Baghdmdl Mu‘tazilites, against regarding luyf as a necessity
upon God:

[I]f luyf were obligatory on God, there would be no transgressor in
the world. Because it is possible for God to bestow alymf on every oblig-
atee . . . Since we find among the obligatees some who disobey God and
some who obey Him, it becomes evident to us this luyf is not obligatory
on God.93

In other words, if divine assistance is obligatory then God would have to
assist every person to act righteously and consequently every one should
become a believer, which seems to him absurd. But ‘Abd al-Jabbmr considers
that luyf is not an aspect of God’s ability to grant assistance to every obliga-
tee, but rather is an aspect of His knowledge of human nature. Among
people, he explains: “there are some who if God performs certain acts on
them, will choose, at this moment, [to carry out] the obligatory act and avoid
the evil one.” Yet God also knows that there exist some who “will do the
opposite, so that if God performs His acts on them, they, at this moment, will
not choose [to carry out] the obligatory act.”94

However, it seems here that ‘Abd al-Jabbmr is ignoring the main point of
Bishr’s protest above, which was why should this assistance be an obligation
upon God? However, in al-Mughnl 13 he mentions two reasons for the neces-
sity of this act. The first is related to the nature of God. The gracious acts of
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creation and granting of takllf reveal God as al-mun ‘im, the benefactor whose
nature is to benefit and assist others. Yet the assistance which leads to achiev-
ing takllf is seen by God as necessary because it cannot be omitted, while
creation and granting the divine law are acts of grace which were voluntary.95

The second reason belongs to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s concept that all God’s acts after
His imposing the divine law, takllf, are assisting acts which function as the
conditions for obeying it. Without this assistance, tamkln and luyf, ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr asserts, human beings could not obey the divine law and therefore
the assistance is not produced by God’s grace, since omitting it would make
us unable to carry out our obligations to God.96

‘Abd al-Jabbmr is making here a clear distinction between grace and duty
by showing that grace is a voluntary act which may be omitted, while duty
is a necessary act which cannot be omitted. On the basis of this definition,
God’s acts which can be omitted are acts of grace, whereas the ones which are
vital and necessary cannot be omitted and must be considered as duty, as a
logical consequence. Thus, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr does not declare God here as
obliged, in the sense of being subject to someone who obliges Him to do a
certain act; simply, there are certain acts which are considered as acts of grace
while others are obligatory.

‘Abd al-Jabbmr here also argues against Ax.mb al-Axla., a group of theolo-
gians probably belonging to the Baghdmdl Mu‘tazilites,97 who consider that
all God’s activities must be directed only to the best possible ways of bene-
fiting others, al-axla., which means that all His activities are directed to a
necessity and they are all duties.98 He argues here that a duty must have a log-
ical reason, which justifies its obligatoriness.99 God’s creation of the world
and His grace in disclosing the divine law, takllf, are good acts, but they have
no logical necessity, for God would not deserve blame for omitting them.
Both these acts are pure grace; no logical reason obliged God to perform
them. Both these gracious acts must precede the divine assistance, which is
the result of imposing the divine law. When God imposes the divine law on
humans and motivates them to perform it through rewards and punishments,
then He has a duty to assist us to obey it.100 The necessity here lies in His
knowledge that humans are not able to perform His law without this
assistance.

The question which is mainly asked in the above discussion is why should
God be bound to assist humans? ‘Abd al-Jabbmr sees that the necessity of
assisting humans lies in God’s wisdom and knowledge of people’s incapacity
to keep the divine law by their own power. Thus, if He rewards humans on
the basis of their obedience to His laws, He must provide the necessary assistance
to enable them to choose right actions. It seems that the Mu‘tazilite concept
of human responsibility is rooted in their understanding of the divine respon-
sibility, which is deep-seated in the divine assistance. The assistance of God,
however, aims to make duties easier to perform. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr defines it as
“what gives the motivation for obedience without omitting the choice.”101 It
only motivates good acts and does not compel them; therefore, this assistance
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would not help non-believers because they would still keep the power of
choice. Here ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, as a good Mu‘tazilite, is eager to defend free will
in all the different conditions of performing the divine law. God’s luyf, there-
fore, is mainly motivatory and a challenge, by means of which the mukallaf is
more likely to perform his duty.102

Nevertheless, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr explains that God for His part assists only
those whom He knows to be likely to perform their duties with this assis-
tance. Assistance granted to non-believers who would not perform their
duties would be an act of useless ‘abath. Therefore, revealed knowledge, for
example, is considered luyf only to those who believe in it, for only through
their belief will it assist them in performing the rational takllf. Thus, God’s
assistance functions mainly for the sake of those who accept it as such. In this
way God does not impose His assistance but grants it to those whom He
knows are likely to believe.103 In this sense divine assistance is a grace which
is offered to all but assists only those who believe. Divine assistance, however,
is granted only in order to simplify or motivate the performing of the oblig-
ations imposed by rational or revealed takllf. God, therefore, does not assist
us to perform good acts which are not part of the divine law nor acts which
lead to evil ends.104

Some opponents raise the question of whether luyf could also be granted to
motivate non-believers to evil actions in order to punish them.105 ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr denies such a possibility. His main argument here is that God nei-
ther does evil nor guides us to it because a just God, ‘mdil, could not blame
non-believers for what He had motivated them to do.106 Thus luyf does not
function as such to all obligates, but rather only those who need this kind of
assistance. Therefore, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr considers that there are some believers
who do not need assistance in performing their takllf, while others would
only believe on the basis of the divine assistance. He also considers that ratio-
nal responsible people who do not receive revealed messages are still regarded
as responsible, mukallafnn, either because God perhaps knows of their
disobedience or knows that they can believe without this assistance.107 This
demonstrates the difference between luyf and tamkln, though both are forms
of divine assistance: God’s tamkln, Abrahamov points out, is the condition for
performing an act and its opposite, whereas luyf assists the actual choice of the
person to perform only good actions.108

To conclude, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr seems here to use the concept of luyf to
disclose God’s role in human life. God not only imposes laws but has also
taken on Himself the duty of assisting people to obey them. God’s activities,
which succeed the decreeing of rational takllf, have the purpose of assisting
its achievement. Thus, this divine assistance reveals a relationship between a
just lawgiver and those subject to His laws whose utmost hope is to gain their
deserved reward. However, it seems here that ‘Abd al-Jabbmr is mainly inter-
ested in disclosing the acts of God which reveal His justice rather than His
essence. This seems to be one of the features of Islamic theology which can
be clearly distinguished from mysticism. Mystics study God’s acts mainly to
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discover who God is (His essence), as will be demonstrated in Chapter 4 on
al-Ghazmll.

After outlining ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s view of the main features of divine
assistance, we next examine the two ways of granting assistance to specific
souls whose needs are known to God.

Divine assistance through the warning of khawmyir

Assistance on the basis of God’s knowledge of the specific needs of some per-
sons is the main subject of Mughnl 13, but in Mughnl 11 ‘Abd al-Jabbmr also
mentions that God can influence the means of subsistence, rizq, of certain
rationally responsible persons in order to prompt them to reflect on their life.
He also can prevent them from subsisting by other means when He knows
that their wealth would be enough to prevent them from obeying the
revealed or rational commandments.109 In addition, God can also prevent the
gift of having children when this would urge someone to reflect on his/her
duties.110 Here we observe that God’s assistance, luyf, is strongly connected
with His knowledge of everyone’s circumstances and the consequences of
their actions, though this assistance is mainly directed towards the perform-
ing of our duties to one another. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr shows clearly that in these
situations God deals with each case differently, giving His assistance on the
basis of His eternal knowledge, which knows not only everyone’s circum-
stances, but also the particular conditions of every different individual
because it includes all knowledge, as explained here.111

However, al-Mughnl 12 and 13 provide two other situations where
God grants assistance according to the needs of the individual. This assistance
is even more effective and comes as a warning for those who fail to reflect
on their rational and practical behaviour, which could lead them to punish-
ment. These warnings are of two kinds: words which are created in the
mind in order to call us to rational reflection (in al-Mughnl 12) or pain and
suffering which God sends some mukallafnn as trials to lead them to repent
(in al-Mughnl 13). The present section will examine warnings in the form
of words, khawmyir, and the next will explore the pains and suffering sent
from God.

Since reflection is regarded as a duty, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr discusses the motiva-
tion which encourages some to reflect.112 He observes that some people are
motivated through divine warnings, khawmyir, which either come from God
directly or through angels. God creates in some rationally responsible souls a
fear of the danger of not reflecting on such questions as the existence of
bodies, whether they are created, who created them and other similar ques-
tions. Some thinkers, however, are able to reflect on such questions without
needing a warning, but others can only reflect when they fear the results
of their ignorance. Thus, these fears motivate people to think and reflect
and this leads them to a comprehension of God and of His rewards and
punishments.113
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‘Abd al-Jabbmr warns here of the devilish whisperings which could be
confused with the divine khawmyir. In order to distinguish between these two,
we should realise that the khawmyir which come from God direct our minds
only to the importance of rational reflection, while the others invite us to
do evil.114

The nature of khawmyir

He examines here also the kind of act of which khawmyir is one; his aim is to
identify the nature of this fear. He divides acts into two kinds: acts of the
mind or rational acts, af’ml al-qulnb, and acts of the body (the limbs), af‘ml
al-jawmri.. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr here argues that khawmyir are words which belong
to the acts of the body. Abn ‘All al-Jubbm’l, the Mu‘tazilite master of Basra,
in contrast, regards this fear as an act of the mind. Before presenting ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr’s argument, however, it is important to explain that words in
Mu‘tazilite theology are not classed as the acts of the mind but as acts of the
body. Only ideas which denote either conviction or doubts are the activities
of the mind. Words are the sensible form of ideas which can be heard by the
ear and uttered by the mouth or seen as written.

‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s argument is that if God were to create these words or ideas
as convictions in our heart, then they would have to lead to immediate ratio-
nal reflection. But our experience with these warnings shows, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
insists, that they only motivate and challenge reflection rather than compel
it. Khawmyir cannot also be doubts, he goes on, for if warnings were to come
to the mind in the form of doubts, then they would not lead to reflection.115

Thus, khawmyir must be classed as acts of the body (limbs) or the senses, af‘ml
al-jawmri.; however, they cannot be considered written or given through
signs because they exist in the mind. As a result ‘Abd al-Jabbmr decides that
khawmyir must be words which are given in an apprehended language. They
may be transmitted by an angel or from God, but, he stipulates, they must
not be taken as personal communication from God to specific people – unless
they are prophets – but rather in the same way as God in the Qur’mn talks to
all people.116 Thus, khawmyir for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr is a legitimate method used
by God to direct the minds of responsible persons to the importance of reflec-
tion. However, we notice here that ‘Abd al-Jabbmr rejects the possibility of
regarding these khawmyir as supernatural phenomena which might encourage
a mystical form of personal relationship with God. He insists that God does
not talk to individuals, but also tells us that these khawmyir can take the form
of a long argument convincing someone of the importance of reflection.117

However, the question arises, how could God conduct an argument to convince
someone in a particular situation without relating to him personally? The
same question made Abn ‘All al-Jubbm’l reject the view of khawmyir as words
and hence arrive at the conclusion that it could only mean that God speaks
to each person, although the Qur’mn reveals that God spoke only to Moses.118

In addition, Abn ‘All argues, if these fears were verbal, then they could
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only be addressed to those who understand language and thus would exclude
deaf persons from divine assistance.119 Thus, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr conversely argues
that warnings are not words which are heard, such as the experiences of
prophets, but enter the mind as the meanings of words. These meanings are
understood by those in whom they occur and cause fear which raises different
questions, prompting reflection. He also agrees with Abn ‘All that the deaf
and others who do not use language cannot be warned in this way.120

However, warnings which prompt people to reflection, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
believes, must not only be limited to khawmyir, as Abn ‘All claims; other
methods of warning can also be effective here, according to the needs of the
individual.

However, there is somehow inconsistency in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s concept of
khawmyir. If khawmyir are words which are revealed to the mind and often take
the form of a long argument warning someone against being indifferent to
reflection, then this can only demonstrate communication on a personal level.
The rejection by ‘Abd al-Jabbmr of this conclusion seems to stem first from
his criticism of the mystics and those who believe in Gnostic knowledge,
Ax.mb al-Ma‘mrif, who hold that knowledge depends only on divine inspira-
tion in the mind.121 However, it is also possible that his concern is related to
the question of revelation, for if khawmyir consist of divine talk on the personal
level then they must be logically considered as revelation, wa.y, for they must
be regarded as God’s words given to a certain person. Therefore, he believes
that they convey not words but the meaning of words and should not be
taken as divine personal talk but rather as divine guidance.

The important of khawmyir here, however, is that they unveil a side of the
Mu‘tazilite theology which demonstrates their belief in a God who shows
great concern for humanity. God’s concern to assist human beings in their
situation and provide suitable support presents the other side of the
Mu‘tazilite coin. God is usually pictured in their theology as a rational being
whose activities are bound to forms of logic which mainly present His tran-
scendence, but here we observe a God who has deep concern about each person
and knowledge of the details of each life. He also takes the initiative in
supporting the sincerity of anyone who shows interest in repentance. Next,
however, we will look at the last aspect of divine assistance, when God sees
the causing of pain and suffering as the only way of assisting some to repent.

Warning through pain and suffering

‘Abd al-Jabbmr discusses the problem of pain and suffering in connection with
his discussion of divine assistance in al-Mughnl 13. His intention here, how-
ever, is neither to investigate the problem of evil in general nor to deal with
its sources but rather to examine one aspect of this problem: the purpose of
that pain which is clearly identifiable as coming from God. My aim here is
not to go through all his different arguments but to describe a further method
of granting divine assistance to rationally responsible people. To do so, I will
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examine the definition of pain and suffering, the possibilities of considering
them as good and the reasons for this kind of pain.

Definition of pain

‘Abd al Jabbmr in dealing with this problem starts by declaring that pain and
suffering are perceived in a direct immediate way which does not need
inquiry; only their causes must be known through acquired knowledge.122

His main argument here is that pain should be considered under the heading
of taste and smell, which are necessarily perceived and therefore it is possible
to distinguish between different kinds of pain just as we distinguish differ-
ent tastes and smells. In this way pain should be considered as a temporal
aspect which is caused by someone, either a human or God.123 He establishes
the idea that pain is a generated action and not a primary one; for example,
when someone hits another, the blow is a primary action and the pain which
is caused by it is a generated one. In other words, pain comes always for a rea-
son, either from a blow or torture or from sickness or something else.124

However pain and suffering are considered by many to be evil because they
cause injury to the one who receives them. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr argues here against
the opinion of the Thanawiyya group125 who consider that pain and suffering
can only be considered evil because they are evil in themselves.126 He argues
that it is known necessarily that there are different kinds of pain which are
conceded to be good, such as the pain which results from hard work which
will be rewarded, or deserved pain and the like.127 First of all, he divides evil
things into two different kinds: those which are evil in themselves and those
which contain different aspects of evil, the absence of which could transform
the thing from seeming evil to good. Suffering is of the second kind, ‘Abd al-
Jabbmr explains, because it has aspects of evil which can be reversed.128

Therefore, it is important here to examine the concept of evil according to
‘Abd al-Jabbmr in order to understand how suffering and pain can lead to
good acts. He defines wrongdoing, zulm,129 as “any injury without benefit
exceeding it or repulsion of harm greater than it and which is not deserved or
thought to have any of these (ultimately good) aspects.”130

Sufferings which are caused by God

Pain and suffering, in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology, are considered evil only
when (1) they confer no benefit, (2) they do not avoid greater harm, (3) they
are not deserved and (4) there is no doubt about (1), (2) and (3). In other
words, when they contain only aspects of evil. Thus, an injury is evil when it
lacks all good aspects.131 But when these same four reasons which make pain
and suffering evil are reversed, namely, (1) when they confer benefit, (2) when
they avoid a greater injury or (3) when they are deserved, they should not be
considered evil. This reversal simply removes the evil aspects of pain and suf-
fering and transforms them from being evil acts into acts which are accepted
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as deserving no blame. Thus, when an agent causes pain to others in order to
benefit them or in order to preserve them from greater harm or because it is
deserved, then this pain cannot be considered evil, zulm. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
explains the three beneficent aspects of pain and suffering as follows:

1 Pain and suffering are good because they confer benefit When the good or evil
aspects of the act change or disappear then the judgement of the act must
change, though the injury and the pain remain. Thus, pain which aims to
benefit others cannot be deemed evil nor its agent as unjust, zmlim. However,
the question here is how to tell whether the pain is inflicted with good or evil
intentions? ‘Abd al-Jabbmr explains that the moral result of the pain and suf-
fering must provide evidence which is known through necessary or acquired
knowledge. In addition, this knowledge about the benefit of the pain should
be known to the sufferer while he/she is still suffering in order for it to be
appreciated.132 The benefit should be identified as the intention of the agent
responsible for the suffering and it must also be greater than the injury, to
allow the sufferer to bear the pain caused by it.

2 Pain is good when it prevents a greater injury ‘Abd al-Jabbmr considers
that this reason is known to us through necessary knowledge, for example,
running across thorns in order to escape from a lion, and numerous other
examples. Also performing one’s obligations is hard but yet good, because it
avoids a greater punishment.133 However, the condition imposed here is that
the harm which is faced has to be recognized by every person as greater then
the pain endured and this should be known through necessary knowledge.134

3 Deserved injury ‘Abd al-Jabbmr considers that deserved pain is a kind of
punishment and the appreciation of punishment is recognized by necessary
knowledge, for it is admitted prima facie that evil actions deserve punish-
ment and pain.135

The aim of the discussion above is mainly to influence judgements about pain
and suffering when they are intended to cause benefit rather than injury.
However, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s intention here is mainly to provide arguments
which will allow suffering and pain to be regarded as effects sent with the
purpose of benefiting someone. His goal is to prepare the ground for conceding
that some pain is sent from God, without characterizing God as unjust, zmlim.
Therefore, we now examine ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s grounds for justifying the pain
and suffering which is sent from God.

The reasons for sufferings caused by God

First of all, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr clarifies that suffering is either caused by other
humans or by God.136 He next explains the reasons why God causes pain and
suffering. God does not cause suffering in order to let us avoid greater pain,
‘Abd al-Jabbmr explains, because He could protect us from this greater harm
without our having to suffer. This, indeed, means that ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
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believes that God never decides to use suffering in order to confer benefit
except when it is the only or the best way to do so.137 God, therefore, causes
suffering either because of a benefit or because it is a deserved punishment.138

Here ‘Abd al-Jabbmr argues against the theory of a group called the Ax.mb
al-Tanmsukh (probably the Indian Barmhima) who asserted that pain is always
deserved and considered as a punishment earned in a former life.139 ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr argues here that the pain which God causes because it is deserved
must only be inflicted at the last judgement, otherwise everyone who suffers
pain must also be accused of sin. This is impossible, for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr,
because the Qur’mn mentions many prophets who suffered pain in their
sickness.140 In addition, all sick or suffering children would be regarded as
sinners, which is impossible because they are not rationally responsible for
any of their deeds. Therefore, the only possible way to distinguish between
the sickness and suffering which God causes in order for the sufferer to
benefit and the pain sent from God as punishment is to consider that
deserved pain will be inflicted only at the last judgement.141

Thus, God causes pain only because it confers benefit. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
regards this benefit as an admonition, I‘tibmr, or a lesson, mi.na, which leads
to reflection on the reasons for this pain and its warning of danger.142 This
pain, however, should be compensated for, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr explains, by some
reward in the life to come, in order to remove all its evil aspects. ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr explains that if someone destroys another person’s robe, even for a
good reason, he ought to replace the destroyed robe.143 Here he argues against
Abn ‘All al-Jubbm’l, who considers that God could cause pain only if the suf-
ferer were rewarded with something better. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr here asks how can
God reward someone by causing him to suffer. Compensation can only be
regarded here according to him as removing all aspects of evil from God’s act
of causing pain and suffering to others, even though His intention was to
benefit them. Thus, his aim here is not to think in terms of compensation,
but rather to remove all aspects of evil which might be attributed to God’s
act.144 God sends pain and suffering only as an admonition and a lesson which
warns the sufferer of his/her present situation and motivates him/her to
reflect. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr also regards the suffering of children and the suffering
which is caused through disasters as trials and warnings probably to others
who are influenced by this disaster or to the parents of these children.

To conclude, pain and suffering for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr are perceivable tempo-
ral aspects which may have different reasons. The reasons for this suffering
can be good or evil. When pain and suffering are caused by God then they
must have good reasons, for God does not cause any evil nor does he lead us
to it. God causes pain either as an admonition i‘tibmr or because it is deserved;
however, the deserved punishments are mainly realized in the life after death.

However, the treatment of this problem here is not satisfactory because
there are innumerable situations in which pain and suffering are not the
result of anyone’s action, and therefore they must be caused by God, but still
cannot be accepted as a trial or lesson. Thus, it seems here that ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
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has simplified this problem and limited the meaning of pain to that of warning
for the sake of reflection. Nevertheless, for our present purpose, pain and
suffering express God’s distinct ways of reaching different persons and urging
them to reflect; for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, this is the main issue. This concept
expresses ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s deep belief in the ability of God to know the
circumstances of all people and to use effective ways of helping them. In this
way, God acts not only in history but also in each person’s life.

Conclusion

‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology concerns itself with the contemplation and
interpretation of God’s acts. He declares at the beginning of al-Mu.ly that
God can only be known through His acts. This means that God’s activities
delineate His character and guide us to understand Him. In order to understand
the purpose of His activities, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr analyses the process of the act
and its different judgments. God’s acts are directed to two purposes: to create
in order to benefit others through decreeing the divine laws which guide
them towards goodness and to assist us to earn the benefits we deserve,
which is the goal of His obligations and of His creation. But although ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr gives detailed information about the characteristics of God, he
regards the purpose of knowing God as the knowledge of divine law.

Human beings, conversely, are created with certain qualities, mukallafnn,
which enable them to obey the divine obligations. However, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
shows clearly that the achievement of this task lies in the interactive rela-
tionship between God and humans. God grants warnings, khawmyir, and
causes pain and suffering to some in order to urge them to turn away from
other, unimportant things in life and to reflect on what brings eternal happi-
ness. He also grants all necessary ideas and confirms His rational divine law
through His revealed law. The task of humanity is to make use of the divine
assistance and to start to reflect and acquire knowledge. In addition, people
must free themselves from all previous traditional concepts which prevent
them from reaching the truth.

God as the lawgiver and humans as the mukallafnn who obey His law meet
in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s concept of luyf. Luyf demonstrates God’s concern about
human beings’ ultimate goal. It reveals His nature and His sense of duty
which guides everything towards good. This relationship, therefore, is mainly
concerned about human voluntary obedience to God and God’s assistance in
achieving this. In the main it is an ethical relationship with the aim of moti-
vating humans to act righteously on the basis of their knowledge of the
nature of God. The aim of this relationship is mainly to achieve the deserved
reward of entering the heavenly paradise. Although ‘Abd al-Jabbmr made
great efforts in his study of luyf to depict God as the compassionate One, who
by all means assists humans at every step to comprehend the divine law with
its purposes, he failed to present a personal relationship between God and the
individuals. By presenting a wealth of details and unveiling different aspects
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of God’s assistance, luyf, he expands Mu‘tazilism’s concept of God to its
absolute limits, but he fails to see the actual need of a mystical aspect in the
knowledge of God because of who He is. It seems to me that, as a Mu‘tazilite,
‘Abd al-Jabbmr here does everything possible to present man’s deep relationship
with God which needs the reciprocal support of both. Yet ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s
interest remains at the level of God’s reward and does not conceive of entering
into His presence.

Luyf here presents the difference between theology (in its most advanced
form) and Sufism. It presents a God who is interested in unveiling His will
and hoping to see humans filling His paradise. This seems to be the ultimate
hope of theology. Islamic Sufism, in contrast, directs its study towards
knowing the mysterious face of God and declares its ultimate hope in the
happiness of witnessing God’s presence and uniting oneself with Him. The
next two chapters, therefore, will examine mystical relationships from two
different angles. Ibn Slnm presents divine love, ‘ishq, and the divine presence,
tajalll, from a philosopher’s standpoint. We shall notice, however that his
mysticism is wholly tied to his philosophical analysis of the nature of God
and the nature of the human. Al-Ghazmll (in Chapter 4) conversely takes more
serious steps to unveiling the ultimate relationship between God and
humans, but nevertheless, remains rational in his analysis of the experience of
annihilation, fanm’, and unification, itti.md. We will also notice that Ghazmll
does not omit the ethical dimension from his Sufism but rather considers it
only as the first step in the path of ascent. Thus the aim here of presenting
‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s luyf as the first rank in these three relationships is to unveil,
on the one hand, the limits of Islamic theology and to present, on the other
hand, its important part in the journey of Sufism as Ghazmll understands it,
and as will be elaborated in Chapter 4.

Next, however, I shall present the ultimate relationship between God and
humans according to Islamic philosophy through the eyes of Ibn Slnm.
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After discussing ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s concept of luyf, which reveals the importance
of knowledge in the relationship between God and the mukalaf, responsible
believer, we turn here to examine another relationship which unveils other
possibilities of relating to the Divine. Dealing with the concept of ‘ishq and
divine love in Ibn Slnm’s philosophy opens up discussion of the tendency
towards mysticism which cannot be overlooked when studying some of his
works, such as his The Treatise on Love and the last part of his Remarks and
Admonitions, known as the Sufi part. These works were probably the fruits
of his earlier works, which Corbin calls the three visionary recitals of Ibn Slnm:
>ayy Ibn Yaqzmn, Rismla al-Yayr and Salmmn and Absml, which present the
human soul’s journey to the divine world. These works were followed by
the more complicated and mysterious book, which Ibn Slnm calls fl al-Falsafa
al-Mashriqiyya or fl al->ikma al-Mashriqiyya (The Eastern Philosophy), in the
prologue to Shifm’. Ibn Yufayl was one of the earliest to point out the mystic
dimension of Ibn Slnm’s philosophy when he quoted Ibn Slnm’s remark that 
al-Shifm’ does not represent his real concepts; these are to be sought instead
in his work The Eastern Philosophy. This is the name of a lost work of his,
which, according to Gutas, was probably written between AD 1027 and
1029.1 This statement made many scholars think that Ibn Slnm was presenting
in The Eastern Philosophy a kind of philosophy which differs altogether from
his public one. Ibn al-Rushd, for his part, considers that it presents the
doctrines of the Eastern philosophers, probably of Khurmsmn. However, Gutas
confirms, from his research on the subject, that a work with the title The
Eastern Philosophy or The Easterners was lost during Ibn Slnm’s lifetime and
was read only by very few of his disciples. Therefore all the notes which are
contributed by later philosophers refer only to their interpretations of Ibn
Slnm’s own remarks about this work. Ibn Slnm’s strongest comment about this
work is found in the prologue to al-Shifm’ in which he says:

I also wrote a book other than these two [Shifm’ and the Appendices]
in which I present philosophy as it is in itself and which is dictated by
a basic attitude which neither takes into account [in this book] the
views of colleagues in the discipline, nor takes precautions here against
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creating schisms among them, as is done elsewhere. This is my book
on Eastern Philosophy [wa huwa kitabl fl al-Falsafa al-Mashriqiya].2

But as for the present book, it is more elaborate and more accommo-
dating to my peripatetic colleagues. Whoever wants the truth [stated]
without indirection, he should seek the former book; whoever wants the
truth [stated] in a way which is somewhat conciliatory to colleagues,
elaborates a great deal and alludes to things which, had they been
perceived, there would have been no need for the other book, should read
the present book.3

This remark about The Eastern Philosophy or, better, On Eastern Philosophy,
as Ibn Slnm names it here, makes it clear that this book does not present his
ideas in the manner and terminology of the pure peripatetic philosophers but
reveals his own opinions and doctrines, whatever they may be. The impor-
tance of this work is that it sheds light on the development of Ibn Slnm’s
mystical thought, which probably started with his three visionary recitals
mentioned on page 74. It could form a link between those earlier symbolic
works which were probably written at the end of his period as vizier in
Hamadhmn and the beginning of his time in Ixfmhmn, and his later works, The
Treatise on Love (probably written just before Remarks) and Remarks and
Admonitions (AD 1034).

The only surviving fragment of this work is its introduction and some
passages on logic and physics. Ibn Slnm in this introduction makes four points:
first of all that Aristotle acknowledged the truth in most sciences, classified
them and discovered their fundamental principles. He considered that “This
is the utmost that can be accomplished by a person who was the first to try his
hand at separating what lay confused and restoring what has been impaired.”4

The second point is “but his successors were unable to free themselves from
the imperfections of what they inherited from him”;5 in other words they
followed him without adding anything of their own. The third point is
concerned with Ibn Slnm’s colleagues whom he disagrees with

now since those who are occupied with philosophy are forcefully asserting
their descent from the Peripatetics among the Greeks, we are loath to
create schisms and disagree with the majority. We simply joined their
ranks and Adhered in a Partisan spirit to the Peripatetics, since they were
the sect among them the most worthy of such an Adherence.6

He says of this group of Arab philosophers:

as a matter of fact we were afflicted with a company of them as devoid of
understanding “as [if ] they were propped-up blocks of wood” [Qur’mn. 63:4] who
considered profound theoretical analysis a heresy and disagreement of
what is widely accepted as a diversion from the right path as if they were
the >anbalites among the authors of the Peripatetic tradition.7
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He shows here how he disagrees with most of his colleagues. Finally, he
explains that in this book he discloses his opinion, which is in opposition to
most of his colleagues, in order to unveil “the fundamental elements of true
philosophy.”8

Thus, it seems here that Ibn Slnm, on the one hand, is disclosing the points
where he criticizes the Aristotelian tradition and, on the other, is explaining
the errors of the Arab philosophers on some issues. However, his intention
is stated clearly – to disclose his own opinion and unveil “the fundamental
elements of true philosophy.”

Some recent scholars believe that this work would have revealed the mystical
tendency of Ibn Slnm.9 A. F. Mehren connects this idea with Ibn Slnm’s visionary
recitals and considered that the truth for Ibn Slnm is the mystical dimension
of his later philosophy.10 Corbin also considers that the idea of the East here
is not so much a geographical notion as a mystical one. He relates the East to
the journey of the soul to the Orient, which is mentioned in the visionary
recital of >ayy Ibn Yaqzmn. The Orient in >ayy, according to Corbin, is a
symbol of the divine world and therefore he interprets the Orient or the East
as expressing the true philosophy by which the soul is led to return to the
divine world.11

The problem of how to interpret Ibn Slnm’s usage of the term “East” led to
protracted research by many scholars. Is the East a symbolic idea referring
to light and the divine world as it is in his references to the East in both his
treatises >ayy Ibn Yaqzmn and al-Yayr? Or does it refer to a geographical direc-
tion which either points to the philosophers of Khurmsmn, as Gutas upholds, or
the medical methodology of the school of Jundishmpnr, as A. M. Goichon
maintains?12 The difficulty is that Ibn Slnm himself uses the term “Eastern,”
sharq, mashriqiyya to indicate both the meanings mentioned above, as Gutas
shows in the testimonia.13 He speaks of his book fl al-Falsafa al-Mashriqiyya
or fl al->ikma al-Mashiqiyya, which reveals views of his which should not be
made public, as Sufis usually maintain. But he refers also to his Eastern topics
of al-Masm’il al-Mashriqiyya, where he discusses some queries or issues which
could have been raised by some colleagues.14 In addition, he mentions a
work with the probable title of The Eastern Demonstrative Proofs, al-Burhmn
al-Mashriql, and finally, in his lost work al-Inxmf he speaks about two groups
of philosophers, the Easterners and the Westerners.15 Thus, we see that Ibn
Slnm uses the word “East” to refer to the thought of the philosophers of the
east and the problematic issues which they raise, but also he clearly talks about
his book The Eastern Philosophy as something which presents “philosophy as
it is in itself.” The question here is whether “philosophy as it in itself” has a
mystical meaning for Ibn Slnm or just differs from the popular Aristotelian one?

The opinions of recent scholars on this point differ greatly: Gutas, for
example, believes that Remarks and Admonitions reflects the final truth for
Ibn Slnm, as he himself declares: “Dear friend: I have churned for you in these
pointers the cream of truth (al-.aqq) and have fed you choice morsels of
philosophy (.ikma) in pithy sayings.”16 Gardet considers that Ibn Slnm means



here by “true philosophy” the philosophies of Pythagoras, Plato and Plotinus.
Although Pines considers that “Easterners” here refers to the philosophers of
Khurmsmn, Nasr points out that Ibn Slnm in his works emphasizes the importance
of the soul and its substantial role as an immortal element separable from the
body and leading to the acknowledgement of the divine world which is also
a philosophical element in al-Balkhl and al-‘Mmlrl. In contrast, Corbin and some
Muslim scholars consider that The Eastern Philosophy is neither Aristotelian
nor Neoplatonic but mainly influenced by ancient Persian philosophy, as it
in turn influenced Suhrawardl’s illumination theory. Corbin considers that
the term “East” here refers to the realm of light, which means in the first
place wisdom of theosophy aiming to deliver the human soul from the material
world. 17

Since Ibn Slnm wrote The Eastern Philosophy after >ayy Ibn Yaqzmn and the
other esoteric treatises, it is most likely that this work had a similar character
to these esoteric works. This probably formed a link with his Sufi and mysti-
cal feelings which were expressed in his works A Treatise on Love and the last
part of Remarks and Admonitions. With the term “mystical” I refer here to
the kind of philosophy which concentrates on the journey of the human soul
from the material to the eternal divine world. This journey is based on the
soul’s salvation through both knowledge and the vision of the light.
Knowledge has the role here of directing the soul’s interest to the divine
world but its final arrival depends only on its ascent through spiritual exer-
cises and experience of different states in which it catches a glimpse of divine
light. This is exactly how Ibn Slnm explains the mystical ascent of the saint in
the Sufi part of Remarks and Admonitions.

The last point which still needs exploration here is whether the kind of
mysticism which Ibn Slnm introduced here can be called Islamic. To this ques-
tion Morewedge’s discussion in both his articles on “The Logic of Emanation
and Sufism in the Philosophy of Ibn Slnm,” Parts I and II presents the views
of some different scholars on the mystical dimension of Ibn Slnm’s philosophy.
They can be divided into the following groups:

1 Scholars who consider that Ibn Slnm’s concepts are mainly philosophical and
should mainly be understood in the light of Shifm’, his greatest work, as
A. M. Goichon and E. Gilson maintain.18

2 Scholars who consider him to have a mystical dimension though he never
had a Sufi experience, and therefore this dimension has to be interpreted
within his whole system, such as L. Gardet and G. C. Anawati.

3 Scholars who consider that his Sufism should not be considered as Islamic
but rather a kind of natural mysticism. This kind of natural Sufism
relates itself to an ultimate Being who neither knows the Sufi nor experi-
ences his love.19 To this group belong scholars such as J. J. Houben20 and
R. C. Zaehner.

4 The fourth group considers that Ibn Slnm in some of his works describes
a mysticism which is influenced by Neoplatonic and Zoroastrian
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mysticism (Zoroastrianism is a pre-Islamic belief which was mainly
popular in Iran).21 The main proponent of this view is H. Corbin who
wrote a long work on the three visionary recitals of Ibn Slnm mentioned
on page 74. He considers that these three recitals consist of one cycle
which describes the journey of the soul to the Orient, which he interprets
as the divine world, and the human soul’s final return to its origin.22 To
this group belong also other scholars such as S. Pines, S. Afnan and
Morewedge himself.23

It does seem here that these scholars mentioned above, in some way or another,
agree that some of Ibn Slnm’s works have a mystical tendency but disagree
about how to understand and relate these works to his other philosophical
works. This problem, however, requires a separate study which cannot be
undertaken here. Instead this chapter will concentrate on tracing Ibn Slnm’s
concept of divine love, ‘ishq, and attempt to relate it to his concept of God
and human soul and knowledge. Our main emphasis here will be on the two
works of Ibn Slnm, The Treatise on Love and the last part of his Remarks and
Admonitions known as the Sufi part. We will attempt here to connect his
concept of ‘ishq with his notion of God’s tajalll, the divine light which
attracts the divine intellects and the whole world towards Him. In order to
perceive the importance of those concepts in Ibn Slnm’s mystical thought,
however, we need to examine his perception of the nature of God and the
nature of human beings with their different possibilities of reaching the
knowledge of God.

This chapter will be divided into three sections: the first section examines
the characteristics of God according to Ibn Slnm, under three sub-sections.
The first of these examines the attributes which Ibn Slnm ascribed to God.
Our aim here is to show that these attributes disclose both the essence and
the manner of God’s existence. The second sets out the relation between God
and the world through Ibn Slnm’s theory of emanation. The third sub-section
explores God’s relationship to the individual.

The second section investigates the human soul which Ibn Slnm studies
in three different contexts and here will be examined in three sub-sections.
The first examines the faculties of the human soul, the second discusses
Ibn Slnm’s concept of knowledge and the third explores his concept of religious
knowledge.

The third section of this chapter discloses the ultimate relationship to
which some human souls can ascend to obtain a direct conjunction with the
divine presence. In order to study how this goal is reached, we will examine
three concepts: the concept of the substantiality of the human soul, the concept
of love according to the different works of Ibn Slnm and the manifestation of
God which Ibn Slnm calls tajalll. This tajalll is always present and is the only
possibility of reaching a direct relationship between human beings and God.
Thus, the last sub-section of this section considers the ascent of the human
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soul towards a conjunction with the divine manifestation, according to Ibn
Slnm’s last great work Remarks and Admonitions. Now we turn to explore the
main features that Ibn Slnm ascribes to God.

The main characteristics of God

Studying the kinds of relationship between God and humanity often calls for
a description of the kind of God which the particular theologian or philosopher
has in mind and predictably this image of God influences strongly the type
of relationship that may occur between God and humanity. To reach an
understanding of the concept of God which influenced Ibn Slnm’s philosophical
thinking, we attempt here to explore Ibn Slnm’s concept of the knowability of
God. We do not mean here the question of the existence of God but rather
the image or the character which Ibn Slnm attributed to Him.24 To do so, we
will examine the question of the knowability of God through the attributes
which Ibn Slnm attributed to Him but we are mainly interested here in the
attributes which invite and lead to a relationship with God. We will also
examine in the next sub-section the relationship between God and the world
and finally under the last sub-section discuss the question of God’s knowledge
of individuals. These three concepts disclose the main features of God according
to Ibn Slnm.

Unlike ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, Ibn Slnm did not believe that the act of creation is
the main event which proves God’s existence; rather, for him, the existence of
the world demonstrates that it must have a first cause. This first cause stands
as the first impulse which brought about existence. Ibn Slnm provides many
names for this cause: the First, since He is the beginning; the One, from the
consideration of His nature; and the Necessary Existence, for He is the only
one whose existence comes from within Himself.

The search for the characteristics of God is a dominant feature in the
theological part of both Ibn Slnm’s works al-Shifm’ and al-Najmt, and also in
The Treatise on Love and the last part of Remarks and Admonitions though
in different images. No doubt Ibn Slnm, in seeking the attributes of God, was
strongly influenced by Greek philosophy and its interpretation through
Jewish and Christian thought; nevertheless, one can still trace some vestiges
of Islamic influence. As a devout Muslim who grew up in the Ismm’lll tradi-
tion, Ibn Slnm perceives God as the absolute transcendent, but also the source
of existence, love and knowledge; features which are found in Neoplatonism
and in many Qur’mnic and >adlth passages such as the >adlth which he
mentioned in his The Treatise on Love: “God has said: If my servant did this
and this he will love me and I will love him.”25 In some parts of his works we
encounter God as the only Necessary Existent and in other parts we perceive
Him as the source of knowledge, beauty, goodness and love. Thus, Ibn Slnm’s
image of God does indeed open the possibility of a mystical tendency such as
can be seen in his later works. To reach an understanding of the concept of
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God which influenced Ibn Slnm’s philosophical and mystical thinking, I want
next to discuss the divine essential attributes in Greek thought and then to
examine Ibn Slnm’s attributes of God in the light of Greek and Islamic
thought. The question of creation and God’s knowledge will also be explored
in this chapter in order to have a fuller comprehension of Ibn Slnm’s concept
of the divine One.

The essential attributes of God

To open our search for the essential attributes of God in Ibn Slnm’s philosophy,
I shall first present a brief discussion on the divine attributes in Greek
thought. Wolfson explains that in the Greek tradition Plato had started to
discuss the question of whether we are able to name the attributes of God;
this occurs within his discussion of the possibility of attributing the divine
ideas. Plato believed in the existence of a divine world which contains universal
ideas and concepts, such as justice, goodness or beauty, governing our world.
For him, God is most probably one of these ideas or a concept which stands
above all of them. The key question for him was whether it is possible to
describe these divine ideas or only to prove their existence. The problem for
Plato was not mainly in the nature of these ideas, which were presented as
incorporeal, abstract and imperceptible to the senses, but the fact that he
believed in the real existence of these ideas as a kind of divine Intellect (or
angels). Thus, any predicate – which is also an idea – which attempts to
describe another idea would in fact combine the two ideas together and thus
violate their simplicity. But Plato discerned that one idea could possibly
participate in others so long as they do not contradict one another, for example,
the idea of good participating in the idea of existence and oneness.26 In this
case one can describe a divine idea through its participation in other divine
ideas and without destroying their simplicity provided that conflicting ideas
are not combined.

In contrast, Aristotle believed that ideas exist only in the mind and not
outside it. Therefore, for him predicating rational conceptions of God would
not impair His unity, for rational concepts have no existence in reality. They
are only a logical attempt to describe God with the awareness that predicates
which are used to describe both humans and God are used about God in their
perfect form. Moreover, Aristotle accepted the possibility of defining God in
terms of a genus and species, which define the essence of the thing, according
to his theory of definition. He explains that since genus and species do not
exist in reality but are only rational descriptions, they do not violate the unity
of God. In this way Aristotle admits that one can describe the essence of God
in terms of genus and differentia by identifying His genus and differentiating
Him from others, and this discloses His uniqueness.27

The concept of the unknowability of God’s essence started, according to
Wolfson, only with Philo Judaeus (d. AD 40), a devout Jew who tried to
assimilate Greek philosophy and Jewish thought. For him, God as presented
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in the scriptures is unlike any thing: He is unnamed and incomparable. Philo
modified the Platonic God by making Him the creator of all other ideas,
which he considered like angels. God, for Philo, has created the world
through what he identifies as logos, probably to be understood as the first
Intellect.28 But his Jewish image of God as unknowable remained the governing
feature of his philosophy. He explained that one could only describe God in
negative terms, for He transcends all description. These negative terms make
God abstract and declare only His existence.29

This concept of God carried weight for many centuries, notably among
the church fathers.30 Plotinus also believes that it is impossible to know and
perceive the essence of God; one can only know the existence of God through
the things which proceed from Him. But Plotinus asserts that God cannot be
in the same genus as these things, and all attributes of God, which are the
only way to describe His existence, should be considered as His exclusive
properties, which no one shares with Him. Thus, the only way to speak of
God is through the proofs of His existence or through His relationship to the
world or through negative attributes, which show the unlikeness of God to
all things.31

The Hellenistic concept of God has some affinities with the overall image
of God in the Qur’mn, mainly in His unity and transcendence but Muslim
theologians did not hesitate to define the essence of God with what they
called the attributes of the essence, xifmt al-dhmt, believing that the attributes
which God attributed to His essence in the Qur’mn do disclose Him.
However, the problem of relating these attributes to God, whether they are
part of Him or are eternal concepts predicating Him, remained an area of
debate between the Mu‘tazilites and the Ash‘arites, as outlined in Chapter 2.

Ibn Slnm, like Philo and Plotinus, considers that the unity of God means
that His essence is simple and indivisible and that any attempt to describe it
would violate this unity. The essence of God is indivisible both into parts,
such as soul and body or matter and form, and into logical divisions such as
genus and species or existence and essence. This difficulty of the unity and
simplicity of God made Him indefinable for Ibn Slnm because definition,
according to him, consists of relating a thing to its genus where it shares
qualities with others and specifying or differentiating it from these others
through its specific qualities.32

Ibn Slnm, nevertheless, applies many attributes to God but he considered
them all as properties. Properties in Ibn Slnm’s theory of definitions are able
only to describe the thing but cannot define its essence. In this way he could
attribute qualities to God without violating His absolute unity and simplicity
and was able to preserve the uniqueness and unlikeness of God because these
properties were considered to belong to Him alone and should be used predi-
catively when they are used in connection with human beings.33 Ibn Slnm
took this idea from al-Fmrmbl, who considered that attributes which are used
to describe both God and humans attribute qualities primarily and in perfect
form to God and then derive the human attributes from them. This means
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that it is not God who shares an attribute with us but we who are credited
with an attribute of His.34

At this stage Ibn Slnm, following Plotinus, uses some properties mainly to
describe the existence of God rather than His essence, as we see in the following
passage from Najmt:

the first attribute of God is that He exists and all other attributes manifest
this existence either by addition or with negation and none of them
imply multiplicity or anything contradictory in His essence. The ones
[attributes] which express negation are such as when someone said about
the First (God forbid) that He is a substance; he did not mean other than
that this Existence was not in a subject. And if someone said that He is
one, he did not mean other than abstracting from this Existence numeral
or logical division or association. And if it is said that (He is) Intellect
and knowable and knower, it does not truly mean other than abstracting
from this Existence the possibility of its being mixed with matter or its
relations, in considering a certain addition. And if it is said He is first, it
does not mean other than adding to this Existence the universe and if it
is said about Him that He is able, this does not mean other than adding
the existence of others to the Necessary Existence, as we said before . . . if
you perceive the attributes of the True First in this respect than there will
not be in any respect either division or multiplicity in His essence.35

Some observations can be made here. The attributes mentioned above only
describe the kind of existence which God has. This description is in three
forms: first, through negation, which means abstracting from Him what
cannot be applied to His existence, like all relations and consequences of
matter. Second, describing through adding what can be applied to this existence
or what happens through His existence, such as the existence of others.36

Third, describing through adding and abstracting, as when someone says that
God is Intellect, ‘aql, which means His existence is free from matter and
therefore must be an intellect. (There are two forms of existence traceable in
Ibn Slnm’s works: the existence of material things and the existence of imma-
terial intellects which govern the material world.) But we have to ask here
whether Ibn Slnm’s objection to describing the essence of God in such passages
relates to the nature of the unity which he attributes to God, as he confesses
at the end of the above passage, or whether it is a philosophical difficulty,
which means that he actually believes in the unknowability of God.

From the discussion above we can assume that the difficulty is in fact how
logically to avoid violating God’s unity through conferring attributes upon
Him. However, Ibn Slnm, I believe, does define God or at least draws a clear
image of Him. We can see this first in Ibn Slnm’s theory of “essence and exis-
tence” which states that God is the only being whose essence is identical with
His existence,37 because His existence comes from within His essence,
whereas the existence of all other beings is added to their essence. This means
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that the existence of all beings is dependent on another while the existence of
God comes from within Himself. Therefore, His essence is identical to His
existence and His existence is His essence. This makes the conclusion
inevitable that whatever describes the existence of God describes His essence
as well.

Ibn Slnm describes God as pure goodness and pure intellect and in the
Treatise on Love he attributes to God pure love. We can see that some of the
qualities which he attributes to God, such as knowledge, love and goodness,
overflow from Him to all other things. In Rismla fl al-‘Ishq (The Treatise on
Love) Ibn Slnm explains that love is implanted in all things; in matter in its
yearning toward form, and in movement in its yearning toward its mover and
in voluntary love which is yearning toward perfect love in God.38 He tells us
also that this love is a part or even the cause39 of the existence of all things
and it emanates from God. This love, as Ibn Slnm explains, emanates from
God first to the Intellects and then indirectly to all other beings.40 He also
makes a very interesting statement at the end of the first chapter of this
treatise, as follows:

therefore His love towards Himself is the most perfect and fullest love
because there is no differentiation between the divine attributes in the
essence, hence love is the manifestation of Essence and Existence (al-‘ishq
huwa xarl. al-dhmt wa al-wujnd).41

By this he admits that love is in or is the essence of God. The same can be said
about goodness, which he explains in the section on God’s providence for
the world in Najmt and Shifm’ and al-Rismla al-‘Arshiyya, saying that it
flows from God to all existence42 and causes the world to be well-ordered,
nizmm al-khayr.

Knowledge, to Ibn Slnm, also has its source in God, as he explains in his
comment on Theologia Aristotelis (Kitmb al-Inxmf ): through God’s manifestation
to Himself, tajalll, all intellects receive an overflowing of knowledge which
makes them know themselves and know God.43 Thus love, knowledge and
goodness flow from God to all humanity and here the question arises how it
is possible that these attributes emanate from God unless they are parts or the
content of His essence?

Thus, although Ibn Slnm avoided defining the essence of God, in order that
His unity might not be violated, he showed in different writings that in fact
he has a clear image of God and that one can define Him philosophically,
though keeping in mind that technically His essence is indivisible and simple.
This image is not only influenced by Greek tradition but also very much by the
Islamic one, which, although it accepts that God is one and transcendent, also
holds that He is close and definable, as the Qur’mn in many verses defines
Him. Therefore God, in the view of Ibn Slnm, is pure Intellect, pure goodness
and pure love and perfection and is, at the same time, absolutely One; with
all His qualities He transcends all other creatures in the way that all His
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attributes are attributed to Him first and in their perfect form. His transcendence
is also manifested in that He is the only Necessary Existence and He is the
only being whose essence is identical to His existence. Consequently, God for
Ibn Slnm is both on the one hand the transcendent and absolute One and on
the other hand is immanent, through the qualities of His essence/existence
which flow from Him to the whole world. This opens the possibility of a
relationship between Him and the world and between Him and humanity. In
the next section, we will examine the way in which the character of God
influences the generation of the world and the way in which this generation
influences the forms of communication between God and humans.

God’s relation to the world

After the main features of God, we turn now to examine how these qualities
influence the process of bringing the world into existence. For Ibn Slnm,
God is basically the transcendent and absolute One and, consequently,
absolutely immaterial and His existence has no potentiality. These exact
qualities show the difficulty of generating or creating the world, for when the
world as it exists contains such opposed qualities as materiality, potentiality
and plurality, then how can a God with fundamentally opposite qualities
create or generate a world.44 This problem appeared first in Greek philosophy,
mainly between the Aristotelian and Neoplatonic traditions. Aristotle believed
that the First who gives the first movement is Himself the absolute prime
immovable Mover and, consequently, immaterial, which means purely
Intellect.45 As a pure Intellect, Badawi points out in his book Arisyn, God’s
main activity is thinking but His intellection and knowledge are absolutely
concentrated on Himself because He is self-sufficient, neither needing others
nor needing any act of production. The reason is that the act of production
implies a need and a purpose between the producer and his production
because if a producer produces something of which he neither needs nor
benefits then his production is useless to him. Therefore, the problem here for
Aristotle was “How is it possible to consider that God in any way produced
the world.” This led him to believe that the world and God exist eternally
beside each other.46

Plotinus tried to solve this problem by explaining that the production
of the world does not happen through an act and an effort of will, but is an
emanation from God just as water pours out from a very full container. The
first being, which emanated from Him, was one Intellect because, for
Plotinus, only one thing can be produced from God as the absolute One. He
called this the Universal Intellect, from which emanates the Universal Soul,
which in turn produces the universe.47 In this solution, the oneness of God is
not destroyed in producing the many, for the production in this case happens
through mediators and God does not need to act or to have a purpose for this
production. But although Plotinus solves the two problems of how the world
is produced without an act of will and how the one produces the many,
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Netton explains, he creates a new problem: how the transcendent emanates
the world out of Himself and yet remains transcendent, since a world created
in this way would necessarily have great similarities with its source. Even
though Plotinus believes that “the First remains the same even if other things
come into being from it48, Netton rightly questions “how the transcendence
of the One can remain intact and uninfringed.”49 Therefore, emanation can
solve only a part of the problem of preserving the inviolability of God’s nature
despite His bringing the world into existence. Hence, we examine how Ibn
Slnm deals with this problem.

Ibn Slnm adopted mainly al-Fmrmbl’s system of emanation but nevertheless
introduced some new concepts. We should briefly here present al-Fmrmbl’s
emanation scheme: he mainly presents a series of Intellects, which stand
between God and all other beings. He considers that from God the First
emanates only the second Intellect (since Fmrmbl considers God to be the First
Intellect) as a result of the contemplation of God.50 A third Intellect emanates
from the second Intellect as a result of its contemplating the First and also
produces the first heaven as a result of its contemplation of itself. The fourth
Intellect emanates from the third Intellect and produces in the same way the
fifth Intellect and the fixed stars. This process continues, producing Jupiter,
Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury and the Moon. The Intellect which produces
the Moon is the eleventh Intellect, which is also called the Active Intellect.51

These Intellects are differentiated in ranks and in the portion of existence
allotted to each.52

Ibn Slnm follows this system in the main, but the first point on which he
fundamentally differs from al-Fmrmbl is that he does not consider God to be
the First Intellect; for Ibn Slnm, God is above the scheme of emanation.53

Although He produces the first Intellect as a result of His contemplation of
Himself, this Intellect is absolutely different in its nature from Him. God for
Ibn Slnm is the only Necessary Existent, whereas all other beings, including
all the divine Intellects, are conceivable only in the sense that their existence
is added to their essence and they are fully dependent on God.54 Therefore,
the nature of all the Intellects is different from the nature of God, mainly in
containing the plurality of having possible existence in themselves and having
been called into existence by the One. Nevertheless, Ibn Slnm continues to
refer to God as the First, probably to assert the emergence of a world dependent
on Him. But he counts the Intellects, starting with the first emanated Intellect
and ends with the tenth as the Active Intellect.

In this way God transcends the system and does not simply stand as the
highest in rank of the eleven Intellects, as al-Fmrmbl maintained. Thus, there
is a basic difference between God and the first Intellect, according to Ibn Slnm.55

The latter’s existence includes potentiality and possibility in itself: “the
possibility of its existence is an element which It has in itself and is not
caused by the First, but from Him It has its necessary existence.”56

However, Ibn Slnm was also interested in the way in which God and the
Intellects generate beings. He asserts that the generation of the first Intellect
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from God was neither an act of will nor an act of natural mechanism, bi-al-yab‘,
he says:

[I]t is not that the being of the others from Him in the way of natural
mechanism in which the existence of the all from Him would be without
His knowledge and acceptance – how can this be? – and He is a pure
Intellect who knows Himself; consequently He must know that the
existence of the all must be from Him . . . He knows that the existence of
all is from Him and that He is their beginning and that there is nothing in
Him which objects to or dislikes the emanating of all from Him. His
essence knows His perfection and transcendence, and that the emanation
of goodness is from Him and that this is a necessity of His beloved
essence.57

Thus, things do emanate from Him according to His will, but this will
differs from ours; it does not have a certain purpose which God wants to
achieve but His will acts according to His knowledge. When God contem-
plates Himself, He causes the existence of the first Intellect because His
essence has the quality of being a source of emanation, though contemplation
is not a necessary process but it must happen according to a certain will. In
this way Ibn Slnm is probably approaching the God of his religion in showing
that the way in which things emanate from God demonstrates His pre-existent
knowledge of the world and its generation according to His plan.

After the generation of the first Intellect according to God’s knowledge
and acceptance, Ibn Slnm explains, the first Intellect and each of the other
Intellects has a three-fold contemplation: (1) on God as the reason of its
existence, (2) on itself as a necessary existent and (3) on itself as a possible
existent. It therefore produces three things: another Intellect, a material form,
al-xnra al-mmdla, or a soul, and matter.58 Ibn Slnm here probably seeks to show
how the Intellects produce matter and form. In addition, he wants to show
here that the Intellects are absolutely aware of what is happening and again
their production is not mechanical; they are also aware of the position and
transcendence of God and of their own rank and position in the world system.
In his commentary on Theologia Aristotelis, Ibn Slnm shows that through the
manifestation of God, tajalll, the Intellects not only know God but also
become aware of themselves, as will be shown later in this chapter.59

This point is important for our subject because Ibn Slnm here draws a
relationship between knowing oneself and knowing God and recognizing the
position one has in the world. This asserts his awareness of the importance of
individuality and particularity in the system; neither God nor the Intellects
are absorbed in the system because each of the Intellects knows itself and the
role which it has and knows that the achievement of its role lies in the fact
that God is above the system and guarantees its function. This causes Ibn Slnm
to move away from the strictly Neoplatonic notion of necessity which indicates
that the emanation process includes a necessary system of existence which
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functions without the interference of a divine will. Ibn Slnm here makes clear
that each agent in his emanation plan is aware of its role and of the importance
of God in this plan. This, on the one hand, inclines towards the religious view
that the world functions in accordance with a divine providence, but at the
same time this divine system differs from the Qur’mnic divine guidance which
can at any time be reversed, as God pleases.

The Active Intellect in Ibn Slnm’s emanation theory is the closest Intellect
to us, which gives it a very important, even central, function in human life.60

First of all, through the Active Intellect, with the help of the celestial souls,
the substratum of matter is generated containing the four elements, (earth,
water, fire and air) which are the basis of the creation of the sublunary world.
The Active Intellect also generates human souls and the forms of all things.61

But although Ibn Slnm gives the Active Intellect the role of the “creator,”
as Netton points out, he considers it to be the angel Jibrll, whose function in
Islam is to bring a full understanding of God to humans.62 He dedicated to
Jibrll his mystical treatise >ayy Ibn Yaqzmn and considers this angel to be the
son of God. To revert to the role which the Active Intellect plays in rational
and mystical knowledge on earth, Ibn Slnm recognizes the great importance
of the Active Intellect in illuminating the human intellect, but even so he
considers that the ultimate aim of humanity is to have direct conjunction
with God, as he shows in the Sufi chapter of his work Remarks and
Admonitions.

Although it seems here that God and the Intellects are partners in the
generation of matter and form, which is wholly dependent on the Intellects,
Rahman points out that, unlike Aristotle, Ibn Slnm, in his theory of “essence
and existence” finds that matter and form cannot, through their relation to
each other, bring themselves into existence, but need a third element.63

Aristotle states that every material existent thing must have matter and form;
matter is its potential existence and form is the factor which actualizes the
matter and brings it into an existence composed of combined matter and form
(a material thing). Thus, every material existence has a duality in its essence.
Ibn Slnm accepts this duality but raises the problem of how the composite of
matter and form can come into existence when all contingent possible beings
depend for their existence on a borrowed existence from another. For if the
form has the ability to bring matter into existence, then it is in itself a kind
of necessary existence (or a God). Therefore, the duality in all things is not of
matter and form but of essence and existence, because the composite essence:
“matter and form” needs a third element in order to come into being. As
Burrell explains, this is “because all essences are essence of possible beings,
and the proper character (of such being) is that they necessarily require some
other thing to make them be in act.”64 Ibn Slnm, Burrell maintains, changed
the Aristotelian formula of matter and form into essence and existence in
order to assert that matter and form needed to be joined by a third factor to
come into existence.65 Rahman, therefore, considers that if existence can only
be conferred by the Necessary Existence, the only One whose existence is
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within His essence, consequently, is God; for Ibn Slnm, God is the only one
who gives existence to all things and therefore He is the only One who can
bring all beings directly into existence.66

In this sense Ibn Slnm in his emanation theory offers a way forward in the
problem of how God can at the same time be transcendent and act immanently.
From one standpoint God is transcendent because His nature is basically
different from all that is generated from Him, but from another standpoint
He is not completely beyond the system in the sense that he directly wills
(in the sense of accepting that the world emanates from Him, as explained
above) and gives existence to all things. Therefore, it seems that Ibn Slnm
does show that God’s relationship with the world is not limited to the
emanation process but extends to the whole of the existence process which
happens with His knowledge in the sense that each being owes its existence
to God. In this way Ibn Slnm attempts to reconcile the Neoplatonic God with
the Islamic one. Although God is absolutely One and transcends the whole
world, He is the only giver of existence and from Him comes love, knowledge
and goodness. Ibn Slnm also shows that the Intellects are the closest beings to
God and therefore receive eternal knowledge, which enables them to produce
the world through the existence which God bestows on the world. In this
position stands also the Active Intellect who is directly connected with the
kind of existence which we have. With this in mind we will show the role
it plays in the kind of relationship which is possible between God and
mankind. But before proceeding to examine this relationship further, we
need to examine one important problem here, which is how God knows
individual humans.

God’s knowledge of individuals

After discussing the main characteristics which Ibn Slnm attributes to God,
one more difficulty arises, emerging from the unified nature of God’s essence.
This oneness, paradoxically, is dynamic and overflowing and has within itself
the features of the whole world both as an idea and as a reality; indeed, the
world exists only through His knowledge. But the question here is the extent
to which God knows each particular individual in this world.

Ibn Slnm explains that God knows the world because He knows Himself
and whatever comes out of Him.67 However, this knowledge of God is universal
in kind, for as an immaterial being He cannot have particular knowledge,
which is dependent on the perceptions of the senses. Ibn Slnm says very
ambiguously that “God knows the particular but with a universal knowledge.”68

In order to understand this point, Marmura explains that we need to refer
very briefly to Ibn Slnm’s theory of definitions. He explains that the only way
to identify a certain particular from others which are under the same species
is through sensory experience, for all universal qualities of this “particular”
are shared with the species and therefore do not differentiate it from the
rest.69 In contrast, universal knowledge perceives the qualities – humanity,
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justice or goodness – which are shared among a category of persons without
distinguishing any of them.

A universal knowledge would only succeed in identifying a particular
when it is the only particular in its species. Therefore, if the species has more
than one member, all sharing the same qualities, then the only way of differ-
entiating one particular from the rest of the species is by using sensory
description.70 If we put, for example, all musicians in one species in which
they all share qualities of musicianship such as genius, sensitivity and so on
the only way to distinguish one of them would have to be either through
describing what he looks like or through his music. Thus, for someone who
does not possess any senses, it would be impossible to pick out any one musi-
cian. Hence, Ibn Slnm here shows that identifying the particular comes mainly
through sense perception.

Thus, “God is a pure Intellect” means either that He knows himself only,
as in the Aristotelian view, or He knows Himself and the world as a part of
His knowledge of His own activity, but in a universal way.71 Consequently,
the absolute immateriality of God does not allow Him to know others and
therefore He is not able to have personal relationships with humans. God is,
furthermore, unable to act as judge, as Islamic and especially Mu‘tazilite
theology stipulate, because he does not know the events of individual
human lives.

This is undeniably the most negative aspect of Ibn Slnm’s theology, which
Ghazmll severely attacks in his Tahmfut al-Falmsifa, beside the problem of the
eternity of the world. Ghazmll rightly criticized the view that God, contrary
to what it says in the Qur’mn, would not know every single thing in the world
since He can know only through universal knowledge.72

However, Ibn Slnm here draws a picture of a God who is/has absolute good-
ness, knowledge, love and self-sufficiency in the most perfect sense of these
qualities, which puts Him always in the position of giving and never receiv-
ing. God is in no need either of the knowledge of others or their love or even
their worship. In contrast, the world is always in need of God and forever in the
position of receiving and the more it receives from God the more fulfilled the
world becomes. In other words, the nature of God as an outpouring and
eternal emanation is all that the world needs. Therefore, Ibn Slnm most
probably did not take God’s inability to know the particular as a negative,
but considered it to be part of the nature of the world.

As a result, God for Ibn Sina has two main faces. On the one hand, He is
the Necessary Existent, the one who transcends the whole system by having
the unique quality of existence per se. On the other, the mystical face of God
is unveiled through the mystery of a willed emanation which provides the
world with all that it needs for preserving the good system, nizmm al-khayer.
God emanates knowledge, love and goodness in His eternal manifestation of
His divine light, tajalll. However, the absence of God’s knowledge of the
individual makes the relationship between God and humans fall within the
relationship of God to the world, which suggests that contact with God is not
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through personal relationship but through what God offers to the world:
existence, knowledge, love and goodness. Consequently, a relationship with
Him can only be achieved in the following ways: (1) through knowledge in
its different kinds and (2) through love which is obtained in God’s manifes-
tation of Himself, the notion of tajalll. In these two ways the man’s task
is to prepare himself to receive what God offers to everyone. The aim of this
relationship, as Ibn Slnm shows mainly in the last (Sufi) sections of Remarks
and Admonitions, is not a personal relationship with God but a direct
conjunction with His tajalll and an eternal life of happiness of the same kind
as the ten Intellects enjoy with God. The union with the light of God
presents the highest stage of Ibn Slnm’s mysticism as he explores it in the Sufi
part of his Remarks and Admonitions.

Having examined the main characteristics of God in Ibn Slnm’s philosophy,
we turn now to explore the position of human being which gives a clue to the
way in which humans can move to possess the highest knowledge and to
stand in the presence of God in His tajalll. First, however, we need to know
how Ibn Slnm perceives the main features of mankind.

The features of humans

Gutas in his Avicenna and the Aristotelian Tradition considers that Ibn Slnm
discloses human souls according to three different disciplines of philosophy:
physics, ethics and metaphysics. First, in his study of physics following
Aristotle he explores the different faculties of the soul and explains the
process of perceiving material things in an abstract form. He also examines
the rational perception of abstract ideas and explains how this is done. Here
he already declares that since humans are able to perceive theoretical abstract
knowledge, then the nature of the human soul must be immaterial. In the
very few places where Ibn Slnm deals with ethics, he demonstrates that the
human soul needs to be delivered from its evil tendency through its connection
to the material world. This should be achieved by the help of the religious
laws which assist the soul to its salvation through knowledge of the divine
world. A third area of disclosing Ibn Slnm’s concept of the human soul is
metaphysics. Here he unveils the nature of the human soul and its relation to
the divine world. In the last part of Remarks and Admonition, however, he
declares a further possibility for the human soul: that it can obtain direct
conjunction with the divine light and enjoy the happiness of the divine
Intellects in their relationship with God. Following this division of the
subject, I examine first the different faculties of the human soul, then I move
to explore his concept of knowledge and the way in which the human soul is
able to perceive abstractions and concepts. Next I turn to his ethical under-
standing of the human soul in relation to religious knowledge. Finally, Ibn
Slnm’s concept of the human soul in its relation to the divine world will be
mainly treated in the section titled “Relationship with God through His
manifestation of Himself, Tajalll” of this chapter.
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The different faculties of the human soul

Ibn Slnm was the first Arab philosopher who presented a clear and systematic
theory of the human intellect and its function. Here he adopts the
Aristotelian tradition which considers the body, as matter, to be able neither
to think nor to act; thus, it is always passive. The soul, in contrast, is the
power which enables the body to act, and human and animal souls are considered
to have higher qualities, which initiate activities according to the will.73

Ibn Slnm, following Aristotle, considers that the soul as a power in the body
functions through three main faculties: the vegetative soul, which governs
the growth and the nourishing of the body; the animal soul, which governs
the sensory, imaginative and estimating faculties and, finally, the rational
soul, which leads the other two souls and forms human knowledge.74 But
he differs from the Aristotelian tradition in his conception of the indepen-
dence of the soul from the body, which gives it eternal life, as will appear in
the sub-section titled “Ibn Slnm’s concept of the individuality of the human
soul.” Thus, the soul, for Ibn Slnm, is the power which initiates thinking and
reflection.

The ability to obtain knowledge about the world with its connection to the
divine upper and superior world is to Ibn Slnm the most important feature of
the human soul. Knowledge for him begins by perceiving the particular
thing as it exists in reality and going deeper to discover its essence and its
relation to other things, and, further, discovering the universal concepts
which govern this relation.75 This process is achieved through the animal and
the rational souls. The animal soul mainly via the senses transfers the parti-
cular thing from its external existence to an internal existence as an image in
the mind. This material image of the thing will be abstracted and transferred
to a notion, like abstracting from the image of a person the notion “human.”
But further discoveries of this notion, such as that humans are able to think
and are a kind of animal, are not obtainable through the animal soul, but
rather through the rational soul.76

Therefore, when ideas are fully abstracted from their images we no longer
speak of Zayd but of the universal qualities which he shares with others
not by being Zayd but by being human; now we are dealing with concepts.
These concepts are, for Ibn Slnm, on the one hand connected with the parti-
culars from which they are drawn but, on the other, are in themselves notions
leading to a higher kind of knowledge. This last kind is called conceptual
knowledge, according to Goodman, but Ibn Slnm calls these two kinds the
particular and the universal, al-juz’l wa al-kulll.77 The rational soul, therefore,
consists of two kinds of intellect, the theoretical intellect and the practical
intellect. The theoretical intellect has the task of seeking universal concepts
and the practical intellect arranges the relationship between the rational and
the animal soul in conducting human behaviour.78 After this short account of
the faculties and functions of the human soul in perceiving knowledge, we
turn now to examine the nature of knowledge and its connection to the
human intellect.
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Goodman explains that knowledge for Ibn Slnm occupies a place somewhere
between Plato’s position and that of Aristotle. Plato believes that concepts
have an independent existence as divine ideas and we know them through
their earthly shadows. Therefore “knowledge can never be acquired (hence,
must be innate) since what is unknown will be unrecognizable and what is
recognized (and so understood) must already be known.”79 In other words, if
knowing means to know the inner meaning and interior of things, knowing
the character that dwells in them, then empirical experience cannot transfer
this knowledge. Therefore, knowledge of the divine ideas and their shadows
must be imprinted in the human mind and can be known only through the
internal process of knowing (or sometimes through remembering).

Aristotle, for his part, believes that ideas have no external existence; they are
either in things or in the mind. But he recognized that empirical experience is
only the starting point in knowing things; actual knowledge of their universal
concepts depends on the process of knowing through the human intellect.80

Ibn Slnm follows Aristotle in considering that empirical experience is the
starting point for rational knowledge, but he believes that ideas exist outside
the human mind and things, and they, in fact, originate in the mind of God.81

They emanate from Him to the different Intellects and then become implanted
in things. Wolfson explains Ibn Slnm’s three-fold theory of the existence of ideas:

the universal, Ibn Slnm says, has three stages of existence: first, before the
many (qabl al-kathra) when it is in the wisdom of God, second, in
the many (fl al-kathra) when our minds have yet to abstract it from the
particular thing, third, after the many (ba‘d al-kathra) when it already
exists as intelligible being in our mind.82

Ibn Slnm calls these ideas or notions intelligibles ma‘qnlmt. They are of three
kinds: intelligibles, which are given to the soul directly as self-evident ideas,
which he calls first intelligibles (necessary knowledge). The second kind is the
intelligibles which are abstracted from matter and the third kind is intelligibles
which do not exist in matter, such as the ideas of goodness or justice. These last
two kinds are acquired and therefore Ibn Slnm calls them second intelligibles.

The importance of the above discussion is to give us an understanding of
the nature of ideas as immaterial concepts which the human mind must
acquire from outside. The human intellect according to Ibn Slnm does not
possess knowledge in itself but receives this knowledge from the external
world. The process of obtaining this knowledge, however, was a subject of
debate among Greek thinkers. Thus, we turn here to examine how Ibn Slnm
treated this difficulty.

Ibn Slnm’s theory of inspiration

Ibn Slnm’s greatest contribution to the Aristotelian tradition lies in his
new theory of intuition. In this, he introduces the ability of some to reach
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conjunction with the Active Intellect and to get direct immediate knowledge.
This theory developed the understanding of how the human intellect can, on
the one hand, move from potentiality where the intellect does not have infor-
mation, to actuality where it possesses knowledge, and, on the other, how it
moves from knowing the particular to knowing the universal.

Davidson explains that this problem started with Aristotle, who identified
two states of the human intellect: the state of being, not thinking (called the
potential or material intellect) and the state in which the intellect can think
all thoughts (identified as the actual intellect). A third phase which stands
between these two is the stage where the intellect has intelligibles (rational
ideas) but is not thinking of them, called the intellect in habitu.83 But
Aristotle, as Davidson notes, gives a very obscure description of the way the
mind receives the intelligibles, which can be interpreted in two ways: either
the faculty of the intellect, which enables humans to discover results, is the
highest quality of the human mind, or there may be a transcendent substance,
which enters the intellect and provides it with the intelligible thought.84

Alexander of Aphrodisias, Davidson goes on, improved this theory and
introduced a variation of it. He was the first to attribute the transition from
potentiality to actuality to an incorporeal substance which leads the intellect
in this process. He named this stage the “intellect from without” by which
he meant that there is an intellect which enters the organism from without,
becomes the object of human thought and establishes the intellect in habitu
which contains the intelligible forms. He identifies this incorporeal substance
with the ever-thinking cause of the universe or with the First Cause.85

Goodman explains that a Greek philosopher such as Alexander of Aphrodisias
did not see any problem in imagining that an incorporeal Intellect enters the
human intellect and initiates its activity, where Ibn Slnm, as we will see later
on, considers this to be impossible.86 This is probably because Ibn Slnmmakes
a clear distinction between the human and the divine Intellect: the former is
an intellect which exists in matter and the later is pure, separate Intellect,
‘aql-mufmriq. In any case the first one to identify the Intellect which commu-
nicates with the human intellect as the Active Intellect in the emanation
system was al-Fmrmbl.87

Nevertheless, Ibn Slnm was the first to show how the human intellect
acquires intelligible forms from the Active Intellect, mainly through intuition.
This intuition is fully dependent on our own natural intelligence, dhakm’.88

In Shifm’ and Najmt he claims that there are some people who can reach con-
clusions and results without any process of syllogism or demonstration; such
people are able to get results at once, although they are not prophets. He says:

The acquisition of intelligible matter comes about only when the middle
term in a syllogism is obtained; this middle term may be obtained in two
ways: sometimes through intuition, which is a mental act by means of
which the mind discovers, yusyanbiyu, the middle term all by itself and
acumen, dhakm’, being the power of intuition; and sometimes through
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instruction, the origin of which is (again) intuition, since doubtless
everything is ultimately reduced to (knowledge derived from) intuition
(.udns) handed down by those who first discovered them to their students.89

By the middle term, Ibn Slnm means here the idea which leads to the result.
In Remarks and Admonitions he discusses the meaning of the middle term:
if we say that A is B and B is C then the result is that A is C. We get this
result through B, the middle term, which includes in itself A and C. Thus,
the middle term is the intermediate idea, which must lead to the result, or
the idea which contains the result.90 Consequently, intuitions from the Active
Intellect do not reveal the whole truth but give a clue to the truth; the
philosopher then works out for himself how to construct his whole system
from his intuition. But Ibn Slnm here does not absolutely devalue the human
effort to obtain knowledge, because he considers that the human intellect
receives from the Active Intellect only results and conclusions. These, however,
need to be integrated in a system and explained in one’s own terms. However,
when only few people have this power of intuition, the philosopher has to
explain his inspiration in a way which others can understand and benefit
from. Thus, having intuition is like having a good idea for a book. Writing
the book itself still demands great effort.

In any case, Ibn Slnm considers that the relationship to the Active Intellect
is dynamic because ideas come in succession, one form after another, each
intelligible giving way to the next. In this way he explains that universal
concepts are immaterial and therefore cannot be stored in any material faculty
in the brain. Their existence in the rational soul means the actual thinking of
them,91 for they do not remain permanently in the soul but disappear the
moment they arrive. Goodman observes that the difficulty of storing ideas in
Ibn Slnm’s theory demonstrates the absolute immateriality of ideas. Hence,
they can be understood only without the use of images, which explains the
real nature of conceptual knowledge, for all that cannot be imagined does not
remain in the mind; when we want to remember them we have to rethink
them again.92

Here also in this context we see the difficulty which Ibn Slnm must have
had in accepting Alexander of Aphrodisias’ idea that the incorporeal Intellect
enters the human intellect and becomes its object. He gives two main reasons
for rejecting such an idea: first, that if it were possible that the Active
Intellect became the object of the human intellect, then humans could possess
all knowledge at once, which to his mind is absurd and second, that what is
absolutely immaterial cannot enter a material organ and become its object
without becoming divisible.93 These are his reasons for concluding that
conceptual knowledge has mainly the function of illuminating the human
intellect and enabling it to ascend to higher knowledge, instead of being
important in itself.

Knowledge for Ibn Slnm is, therefore, dynamic and does not have an end or
a point where one can measure its ultimate extent. Thus, the relationship
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between the Active Intellect and the human intellect is also a dynamic
communication, which has no end nor any point where we can claim full
wisdom, because even wise people have to remember their ideas and to
rethink them again. Thus, this dynamic connection with the Active Intellect
means, for Ibn Slnm, on the one hand expressing the dynamic need of the human
intellect and, on the other hand, the possibility of the dynamic revelation or
presence of the divine world.

Finally, we realize here that reason and inspiration are very close together
in Ibn Slnm’s philosophy. Humans are able to think and draw conclusions but
the human intellect cannot “discover” unknown ideas and conceptions by
itself. Ibn Slnm does not deny that the Greek philosophers themselves also had
a struggle to explain how human intellects can discover new concepts about
abstract things. Thus, for him it was clear that there was a need to interpret
newly the process of human thinking. In our subject, the search for a rela-
tionship with God, Ibn Slnm’s inspiration about rational knowledge took him
a step towards communicating with the divine world. As noted in the first
section, he put human intellect at the bottom of the emanation hierarchy of
Intellects, and it seems to me here that he is trying, through the inspiration
of the Active Intellect, to come a step closer to knowing God. However, at
the end of the present chapter, Ibn Slnm discloses a relationship in which
humans have a direct conjunction with God’s presence and, therefore, have an
ability to receive knowledge directly from God. Intuition, however, is not the
end stage of knowledge but rather its first step.

Next, we explore the higher kinds of intuitions which some humans
possess as shown in Ibn Slnm’s theory of prophecy. His concept of prophecy
demonstrates another ability of the human soul which unveils further
mysterious sides of its nature.

The position of the prophet and the scientist

In the above discussion we showed that rational and conceptual knowledge
for Ibn Slnm is inspired by the Active Intellect. This knowledge was first in
God’s mind, then through emanation reached the minds of the Intellects and
through the existence of the material world they became imprinted in mate-
rial things. Therefore, Ibn Slnm believes that our minds have no access to this
knowledge except through inspiration and assistance from the Active
Intellect. Hence, knowledge (which originates in God) moves successively
from one mind to the next.94 But Ibn Slnm does not consider inspiration or
intuition to be the only way of communicating with the divine world; a
higher form of communication is through revelation, which is obtained in
three ways: through “technical” revelation, through intellectual revelation or
through the direct revelation in God’s tajalll. Religious revelation or “technical
revelation,” as Rahman calls it, is the revelation to the prophets in the form
of a divine message. Intellectual revelation is also achieved in technical
prophecy but is not only restricted to this, as shown below. Revelation which
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is received through having conjunction with God’s manifestation of himself,
tajalll, is the highest form of revelation, though Ibn Slnm does not use the
word wa.y in expressing it; this latter kind will be explored in the section
titled “Relationship with God through his manifestation of Himself, Tajalll.”
In this section we will examine the concept of intellectual and technical rev-
elation and next explore how Ibn Slnm understands and interprets the content
of revelation.

Ibn Slnm in the section on prophecy in Najmt and Shifm’ and his treatise
Fl Ithbmt al-Nubuwwa talks about two kinds of prophecy. Rahman considers
these two kinds to be technical prophecy and intellectual prophecy.
Intellectual prophecy comes from a superior human being who is able to
reach perfect conjunction with the Active Intellect (or another Intellect) and
to receive knowledge in a unified form or as a whole all at once and not as a
succession of ideas, as is the case with normal intuition. Technical prophecy
is prophecy which occurs through the strong imaginative power of the
prophet (the imaginative power is the faculty which transfers the material
world into images in the mind). The strong imaginative power of the prophet
enables him to receive from the practical angels (celestial souls) a divine
message in figurative images; the prophet hears and sees these angels through
the strength of his imagination.95 In order to explain technical prophecy, Ibn
Slnm introduces the function of the celestial souls, whom he also calls practical
angels, in communicating religious knowledge.

In his theory of emanation, he describes the celestial Souls as mediators
between the Intellects and the heavenly bodies. He says in Najmt that the
movement of the heavenly bodies cannot be due to the Intellects, but rather
to a close and immanent power which is their final mover, which he calls the
celestial Souls.96 Celestial Souls emanate from the Intellects and exist in
connection with their celestial bodies. In Rismla fl al-Sa’mda, he considers that
these Souls are the same kind of rational souls as human rational souls, and
Corbin explains that these Souls, on the one hand, have a theoretical rational
power through which they receive the emanation of knowledge from their
governing Intellects and, on the other, they govern a body through their
practical intellect. Their relationship to their Intellects is the same as our
relationship to the Active Intellect, but these Souls are superior to human
souls because their bodies are made of incorruptible celestial matter.97

In short, these celestial Souls, because of their subsisting in matter, are able
to have particular knowledge, to know particular earthly events and also to
know the causes of events which will happen in the near future. Ibn al-Rushd,
however, disagrees that such souls can exist and considers the idea to be
absurd. It does seem here that Ibn Slnm believes in the existence of two kinds
of angels: those who have no connection with matter and another lower kind
who exist as a superior kind of matter. The latter kind are also able to transfer
divine knowledge into figurative images, such as images of what paradise looks
like.98 These souls, also called angels, are, then, considered as mediators between
the divine and sublunary worlds.99 In this context religious massages and
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scriptures can be explained as having been revealed to prophets by angels
whom the prophet can see and hear through his vivid imagination. Ibn Slnm
here seems to be making a philosophical attempt to explain verbal revelation
and to consider it as a natural part of the world system.

Intellectual prophecy, unlike technical prophecy, is considered a sign of very
strong intuitive ability. This ability is defined by Ibn Slnm as the possession of
a higher kind of intellect, which he calls the sacred intellect, al-’aql al-Qudsl.100

According to Ibn Slnm, a prophet with technical prophecy must also have
intellectual prophecy in order to be able to understand the philosophical
truth himself. On this point he does not differ from al-Fmrmbl who stipulates
that prophets should have philosophical knowledge; however, Ibn Slnm
considers that this knowledge can be obtained directly through intuition
without the process of learning.

The difference between intellectual prophecy and the inspiration of normal
intuition lies not in the prophet’s higher intuitive ability, but rather in the
nature of the knowledge received. The prophet receives knowledge in a
simple unified form, in contrast to the knowledge received through intuition,
which comes in a series of steps.101

However, the reception of this kind of knowledge is not restricted to pro-
phets, but it seems that Ibn Slnm includes also scientists and great philosophers.
He says in the treatise Fl Ithbmt al-Nubuwwa:

Plato mentions in his book al-Nawmmls (Divine laws) “He who does not
understand the symbols of the prophets will not enter the divine kingdom,”
and also the highest Greek philosophers and their prophets like
Pythagoras and Socrates and Plato were using in their books symbols and
allegories and they filled them with their secrets.102

Therefore, it seems that the category of intellectual prophets for Ibn Slnm
includes more than the prophets who had a revealed message. The existence
of this kind of prophecy, however, is not a necessity for divine providence, as
we will show below, but is rather a possibility identical to the possibility
that there is someone who has absolutely no intuitive ability. At this point,
it is appropriate here to examine religious knowledge and its importance for
Ibn Slnm.

The function of religious knowledge

In Najmt the discussion of technical prophecy is preceded by Ibn Slnm’s
concept of God’s providence and the question of human freedom. The reason
for this arrangement is that Ibn Slnm here is making a link between the need
for the existence of divine law as a consequence of human freedom and God’s
providence, shown by divine messages. The discussion in this section will
provide another area where Ibn Slnm studies the human soul in its relation to
ethics. We will see in the next part that he consider that the salvation of the
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human soul in its final stages depends on the soul’s ascent, in different stages
and states, towards a state of annihilation in the presence of God, tajalll. In
this context, he refers to the importance of worship as a method of ascending
from one stage to the next, as will be demonstrated in section three titled
“Relationship with God through His manifestation of Himself, Tajalli.” At
this stage, however, we will focus on his overall understanding of religious
knowledge.

Ibn Slnm here connects religious knowledge with the concept of divine
providence which means that God provides good order, nizmm al-khayr, for
the world. This providence is not offered for a particular reason but
emanates from the absolute goodness of the nature of God’s essence which
makes all that emanates from Him well ordered. Divine providence, never-
theless, is limited to what is possible, which, according to Ibn Slnm, means
that goodness has its fullness and perfection only in God, and the world
can only receive a limited goodness, for the potentiality of the world, the
possibility of being or not being involves a certain deficiency. Pure good-
ness, for Ibn Slnm, can only be expressed in the Necessary Existence; evil, in
contrast, is pure non-existence. The world as the possibility of existence
contains in itself, therefore, a certain weakness and deficiency. In the earthly
world, this deficiency is experienced in the existence of evil which Ibn Slnm
considers to be a consequence of the nature of earthly matter, which allows
change. This evil, however, is only potential in things (the evil in fire, for
instance, is its burning) and becomes actual only through human choice
and will.103

Humans are the only creatures in the emanation system of Ibn Slnm,
Janssens explains, who enjoy a kind of freedom, though this is also deter-
mined through different causes influencing the behaviour of the individual,
which give a chance for potential evil to be actualized. Thus, only moral evil
which is performed intentionally affects the good order of our world. Moral
evil is a kind of deficiency in the perfection of human actions, which damages
both the individual’s perfection and the whole community.104

The perfection of the individual is attained through the rational faculty.
Deficiency in this perfection occurs when immoral desires prevent the rational
faculty from achieving its perfection in knowledge. Therefore, the free will of
humans, as Janssens maintains, creates the possibility of increasing moral evil
and damaging the divine good order of the first providence.105 In the section
on prophecy, therefore, Ibn Slnm talks about second providence. This second
providence provides guidance for human behaviour through sending messages
or communicating the divine law. In this context Ibn Slnm explains the
need for the existence of a divine law, which humans need for guiding their
behaviour as individuals and as a society. Therefore, sending messages and
divine laws is a necessity, which God, through His angels, must provide, as
Ibn Slnm clearly explains in Najmt.106 It seems here that Ibn Slnm is influenced
by the Mu‘tazilite concept of the necessity of some actions of God, as is
explained in Chapter 2.
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Religious knowledge, for him, is mainly a form of practical knowledge for
it has the two aims of assisting the soul to obtain general knowledge about
God (since true knowledge about Him, in his opinion, is obtained through
philosophy) and controlling the relationships between individuals in society
through the revealed commands and prohibitions of divine law. These com-
mands and prohibitions should set out the relationship between the animal
soul and the rational soul, which come under the domain of the practical
intellect, for it has the task of controlling bodily desires, bringing the irascible
power to maturity and reducing the disturbance to the rational intellect by
bodily affairs, as Ibn Slnm mentions in his study on the human soul.107

But it seems that the practical intellect, according to Ibn Slnm, has two
purposes: the first is to guide mature human behaviour, which is important
for the community. The second is to reduce the disturbance to the theoretical
intellect of bodily desires, which helps individuals in the process of learning.
These two aims are precisely the aims of religion; the first aim is realized
through divine law, which provides commands and prohibitions leading to the
perfection of society. Ibn Slnm does not show in his writings any interest in
interpreting the Islamic Sharl‘a, though in his autobiography he mentions
that his early education was in (Isma‘lll-Zaydl) jurisprudence.108 The second
aim of reducing the disturbance to the rational faculty of bodily desires,
which is the main interest of Ibn Slnm here, is accomplished through worship.
However, Ibn Slnm considers that the Qur’mn has two purposes: guiding
human behaviour but meantime pointing to the true knowledge of God
through many metaphorical and allegorical passages. Here therefore we will
examine these two concepts of worship and the metaphorical message of the
Qur’mn.

Worship

Ibn Slnm, as mentioned above, considers that human souls have three powers.
The vegetable and animal powers relate humans to the lower world of the
bodily desires, but the rational soul enables them to enjoy conjunction, ittixml,
with the upper divine world. Worship, then, is a bodily training and disci-
pline to submit the lower faculties of the soul to the rational intellect, which
directs the body to contemplation of the divine world. He considers prayer
the most important element in worship because it attempts to train the bodily
faculties to follow the soul and leads the soul to concentrate on the spiritual
side of prayer, which, he believes, enjoys the divine effluence.109

He explains in The Treatise on the Nature of Prayer that prayers have two
aspects, outer and inner; the bodily movements in prayers attempt to control
the bodily powers and lead them to follow the spiritual part of the prayer. The
spiritual and inner aspect of prayer is its main purpose; in this people should
concentrate on and contemplate the presence of the divine world. This very
thorough concentration is what the prophet meant, Ibn Slnm believes, when
he said that “the one who prays talks to God.” Prayer is thus a spiritual speech
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with God, enabling people to receive the divine overflowing knowledge
which establishes a conjunction with the divine world.110 This is what Ibn
Slnm calls real prayer.111

Thus, prayer is one of the ways of enabling the soul to control the bodily
powers, assisting the soul to reach the divine effluence. In this treatise Ibn
Slnm also says that prayers and worship as a whole are ways of obtaining
knowledge; he says, “Worship is knowledge, in other words knowing the
Necessary Existence by the pure secret and pure heart and the empty soul.”112

This means that worship and prayers are educational and allow the soul to
prepare itself to receive divine effluence. Thus, real prayer for Ibn Slnm is a
kind of mystical experience, which enables the soul to receive God’s emanation
and see Him in his heart.113 We shall return to this discussion later, in the
section on the mystical dimension of his philosophy titled “Relationship with
God through His manifestation of Himself, Tajalll” of this chapter. In his
autobiography, Ibn Slnm mentions that many times when he was trying to
find a middle term and had received no intuition, he would go to the mosque
to pray and through prayer he could find it.114

Hidden meanings of the Qur’mn

Ibn Slnm considers that the Qur’mn is verbally revealed; the main importance
for him of the celestial Souls, mentioned on page 96, is that they explain
verbal revelation. Rahman translates Ibn Slnm’s explanation of verbal revelation
in his treatise Fl Ithbmt al-Nubuwwa as follows:

Angels have real and absolute being but also a being relative to human
beings; their real being is in the transcendental realm and they are contacted
only by the holy human spirit. When the two meet, both the human
being’s senses – internal and external – are attracted upwards and the
angels are presented to them in accordance with the power of the man
who sees the angel, not in the absolute but the relative form. He hears the
latter’s speech as a voice even though it is intrinsically spiritual commu-
nication (wa.y). Spiritual communication is an indication of the mind of
the angel to the human spirit in a direct manner and this is the real
speech. For speech is only that which brings home the meaning of the
addressor’s mind (to the addressee’s mind) so that the later becomes like
the former.115

Ibn Slnm in the quotation above is trying to defend the verbal revelation and
to assert that revelation is not the words of the prophet. However, he considers
that the Qur’mn presents truth in metaphorical language; he explains that
prophets must communicate to the masses concepts such as the unity of God,
His uniqueness and unlikeness in symbolic language and in images, which
those who cannot understand demonstrative abstract language can absorb.116

These images should make difficult conceptual ideas simple enough for
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everyone to understand, though only superficially; but those who are rather
more competent will have to discover the real meaning for themselves.117

In his treatise al-Rismla al-A,.awiyya Ibn Slnm attacks the orthodox
theologians who do not properly interpret the meaning of the Qur’mn. He was
trying to make clear that the knowledge which is presented in the Qur’mn
cannot stand alone as truth, although it in no way opposes philosophical truth
but is rather its symbolic form. Therefore, religion presents the truth fully
covered in images, which simplify philosophical truth for the masses. These
are supplied for two reasons: to acquaint them with some facts about God and
to disclose the importance of commands and prohibitions. But for the more
competent in mind, he says “let me put it to him who will be one of the elect
and not amongst the multitude: is the external form of religion usable as an
argument in these matters?”118

In speaking thus, Ibn Slnm is not attacking Islam but rather trying to
present its importance and its limits. Arberry in his book Revelation and Reason
in Islam, says:

Ibn Slnm argues at length (in The Treatise of A,.awlyya) that it would have
been useless for any prophet to preach a purely spiritual resurrection
if the masses of mankind were to be moved to pursue virtue. Physical
pleasure and physical pain are what they understand; Ibn Slnm says: “true
happiness and spiritual pleasure are not comprehended by them at all and
have no place whatever in their understanding, even though some may
make a verbal pretence of it.” It proves the superiority of Mohammed
to all other prophets, that he painted for men the most realistic and
emotive picture of heaven and hell.119

Although Ibn Slnm did not devote any particular treatise to reconciling
religion and philosophy, in many treatises he interpreted parts of the Qur’mn
and explained the real meaning of its symbols. It seems that Ibn Slnm considered
ta’wll, in Corbin’s understanding of the term, as the disclosure of the real
meaning of some parts of the Qur’mn:

Ta’wll usually forms with tanzll a pair of terms and notions that are at
once complementary and contrasting. Tanzll probably designates positive
religion, the letter of the revelation dictated to the prophet by the angel.
It is to cause the descent of this revelation from the higher world. Ta’wll,
is etymologically and inversely, to cause to return, to lead back, to restore
to one’s origin and to the place where one comes home, consequently to
return [to] the true and original meaning of a text.120

In this way Ibn Slnm understood and interpreted the message of the Qur’mn
and sought to assimilate Qur’mnic knowledge to philosophical concepts.121 As
a result the relationship between theoretical rational knowledge and religious
knowledge is for Ibn Slnm represented in ta’wll. But this relationship is not
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considered in terms of which form of knowledge is higher than the other; Ibn
Slnm believes that they are addressed to different classes of people and each
form of knowledge satisfies its own purpose. Religion in its totality is
addressed to the ordinary person. Worship, however, is a method for receiving
enlightenment, and the metaphorical parts of the Qur’mn guide those who are
competent to the further knowledge, which they can attain through intuition.
However, if we think in terms of revelation or knowledge which comes
directly from God, then we can identify a clear line in Ibn Slnm’s theology. All
true knowledge for him comes from God either through intuition or through
inspiration from intellectual prophecy or through the revelation made to the
religious prophets. Thus, Ibn Slnm demonstrates a continuation of knowledge
from intuition to revelation to philosophy and finally to the mystical experience
of God’s presence where the pure light of divine knowledge will be enjoyed.

In this second part we have attempted to demonstrate Ibn Slnm’s great
interest in understanding the human soul and revealing its role in the search
for higher knowledge. The human soul ascends from knowing the particular
to a deeper kind of knowledge which leads the soul to have connection to the
divine world. The aim of the discussion above is to unveil Ibn Slnm’s real
interest in the human soul as a mediator between earth and heaven and a
mediator between his philosophical discipline and his mystical one. It is the
rational human soul which can receive deeper knowledge, intuition and
revelation. But it also leads Sufis in their ascent to mystical knowledge and
is the link between God and humanity, as we want to show in the next part.
Thus, the famous >adith “knowing your self is knowing your God,” in Ibn
Slnm’s philosophy is an actual statement in which he proves that the human
soul is the pass through which we enter eternal life. At this point, we can
safely say that we have arrived at a vantage point from where we are able to
perceive Ibn Slnm’s understanding of who God is and the nature of the human
soul as the link by which mankind may enter the divine world. The next step
here is to embark upon our main purpose in this chapter of exploring Ibn
Slnm’s concept of ‘ishq and unveiling the importance of the mystical dimension
of Ibn Slnm’s philosophy. Thus, in the next section we will explore the
profound face of the relationship with the divine which allows humans to
obtain a direct conjunction with God’s manifestation of His presence, His
tajalll.

Relationship with God through His manifestation 
of Himself, Tajalll

“He who knows himself knows his lord.” By the time of Ibn Slnm, this
saying had become a favourite >adlth of “intoxicated” – i.e., pantheistic –
Sufis, for its suggestion that the soul is to be identified with God. But
philosophers and theologians of more sober stamp shied away from the
idea that the inner self is divine, preferring another Platonic suggestion
that the mind knows God through an inner likeness.122
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Goodman, in the quotation above, points out the extent of the problem of the
soul and its connection with God. In the Sufi experience, the soul knows “the
likeness,” but for Ibn Slnm, as Goodman emphasizes, it is only the intellect
which knows God in some analogous manner. However, in Ibn Slnm’s Treatise
on Love, he clearly makes a link of likeness between God and human souls
through love. Love flows from God to all things and constructs a tie between
all souls and God; when humans come to the stage where the purified soul
acknowledges this divine love they are at the first stage, maqmm, of the ascent
to making conjunction with the divine light. Ibn Slnm then pursues this
conception in His last work Remarks and Admonitions, emphasizing the
likeness between God and human souls by the virtue of the nature of their
soul, which always yearns towards the divine love. This is what saves them
from this world and guides them to enter the divine presence in His tajalll.

Thus, this section will attempt to introduce part of Ibn Slnm’s theory of
knowledge which differs altogether from his theory of intuition. Knowledge
about God here will not be acquired through learning but through ascending
different stages which lead to the meeting with God and therefore to acquire
knowledge of Him through vision. Love is the mediator which links the soul
with God in its higher search for vision.

For this purpose I will first examine the nature of the soul from a certain
angle: the possibility of its separation from the body and its independence of
it. The aim here is to show that Ibn Slnm’s theory of the substantiality and the
individuality of the human soul is linked to his mystical search for happiness
through ascent to the point of eternal conjunction with the divine light.
Second, this part will examine the development of his concept of love, ‘ishq,
and, finally, we will follow the ascent of the soul in its ultimate relationship
with the divine presence, tajalll.

Ibn Slnm’s concept of the individuality of the human soul

The human essence consists of a body (human matter) and a human soul (the
human form). Ibn Slnm in his study of the human soul describes the
soul–body relationship. As mentioned in the sub-section titled “The different
faculties of the human soul” in this chapter, form for Ibn Slnm is the power
which initiates activity in matter and in the case of the souls of humans and
animals this activity is constructed according to a will. This makes animal
and human souls a special kind of form.123

The first problem Ibn Slnm faces here is if the body and the soul are in a
sense composed of matter and form, what kind of relation do they have to
each other. Before dealing with the answer to this question, however, we
should refer briefly to the history of this problem.

Aristotle considered the human soul to be a high type of the form which
exists only in connection with matter (body). For him, as Rahman explains, the
soul is “an immanent principle which organizes the body and gives it its specific
character and makes it what it is.”124 He attributed rational knowledge to the
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soul and held, like Plato, that the body is a mere instrument employed by the
soul. At the same time he limited the existence of the soul to the existence of
the body. This forces the conclusion, Rahman points out, that he had an
inconsistent view of the relationship of soul to body because if the soul is a
substance which is superior to the body, then its existence should not be
restricted to the body’s existence.125

The principle of the soul as immaterial and separable from the body was
the centre of Plotinus’ psychological teaching. But for him, as Rahman
noticed, the crucial point was mainly to define the soul–body relationship in
order to combat other groups who considered the soul as the inseparable form
of the body.126 Goodman explains that Plotinus argued that the body cannot
think and therefore its relationship to the soul is merely instrumental. This
argument, however, did not convince the Muslim mutakallimnn, who did not
see a logical ground for this claim.127 For them the body has great importance,
for it will have eternal life in paradise.

In order to prove Plotinus’ claim, Ibn Slnm concentrates on the nature of
conceptual knowledge128 and argues that it cannot be acquired by a body, as
we will show below. But Ibn Slnm’s interest was not merely to defend the
separability of the soul from the body but mainly to prove its individuality,
as Goodman shows in his book, Avicenna.129 In order to approach his under-
standing of the individuality of the soul we examine in turn its immateriality,
its independence and, finally, its individuality.

Ibn Slnm proves that the human soul is immaterial through explaining how
the rational soul perceives universal knowledge. Universal ideas are immaterial
and indivisible because they are either abstract by definition – time, existence,
justice and goodness – or they are abstracted from matter, for example, the
idea of eternity, which is generated from observing a very old tree, or of fear,
when we see a huge desert, etc. Thus, if the soul is a material substance in the
body, or if the body itself can think, ideas must be diffused into all parts of
the body and, consequently, they will never be perceived as abstract unities
forming one idea. Therefore, if the human soul perceives universal knowledge,
Ibn Slnm insists, then it must be an immaterial power in the body which
enables humans to reach this higher knowledge.130

Another proof of the immateriality of the soul is: if the soul is a kind of
matter, and matter in the Aristotelian tradition cannot think, then the soul
could not construct and discover knowledge but rather would only be affected
by knowledge, for example, as the material body is only affected or passive,
qmbil, which to him is absurd.131The importance of this point is that it forms
the basis on which Ibn Slnm later builds the idea that the life after death is
only spiritual. The importance of the second life lies, for him, in the higher
stages of the soul which enable it to have full happiness in being conjoined
with the manifestation of God. Therefore, this kind of life demands not a
body but a high quality of soul, as is shown below.

Some Muslim theologians, such as Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (AD 1292–1350),
Goodman points out, considered that the soul is a kind of body, in order to
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prove the importance of the body in life after death. Ibn Qayyim says: “it
(the soul) flows through them (bodily organs) as sap flows in roses and oil in
olives.”132

That the soul is an independent element in the body was clear for Ibn Slnm
through his observation that only the body with its senses becomes old, but
not the soul. The knowledge of an old person, Ibn Slnm believes, can be even
better than that of a younger person.133 For this reason, Ibn Slnm explains, we
recognize our selves as an “I,” a self which perceives everything through one
collective power.134 Consequently, the soul, for Ibn Slnm, is an independent
power in the body through which people can at all stages of their lives perceive
knowledge.

Ibn Slnm proves the individuality of the soul through his famous example
of the floating man. He imagines a man who is cut off from any relationship
with all his five senses flying in the air without even feeling this air, but who
still would know himself.135 He says:

Suppose your being to have been just begun. You are of sound and capable
intellect, but your bodily parts are so disposed that you cannot see them
or touch your limbs or organs; they are separated from one another and
suspended for the moment in thin air. You would find that you were
conscious of nothing but your own reality.136

Ibn Slnm seeks in this example to demonstrate that the soul is not only an
independent power but also an individual which knows itself without
connection to the body. It also discloses that the rational faculty of the soul is
a power comprehended within its own merits and absolutely independent of
the body. This comprehending power is able to think even when no sensory
information is provided. He identifies this power with the soul and says that
it can unveil the individuality of the person and recognize him as a unique
self.137 The example above proves the possibility of the soul’s having a full
awareness of itself and of its knowledge without reference to any material
body; consequently, it can reach the level of the divine Intellects as a
substantial essence with the eternal activities of intellection and love. This
becomes clear in the Sufi part of Remarks and Admonitions when the human
soul ascends to the point of the same kind of love as the Intellects.

However, although the soul here seems to have a divine element which
gives it substance and an eternal future, Ibn Slnm in Najmt and Shifm’ is careful
to explain that the soul does not have a pre-existent history, but comes into
existence only when a body does.138 It also exists in the human body as
a material intellect which gets its experience and knowledge only within
the earthly existence of the soul. Moreover, the happiness of the soul after
its separation from the body will depend mainly on its earthly intellectual
activity, which it experienced in the body. He explains in Remarks and
Admonitions that after death the soul can only continue what it accomplished
in its earthly life, gaining only higher universal knowledge. But souls which
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did not obtain universal knowledge before will either be satisfied with the
enjoyment of their little rational pleasure or will bear the eternal suffering of
being ignorant.139

Thus, the soul starts with no knowledge and goes into eternal ascent
towards the First Cause. It seems here that Ibn Slnm had a clear understanding
of the human soul at quite an early stage and made hardly any substantial
change in it. He mainly treated it in two different contexts: its rational activity
and its substantial and individual relationship to the divine world. In
Remarks and Admonitions, however, he unveils a third context in which the
human soul can be studied, that is, the process of its ascent from the mater-
ial world to encounter the divine light without mediators. In this context,
Ibn Slnm reveals his own mystical understanding of the human soul’s journey.
Before reaching this stage, which is approached through love, we will here
first examine Ibn Slnm’s understanding of love, not as the usual Arabic term
ma.aba, but through his usage of the mystics’ term ‘ishq.

The concept of love, ‘ishq

The concept of divine love, ‘ishq, can be traced in Ibn Slnm’s philosophical
works as well as in his mystical ones. Ibn Slnm describes God in Shifm’ and
Najmt as pure goodness and illustrates that this goodness is absolute perfect
existence, while evil is absolute non-existence.140 The One perceives Himself
as absolute goodness and beauty, not through the imaginative power, for He
is free from matter, but rather through pure Intellect.141 God as pure Intellect
knows Himself and the goodness of His essence; consequently, this knowledge
is also expressed in loving and adoring His essence ‘mshiq wa ma’shnq, as Ibn
Slnm describes Him in Najmt.142 Here he compares God’s love with ours: “we
love and strive for what is good, beautiful and perfect, therefore God’s love
can be mainly directed towards His essence which is the perfection of beauty
and goodness.”143 Bell maintains that Muslim theologians in general adopt
the belief that God loves His essence.144

In Najmt Ibn Slnm also explains the relationship of being attracted and
the yearning between the celestial Souls and their governing Intellects
and between the heavenly bodies and the celestial Souls. This yearning
is towards perfection, which for the heavenly bodies is the persisting of
existence and for the celestial Souls and the Intellects is the love of the per-
fection of God,145 which is referred to later on in The Treatise on Love as
the experience of the manifestation of the Necessary Existence. Thus, Ibn Slnm
in Najmt and Shifm’ is giving a basis to the concept of love which he expands
in The Treatise on Love and in Remarks and Admonitions and other mystical
works.

Ibn Slnm in The Treatise on Love demonstrates that love is that which keeps
the whole world in existence. Each thing yearns towards what is higher than
itself: matter to form, the soul to the Intellect and the Intellect to God. This
kind of ‘ishq is instinctive and naturally planted in all these things in order
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to keep them in existence by their striving towards perfection, which in this
case is the maintaining of existence against non-existence.146

The second kind of ‘ishq is the voluntary and chosen ‘ishq which strives
also toward perfection of being, but perfection here is not only maintaining
existence but striving for the highest benefit possible. This kind of ‘ishq is the
‘ishq of the animal faculty of the human souls for nourishment, a beautiful
state of mind and for social and political power. At the same time, it is also
the ‘ishq of the different powers of the intellectual soul towards the benefit of
maintaining their existence in eternal happiness.147

The highest kind of ‘ishq, however, is the ‘ishq of beauty and goodness for
its own sake without expecting any return. This kind of ‘ishq is instinctive
and always active in the governing Intellects and is the striving of the human
and celestial souls.148 In Remarks and Admonitions, however, Ibn Slnm
explains that the human souls, while they are in the body, remain at the stage
of yearning while the Intellects have full satisfaction in their love for God.149

However, some elected Saints will be able through spiritual exercises to reach
the kind of love which the divine Intellects enjoy, as will be discussed in the
next section.

All these kinds of ‘ishq are poured by God upon all beings, and, therefore,
they share the love which God has towards Himself. Ibn Slnm explains that
the implanting of this love is part of the divine providence for preserving
good universal order.150 He also makes an interesting comment on two
passages of The Treatise on Love that the existence of things is due to this
love, and that love is the real attribute and content of God’s essence. In the
first he explains that “each of the governed beings has a natural yearning and
an instinctive love and in this love is necessarily the reason of its existence”.151

In the second passage he says:

there is no certain distinction between the divine attributes in the
Essence, therefore Love is identical with the Essence and the Existence
(al-’ishq huwa xarl. al-dhmt wa al-wujnd ) I mean in the First Goodness.
Therefore the existence of all being results either because of a love in
them or because the love and their existence are identical (as in God’s
case).152 This indicates that no beings are without (that is, free of, empty
of ) this love.153

In this passage he explains that since the Essence and Existence of God are
identical, divine Love is both Essence and Existence. Love then is the highest
of the divine attributes and defines God’s real essence. Since God’s essence is
love then whatever comes from Him must include love. It seems that Ibn Slnm
wants to use this idea to explain that everything must have love in some way
or another implanted in its existence. This love is all being and is probably
implanted through the third element which bestows an existence to matter
and form and comes directly from the First of all beings. This is Ibn Slnm’s
new contribution to Aristotelian philosophy, as outlined in the sub-section
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titled “God’s relation to the world” earlier in the chapter. If this third element
flows directly from God, then in this element must be implanted some of the
divine characteristics such as love, goodness and intellection in different
proportions. This discloses a resemblance between God and the world,
whereby God is the source of certain qualities. Therefore nothing has perfection,
goodness or intellection from itself; each perfection in the universe is a
reflection of God’s.154 This, Netton explains, is the consequence of the
emanation process:

in one sense emanation ( fay, ) and love (‘ishq) may be viewed as two sides
of the same channel of cosmic movement: all things come from God by
a process of necessary emanation and all things desire to return to God by a
process of innate or necessary love.155

Nevertheless, the unlikeness between us and God is due to the fact that our
existence is mixed with potentiality and matter, which Ibn Slnm considers as
holding the possibility of evil and deficiency, as suggested in the sub-section
titled “The function of religious knowledge” earlier in this chapter.

However, the attainment of pure love which is achieved by some elected
human souls seems, from the following passage in The Treatise on Love, to
depend fully on previous true knowledge:

The divine souls of the humans and angels do not deserve to be called
divine unless they win knowledge of the pure Goodness, because perfec-
tion will not be attributed to these souls unless they perceive the causes
of the intelligibles. And there is no way of perceiving them unless it is
preceded by the knowledge of the true causes, especially the First
Cause.156

This love, therefore, is not simply a feeling but is based on knowledge; the
lover knows what he/she loves and the purpose of this love. Ibn Slnm here
asserts that if this love is directed towards the inner essence and not merely
the superficial aspects of the object loved, then a knowledge of this essence
and its relation to the lover must precede it.

It seems that Ibn Slnm’s concept of the identification between the essence
and the existence of God entails that pure goodness, Intellect and love are also
indistinguishable. Therefore, he comes to the recognition that rational and
conceptual knowledge leads to the realization of goodness, which generates
love, and that these three must exist together. Knowledge which does not
recognize goodness and does not lead to love seems not to be true knowledge;
“he who prefers knowledge for the sake of knowledge professes belief in
knowledge. He who finds knowledge, yet as if he does not find it, but finds
its Object, plunges in the clamour of the arrival.”157

However, it is not clear from this treatise whether God, according to Ibn
Slnm, loves other than Himself. In Najmt he explains that since love is directed
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to one’s perfection then God’s love must be directed to Himself. But at the
end of The Treatise on Love he says:

the true lover is to receive His Manifestation, tajalll, and this is the
divine souls’ true reception of Him. Therefore it is possible that they are
His lovers and to this refers the >adlth which God has said: “If the
servant did this and this he will love me and I will love him.”158

In this passage Ibn Slnm declares that it is possible that the One loves certain
souls who stand in a direct relationship with His manifestation. However, the
love of the human soul and the celestial Soul and that of the different
Intellects is experienced through God’s manifestation of Himself which Ibn
Slnm refers to in this and other treatises, in Remarks and Admonitions and in
his commentary on The Theologia Aristotelis (Kitmb al-Inxmf ) as tajalll. This
tajalll seems to be a great light that is always shining and that illuminates
the Intellects which receive it so that they first recognize their reality and
their individual self and then they realize God as the first cause of everything.
The next section will explore this concept and present its connection to the
Sufi path which Ibn Slnm traces in Remarks and Admonitions.

Relationship with God’s tajalll

In the sub-section titled “Ibn Slnm’s concept of the individuality of the human
soul” earlier in this chapter we saw how the human soul, according to Ibn
Slnm, has the possibility, when it obtains conceptual true knowledge, of reach-
ing a level at which it knows itself, in a similar way to the divine, separate
substances or Intellects. In the sub-section titled “The concept of love, ‘ishq”
earlier in this chapter we examined Ibn Slnm’s view of the communication
with the divine world through love. In this section, we want to link Ibn Slnm’s
concepts of ‘ishq and the substantiality of the human soul with his mystical
method of reaching the ultimate truth through experiencing the tajalll of the
divine presence.

In the last part of Remarks and Admonitions159 Ibn Slnm presents a further
way of communicating with the divine world, which is different from the
way he introduced in his study of the human soul in the previous works Shifm’
and Najmt. First of all, we notice that the person who receives this kind of
relationship is introduced as a knower, ‘mrif.

A knower for Ibn Slnm is probably one who possesses universal knowledge
in the process mentioned in the sub-section titled “Ibn Slnm’s theory of inspi-
ration” earlier in this chapter. In addition, he explains here that a knower is
one who seeks the truth, not as a means for reaching another goal, such as a
better life after death, but as an ultimate aim in itself. This is for him the
highest pleasure. The knower is not like the ascetic or worshipper who wants
to attain knowledge of God in order to have a better second life, as if they
were bartering the pleasure of this world for the double pleasure of the second
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life.160 The knower, in contrast, can use mysticism and worship as means of
reaching the truth but not as aims in themselves. The knower, therefore, is
“the one who disposes his thought towards the sanctity of divine power, seek-
ing perpetual shining of the light of the truth into his innermost thought.”161

The ultimate aim of the knower here seems to be different from ordinary
knowledge. Knowing through the theoretical intellect, as we showed in the
sub-section titled “The different faculties of the human soul” earlier in this
chapter, is knowing through objects. These objects are the intelligibles which
the mind hopes to reach through intuition. The aim of most kinds of knowledge
is to know the unknown. But the hope of the knower here is to encounter “the
illumination of the light of truth.” Ibn Slnm makes clear here that:

he who prefers knowledge for the sake of knowledge professes belief in
knowledge. He who finds knowledge, yet if he does not find it, but finds
its Object, plunges into the clamour of the arrival. Here there are steps
no fewer in number than those which have preceded . . . He who desires
to know these steps must move gradually until he becomes one of the
people “witnessing” not speaking, one of those who arrive at the truth
itself and not those who hear its traces.162

Thus, the first conclusion we reach is that Ibn Slnm is now not using “knowing”
in its usual sense of knowing through conjunction with the Active Intellect
which illuminates the human mind with knowledge of the intelligibles; his
approach here is different. The ultimate aim here is not to disclose the
unknown intelligibles but to have conjunction with the divine light. The pur-
pose of this section, therefore, is to examine Ibn Slnm’s concept of the divine
light, or God’s manifestation of Himself, tajalll; disclose the method of
attaining the vision of divine light and, finally, look at the possibility of union
with the Necessary Existence.

The definition of tajalll

In The Treatise On Love Ibn Slnm explains that the highest stage of love is
realized in the tajalll, God’s manifestation of Himself. This manifestation is
what the Sufi experiences at the end of his spiritual exercises in the ascent
of the soul towards the divine world. It is considered to be a perpetual possi-
bility which is always becoming actual, expressing the capacity of God to be
eternally manifest.163

The concept of God’s being manifest, as Jenssens explains in his article
“Ibn Slnm on Creation,” appears in some treatises of Ibn Slnm such as The
Treatise on the Nature of Prayer and the treatise On the Commentary of Snrat
al-Falaq, The Treatise on Love and in his Commentary on The Theologia
Aristotelis. In these works one can trace three usages of this word tajalll
expressing three different meanings. In his Commentary on The Theologia
Aristotelis, Jenssens points out, Ibn Slnm uses tajalll to show that God is only
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knowable through the manifestation of Himself to the divine Intellects
which they, in turn, communicate to human souls. In this manifestation they
recognize their individual self and the existence of all things. This manifes-
tation is like a sparkling light overflowing from the First and is mirrored on the
intellectual souls: “When the First principle manifests (yatajallm) itself to
them (the Intellects), they comprehend It, they comprehend themselves, and
they comprehend everything (situated) in the further degree (of being).”164

The second meaning of tajalll is the emanation of all things. Ibn Slnm says
in The Treatise on Love that all things come into being through the manifes-
tation of God: “[I]f He did not manifest Himself there would not have been
any existence.”165 He also explains in his commentary on Snrat al-Falaq that
infilmq means the breaking out through darkness into light; this is the light
of God’s presence. The infilmq through God’s light here is the source of
existence for Ibn Slnm which broke out of the darkness of non-existence and
caused existence.166

Tajalll, as Jenssens explains here, seems to be connected with the concept of
the emanation of light, fay, al-nnr, which The Treatise on the Nature of Prayer
calls the source of knowledge. In this treatise Ibn Slnm explains that, in the
form of inward prayer in which the person fully concentrates on his desire to
have conjunction with the light of God, it is possible to experience directly the
pouring out of light fay,mn al-nnr from the divine presence.167 This image
represents the concept of tajalll, described above, as the light of the immanent
Divine Presence. Here, in the treatise Ibn Slnm shows that this emanation of
light in prayer illuminates the human intellect with knowledge of the nature
of God and he considers it to be a kind of vision of God through the heart.168

In The Treatise on Love he also demonstrates that in the tajalll God’s love
emanates from Him directly to the Intellects which are the only beings stand-
ing in direct conjunction with the manifestation of God.169 Human souls can
receive this love through its emanation from the Active Intellect.170 However,
in Remarks and Admonitions he declares that some human souls can experience
direct conjunction with the divine light.

Hence, tajalllmeans the light and the glory of God, which causes existence,
and the emanation of knowledge, goodness and love. It seems that Ibn Slnm
in his concept of tajalll discloses a direct relationship between God and the
world. In His tajalll God on the one hand breaks through darkness by causing
existence and on the other makes Himself known through the pouring out
of knowledge and love. His nature is creative in eternally pouring out and
emanating, the emanation being characterized by His nature. The closest
creatures to Him are the ones who enjoy these qualities of the Intellects and
some human souls.171 Netton points out a text from >ayy Ibn Yaqzmn which
describes beautifully this tajalll as a great light which attracts everything
towards It (Him):

When one of those who surround His immensity undertakes to meditate
on Him, his eye blinks with stupor and he comes away dazzled. Indeed,
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his eyes are almost ravished from him, even before he has turned them
upon Him, it would seem that His beauty is the veil of His beauty, that
His manifestation is the cause of His Occultation, that His epiphany is
the cause of His Hiddenness. Even so it is by veiling itself a little that
the sun can be the better contemplated; when on the contrary, the helio-
phany sheds all the violence of its brightness, the sun is denied to the
eyes, and that is why its light is the veil of its light.172

The method of obtaining the vision of the divine light

Ibn Slnm explains, at the beginning of the ninth class of the Sufi part of
Remarks and Admonitions, that the motivation behind the mystical experience
of the knower is his intense desire to witness the divine light. This can only
happen when the lower powers of the human soul, imagination and estimation,
turn away from bodily desires and sensible impulses and direct their attention
to innermost thought.173 By innermost thought (or the tranquil soul) Inati
analyses:

Ibn Slnm is here referring to the theoretical intellect as follows: “to render
the commanding soul obedient to the tranquil soul so that the power of
imagination and that of estimation will be attracted to the ideas proper
to spiritual affairs, abandoning those ideas that are proper to base things.
The third is to render the innermost thought sensitive to attention.”174

It is possible here to consider that the tranquil soul resembles the rational
soul, because in his explanation of the process of knowledge Ibn Slnm makes
clear that the rational soul is the highest faculty which the human soul possesses.
The innermost thought seems to be the highest faculty (the theoretical
Intellect) of the tranquil soul. Here, however, we notice that Ibn Slnm uses
different terms unlike those for describing the usual process of knowledge;
the reason is his desire to describe a different approach to the divine world.
Thus I am inclined here not to consider the tranquil soul as identical to the
rational soul, rather it includes it. All faculties of the soul should pay attention
only to the tranquil soul. This can be achieved, Ibn Slnm explains, through
worship, which leads the different faculties of the soul to concentrate on the
divine world and receive the inflowing light, to which Ibn Slnm referred
earlier in his approach to worship. The innermost thought of the tranquil soul
contemplates the quality of the Beloved. The desire behind this contemplation
is for “sensitive thought and pure love.”175 When the soul follows these steps,
it arrives at the first stage of witnessing through living lightning which
dazzles the knower.

Hence, the human soul can, through spiritual exercises and intense desire,
gain a sight of and be conjoined with the divine light. This can take place on
earth, not through assistance from the Active Intellect, but by following the
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mystical ascent which depends on ascetic life, worship and a deep desire to
witness the beloved. This process here resembles the stages which lead to the
purification of the soul, according to the mystical direction of many Sufis, in
order to prepare these worshippers to reach the states of annihilation and
union, as will be elaborated on in Chapter 4 on al-Ghazmll.

Ibn Slnm is thus disclosing here a different approach to the divine world.
This approach reveals his belief that there exist some persons (knowers) who
can through spiritual exercises reach the enjoyment of observing the divine
manifestation directly, such as is enjoyed by the Intellects. Gardet explains
that the aim of Ibn Slnm’s mysticism is the ascent of the human intellect to a
rank similar to that of the divine Intellects.176 The illuminated human soul
is able to reach the level of the divine Intellects where it can receive the light
of God without any veil. Gardet considers, however, that this new approach
is a further continuation of knowledge in the normal sense which is obtained
through the Active Intellect, the main difference being that here knowledge
comes through direct conjunction with the light of God.177 But it is clear
here that the ultimate aim of this mysticism is not knowledge but mainly
the enjoyment of the manifestation of God in His tajalll. Eternal happiness
here is not merely a rational pleasure, as one understands the term from
his discussions of knowledge in the normal sense, but is rather the happiness
of enjoying the eternal observation of God’s tajalll This, we believe, is
quite similar to the Gnostic Sufism of Junayd or Bisymml, which is to be
discussed in Chapter 4 on al-Ghazmll. In addition, Ibn Slnm here shows that
some souls are able to absolutely transcend their bodies and everything
around them through the power of spiritual exercises. The capacity to reach
such a relationship is utterly different from the ability to know in its
conventional sense.

Therefore, the ultimate aim of Ibn Slnm in his work Remarks and
Admonitions is to add the final hope of the human soul, that of experiencing
tajalll. Ibn Slnm in this part of Remarks counts nine stages in the experience
of this tajalll starting with moments of conjunction which come as lightning
flashes, then these moments increase as one persists with the spiritual
exercises to reach a state of conjunction whenever the knower wishes. The
soul of the knower grows to reach the state of relating all its earthly experience
to the ultimate Truth so that it becomes calm and realizes the vanity of
whatever is around it except the Truth. The highest stage is the full annihi-
lation of oneself in the Truth when the soul arrives at true conjunction.178 The
knower here becomes “one of the people of witnessing and not speaking, one
of those who arrive at the Truth Itself.”179

The possibility of the soul’s union with the divine light

At this stage a question arises, whether the soul in Ibn Slnm’s mystical
philosophy loses its individuality and melts in with the Divine at the
moment of conjunction. Before answering this question it is appropriate
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here to adduce the discussion which Morewedge presents in his two
articles “The Logic of Emanation and Sufism in the Philosophy of Ibn
Slnm,” Parts 1 and 2.180 Morewedge in these two articles seeks to prove that
Ibn Slnm presents a mystical dimension in his system which leads to a
union with the Necessary Existence. He explains that there are three
different ways in which persons may be related to God: in harmony, connection
or union. These three ways are the result of three different relationships
between God or the ultimate Being and the world. The first relationship
is a relationship of creation: God has created the world at a certain time
for a certain purpose. Therefore there is the possibility that God existed
when the world did not. Mankind in this theory relates to God in terms of
harmony which does not allow a union with the divine who is basically
different from the creature. This harmony depends on the mediator of the
prophetic soul in the person of Mu.ammed. This is the religious version
of this relationship.181

The second kind of relationship between the unlimited Being and the
world is a relationship of co-existence. This is the philosophical Aristotelian
version in which matter is co-eternal with the Prime Mover, whose role is
only to cause the movement and actualization of matter. Thus, matter is
neither created nor emanated from any being, but is eternal. The relationship
of persons to the ultimate Being in this system is a relationship of connection.
Connection here means, for Morewedge, having God-like activity. This activity
in the Aristotelian tradition is the power to experience entities as “eternal
truths,” “universals,” “moral directives” and so on. The human soul here can
have similar activities to the Divine, mainly in obtaining the same kind of
knowledge.182

The third relationship between the ultimate Being and the world is
emanation. The First emanates the Universal Intellect which in turn emanates
the multiple world, either through the Universal Soul, as in the system of
Plotinus, or through a number of Intellects, as in the emanation theories of
al-Fmrmbl and Ibn Slnm. The relationship between persons and the One in this
system can develop to the point of returning to the origin and union with the
First. This theory, for Morewedge, is the main theory which has close affinity
to Sufism in its ultimate hope of union.

We notice here that Morewedge connects Sufism mainly with the experience
of union and return which derives from the belief that the human soul has
great similarities with the ultimate Being because in some way it has
emanated from It. This mysticism is related to Plotinus’ system or similar
ones in which the human soul is related directly to a Universal Soul in the
trinity of the One, the Universal Intellect and the Universal Soul. The human
soul in this system hopes to return to its origin in the Divine Universal Soul.
However, in the emanation system of Ibn Slnm the human soul is related only
to the Active Intellect and is quite remote from the Necessary Existence.
Thus, this idea of returning, as Gardet notes, is not expressed in any part of
the philosophy of Ibn Slnm.183
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Our concern here, however, is to examine briefly whether Ibn Slnm’s
philosophy allows a union between the Necessary Existence and the human
soul. Goodman devotes a long section in his book, Avicenna, to explaining the
impossibility of union in Ibn Slnm’s philosophy and mysticism.

The problem of identifying the knower with the known, Goodman
explains, started with Plato, who said that knowing the like by the like,
which means knowledge, is a unification of the subject and the object. The
mind also for Aristotle is what it knows; thus, if the mind knows God, this
means thereby in some sense that the mind becomes God. Also Alexander of
Aphrodisias believes that the mind which has divine knowledge is divine,
and finally Porphyry believes that when the Active Intellect actualizes the
human intellect it becomes at the same time its subject.184 Hence, the union
of the knower with what he knows and finally that of the soul with its source
is a profound Greek notion.

But Goodman shows that Ibn Slnm rejects this belief; in his works he
criticizes Porphyry and Alexander and shows the absurdity of thinking that
the human intellect can become at any point the Active Intellect. In Remarks
and Admonitions, according to Goodman he asks, “How can a subject know
anything if in every act of knowing it loses its own unique identity?”185

Goodman sums up his opinion:

Ibn Slnm took to be the very goal of rational mysticism, the attainment
of individual immortality. Nor did he accept Plotinus’ teaching about
the divinity of the soul. Rather he used the full rigor of Neoplatonism to
discipline the idea that the fulfilled human intellect is (in the language
of the more sober mystics) in contact ittixml with the Divine.186

We can acknowledge the impossibility that the soul loses its individuality
through the logic of his system: Ibn Slnm’s hierarchical system emphasizes the
role of each being within the system, which is unchangeable; the human
intellect cannot become a divine Intellect nor can the divine contingent
Intellect become the Necessary Existence. Ibn Slnm argues in his discussion of
the divine providence that the good order of the world is that each being in
the system must remain in its category.187 Each being belongs to a certain
species with certain qualities which differentiate it from others. In such a
system it is nearly impossible that one being can absolutely resemble another
because their basic natures are not only different but also unchangeable.

Ibn Slnm, also, emphasizes that God is the only Necessary Existence which
contains no duality, whereas all other beings in the world have the duality of
essence and existence. The origin of all beings is the non-existence which all
have in themselves; their existence is borrowed from the only Necessary
Existence, as he clearly explains in Najmt.188 There is not even a resemblance
between the human soul and the Active Intellect, which Ibn Slnm considers
as its source. As he clearly argues against Porphyry in Remarks, the human
intellect starts as a material intellect free of any knowledge and if its
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conjunction with the Active Intellect means union between the two then the
human intellect would know all knowledge at once, which is absurd. He says:

Know that the saying that a thing can become something else, not on the
basis of a change from one state to another or on the basis of being com-
bined with another [whereby] a third thing appears, but on the basis that
it was something and it became something else, is a literary saying which
is absurd.189

At the end of Remarks and Admonitions Ibn Slnm is careful to explain that
the knower in the highest stage of the approach to the truth has full aware-
ness of himself; he says: “At the time of arrival, he is either pre-occupied with
the Truth to the exclusion of everything else, or he is open to both sides due
to the broader range of his power.”190 Here Ibn Slnm is clear that reaching this
stage would preoccupy the human soul fully but not that it becomes one with
God. It seems clear here that Ibn Slnm’s mystical system is not a monist one
where the aim is absolute union and becoming one with God, for the reasons
mentioned above.

Thus, the immateriality, independence and individuality of the human
soul open the possibility of a certain relationship with God. This relation-
ship is demonstrated in the ability of the human soul, through following
the ascetic life, worship and spiritual exercises, to advance and ascend to
witness and attain conjunction with God’s tajalll. This mystical relation-
ship aims at annihilating the body and setting the soul free from all connection
with its lower faculties in order to enjoy the observation of the tajalll, the
ultimate light but not to become one with it. Saints who have attained
the illumination of the divine light experience the same kind of joy as the
divine Intellects in their direct conjunction with God’s tajalll. Thus, a human
mind which starts as potential and material intellect ends by being similar
to the Active Intellect. This is the ultimate happiness which the human
soul can enjoy.

Conclusion

Although Ibn Slnm was strongly influenced by Greek philosophy, he has many
points of criticism of their concepts: he defines God clearly as the only
Necessary Existence and analyses the relationship between essence and exis-
tence. He does not consider that the human soul is divine in the sense that it
has pre-existence and returns to unite itself with its source. He adds to the
understanding of the process of knowledge the concept of intuition, which
discloses the ability of the human intellect to have conjunction with the
Active Intellect and receive divine knowledge. He also analyses the nature of
universal knowledge, al-kulll, and explains its immateriality, showing the
difficulty of storing this kind of knowledge. Finally, he discerns that the indi-
viduality which never fades for each rational being is unique, as shown above.
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Therefore, we may say that Ibn Slnm was influenced by Greek philosophy in
a selective way; he chose what fitted his own philosophy and rejected inimical
elements.

Ibn Slnm however lived in an Islamic culture and environment which no
doubt influenced his philosophy; in this he tried through his concept of “the
necessary and the contingent” to relate the world directly to God through a
divine third element beside matter and form which gives existence to each
existent thing. He also insisted on the transcendence of God, of Whom the
Qur’mn says, “there is nothing whatever like unto Him” (42:11), in his concept
of the only Necessary Existence and the only possible world. Finally, his
attempt to relate humanity directly to God through the possible relationship
to His tajalll reflects a Sufi conviction that beside God’s transcendence there
is the other face of His immanence. This, indeed, is his most important
contribution to Islamic philosophy, through which a new concept of a mystic
philosophy arose. However, in this chapter we found difficulties in tracing
the concept of a mystical relationship between God and humanity in Ibn
Slnm’s philosophy. The first problem we faced was mainly in his concept of
God. The strict unity of the essence of God does not allow Him to actively
communicate with the world. Furthermore, the problem of not being the
actual creator of the world makes Him lose His omnipotence. Ibn Slnm tries
to surmount this problem in his concept of God’s Necessary Existence which
makes the existence of the world fully dependent on God in the sense that no
possible being can exist except by receiving existence from God.

But the serious problem we faced in the relationship between God and
humans in his philosophy is the lack of God’s knowledge of the individual.
As we saw in the first section of this chapter, the explanation which Marmura
gives to this problem does not solve the problem of relating the individual to
the knowledge of God. This, as Ghazmll critically pointed out, is the greatest
problem in relating humans to God.

The third problem in relating humans to God lies in Ibn Slnm’s categorical
concept which designates the position of humans in the world. In the emanation
system of Ibn Slnm, humans are put far down in the scale of beings because of
their direct connection with earthly matter which contains change and there-
fore the possibility of evil. Hence the celestial Souls are more perfect than
human souls are, as Corbin shows, although they are also a kind of rational
intellect in Ibn Slnm’s philosophy. Thus, humans in his system are the lowest
rational thinking beings. But even as rational beings they are not able by the
power of their own intellect to reach a conceptual and abstract knowledge of
the divine world, as Ibn Slnm demonstrates in his theory of intuition. The task
of the philosopher is mainly to construct knowledge out of the main outline,
which he gets from the Active Intellect. Only prophets and scientists in his
philosophy can receive knowledge directly from the divine world because they
possess a sacred intellect. Hence the human intellect in all its stages is fully
dependent on the assistance of the divine world. This kind of inspiration is the
only hope, in his view, for reaching a relationship with the Divine.
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Thus, Ibn Slnm presents here a concept of humans who are dependent on
assistance from above and a God who is not able to know humans personally
because of the nature of His unity and the manner of His knowledge. The
solution for Ibn Slnm, which allows a relationship between them, depends on
two important points: (1) his understanding of divine love, ‘ishq and (2) his
concept of the mystical nature of God as being manifested, mutajalll.

In examining the concept of love, ‘ishq, in Ibn Slnm’s different works, it
became clear for us that the question of divine love is both mystical and
philosophical. Divine love is the most important element in God’s essence
and is the feature which unifies the whole world with God. However, Ibn
Slnm’s mystical love is experienced in the encounter of some Sufi saints with
divine light which flows in God’s tajalll.

The important turning point in his understanding of the relationship
between God and humans, however, is revealed in his concept of the beloved
One. He presents God as the One who manifests Himself eternally to all
beings, presenting Him also as the Light Who breaks through the darkness
by calling the world into existence. In this mystical dimension, Ibn Slnm
unveils his own desire to relate God to humanity in its highest form.
Therefore, this last image of God for Ibn Slnm demonstrates his deep belief
that God is something to be witnessed rather than to be understood.

Probably, Ibn Slnm would have developed an absolutely original mystical
philosophy aimed at the annihilation of man and union with God, if he had
lived longer. As a great philosopher who had his established reputation, Ibn
Slnm was probably unable to develop his mystical thought freely. We can see
this in al-Jnzjanl’s advice to Ibn Slnm not to read his work The Eastern
Philosophy (which probably disclosed other doctrines than the peripatetic
ones) to his students. The reason is not that his students would not under-
stand it but probably that he should not declare his mystical ideas. Al-Jnzjanl
most probably was aware of the severe criticism of the Baghdmdl school of
philosophers, led by al-Sijistmnl, of the Brethren of Purity for attempting
to combine religion and philosophy and considered their works to have a
non-philosophical basis, as is reported by al-Taw.ldl.191

Some 50 years after Ibn Slnm’s death, al-Ghazmll revived this tendency to
join philosophy with Sufism and became the pioneer of a new Sufi path which
is deeply based on the philosophical understanding of God and human
nature. The direction which Ibn Slnm started, therefore, took on a clear form
in the later works of al-Ghazmll. The aim of the next chapter, therefore, is to
present a further relationship which demonstrates a great advance in com-
bining philosophy and mysticism and evaluating the highest relationship of
annihilation and union between God and Sufi Saints.
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Fanm’, annihilation, is a mysterious concept which can be studied on many
levels. Although it is in the first place an experience which a Sufi is able to
obtain at the highest stage of the spiritual life, it is also a philosophical
concept which reflects the relationship between the soul and the body and
between the soul and the divine world. We noted above that fanm’ is con-
nected to Ibn Slnm’s concepts of the independency and separability of the soul
from the body. It is also connected to his belief that God has a mystical and
mysterious nature which combines His transcendence with His love and eter-
nal light within an unchanging and undivided nature. In the study of fanm’,
according to al-Ghazmll’, we also need here to examine his concepts of the
human and the divine nature which both allow such an experience to happen.
However, before pursuing our study of Ghazmll’s understanding of those con-
cepts, we should here briefly refer to the problem of evaluating al-Ghazmll’s
overall system.

In their studies, recent scholars have often noticed great similarities
between many elements in al-Ghazmll’s works and those in Greek thought.
Scholars such as A. Badawi, R. Frank and B. Abrahamov connect his output
to philosophy rather than to mysticism showing his use of ideas from Ibn Slnm
and Greek philosophy in both his early and his late works. This problem, on
the one hand, makes the study of his mystical works more challenging and,
on the other, presents a possibility of reconsidering some of his works as
authentic, which have been rejected in the past on the basis of their philo-
sophical analysis. Al-Ghazmll as a theologian and philosopher became very
famous through his well-known book Tahmfut al-Falmsifa, which was held to
be the final and finest argument against those metaphysical concepts among
philosophers which conflict with Islamic beliefs. Although Ibn al-Rushd in
both his books Tahmfut al-Tahmfut and Faxl al-Maqml defended philosophy
against most of the charges raised by al-Ghazmll, Tahmfut al-Falmsifa remained
the book which all theologians used to counter philosophers’ claims.
However, Tahmfut and Maqmxid al-Falmsifa, according to recent scholarship,
are not considered the only books in which al-Ghazmll treats philosophical
concepts. Lazarus-Yafeh, in her search for ways of identifying the authentic
books of al-Ghazmll, concludes that after Tahmfut he abandoned the use of
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technical philosophical terminology. However, in her book Studies in
al-Ghazzmll, she shows that Ghazmll, in many parts of I.ym’ ‘Ulnm al-Dln and
other mystical works, adopts a Platonic cosmology in which he draws con-
nections between the material world and the divine world. She identifies
many passages which confirm the Platonic divine ideas and their shadows in
the material world,1 as will be shown in the section titled “Al-Ghazmll’s mys-
tical approach to the relationship with God” of the present chapter. She shows
also that al-Ghazmll uses many Neoplatonic images in explaining his mysti-
cal ideas, such as the image of the sun and its rays and the emanation of light
( fay, al-nnr) from God.2 Frank in his work Creation and the Cosmic System:
Al-Ghazmll and Avicenna also identifies parallel cosmological concepts
between Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll. He explains that although Ghazmll rejects
the cosmology of the Muslim philosophers in Tahmfut, he explains the work-
ings of God’s will in Iljmm, his last book, as eternal and necessary.3 This means
that God’s will is closely connected to His eternal knowledge about the
world. This approach opens the door to accepting Ibn Slnm’s concept of nec-
essary creation, a concept which is totally rejected in Tahmfut. In addition,
Abrahamov, in the article “Ibn Slnm’s Influences on Al-Ghazmll’s Non-
philosophical Works” explains that a number of recent scholars have shown
connections between Ghazmll’s mystical concepts and those of Greek philo-
sophical thought. Badawi shows that al-Ghazmll’s concept of light in Mishkmt
has its parallels in Plotinus’ Enneads4; this is also precisely how Ibn al-Rushd
understood it when he read Mishkmt, saying “what al-Ghazmll rejected in
Tahmfut he accepted in Mishkmt.”5 Van den Bergh discerns relationships
between K. al-Shukr in I.ym’, and some Stoic sources and Pines show that
al-Ghazmll in his ethical discussions in I.ym’ borrows parts from Miskawayh’s
K. Tahdhlb al-Akhlmq.6

These remarks above raise a question about al-Ghazmll’s system and its final
intentions as to whether the way to approach the knowledge of God, as shown
in his later works, is mystical or philosophical. Abrahamov shows that in
Iljmm al-‘Awmm, Ghazmll’s last work, he considers that the supreme way to
know God is the intellectual but this should not be preached to the masses.
He explains that there are six ways to know God graded from the highest to
the lowest: “the highest rank is attained through demonstrative proof
(burhmn) based on certain conditions (shuruy), which are well exhausted, and
principles (uxnl ) and premises (muqaddimmt) which are gradually built.”7

However, Iljmm was, in the first place, probably written for the ‘Ulamm’ of the
Nizmmiyya School in Nlshmpnr after al-Ghazmll’s final return to Khurasmn and
therefore has the intention to identify the highest rational knowledge and to
advise that this kind of knowledge should not be discussed with the general
masses, al-‘awmm. In the last chapter of Mishkmt, however, we can see that,
although al-Ghazmll regards philosophical knowledge as higher than theo-
logical in perceiving the reality about God, he considers that God can be
finally known only in the mystical experience of fanm’ when the Sufi realizes
that God is the only real existence. At this stage the Sufi sees God through



the divine eyes. But this chapter of Mishkmt also raises a number of problems
about whether al-Ghazmll’s intentions should be interpreted as philosophical
or mystical. This present work will attempt to show that in al-Ghazmll’s late
works it is not possible to separate the two ways. Thus, the aim of this chap-
ter is to show that al-Ghazmll’s approach to Sufism was mainly philosophical to
the extent that he could be considered the first to have founded a mystical
philosophy which subjects all mystical experiences to systematic rational
analysis in the light of certain Platonic and Neoplatonic concepts and images.

In examining al-Ghazmll’s concept of fanm’, first, I want to present here his
understanding of the nature of God and of human knowledge. This study will
lead us to understand how al-Ghazmll was able to present, in Mishkmt
al-Anwmr, his most important mystical work and the subject of the section
titled “Al-Ghazmll’s mystical approach to the relationship with God” of this
chapter, his doctrine of fanm’ and union, in a sophisticated philosophical
image. This chapter has been divided into three sections. The first concen-
trates on al-Ghazmll’s concept of God and contains two sub-sections: one out-
lining the problem of the divine attributes and showing the development of
al-Ghazmll’s concept of God and the other examining his belief in God as a
willing creator and showing that al-Ghazmll did not doubt this fact.

The second section is concerned with al-Ghazmll’s concept of human nature
and knowledge. This section is divided into three sub-sections. The first
explores his concept of the human intellect, the second examines the various
ways of knowledge according to al-Ghazmll and the third examines his con-
viction that the human soul is composed of a substance which has similarities
with God’s nature.

The third part of this chapter examines mainly al-Ghazmll’s mystical
approach to the relationship with the divine world. First, I shall discuss the
problem of the inconsistency between some of his Sufi works and concepts.
Having outlined this problem I turn to his way of approaching the mystical
relationship with God, examined under three headings, first exploring his
approach to the concept of fanm’ in I.ym’ ‘Ulnm al-Dln, second, demonstrat-
ing his mystical teachings to the elite Gnostic mystics on understanding fanm’
and mystical union according to his work Mishkmt al-Anwmr and, last,
attempting to picture the image of God according to Mishkmt and to compare
it with his concept of God in some of his other works.

After this brief introduction, I first explore al-Ghazmll’s concept of God
through the different characteristics which he attributes to God and what
they signify for his mysticism.

The features of God according to al-Ghazmll

The features of God according to al-Ghazmll are to be found scattered
throughout his works and are difficult to integrate. The main reason is that
al-Ghazmll does not demonstrate his view in one or two works; rather, one
should read most of his works in order to achieve a fair understanding of his
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views. In this regard, however, I will attempt to give an account of the
features of God by outlining the problems that emerge from al-Ghazmll’s
different presentations of the divine attributes throughout his different
works, and his understanding of God as a willing creator.

The problem of the attributes of God

In attempting to perceive the features of God as al-Ghazmll perceives them we
find ourselves facing the problem that he presents the attributes of God dif-
ferently in his various works. One difficulty here is that in his work al-Iqtixmd
fl al-I’tiqmd he asserts the Ash‘arite concept of God’s attributes, though
adding other attributes of the essence, while later in Mishkmt al-Anwmr he
rejects the attributes of God as a source from which His essence may be
known. This inconsistency is probably an obstacle in dealing with his works.
Are his works, as Lazarus-Yafeh maintains, addressed to different specific
readers? Did he change his mind in the course of his writings? Or did his
views develop, so that only the later works present his complete position?
S. Donia, the editor of Tahmfut, considers that al-Ghazmll presents in some
works an official version of his views and in other works his own position and
concepts.8 Although Frank does not deny that al-Ghazmll wrote some books
for popular purposes, he denies that al-Ghazmll writes differently for different
kinds of readers but believes that the differences in his writing accord with
the different topics in each work; he concentrates mainly on the subject and
deals with other views only very briefly.9

It is probably true that al-Ghazmll, in general, writes for different kinds of
readers. This is easy to verify when reading Tahmfut and al-Iqtixmd which were
written in the same period but have totally different styles of writing. In
Tahmfut, al-Ghazmll uses the language and terminology of the philosophers
while in Iqtisad he employs kalmm terminology and arguments. It seems,
however, that over a period of time al-Ghazmll’s treatment of the attributes
of God passed through many changes during the different stages of his life.
Thus, the following section will examine his changing concepts of the
attributes of God as found in the chronological order of his works.

Tahmfut and al-Iqtixmd fl al-I‘tiqmd,10 which were written soon after one
another, present the attributes of God in nearly the same way. Al-Ghazmll
adds here ten other attributes, influenced by the philosophical treatment of
this problem, to the seven Ash‘arite attributes. He divides these 17 attributes
into 2 parts. One part he calls the attributes of the essence; the other part – the
seven Ash‘arite attributes – the attributes of God.

The attributes of the essence are as follows: the existent, mawjnd, the
eternal, qad lm, the everlasting, abad l, the one, wm.id, and the visible, mar’l.
The first three attributes affirm certain qualities of the essence of God: first,
that It exists and this existence is proved by being the creator of the world, not
in the sense of being in itself necessary, as Ibn Slnmmaintains, but the fact that
its necessity can only be known through the dependency of the world on the
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existence of God. Thus, when we know and prove that the world must have
been created, we conclude that He was the source of all created things.
Therefore, He Himself must be eternal in the sense that He was not created or
related to time and motion. His eternal existence is also everlasting.11

The fourth attribute explains the oneness of God, which has two meanings:
the first is His having no partner with Him in eternity and the second is
being absolutely indivisibly one, in the sense of being simple and not com-
bined – the kind of oneness, which Ibn Slnm attributes to the first in the last
chapter.12 The fifth attribute affirms that God can basically be perceived (by
sight), but this attribute seems to contradict the next five attributes, which
affirm the immateriality of God. Al-Ghazmll admits this contradiction and
explains that he does not mean perceiving in the sense of actually seeing, in
the way that we see bodies and colours but the kind of seeing which is con-
nected with perception. First of all, he insists that there is nothing in logic
against the belief that God can be seen; the intellect denies only the materi-
ality of God because if He is in any way connected with matter, then He must
have been created, because matter is divisible and consists of parts. But most
probably the importance of this point lies first in its Ash‘arite background,
and also in al-Ghazmll’s belief that sight perception is the highest perception
because of its connection with certainty. This, he believes, must be the situ-
ation of the believer in the last day – that he will be able to have full and
certain perception of God.13 At the same time, the concept of witnessing God
becomes very important in his Sufi works later on, as we will show in the
section titled “Al-Ghazmll’s mystical approach to the relationship with God.”

The other five attributes of the essence describe in a negative sense the imma-
teriality of God. These attributes are as follows: not existing in a body, not an
accident, being not defined, ghayr muta.ayyiz, not limited in any of the six direc-
tions and finally not seated on the throne. Al-Ghazmll adopts here the philo-
sophical belief that God is better described by negative attributes than positive
and he uses this concept to disclose the attributes which must not be predicated
of God. The first two confirm the philosophers’ image of God that God is nei-
ther a substance nor an accident, though all bodies are one or the other and there-
fore He is not circumscribed. His existence is also not defined in any direction
and He is not seated on the throne. The importance of these last two attributes
for al-Ghazmll is to criticize those concepts which previous theologians had
adopted. Theologians who attribute to God qualities which are inspired from
some verses in the Qur’mn in their literal meaning, such as the al-Mushabbiha
groups and some Ash‘arites, believe that God can be defined by being in heaven
seated on His throne. Here al-Ghazmll declares God’s full immateriality which
cannot be in any way defined. However, in his later Sufi writings, he further
explains that saying “God is nowhere” means that He is everywhere and He is
the only and the whole of existence, as will be shown below.14

Al-Ghazmll here gives God, on the one hand, similar attributes to those
given by philosophers and, on the other hand, rejects other attributes which
some theologians apply to God. However, the main difference here is that
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while Ibn Slnm believes that God cannot have a genus or differentia,
al-Ghazmll affirms both propositions. Genus classifies the common features
which many share; for example, the genus “animal” is shared among several
beings. In contrast, differentia cover the attributes which differentiate one
being from all others. Al-Ghazmll does not deal with this point in Iqtixmd but
mainly in Tahmfut. He shows in Tahmfut that the philosophers accept God’s
genus and differentia but only when it comes to describing God’s existence;
this means that His existence alone can be compared with other beings, not
His essence. His main objection to this concept lies in his belief that each
essence must have qualities and if the philosophers refuse to acknowledge all
the qualities in the essence of God but identify them with His existence, then
this would mean that God had no essence or divine qualities, which
al-Ghazmll cannot accept.15 The importance of accepting genus and differen-
tia is that it gives the grounds for accepting the Qur’mnic attributes of God,
which are a basic element in Ash‘arite theology.

Although al-Ghazmll defines God in philosophical terms, he also confirms
in Iqtixmd seven further attributes which are discussed among the Ash‘arite
theologians. These attributes are: knowing or omniscience, omnipotence, living,
willing, seeing, hearing and speaking.16 Beside these attributes, al-Ghazmll
even accepts the 99 names of God, but, as we will see below, they were to him
mainly examples of what God can be. The reason for this acceptance lies
mainly in their Qur’mnic source.

Al-Ghazmll, indeed, was interested in the question of the attributes from
the standpoint of whether God can be knowable or, to put it more accurately,
how far God can be knowable. However, he accepts the authority of the
Qur’mnic attributes, but shows that they reveal or answer only the question of
what God is like but not the question of who God is.17 He believes that these
attributes and other names which are mentioned in the Qur’mn and the Hadith
do indeed demonstrate some of the characteristics of God but do not disclose
the whole truth about Him, as we will see later in this section.

In Al-Maqxad al-asnm18 (The Ninety-Nine Beautiful Names19) he sets out
to explain how we can relate these attributes to God. To understand his the-
ory here we need to examine his concept of the different levels of existence.
He explains that there are three levels of existence: the existence of the thing
(the being) in reality; its existence in our minds; and finally its existence in
the language. If a thing exists in perceptible reality then our mind would
have a similar image of it. But verbal explanations of the image, which we
have in our minds, are different from the thing in reality.20 Thus when we see
snow we express it linguistically, using the word snow as a conventional name
or we can say it is that which is cold and white. All three words, al-Ghazmll
explains, cannot be identified with the image which we have in mind of real
snow but only with the meanings which they offer, which evoke a similar
picture to the one in our mind.

Here, al-Ghazmll is differentiating words from their meanings. The
importance of the word lies only in the meaning it transfers to the mind; thus,
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it is the meanings, not the words, which we look for in giving attributes to
God.21 The words, therefore, cannot be fully identified with the thing in real-
ity; they are only an expression of it. In this way, al-Ghazmll wants to show the
inadequacy of language to give an identical explanation in words to what we
see in reality or have in mind. In the case of describing God in language, we
realize first of all that we obviously do not have an image of Him in the mind
but only an image of who He is through His creation. The second difficulty is
the inadequacy of language to express what we have or do not have in mind.22

The question here is, when we attribute knowledge to God, do we have an
image of what divine knowledge is or can be? Al-Ghazmll answers this ques-
tion by showing that as everything has three stages of existence the attributes
of God also have these stages: eternal knowledge in God, divine knowledge
inspired in the human intellect and, at the third level, their existence in the
language.23 All three levels of knowledge are different from each other; there-
fore, our knowing of eternal knowledge as it is in God is not possible.24 It
seems here that, although al-Ghazmll realizes the limitations of human per-
ception and language, he considers that the Qur’mn uses intentionally figura-
tive language which presents God in terms of human attributes only as an
example of what God can be like but not who He really is. From this we can
see al-Ghazmll’s train of thought in Maqxad; although he gives a Sufi under-
standing of God’s different names, he eventually presents a new vision of a
mystical philosophy which Ibn Slnm started, but did not complete.

In Mishkmt, al-Ghazmll comes to his final decision about the attributes,
explaining that although God has attributes in eternity, we cannot know the
reality of these attributes and therefore we can know Him only by relating
Him to His creation.25 In Chapter 3 he declares that the Qur’mnic attributes
do not reveal who God is and at a certain level of knowledge one should reject
giving attributes to God but should rather seek to know Him in relation to
the world.26 However, the ideal way to know God does not come through the
rational study of His attributes but through conjunction with His divine pres-
ence, al-.a,ra al-ilmhiyya. We will refer to this point again in the sub-section
titled “The God of the Sufi saints according to al-Ghazmll” in this chapter.

Therefore, it seems that al-Ghazmll moved away from being a theologian
and drew closer to the philosophical understanding of God; yet, adding the
mystical dimension here does open the door for the knowability of the essence
of God but on another basis. We will see in the section titled “Al-Ghazmll’s
mystical approach to the relationship with God” later in this chapter that
Ghazmll in Mishkmt believes that the only way to have a certain image of who
God is, yaqln, is through a mystical vision, a conclusion which is also shared
by Ibn Slnm in the Sufi part of Remarks and Admonitions.

God: the creator of the world

The question of the creation of the world occupies an important place in
Ghazmll’s Tahmfut. The importance of the concept for this study is that it
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discloses some features of God. However, this concept went through some
modification as well and, although it is an article of faith in Tahmfut, in The
Alchemy of Happiness it becomes more mysterious and less important for itself
than for its disclosure of the reality of the world. But before examining his
theory of the world in The Alchemy we will briefly here explain the importance
of the creation ex nihilo concept as set forth in Tahmfut.

There are two main foundations for the creation theory in Tahmfut: the
importance of the divine will and the significance of the divine act in creating
the world.

God’s will in creating the world

In Tahmfut al-Ghazmll attempts to show the importance of the concept of the
creation of the world in disclosing the divine qualities of being willing and
active. Al-Ghazmll shows that the philosophers start their argument about the
eternity of the world from the First One who has certain qualities and from
whom there is a descent to the existence of the world. In this case the world
emerges under the conditions and with the qualities which Ibn Slnm and the
philosophers attributed to God, using the concepts of “from the one comes
only one” and God’s incapacity to produce anything, such as matter, which is
non-divine. This restricts God’s ability of bringing the world into being to
that of only emanating the first intellect.27

But for al-Ghazmll the world is there and has certain qualities, since the
multiplicity of created bodies proves that they must at the end of the chain of
causes have a creator, mu.dith,28 who is the source of all causes. To al-Ghazmll,
the world as it exists marks and discloses much of the character of its creator –
for example, His great knowledge, and His willing to create the world in the
form in which it exists – and it shows that it was a voluntary act which brought
the world into existence. Therefore, al-Ghazmll asks repeatedly in this section of
the Tahmfut what the basis might be for rejecting the view that God has eternal
will, and that by an act of will He produced matter or plurality?29

The argument about God’s will in Tahmfut runs as follows. The philosophers
consider that the importance of the divine will lies only in the belief that the
world originated at a certain time. They also hold that if God originated the
world at a certain time this would posit a change in God from being unwill-
ing to being willing and that this is impossible, for God’s knowledge and act
are eternal, which to them means that they are unchangeable.30

The assumption that God must remain absolutely constant and unchanging
means for al-Ghazmll, however, that He is, in fact, not able to act at all, for any
act has to have a before, a during and an afterwards. But although we believe
that the argument about the eternal will of God was intended, in al-Ghazmll’s
eyes, mainly to show that God’s act must be a willing act, he nevertheless con-
structs a long argument to prove that the eternal will does not cause a change
in God.31 To do so, al-Ghazmll relates the will of God to his eternal knowledge:
God knew in eternity that He would create the world and decided the time of
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this action. Thus when He actually created it no change in His knowledge
took place. The philosophers, however, wonder why God delayed His action?
For al-Ghazmll this delay demonstrates that His act is an act of will and there
must have been conditions which were to be satisfied in the future.32

The significance of God’s act in creating the world

One of the arguments raised by al-Ghazmll against the theory of emanation is
its denial of God’s willing act in bringing the world into existence. The
philosophers, as al-Ghazmll presents them, consider that there are two kinds
of act: acts of will and acts of necessity, wmjib. Both kinds of act produce an
effect; but when the wished effect is produced, it is not important whether
the act of production was willed or necessitated.33

In order to show the absurdity of this theory, al-Ghazmll gives the example of
a person throwing another into the fire and killing him. We have here two causes:
the actual cause is the throwing of the victim into the fire, but in fact death occurs
not because of the throwing but because of the heat of the fire. Here, al-Ghazmll
maintains, we accuse the person who did the throwing of killing the victim,
not the fire.34 Therefore an act, for al-Ghazmll, can only mean a willed act.

The second objection, for al-Ghazmll, depends on the nature of the act. An
act means bringing something from non-existence to existence, but if the world
is eternal then how can we conceive this as an act of God in any sense?35 The
philosophers assert that the act is attributed to the person after the act is pro-
duced and not before, meaning that the product is connected to its producer
after it is produced and not in the process of producing it.36 In other words, the
important point is again that God is responsible for the existence of the world,
whether He produced it from nothing or from something which was already in
existence. Both of these alternatives make God the producer xmni‘.37

The importance of this highly intellectual discussion in Tahmfut is to show
the difference between the religious active God whose will changes the his-
tory of the world and directs it where He leads it, and the God of the philoso-
phers who generates the world but is not involved in its history. Therefore,
for al-Ghazmll, anyone who believes in the eternity of the world must end by
denying revelation, for revelation is part of God’s activity.

The theory of the creation of the world in al-Ghazmll’s late works

In The Alchemy of Happiness, Ghazmll seems to look to the creation of the world
from a different angle, which puts this question in a wholly new light and
brings it to a different conclusion. He explains that God delegates the creating
process to the angels:

To understand God’s method of working and governing and the
delegation of power to angelic forces he explains, when God wills a thing
it appears in the spiritual plane, which in the Qur’mn is called “the
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throne”; from the throne it passes, by the spiritual current, to the
lower plane called “the chair,” then the shape of it appears on the “Tablet
of Destiny” al-law. al-ma.fnz, whence, by the mediation of the forces
called “angels,” it assumes actuality and appears on the earth in the forms
of plants, trees and animals, representing the will and the thought
of God.38

The passage above declares the existence of two worlds: our material world,
which is open to sensible experience and which he therefore calls ‘mlam
al-shmhid or al-mulk, the visible world, and the invisible world of the angels,
‘mlam al-malaknt. In the Book of Taw.ld in I.ym’ he tells us clearly that the
angels, though they have this important role, are constrained to follow God’s
will and instruction.39

Al-Ghazmll explains in the above passage how a thing appears on earth. It
is not clear whether it is fully created by God alone or through the assistance
of the angels, though its product is in accordance with the plan of creation
written on the Preserved Tablet. The nature of the divine world with its
angels is also not specified as either created or eternal. Zaehner considers
that the divine world, according to Ghazmll, is created but at the same time
is unchanging and discloses the knowledge of God.40 This, however, can-
not be inferred from the above text. However, the knowledge which is
expressed in the creation process is unveiled from the Preserved Tablet.
This term, the Preserved Tablet, appears only once in the Qur’mn (Q. 85:22)
and means the place where the Qur’mnic text is preserved in the divine
world. Al-Ghazmll considers that the Preserved Tablet includes, besides the
Qur’mnic text, the secret reality of all the created worlds and the decrees relat-
ing to all events. It is the source of eternal knowledge for the two worlds.41

The creation of the world seems, in al-Ghazmll’s late works, to take place on
two levels: the real unchanging world, which is the basic reality of the
universe, and the material world, which is created as a copy or shadow of the
divine world.42

Further, in Mishkmt he shows that the nature of the sun as the source of
light and the centre of the world is similar to the nature of the angel who is
closest to God; the nature of the moon as the second source of light is also a
symbol of another angel – “among the high spiritual existents are those
whose similitude is the sun, the moon and the stars.”43 This idea, as al-Ghazmll
hints in Mishkmt, is presented in the Qur’mn in the story of Abraham’s search
for God. He worshipped first the stars, the moon and the sun and finally
recognized the source of all creatures. Some Sufis seem to consider that
Abraham worshipped different angels, whom he could associate with the
stars, the moon and the sun. Al-Ghazmll probably considers this Qur’mnic
story to be the representation of this concept. However, he explains that each
element in the material world has another reality in the divine world, in the
sense that this world is mainly the material existence of different angels or
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ideas from the Preserved Tablet. Thus, the truth of this world cannot be
found here but only reached through its connection with the divine world.44

But since the ideas of the Preserved Tablet are eternal it is not clear whether
this kind of creation is meant also to be eternal.

This basic cosmological idea is, as Lazarus-Yafeh remarks, very similar to
the Platonic divine ideas and their shadow in the material world. Although
al-Ghazmll still presents the belief that the divine world is created intention-
ally in this way in order that the human soul may be guided to reach the
knowledge of God, this concept of creation seems to be more mysterious than
his argument in Tahmfut. The emphasis here is not laid on creation ex nihilo
but on the way in which the world was created in imitation of the preserved
ideas of the Preserved Tablet.45 Again we see that al-Ghazmll has moved away
from his theological thinking to a philosophical and mystical concept of the
world and its relation to God.

Thus, the question of how God created the world is another area where we
can discover al-Ghazmll’s turning towards a way of establishing the roots of a
profound mystical philosophy. We turn here, however, to look at another
angle in our study of al-Ghazmll and examine his concept of the human soul
and intellect and the possibilities of reaching reliable knowledge of God.

The features of the human soul

Unquestionably the study of the human soul occupies a key role in
al-Ghazmll’s search to grasp the process of knowledge and in the mystical
approach to knowing God. However, this study develops from following Ibn
Slnm’s concept of splitting the human soul according to its different faculties
to comprehending its esoteric function as being annihilated in the divine
presence. He shows in his early work Mlzmn al-‘Amal that the soul dominates
the body with its intellectual faculty and directs it to act in accordance with
the religious laws which lead to moral human conduct. But in his later works
he moves from this philosophical understanding of the human soul to a more
esoteric perception of it.

Thus, al-Ghazmll studies the human soul differently in different contexts
and periods of his work. First, in his work Mlzmn al-‘Amal he refers to the
human intellect in his study of knowledge. In this context he describes the
faculties of the soul in the same manner, following Ibn Slnm’s psychology. But
he also studies the human soul in the context of his ethical interests in the
first three volumes of I.ym’ where, following al-Mu.msibi, he provides differ-
ent steps in the purification of the soul from its sinful behaviour. However,
his mystical concept of the human soul, as something which plays a key role
in the knowledge of the divine world, is mainly disclosed in his very late
work Kimym’ al-Sa‘mda (The Alchemy of Happiness). This section of the chapter
will mainly concentrate on his study of the soul in the context of his study of
knowledge and his mystical approach to it.
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The human intellect and its functions

The faculties of the human intellect, as al-Ghazmll explains in Mlzmn, are
divided into the practical and the theoretical. The theoretical looks into
abstract subjects such as knowing God and the divine world. The practical
intellect conducts the behaviour of the soul in its relation to the body in order
to direct it towards divine knowledge. The faculties of the imagination,
khayml, estimation, wahm, and memory serve the practical intellect. The
imagination transfers material things to images, which are then worked out
by the estimation and formed into notions and ideas which are partly abstract
and partly still related to their sensible origin. These ideas are then saved in
the memory.46 Under estimation comes, therefore, the knowledge which
depends on sensible experience. This according to Ibn Slnm and Fmrmbl, is used
for exploring ethics, politics and religion. Hence, al-Ghazmll considers the
practical intellect to be unable to explore subjects of an abstract nature.

The theoretical intellect, for its part, has three qualities: the first is the
potential ability to perceive abstractions, which everyone has to a different
degree, the second is the perception of necessary and self-evident knowledge,
and the third, its highest quality, is the ability to acquire knowledge about
universal abstract notions such as humanity, God and the angels.47 The
knowledge of God and the divine world comes directly under the theoretical
intellect, as al-Ghazmll demonstrates in Mlzmn. He presents two different
approaches to this knowledge: the first is that divine knowledge will be dis-
closed from the Preserved Tablet, mirrored to the human mind and united
with it. This method acquires knowledge from outside and belongs to what
al-Ghazmll calls revealed and inspired knowledge ‘ulnm al-mukmshafa.48 The
second method ensures that knowledge is recalled from inside. Al-Ghazmll
explains that God has planted in all hearts before their existence the knowl-
edge of Him and the Qur’mn in many verses speaks of knowing in the sense
of remembering.49 Here it seems to be that al-Ghazmll is influenced by the
Platonic theory of innate knowledge which is obtained through memory of
what the soul experienced before its earthly existence.

The rational acquisition of divine knowledge, however, is not available to
everybody; there are only a few scholars in whom this knowledge is deeply
rooted. The arrival at such a level of knowledge, according to al-Ghazmll, lies
in freeing the soul from the five different veils which separate us from the
truth. First of all, it depends on the level of our intelligence and maturity:
here it seems that different portions of intelligence are decreed to human
beings. The second difficulty is being immersed in worldly desires. The third
is the lack of interest in contemplating the question of the nature of God and
His relation to the world. The fourth veil is the veil of previous beliefs and
convictions which have been inherited from parents or teachers. This diffi-
culty prevents us from directing our faces fully towards searching for the
truth of God and the divine world. Finally, it is also a problem for many seek-
ers to find the direction from which to explore the truth; in other words, they
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are ignorant of the kinds of sciences and methods which lead to the knowledge
of God.50 Having stripped away these veils, a soul could start to use one of
al-Ghazmll’s three different methods for obtaining divine knowledge, which
will be examined in the next section.

The various ways of knowledge

Ordinary people, explains al-Ghazmll, are far from the rational path of
knowledge, for they are handicapped by most of the veils mentioned on
page 130. Nevertheless, they are not expelled from God’s mercy; their belief
can rest wholly on the assent of the heart to what the prophet and the first
caliphs proclaimed. This assent must be on the basis of understanding the
main pillars of religion and followed by sincere worship.51 Al-Ghazmll men-
tions at the end of Mlzmn three ways of knowing God: through following
teachers and parents, through following instructions in demonstrative meth-
ods, and finally through following what one believes in one’s heart through
direct disclosure.52 Watt identifies these methods with what al-Ghazmll
elsewhere terms taqlld, ‘ilm and dhawq.53 It may be helpful at this point to
examine these three ways of reaching knowledge.

Knowledge through taqlld

Frank, in his article “Al-Ghazmll on Taqlld,” explores al-Ghazmll’s view of the
acquisition of true knowledge.54 He explains that knowing, to his mind, falls
into three main methods: through the knowledge of others; through the
demonstrative proofs which are produced by original thinking or through
direct inspiration. Original thinkers, however, are very few; most people
follow others, muqallidnn.55 Al-Ghazmll, explains Frank, thinks that Taqlld is
a legitimate way of knowing,56 contradicting the theory of the Ash‘arite
School, which required the individual to find his/her own rational convic-
tions.57 Al-Ghazmll’s response to this concept is simply to recall the first
Bedouin believers whose assent to the Prophet did not depend on rational
demonstration but on a simple assent to what the Prophet proclaimed. As
Frank points out, this simple assent probably lies in al-Ghazmll’s belief in the
soul’s natural knowledge of God which is present in each soul through fiyra.58

However, this theory of taqlld seems to be influenced by Ibn Slnm’s logical
theory of taxawwur and taxd lq. At the beginning of Najmt, Ibn Slnm explains
that Taxawwur means forming concepts on one’s own account, whereas taxdlq
means granting assent to other concepts.59 Also in his theory of intuition, Ibn
Slnm explains that most learned people get their knowledge from those who
have the ability to receive a direct connection with the active intellect, as
detailed above in Chapter 3.

Taqlld, however, has many levels, al-Ghazmll maintains, the lowest of
which is the simple assent of the believer to the prophet and the first caliphs,
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al-salaf. Theologians and philosophers are also considered as muqallidnn,
explains Frank. For al-Ghazmll there are very few theologians who have orig-
inal proofs and demonstration methods supporting their knowledge. Most
theologians are good followers of their teachers and the line of the school and
do not themselves fully apprehend the counter-positions or examine the
principles of their school.60

Rational knowledge ‘ilm

In his study of the acquisition of rational knowledge, al-Ghazmllmentions the
method of knowing through fiyra, innate knowledge. In his view, recalling
the knowledge which is implanted knowledge in each soul requires following
the process of learning, which takes place in the theoretical intellect. It func-
tions through self-evident knowledge and the acquiring faculty. This acquir-
ing faculty, which al-Ghazmll calls al-mufakira, has the ability to acquire a
result from two related ideas and a further one from two results.61 It follows
the logical method of syllogism and for this reason the syllogistic manner of
thinking is, for al-Ghazmll, somehow also implanted in the intellect.
Al-Ghazmll in al-Qisyms al-Mustaqlm goes further by demonstrating that this
is also the manner of the argumentation of the Qur’mn.62 The highest ability
of the intellect, however, is the prophetic faculty, which can possess acquired
knowledge without going through the processes of learning.63

Al-Ghazmll, unlike Ibn Slnm but in line with al-Fmrmbl, believes that the
human intellect itself has the ability, when it very carefully follows the
demonstrated methods of logic, to get results without outside assistance. But
his trust in the human intellect lies probably in his belief that it possesses
knowledge through fiyra, implanted knowledge. He demonstrates in Mlzmn
that human beings can possess knowledge by fiyra and therefore they only
need to transform this knowledge from the potential stage to the active one.64

Thus the intellect, for al-Ghazmll, is never at the stage of the material intel-
lect altogether devoid of information, as Ibn Slnm held. Prophets, for example,
seem to possess a strong fiyra, which they never forget.65 Nevertheless, this
rational knowledge is not as clear as inspired knowledge, as we will show in
the next section.

‘Ulum al-mukmshafa, revealed and inspired knowledge

Revelation and inspiration are two distinct ways of receiving direct knowledge
but are closely connected and run parallel to the rational method of attaining
knowledge. However, revealed and inspired knowledge both uncover the
Preserved Tablet, which, as explained in the sub-section titled “God: the cre-
ator of the world” in this chapter, is the place in the divine world where a full
account of the plan of creation and its destiny is to be found. Al-Ghazmll
explains: “God wrote a copy of the sciences al-‘ilm from its beginning to its
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end on a Preserved Tablet and then created the world according to this
copy.”66 In jawmhir al-Qur’mn he explains that this knowledge is not literally
written in words and on a certain tablet, for God’s words are without letters
and His pen is not made of wood; the whole idea is deeply spiritual.67 There
are two ways of understanding the idea of the Preserved Tablet: the first is
that there exists a certain place in the malaknt where the idea of creation and
its destiny are presented in some mysterious manner; the second is that this
eternal knowledge flows from God to one of the angels, who in turn
communicates this knowledge to the prophets and this is symbolized in the
idea of the Preserved Tablet.68 He says in one text of I.ym’ “the truth of things
is written in the Preserved Tablet or rather in the hearts of some angels.”69

However, nowhere can we identify that al-Ghazmll believed in eternal divine
ideas in the sense that Plato did; instead, he considers that the malaknt con-
sists mainly of angels who represent certain eternal ideas. Consequently, it is
very probable that al-Ghazmll means by the Preserved Tablet one of (or some
of ) the angels.

The first way of unveiling the Preserved Tablet is through revelation.
Al-Ghazmll points out in Iqtixmd that prophecy is a free choice and a grace of
God offered to whomever He chooses; it is not a result of a natural phenom-
enon, as Ibn Slnm would claim. In this point, as Rahman maintains,
al-Ghazmll follows the main line of orthodox theologians who believe that
prophecy is a supernatural event fully intended by God for a certain pur-
pose.70 God is also not obliged to assist the human intellect in obtaining
knowledge of the malaknt, as the Mu‘tazilites believe, but His gift of
prophetic message is pure grace.71 Al-Ghazmll’s theory of prophecy, however,
has some affinity with Ibn Slnm’s in considering prophecy the highest faculty
of the theoretical intellect. Prophets of this rank, who are very rare in history,
have the ability to receive the most direct knowledge in the clearest form
from an angel. Prophets do not go through the process of knowledge as ordi-
nary people do, but are privileged with divine enlightenment.72 Revelation,
however, is the fruit of prophecy. Al-Ghazmll in Mishkmt calls it the light of
prophecy which flows from the prophet over the human intellect and illuminates
it with the certainty of divine knowledge.

Knowledge of God and of the malaknt, however, is revealed in figurative
language on two levels: in abstract ideas and metaphorical passages, which
present information parallel to the abstract divine world.73 But also some eso-
teric ideas are expressed in words and verses, such as the secret meaning of
light, the divine pen (Q. 68:1, 96:4), the chair, the throne and the Preserved
Tablet (Q. 85:22).74 He explains metaphor as follows:

We mean by metaphor or analogue, (mithml ) to render a meaning, (ma‘nm),
in an external form, ( xnra). So if one seeks its inner meaning, he finds it
true. But if he sees only its external form he finds it deceiving . . . The
prophet can talk to people only by means of metaphor, (mithml ), since it is
necessary to talk to people in accordance with their intellect.75
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The metaphors of the Qur’mn, however, can be mainly interpreted through
inspired knowledge in the sense of returning the images to their original
concepts in the Preserved Tablet. As for the philologists, they are mainly
interested in the superficial literal meaning of the words.76

The second form of uncovering the Preserved Tablet is inspiration.
Lazarus-Yafeh points out a text in I.ym’ where al-Ghazmll shows that the stage
of prophecy is also attainable by some Sufis:

when this (prophecy) is possible for prophets then it is possible for others,
for the prophet is a person to whom the realities of things are unveiled
and who is involved with improving human morality. Therefore it is not
impossible that there exists a person to whom the truth is uncovered but
who does not have a mission to lead. We do not call him a prophet (rasnl)
but a Saint (wall).77

Inspiration differs from revelation in two main ways: in its clarity and in the
way it is obtained. Inspiration as experienced among Sufis, as al-Ghazmll
explains in Mlzmn, is a flash of light, which comes and goes, sometimes stay-
ing longer than others.78 This light reveals parts of the knowledge of the
Preserved Tablet. In some of his Sufi works, such as I.ym’, Mishkmt and Jawmhir,
al-Ghazmll makes a link between inspiration and revelation through the inter-
pretation of difficult verses or words in the Qur’mn. Since inspiration and rev-
elation have the same source, the Preserved Tablet, they must both cover the
same knowledge, but revelation is given as a whole while inspiration uncovers
only parts.79 Inspiration then is probably able to discover the meaning of dif-
ficult revealed parts, such as “everything is perishing except His face” (28:88)
or about the angels “We are those ranged in ranks; we are they that give glory”
(37:165–6) or esoteric metaphors, such as the chair, the throne, the pen, the
Preserved Tablet.80 This inspired knowledge is what al-Ghazmll in I.ym’ calls
‘ulnm al-mukmshafa.81 In some of the deeply mystical passages of I.ym’ he shows
that the meaning of the divine pen in (Q. 96:4) – “He who taught with the
pen, taught man which he knew not” – is the angel Jibrll.82

Inspiration, like revelation, is communication with an angel, which brings
divine information. I.ym’ seems to have entailed a development of the concept
of angels; in some places al-Ghazmll gives them mainly the Qur’mnic role of
communicating revealed messages. But in the last part of I.ym’, al-Ghazmll,
like Ibn Slnm, seems to widen their role from that of communicating certain
messages to the concept of bringing down all kinds of information about the
mystery of the divine world, al-malaknt. They seem also to illuminate the
human mind by drawing a connection between the divine and the material
worlds, revealing that the material one is a shadow of the real world, which
is divine. In the Book of Taw.ld in I.ym’ al-Ghazmll explains that God has
given His knowledge to the angels in different ranks but directs them to
different roles. Though they have the same knowledge as God, they can do
only what God wills.83
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In Mlzmn and I.ym’, al-Ghazmll also connects inspiration with the rational
approach of the knowledge of God. He explains that the rational knowledge
of the ‘ulamm’ (who are deeply rooted in knowledge) is of the same nature as
inspired knowledge.84 Frank points out the difference between the two
approaches as al-Ghazmll sees them: “the mode of presentation (between the
two) differs and with it the clarity of the one as compared with the other.
Insofar as they bear on one and the same proposition, however, they are equiv-
alent as justified knowledge of a fact.”85 The decisive difference between the
two is the removal of the veil, which in the case of inspiration gives certi-
tude.86 Al-Ghazmll considers also that rational knowledge is in a sense a
preparation for inspiration. In I.ym’ he shows that Sufis should pass through
the process of knowledge in order to understand inspired abstract concepts.87

To conclude, for al-Ghazmll prophetic revelation is the highest knowledge
obtainable about God and the divine world. Inspiration comes second and has
the main role of uncovering the esoteric side of messages to humanity. This
explains the dynamic conjunction with the truth of the Preserved Tablet
which demonstrates dynamic divine guidance. Rational knowledge is in the
third place and it prepares the mind to perceive inspired knowledge. Next we
examine the mystical nature of the human soul in order to discover its role in
the process of fanm’ and union with the Divine Presence, as will be explored
in the section titled “Al-Ghazmll’s mystical approach to the relationship with
God” later in this chapter.

Al-Ghazmll’s mystical approach to the human soul

The Alchemy of Happiness provides al-Ghazmll’s mystical understanding of the
human soul. Although the human soul exists in the material world, it does
have another origin. He maintains in this work that the human soul was
created in eternity before the body and was sent to earth in order to gain
knowledge and experience. He bases his idea on the Qur’mn 7:171:

then the Lord drew forth from the children of Adam from their loins
their descendants and made them testify concerning themselves: am I
your Lord? They said: yea we do testify; lest ye should say on the day of
judgement: of this we were never mindful.

The idea of the celestial origin of the soul derived from this Qur’mnic verse is
used by the Sufi school of al-Junayd and is discussed among Sufis such as
al->allmj and al-Bisymml. As explained above, al-Junayd believed that the
human soul was an idea in the divine mind before it had an independent exis-
tence.88 Al-Ghazmll brings in this verse in order to disclose the relationship
between the soul and the heavenly world of the malaknt and its natural yearn-
ing to return to its origin.89 At the same time he refers here to the origin of
the fiyra, innate knowledge, which discloses that human nature in its purity
knows God.
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The body, however, veils the human soul from this knowledge and therefore
it needs purification to recall its origin. Al-Ghazmll declares in The Alchemy of
Happiness that the purpose of creating the human soul in this material world
is to enable it to receive knowledge and experience.90 At the same time, he
admits that the ability to obtain true knowledge is granted only to some
mystics and few scholars, as will be demonstrated below.

Al-Ghazmll attributes different qualities to the human soul; all are very
close to the qualities which he attributes to God (see the section titled “The
features of God according to al-Ghazmll” earlier in the chapter). The following
passage shows these similarities:

No one can understand a king but a king; therefore God has made each
of us a king in miniature, so to speak, over a kingdom which is an infi-
nitely reduced copy of His own. In the kingdom of man God’s “throne”
is represented by the soul; the Archangel by the heart, “the chair” by the
brain, the “tablet” by the treasure chamber of thought. The soul, itself,
unlocated and indivisible, governs the body as God governs the universe.
In short each of us is entrusted with a little kingdom, and charged not to
be careless in the administration of it.91

In this beautiful passage al-Ghazmll says that the role which the soul plays in
the body is analogous to the role which God has in the world. Its nature is
also invisible, indivisible and unlocated, similar to the nature of the essence
of God, as discussed in the sub-section titled “The problem of the attributes
of God” earlier in this chapter. This nature is nevertheless created by God and
does not emanate from Him, as al-Ghazmll carefully shows in his explanation
that God has made us like Him in order for us to be able to perceive His
nature. In Mishkmt he explains that this nature is also the nature of the angels
and that they are the closest creatures to God.92 The main difference between
angels and the human soul is that the angels are constrained to obey God
while the human soul is impeded from obedience through the desires of the
body.93 These similarities between God, the angels and the human soul are
expressed by the repeated >adlth: “he who knows himself knows God”94 or
the >adlth “God created Adam in His likeness”95 in many of his writings.96

Such>adiths seem to have influenced Sufis as well as philosophers, as we saw
in the case of Ibn Slnm in Chapter 3, pp. 102–3.

Another quality of the soul is mentioned in the treatise “On the Meaning of
the Intimate Knowledge of God.” Al-Ghazmll, like Ibn Slnm, emphasizes in this
the individuality of each human soul. He explains that it is not possible for any
two persons to become identical even if they reach the same knowledge and the
same level of mysticism.97 Each human soul, he believes, is an individual entity
which can never be identical to any other entity. We will demonstrate the
importance of this point later on, when al-Ghazmll explains the difficulties of
union with God, given that no two entities are absolutely the same.
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After providing the above basic knowledge of the nature of God and of the
human intellect and soul we turn here to the main task of this chapter, to
examine the concept of fanm’ in al-Ghazmll’s mystical works.

Al-Ghazmll’s mystical approach to the 
relationship with God

After the introduction of al-Ghazmll’s thoughts on the nature of God and of
human beings in the previous sections, we approach the point of considering
his mystical approach to the relationship between the two. This section,
in the main, will focus on al-Ghazmll’s concept of fanm’ through his
works I.ym’ ‘Ulnm al-Dln and Mishkmt al-Anwmr, because they present
details of his mystical concepts. I.ym’ presents mainly the basic methods
and Mishkmt is intended for those few of the elect, as al-Ghazmll declares in
its introduction, who wish to experience the ultimate truth about
God. Through reading these two works, however, the reader discovers
some contradictions in al-Ghazmll’s concepts, not only between these two
works but also between them and his other mystical works. This inconsis-
tency leads to confusion about his actual mystical belief. Is he a sincere fol-
lower of orthodox Sufism established by the school of Mu.msibl or did he in
his heart adopt the heterodoxy of >allmj and Bisymml’s mystical annihilation
and union? This section of the chapter will attempt to clarify this problem
and will start by pointing out some of the main contradictions that give rise
to this problem. In the sub-section titled “The concept of fanm’ in I.ym’ ” we
will then go on to examine his approach to the concept of fanm’ in I.ym’ and
in the sub-section titled “The concept of fanm’ in Mishkmt al-Anwmr” its
modification in Mishkmt al-Anwmr.

In interpreting al-Ghazmll’s concept of fanm’ we are confronted with two
kinds of Sufism at the same time, one which in its highest stage aims to
achieve the love of God and the other which is directed towards annihilation,
fanm’ and union with God. Al-Ghazmll considers in I.ym’ that the highest
stage of the mystical path is perfect love, which is a longing to see the
Beloved, but this vision is granted only in the life to come.98 It is the reward
for those who longed to witness God in this life.99 This is similar to the kind
of Sufism which is presented by Mu.msibl, who considers that the vision of
God is the hope of the mystics in the life to come, the ultimate pleasure of
paradise.100 Al-Ghazmll repeats this concept in the fourth volume of I.ym’ in
a very short section with the title “The vision of God.” In this he confirms
again that the vision of God is only possible in paradise.101

In discussing the unity of God, in the book of Taw.ld in the same fourth
volume of I.ym’, however, al-Ghazmll reveals that the witnessing of God dis-
closes the highest form of unity in which the mystic sees only God (and not
the world). He divides this concept of taw.ld into four levels, the highest of
which is a kind of unification with God. This level can only be reached by the
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Sufis: “in this level he (the mystic) does not see any thing in the universe save
the One. This is the witnessing of the Sufis.”102 In addition he explains that
this vision of God could come as a flash of light or as a permanent state: “this
vision in which nothing exists except the existent One and only Truth.
Sometimes it remains and at other times it comes as a flash of lightning.”103

At this point al-Ghazmll confesses that this kind of discussion does not belong
to the science of mu‘mmala, the topic of human behaviour but is a secret
among the esoteric subjects of ‘ulnm al-mukmshafa “this fourth (stage of
taw.ld ) should not be further disclosed here.”104

However, in Mishkmt al-Anwmr he claims confidently that the Sufi saints,
al-‘mrifln105 will have a vision of God in this life. At the end of the Mishkmt
he describes this vision as “the august glories of His face – the First, the
Highest – burned up everything perceived by the sight and the insight of the
observers.”106 Only through this vision can the Sufi experience the reality of
who God is, al-Ghazmll explains. “They have arrived at an existent (thing)
that is incomparable with everything that their sight had ever perceived . . .
thus they found Him too holy for and incomparable with all that we
described earlier.”107 He acknowledges a kind of unification between God and
the Sufi: “the Sufi saints, having ascended to the heaven of reality, agree that
they see nothing in existence save the One.”108 Al-Ghazmll connects this kind
of Gnosticism with al-Bisymml, al->allmj and al-Junayd, who consider that
the highest stage of mysticism is a total unification with God, as will be out-
lined in the sub-section titled “The concept of fanm’ in Mishkmt al-Anwmr”
later in the chapter.

In order to understand this inconsistency we need to return to the intro-
duction of I.ym’ where al-Ghazmll declares that the first aim of Sufism is to
obtain inspired visions of ‘nlum al-mukmshafa; however, the preparation for
this aim is through the sciences of the conduct of human behaviour called by
him ‘ulnm al-mu‘mmala, which aim to purify the human soul.109 Although
al-Ghazmll informs us in the introduction that he intends in I.ym’ to
present mainly the preparatory stages of the science of human behaviour,
‘ulnm al-mu‘mmala,110 he discloses a great deal of the inspired sciences, ‘ulnm
al-mukmshafa, which he sees as esoteric and only to be revealed to a few Sufis.
In addition, he tells us that the prophets mainly taught the first science of
human behaviour and only hinted at the themes of the second.111 The reason
for concealing the concepts of inspired knowledge, ‘ulnm al-mukmshafa, is
their abstract nature which is beyond, and sometimes contradicts, the com-
mon orthodox beliefs of the ordinary masses, which are mostly based on
empirical experience. As Lazarus-Yafeh puts it, “in the Maqxad al-Ghazmll
even stated explicitly that truth seems almost like a contradiction of the
belief of the masses, a belief to which they have become accustomed and from
which they cannot be deterred.”112

Thus, the dual procedure of presenting ‘ulnm al-mu‘mmala in a direct
manner and hinting at ‘ulnm al-mukmshafa, not only in I.ym’ but in most of
al-Ghazmll’s mystical works, inevitably caused some contradictions between
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his Sufi works. Lazarus-Yafeh observes:

the contradictions between his various books are due partly to the fact
that he directed different books to different classes of readers. In books
destined for perusal by the initiated (such as al-Maqxad or Mishkmt) he
divulged more of the one and only truth, while in books addressed to the
masses he had a more reserved manner.113

However, this problem of the dual procedure becomes even more difficult
when al-Ghazmll addresses the two kinds of reader in one and the same book,
as Lazarus-Yafeh points out in connection with his work I.ym’ ‘Ulnm al-Dln.
These inconsistencies make for confusion in understanding al-Ghazmll’s
mysticism. We can present here at least two reasons for these inconsistencies
in order to shed light on his interpretation of the Sufi system.

The first reason lies in al-Ghazmll’s belief that there are secrets which should
not be revealed to ordinary believers or orthodox Sufis. These secrets, Lazarus-
Yafeh says, can be revealed only to the elite who grow in their knowledge to
the level of perceiving them.114 Al-Ghazmll admits in I.ym’ that besides
addressing the ordinary believer who wishes to be pious, he gives hints to the
elected ones of the secrets of the inspired knowledge ‘ulnm al-mukmshafa.115

The second reason for this duality is probably al-Ghazmll’s adoption of two
different trends in mysticism: the first mainly emphasizes the ethical side of
purifying the soul, whereas the second emphasizes the relationship with God
through witness, annihilation of all other things in the vision and unification.
We observe that al-Ghazmll in I.ym’ gives the name of travelers, al-smlikln,
to the Sufis who follow the first path but from time to time he refers to
another kind, whom he calls the Sufi saints. He addresses each section of I.ym’
Volume 4 to the smlikln116 and sometimes he refers to some views of the Sufi
knowers al-‘mrifln. In Mishkmt, however, he refers only to the Sufi knowers,
al-‘mrifln which suggest that Mishkmt represents mainly the second trend of
Gnostic mysticism.

He mentions in al-Munqidh min al-,alml that he has read the Sufism of
al-Mu.msibl and al-Mikkl which belongs to the first tendency, and also that
of al-Bistmml, al->allmj and al-Junayd, who emphasize the second, that of
annihilation and union.117

Thus, it seems that al-Ghazmll’s Sufism is divided into two levels: the first
level of the traveller, al-smlikln, consists, on the one hand, of the purification
of the soul from evil habits through worship and meditation, and, on the
other, of the ascent of the soul towards isolation from the world, the increase
of love and the longing to witness God. The second level of the Sufi knowers
al-‘mrifln is the level of annihilation in the vision of God and unification with
Him, which can only be obtained after the above preparatory stages. This
level is only available to a few of the Sufi elite; al-Ghazmll hints at this in I.ym’
and gives more details in Mishkmt al-Anwmr. This kind of mysticism depends
fully on receiving inspired knowledge, ‘ulnm al-mukmshafa.
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Hence, al-Ghazmll’s mysticism seems to form a link between the two trends
of al-Mu.msibl and al-Mikkl, on the one hand, and al-Bisymml, al->allmj and
al-Junayd, on the other, by demonstrating that one is a continuation of the
other. The first addresses the stages of the purification of the soul and its
ascent to a certain level, and the second emphasizes the ultimate relationship
of vision and unification with God, which only a few can reach, as will be
shown in the following sub-sections.

The concept of fanm’ in I.ym’

Al-Ghazmll in I.ym’ presents a kind of mysticism which in its main concern
aims at purifying the soul by following different stages through which the
Sufi will ascend to the stage of love and the longing to see the Beloved.
Al-Ghazmll considers that there are stages which are desired for their own sake
and others which are stages leading to the ultimate aim. Love and fellowship
with the divine presence are the highest stages, the ultimate aim of the path
of mysticism.118 All other stages, maqmmmt, are preparatory stations for gaining
the ultimate love of God.

The method which al-Ghazmll uses here for ascending these preliminary
stages is to recognize in each stage three dimensions: knowledge, feeling and
action. Knowledge, al-Ghazmll explains, examines the deep and genuine
meaning of each stage, which produces a certain feeling in the heart. This
feeling in turn initiates an action, which helps the seeker to climb to the next
stage. This act assists the soul to withdraw from its love for this world. He
follows this method in exploring each of the preparatory stages.

A. Schimmel explains that the mystical path consists of maqmmmt, stages,
and a.wml, states:

A state is something that descends from God into a man’s heart without
his being able to repel it when it comes, or to attract it when it goes . . .
the maqmm is a lasting stage which man reaches, to a certain extent, by
his own striving. It belongs to the category of acts, whereas the states are
gifts of grace.119

Al-Ghazmll follows this concept that mysticism depends to a great extent on
God’s choice, but the chosen one has to make an effort in order to reach the
highest stages. We notice that al-Ghazmll in his explanation of the difference
distinguishes between ordinary seekers who wish to limit their path to the
law al-sharl‘a and the others who direct their face towards God Himself. The
latter group are again divided into beginners, whom he calls al-smlikln, and
those who climb to the highest stage of self-annihilation and union. This
second group, consisting of Sufi saints, al-Ghazmll calls al-‘mrifln, those
who wish only to devote their life to observing the divine beauty, as will be
discussed. We observe that al-Ghazmll addresses mainly al-smlikln at the
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beginning of each stage120 but points out that the highest rank is that of the
Sufi saints.

Schimmel notes that the mystics identify three parts of the religious life:
the law, sharl‘a, the path, yarlqa, and Gnosis, .aqlqa and ma’rifa. The sharl‘a
is expressed as “what’s yours is yours and what’s mine is mine”; yarlqa is
“yours is yours and mine is yours too” and .aqlqa is “neither mine nor yours
but all is God’s.” Thus Sufi saints see everything in unity with God and move
towards self-annihilation and union in which they end their own individual-
ity in their observation of the divine beauty.121 In this way, al-Ghazmll
explains the levels of the yarlqa but aims at the .aqlqa by hinting at it in I.ym’
and unveiling it in Mishkmt.

Although al-Ghazmll in I.ym’ does not aim to deal with the concept of fanm’
and union, Itti.md, he gives a good explanation of fanm’ in examining the stage
of trust tawakkul. This stage is composed of three levels: in the first level the
Sufis delegate all authority to God and let Him be their deputy and represent
them in all things. The second level is to depend on God as a child fully trusts
and relies on his mother. The third and highest stage of trust is to submit one-
self fully to the will of God as the dead body submits to those who wash it
before the funeral. Al-Ghazmll admits that both the second and the third lev-
els are very rare, because human choice will be very limited in the second and
wholly absent from the third level. This is the level of the Sufis and the
saints.122 This kind of mysticism, therefore, is based on the denial of the self
and its interests, on the one hand, and on a profound belief in the absolute
divine decree, on the other. This is an elementary level of experiencing fanm’.
At this stage the seekers reach the full trust of believing that by the power of
God they could walk on water or fly in the air. This trust is built on the meta-
physical concept of taw.ld, the unity of God with the world. Al-Ghazmll sees
four levels of this concept: in the first are those who believe only literally that
there are no other gods save God; the second level contains those who give
assent to this belief with their hearts and the third level, those who see that
everything is God’s product and creation. The highest of all is the level of the
Sufi saints, al-‘mrifln, who believe that nothing actually exists except the One.
They call this level the annihilation of the self in unity.123

Al-Ghazmll admits that those stages should not be explained in I.ym’ for
they belong to the revealed sciences of ‘ulnm al-mukmshafa.124 Hence, al-Ghazmll
makes it clear at this point that there is a certain level of mysticism which he
does not wish to discuss publicly but only to hint at. He declares that love
and the longing to see the Beloved is the highest stage that he addresses in
I.ym’. Only at this stage can we deal with revealed and inspired knowledge,
‘ulnm al-mukmshafa. Thus, he repeats here several times that it is not possible
to reveal this knowledge but rather “in this place we have to bring our
writing to a close.”125

At this highest stage of love the soul experiences a longing to return to its
origin. Al-Ghazmll here collects the following Qur’mnic verses and >adlths,
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which all point to this mysterious relationship: “I breathed into man of My
spirit” (15:29), (38:71–2) “if they ask you about the soul, say the soul is from
God” (17:87), “I am setting in the earth a vicegerent” (2:30) and others.
There are also different >adlths such as “God has created Adam in His
likeness” or the one that says that when God loves a person then He becomes
“the hearing by which he hears, the seeing by which he sees, and the tongue
by which he speaks” or “he who knows himself knows God.”126 We will see
that he uses these A.mdlths and the Qur’mnic verses in Mishkmt to express a
certain unity between God and the Sufi.

However, at this stage al-Ghazmll discloses a different level of defining
God. He is not a lover who has emotions and feelings but is above all human
descriptions and similitudes. His love towards humans is utterly different
from theirs. Since love as analysed above is an attraction towards perfection,
al-Ghazmll considers it inapplicable to God, “This however is impossible for
God because all perfection and love and beauty is present in Him.”127 He is
probably influenced here by the idea of love which Ibn Slnm introduced in
The Treatise on Love (see Chapter 3).

But al-Ghazmll goes beyond Ibn Slnm, who shows that God’s love is mainly
towards Himself, to make it clear that God, as pure perfection in Himself,
loves His perfection and the autonomous actions of this perfection which
means that He loves the world as His own action and a part of His existence;
“He loves the all in Himself because He is the all.”128 God’s love, for
al-Ghazmll, is mainly shown in the perfection and beauty of His creation, in
the love of goodness which human beings have by their nature, and finally by
the way in which He draws good mystics near and unveils Himself to them.129

Thus, as noted in the discussion above, the dualism of I.ym’ is due to the
wish of al-Ghazmll to address I.ym’ to the ordinary pious as well as directing
the elite, through short or detailed hints, towards the Sufism which aims at
annihilation and union. Lazarus-Yafeh observes:

while perusing the book (I.ym’) the reader would get the impression that
a section had been penned by two different authors simultaneously; or
that the author had addressed the average reader in a loud and confident
voice, while in the meantime whispering additional hints to that reader
who belonged to the chosen few.130

Al-Ghazmll, however, addresses to the reader who is keen to involve himself
in the search for divine eternal knowledge some other works about the real-
ity of the divine world, the inspiration of the Sufis. Thus, we turn here to
examine his view of the deepest knowledge of God, in his Mishkmt al-Anwmr.

The concept of fanm’ in Mishkmt al-Anwmr

Al-Ghazmll declares at the beginning of Mishkmt that he will deal in this book
with some of the inspired subjects in response to a friend who asked for an
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interpretation of the verses of the Qur’mn which describe light. He begins his
reply:

I see you as one whose breast has been opened up by God through light
and whose innermost consciousness has been kept free of the darkness of
delusion. Hence in this discipline I will not be niggardly towards you in
alluding to sparks and flashes or giving symbols of realities and sub-
tleties, for the fear of holding back knowledge from those worthy of it is
not less than that of disseminating it to those not worthy of it.131

Here al-Ghazmll shows that he will disclose some of the secrets of ‘ulnm
al-mukmshafa. These secrets probably demonstrate the kind of mysticism
which he follows, because at the end of Mlzmn al-‘Amal he says that every
person has three sorts of belief: what he has learned from his parents, what he
has learned through acquiring it and what he really believes in his innermost
heart and can only disclose to others who share his belief.132 In the introduc-
tion of Mishkmt, we notice that al-Ghazmll’s intention is to reveal some of the
visions concerning the subject of God as the highest light and the different
kinds of veil which obscure this vision. His aim in this discussion is mainly
to demonstrate, on the one hand, the reality and the different dimensions
of the concept of annihilation and union (Chapter 1) and, on the other, to
reveal the real image of God through personal vision and the veils which
conceal this vision (Chapter 3).

In I.ym’ al-Ghazmll declares that the actual vision of God is mostly to be
obtained in the next life. Here al-Ghazmll presents a type of mysticism which
is fully dependent on this vision. His mysticism here is very closely related to
his theory of knowledge and to the knowledge of cosmology. Thus, in this
level of mysticism here he no doubt has in mind the elite Sufis who have
acquired knowledge before or during their mysticism.133 His concept of fanm’,
as is unveiled in Mishkmt, is closely related to his theory of the metaphysics of
light and the different veils which obscure our vision of it. Thus, in order to
reach the experience of fanm’ we should first examine the concept of light
explained in his first chapter.

In this chapter al-Ghazmll meditates on the motif of light through which
he attempts to elucidate and evaluate the mystical experience of God. He dis-
tinguishes two main kinds of light: the sensible light which shines on things
and causes their appearance to the eye and spiritual light, which reveals the
reality of things and the unseen world. In parallel to these two lights exist
two kinds of eye, the outward and the inward. The outward eye receives the
first kind of light and the second is perceived and apprehended by the inward
one or the intellect. Light is attributed to both the intellect and the eye, for
they transfer the reality of the world to the human soul. In its perception of
divine knowledge the intellect depends on necessary knowledge and the
learning of wisdom. The highest wisdom for al-Ghazmll, however, is the
speech of God in the Qur’mn. The Qur’mn, therefore, is the light which links
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the human intellect – at its highest level, the prophetic intellect – with the
light of the divine world.134 Light is attributed to angels also, according to
al-Ghazmll, because they have the role of illuminating the human intellect
with revealed knowledge from the Preserved Tablet.135 Al-Ghazmll here
builds a hierarchy of light ascending from the light of the prophetic intellect
to the different ranks of the light of the angels, and further, to reach the
source of all lights, God the One.

However, the way in which al-Ghazmll sets out the relations between the
different lights in this hierarchy has caused uncertainty among scholars. He
explains:

the low lights flow forth, fm’i, (fay,), from one another just as light flows
from a lamp. The lamp is the holy prophetic spirit. The holy prophetic
spirits are kindled from muqtabas (iqtibms), the higher spirits, just as the
lamp is kindled from the light. Some of the high things kindle each other,
and their hierarchy is a hierarchy of stations (ranks). Then all of them
climb to the Light of lights, their origin, their first Source . . . all other
lights are borrowed musta‘mra (isti‘mra). The only true light is His.136

In this passage he uses three words, all conveying Neoplatonic images, which
are used by philosophers. These words are ista‘mra, borrowing, iqtibms, taking
over from, and fay,, emanate. Al-Ghazmll uses these words to explain the rela-
tionship of the different lights to one another and of all of them to God,
describing them in a manner which could be interpreted as emanation.

Gairdner in his article “Ghazmll’s Mishkmt al-Anwmr and the Ghazmll
problem” explains that Ibn al-Rushd considered that al-Ghazmll accepted as
the theory of emanation in Mishkmt some of the concepts which he rejected in
Tahmfut. Gairdner seeks to explains this saying that al-Ghazmll uses a form of
fm,a: fm,a min . . . ‘ala, which could have a different meaning from “emanation.”137

But Lazarus-Yafeh interprets al-Ghazmll’s use of the word fm,a and other
Neoplatonic words, which mean flowing over or emanating, with a moral or
literary rather than a metaphysical meaning.138 Since light in this context is
a symbol of knowledge, then the flowing over of light means here the pour-
ing out of knowledge from God to the angels and the human race. This kind
of emanation does not refer to the way in which the world originated from
God but rather shows how humans reach eternal knowledge.139 Lazarus-Yafeh
counts the many passages from I.ym’ and other works which use direct
Neoplatonic words or images and maintains that al-Ghazmll uses them mainly
to express Neoplatonic ideas which do not contradict the tenets of Islam.140

Nevertheless, al-Ghazmll mentions them in the context of the >adlth: “God
has created the world in darkness and then He poured upon them some of His
light.”141 He deliberately chooses here a pseudo->adlth in order to present an
image of emanation which shows that real existence became possible when
God poured His light upon the world, and this clearly relates emanation to
the existence of the world.
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At all events he explains here that as knowledge has its source in the
eternal knowledge of God, existence too is borrowed in full from the neces-
sary eternal existence of God. There are two kinds of existence, he continues:
borrowed existence and self-existence. The world is divided, therefore, into
God as the only self-existent and the universe as the reflection of His exis-
tence. The only real existence, consequently, is the existence of God, which
reiterates the idea that the existence of the universe is poured out of or
emanates from God, the only possessor of existence.142

This metaphorical existence is proved to the Sufi in his experience of
annihilation. When the Sufi saints, at the end of their stages of ascent,
experience God as the only existent One, they experience the reality of the
temporal world as non-existent in itself. In their ascent they move from
the material multiplicity to the universal truth, through which they loose
their ties with the material world. At this stage they experience the verse
“every thing is perishing except God’s face” (28:88),143 which al-Ghazmll here
explicates to show that all things have no independent existence, for the basis
of their existence is only borrowed. This again shows here that al-Ghazmll is
moving away from the concept of creation ex nihilo for creation means some-
thing concretely appearing from nothing, which is difficult to reconcile with
its being only a shadow and an illusionary existence.

When the Sufi, however, experiences this truth and sees only God, which
means that his own existence is melted in God, he becomes totally amazed
and therefore only aware of God’s existence. Al-Ghazmll had hinted in I.ym’,
as we showed above, that God’s unity does not simply mean that there are no
other gods but that He is the only real Existent, al-mawjnd al-.aqiql.144 This
experience is metaphorically called union, al-Ghazmll maintains, but in real-
ity it is the experience of God’s unity as the One and the only real Existent.145

However, these facts may be perceived either through an intellectual
Gnosticism, ‘irfmn ‘ilml, or tasted in a mystical experience.146 Of those who
have tasted it, their “plurality is totally banished from them and they became
immersed in sheer singularity. Their rational faculty becomes so satiated that
in this state they are, as it were, stunned.”147 Some of them become intoxi-
cated and cannot think of themselves as distinct from God, al-Ghazmll
reports, so they say, “I am the Real” or “Glory be to me, how great is my
station.” However al-Ghazmll interprets these statements with the following
words:

the speech of the lover in this stage of intoxication should be concealed
and not spelled out. When this intoxication subsides, the ruling author-
ity of the rational faculty – which is God’s balance on earth – is given
back to the mystic. They come to know that what they experienced was
not the reality of unification but that it was similar to unification.148

Thus, the question which presents itself here is: how could al-Ghazmll reject
the experience of union, when he showed in some parts of I.ym’ and in
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Mishkmt that the highest mysticism is that of the Sufi saints such as
al-Bisymml and al->allmj, whose aim is annihilation and union?

In many of his writings al-Ghazmll rejects the concept of union because of
the impossibility of two entities becoming one unless they are totally equal,
in which case one of the two must lose its existence and become a third
one.149 This, however, is impossible in the case of union between humans and
God because although they have similarities, nothing is equal to God
(Q. 112:4). Therefore, for him the difficulty of this union lies in its technical
impossibility. Here al-Ghazmll probably refers to al-Bisymml’s idea of the total
identification with the divine essence, as was outlined in Chapter 1.

In commenting on the experiences of al-Bisymml and al->allmj, he first of
all shows the difficulties which are connected with them by referring to some
kinds of visual illusion which everybody experiences: when we see a bottle of
wine, we suppose that the bottle has the colour of the wine because the two
are unified. The light of the sun, too, is unified with things when we recog-
nize only the things and not the light. But when the sun sets, we realize the
function of the light. This illusion of the unification of two things can be
observed as long as we can perceive their opposite:

when the sun sets, when the lamps are put away and when the shadow
falls, the deniers perceive a self-evident distinction between the locus of
the shadow and the place of brightness. Hence they confess that light is
a meaning beyond colour and is perceived along with colour.150

But in the case of Sufi saints, when they see God, the light of their hearts
becomes unified with the divine light; they see everything through the divine
light. This light, says al-Ghazmll, never sets as the sun does, and therefore it
is difficult to realize oneself in this experience except when the vision comes
to an end.151 In the above examples al-Ghazmll does not deny the integration
of the bottle and the wine or the light and the things seen by it. This inte-
gration, however, does not imply that the two have become one; he says that
they remain two although we are aware only of one.

Thus, al-Ghazmll here gives two explanations of this experience: the first is
that when the Sufis depart from the material world and enter the divine
world, they see the truth that this material world is only illusion and the
truth is that God is the only real existent. This is a philosophical fact which
can only be experienced and perceived when the Sufi reaches the divine
knowledge and sees the world through God’s eyes. The second explanation is
that there is a kind of unification between the souls of the Sufis and God. By
the sentence “it was not itti.md but similar to itti.md”, al-Ghazmll wants to
distinguish between identification and (similar to itti.md). Itti.md refers to
two things absolutely becoming one but integration seems to be, from the
examples above, one thing’s circumscribing or embracing another thing so
that the one can be seen through the other. In this case one of the things can
be greater than the other which it circumscribes. Here we may recall
al-Ghazmll’s concept of the essence of God mentioned above. Al-Ghazmll
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explains elsewhere that God’s immaterial essence exists everywhere and is not
restricted in any direction. He also says in Iljmm that the presence of God is
like a kingdom in which the throne is the closest location to the king and the
outside square is the furthest, but all exist within the royal kingdom.152

Thus, it seems that malaknt for al-Ghazmll means mainly the divine presence,
which embraces all things (probably also the whole universe). This means
that the human does not become a God but that he/she disappears in the
Divine.

Thus, when the souls of the Sufis, which are isolated from the body through
annihilation, leave the material world and enter the malaknt, they enter into
the divine presence. In this case, it is not possible to distinguish the boundary
of the individual self, which has perished, in the divine presence.

It seems that al-Ghazmll wishes to present here a different dimension of the
idea of “union” and explains that it does not simply mean that two become
one but that the two remain two, because in fact only the real One ever really
existed. Thus, he interprets this experience as being beyond the limitation of
the intellect, but in a philosophical manner. Al-Ghazmll accepts the Sufi expe-
rience of al->allmj and al-Bisymml but does not interpret it as a human becom-
ing a god. Thus, humans are not in his view unified with God’s essence but
mainly with God’s knowledge or presence. Therefore, although al-Ghazmll
considers the experience of union a secret, which is known only to those who
have experienced it, he endeavours to understand but cannot intellectually
accept a full identification with God.

The highest stage of mystical experience for al-Ghazmll, therefore, is the
soul’s annihilation in the divine presence and integration in the divine eter-
nal knowledge, which, as he mentioned earlier, flows from God and is one
with the angels and the prophetic intellect. It results in the Sufi saints’
observing the world through the divine eyes: “one of them might add to this
and say ‘I never see a thing without seeing God before it’. This is because this
one can see all things through God.”153

After exploring the main features of al-Ghazmll’s mysticism, we conclude
this section by discussing the characteristics of God as they are known to the
highest rank of the mystics.

The God of the Sufi saints according to al-Ghazmll

In the first chapter of the Mishkmt, al-Ghazmll contemplates God as the source
of light which leads to gnosis, ma‘rifa; this light is cast into the heart of the
mystics and gives them their knowledge of God and the divine world as
they really are. Through complete self-denial the Sufi saints reach a union
with the divine light and obtain a vision and a perception of who God really
is. In the third chapter154 of the Mishkmt, al-Ghazmll resumes his discussion
from the first chapter of the essential characteristics of God. He intends in
this chapter to comment on the >adlth “God has seventy veils of light and
darkness, were He to lift them the august glory of His face would burn up
every one whose eyesight perceived Him.”
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Al-Ghazmll asserts at the beginning of this chapter that God in Himself is
always manifested to all beings but humans veil themselves through dark-
ness, light mixed with darkness or a veil of light. Lifting up these three kinds
of veil in order to see God comes through the ascent from the sensible world
to the divine world of light. The first veil consists of being immersed in all
material desires without reference to an after-life or to a divine world. The
second veil is the first stage of ascending from the sensible to the spiritual and
abstract. All the groups under this veil have the desire to know and worship
God; but some acquire this knowledge through the faculties of the imagina-
tion in which they draw an analogy between God and what they sensibly
experience. Others infer knowledge about God through the faculty of esti-
mation, wahm.155 Wahm is the highest faculty of the practical intellect which
draws abstract ideas from sensible experience, for instance, the idea of enmity,
which is experienced in moments of perceptible danger. Therefore, the mem-
bers of this group, probably the theologians, know God through drawing
analogies with the human qualities of knowledge, ability, generosity and the
like. They are not able to perceive any abstract, al-Ghazmll explains, which
goes beyond some analogy with what they know.156

The third veil is a veil of light, which probably means the closest knowledge
to the saint’s vision of God. Al-Ghazmll presents here the different metaphys-
ical theories among the Arab philosophers of his time who had the ability to
see God through the abstract thinking of the theoretical intellect. Some con-
nect Him with the movement of the world and others consider Him moving
only the outermost sphere but a third group raise Him above direct contact
with the cosmic system to the role of the One who commands it. They iden-
tify Him with al-Muym‘.157 This role of creating through commanding the cos-
mic system, as Zaehner points out, is the role which God takes in the Qur’an.
He commands the creation through His uttering of the word “Kun” (Be)
(Q. 3:59).158 The theory of al-Muym‘ probably comes from the Isma‘lll who
consider al-Muym‘ in the role of the Universal Intellect of Plotinus. Zaehner
explains that al-Muym‘ is a Qur’mnic character who appears only once in the
Qur’anic verses (81:19–21) “It is verily the speech of a noble messenger, pow-
erful beside Him of the throne established, obeyed (Muym‘) there and trust-
worthy.” Some commentators consider here that the Muym‘ is Jibrll, though
Zaehner considers him to be Mu.ammed, the “transcendent prophetic spirit.”
However the Ismm‘llls consider that the Muym‘ represents God in that he
commands the creation of the world through the commanding word “Kun.”159

But why does al-Ghazmll consider that the Ismm‘llls worship al-Muym‘ as
God? Probably, he is hinting here that in the Ismm‘lll system God does not
have any role except that of one from Whom the Muym‘ emanates, similar to
the Neoplatonic One, and that the divine role is given to the Muym‘ alone.
Here he points out that the Sufis distinguish between the role of God and
that of the highest Archangel, whom they call al-Muym‘.160 However,
al-Ghazmll considers that these groups of thinkers, though they present God
in a highly abstract form, are veiled from His ultimate truth. Thus,
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al-Ghazmll here rejects the Aristotelian Prime Mover and the emanated
al-Muym‘ of the Ismm‘llls and identifies God with the one who is beyond any
connection to the world. God is not the one who gives the command but is
superior. Is He then the God of Ibn Slnm whose tajalll is the absolute reality
and who stands beyond all connections but through whom everything
receives existence and love? Or does he mean here that God is the one who is
responsible for all existence without the use of commands such as humankind
uses but in a mysterious, wholly immaterial manner? However, although
al-Ghazmll’s description of God is similar to that of the Neoplatonic philoso-
phers, especially Ibn Slnm, he decides at the end of Mishkmt that only the Sufi
saints possess real knowledge of who God is.

Now, however, he explains that human beings veil themselves in their wish
to know God through the different faculties of the intellect. The problem
lies, in his opinion, rather in the immateriality of God, which cannot be
defined by moving in any known direction: “because something that is not
related to directions and is not described as outside or inside the world is not,
in their view, an existing thing.”161 Even the philosophers who can perceive
such a being confuse His role with that of the angels.

At this point al-Ghazmll starts to present God as a Being who is “neither
inside the world nor outside.”162 This Being cannot be perceived by the fac-
ulties of the soul mentioned the section titled “The features of the human
soul,” but only by the prophetic holy intellect. This faculty, he explains in
Chapter 2 of the Mishkmt,163 is beyond rational perception and is the only fac-
ulty capable of perceiving the secrets behind the material world.164 Thus, for
al-Ghazmll, the reality about God can only be disclosed through the prophetic
experience of the vision of God. As he explains in I.ym’, the vision of God is
a vision of the heart and not the sight; here in addition he illustrates that this
vision is only through the highest faculty of the heart, which is not available
to ordinary people. This faculty is, however, not restricted to prophets alone;
he encourages the Sufis to “strive to become one of those people who taste
something of that spirit (prophetic spirit), for the Sufis (saints) al-awliym’
have an ample portion of it.”165

It seems here that al-Ghazmll does not aim to describe God in an esoteric
manner, showing the unknowability of the Divine, but rather to state that the
sensible, imaginative and rational faculties are not able to know reality, whether
about God or about the divine world, the same conclusion that he reaches in
Tahmfut. Thus, in Mishkmt, God’s features, to al-Ghazmll’s mind, do not differ
from those in the al-Iqtixmd fl al-I’tiqmd, or in the Book of Love of I.ym’.

The main emphasis in all these texts on al-Iqtixmd, I.ym’ and Mishkmt lies in
the concept of the otherness of God. His love is different from ours because His
qualities are perfect, while ours are longing for perfection. He is not in need
of gratitude or worship but all his commandments are made so that humans
can enjoy the truth about God through avoiding its opposite in this life.

This truth, however, is experienced only through the prophetic souls of
prophets and Sufi saints and is delivered to the pious. We have shown above
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that these descriptions have affinities with the Neoplatonic God, as formulated
by Ibn Slnm. For him, God plays mainly the moral role of being always man-
ifested, mutajalll, attracting the whole world through love and knowledge and
giving each thing existence.166

However, al-Ghazmll demonstrates that God does more than attract the
universe to His light; He is active in all events and in the acts of all beings.
He is aware of the world in loving the whole of it in Himself as His own act,
in drawing the Sufi saints to have full unification with His will and knowl-
edge, and in His eternal divine plan to create the world in the way that it
exists and to control it through His divine decrees.

To conclude, al-Ghazmll’s understanding of the relationship between God
and mankind is influenced by some Neoplatonic concepts, the Sufi experi-
ences of such different Sufis as al->allmj, al-Bisymml and al-Junayd, and many
esoteric Qur’mnic verses and A.mdlth.

Conclusion

Al-Ghazmll’s Sufi writings form an original system which is heavily influenced
by prophetic revelation, philosophical knowledge and mystical knowledge
and experience. Already in Tahmfut he had declared that philosophical princi-
ples are not able to explain the whole truth about God and he shows that
many of these principles are only prior assumptions which the philosophers
cannot prove. Thus he shows that certainty requires revelation. Yet his
discussion in Tahmfut and in al-Iqtixmd shows the importance of learning
philosophy in order to perceive the main features of God. In al-Iqtixmd he
explains the unity of God in a way very similar to the Neoplatonic descrip-
tion of the essence of God. Later in the Mishkmt he asserts the knowledge of
God through His acts rather than His attributes because God as He is can
only be witnessed through His acts.

It seems, then, that even after al-Ghazmll rejected philosophy in Tahmfut he
assimilated into his system some philosophical ideas and concepts. He also
transformed philosophical terms, for example, Universal Intellect, the
Universal Soul and the like, using other esoteric Qur’mnic words such as
Preserved Tablet, al-law. al-ma.fnz, or the divine pen or the throne.167

The main structure of his Sufi thought is that deep knowledge needs a
purified soul, which on the one hand prepares it morally to approach closer
to God and on the other directs the intellect to the highest divine knowledge.
I.ym’ is the reference book for this purification. Moral purification depends
mainly on a profound understanding of worship and religious habits. The
scattered esoteric ideas and concepts of God and the divine world in I.ym’
form another kind of preparation for the elite Sufis who do not only wish to
be near God but desire a vision of Him. Mishkmt al-Anwmr is the work where
al-Ghazmll leads the elite to recognize the importance of the vision of God as
the only possible way to know the essence of God and who God really is. He
also explains the idea of union and shows all its dimensions.
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The main features of al-Ghazmll’s mysticism, however, are his use of
philosophy, his thorough philosophical analysis of Sufi knowledge and expe-
rience and his use of metaphorical Qur’mnic material. Al-Ghazmll explains in
Jawmhir al-Qur’mn that the Qur’mn has a direct message to the ordinary
believer but also contains quantities of metaphors and esoteric ideas. These
secrets are given only for the elite who are able and willing to have intimate
knowledge of God and the divine world. The depth of these secrets has, on
the one hand, affinity to some philosophical concepts such as the Neoplatonic
concepts of necessary existence and knowledge, as shown above.168 On the
other hand, it is also in accordance with the experience of many Sufi saints,
who have witnessed the meaning of Qur’mnic secrets such as “every thing is
perishing except His face” or the reality of the Preserved Tablet and so on.
These affinities lie in the fact that, for al-Ghazmll, all knowledge has its source
in the eternal knowledge of the Preserved Tablet.

However, the relationship between God and humans has, for al-Ghazmll,
three levels:

1 The level which is presented directly in parts of the Qur’mn, lying mainly
in the five pillars of Islam. At this level ordinary believers give assent to what
the prophet revealed and have the hope of a future life in paradise.169 At this
level there is no direct relationship with God.

2 The second level, expressed in the metaphorical passages of the Qur’mn
concerning God and the divine world. At this level the ordinary Sufi trav-
ellers, al-salikin, are able through the purification of the soul to be granted
some visions about such things as the meaning of repentance, the unity of
God and the nature of love. The hope of the Sufis at this level is to enjoy love,
friendship and nearness to God.

3 The third and highest kind of relationship, where the Sufi saints are
able to analyse, through their previous acquired knowledge, and experience,
the esoteric secrets of the Qur’mn about the essence of God and the angels in
such terms as “every thing perishes except His face” (28:88), or the true and
deeper meaning of the concept “there is no god save God” or the >adlth “I
become his ears by which he hears and his sight by which he sees.”170 At this
level the Sufi unveils the meaning of the divine Throne, the Chair and the
Preserved Tablet as different ranks in the hierarchy of angels. The main hope
of the Sufis at this level is to have a unified fellowship with the divine
presence and to meet God face to face.

Some scholars with sufficient depth of knowledge reach a similar level
through their unremitting pursuit of acquired knowledge, as al-Junayd prob-
ably did. However, they do not enjoy an actual sight of God but rather a full
understanding of who He is.

Thus, acquiring philosophical knowledge in al-Ghazmll’s system is perfected
through the mystical experience of fanm’ and itti.md.
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Having examined some of the ways in which three thinkers of the tenth or
eleventh century attempted to build bridges between humans and God, we
can now compare and evaluate their views in to order to clarify which are the
points of agreement between them and which are those of dispute. This chap-
ter will be divided into two sections: the first, divided into three sub-sections,
compares the concepts of God, human nature and knowledge and the differ-
ent forms of relationship between God and humanity in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, Ibn
Slnm and al-Ghazmll. The second section evaluates the different ways of under-
standing the relationship between the human and the Divine and offers some
conclusions.

God and humans in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, 
Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll

Their view on the nature of God

We have observed in the previous three chapters that ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, Ibn Slnm
and al-Ghazmll do not attribute the same characteristics to God but rather
picture Him in accordance with their respective theological, philosophical or
mystical systems. My intention here is to compare and evaluate their view of
the nature of God in two sections: the first analyses their concept of the essen-
tial attributes of God and the second treats in a similar manner the question
of God’s activities.

God’s essence

‘Abd al-Jabbmr and the Mu’tazilites regard God as the only being who does not
consist of atoms and accidents; all other beings and things are constituted from
atoms, jawmhir, and accidents, a‘rm,. The essence of God, therefore, is not sub-
ject to change, for change in this theological system happens through the suc-
cession of accidents in the body. God’s attributes do not function as they do in
humans to denote certain changes which occur, identifying either a temporary
or a permanent state. Instead, His attributes demonstrate His real essence;
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some of them express His permanent states while others demonstrate the
qualities of His actions which are connected to our world and hence are not
eternal features in Him. Identifying this division between the nature of God
and the nature of everything else in the world enabled the Mu‘azilites to
defend the transcendence of God without denying His Qur’mnic attributes.
But Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll recognize great similarities between God and the
world. The world, for Ibn Slnm, is in its overall system a divine emanation; the real
essence of all things emanated from God and the divine world, while the main
difference between God and the world lies in the nature of their existence. God
possesses a necessary existence, whereas the world receives its existence from
God. Al-Ghazmll finds the similarities between God and the world in his
concept of the soul. The soul’s nature, he considers, is similar to the nature of
God and the way to have real knowledge of God starts when humans can be
purified so as to recognize their real essence as part of God’s. Here we recognize
two aspects of God’s nature: the one seen by the theologians who distinguish
between it and the nature of the world, and the other recognized among the
philosophers and the mystics who identify great similarities between God’s
nature and the nature of the world, in that the world is an emanation or a
shadow reflecting the nature of God and the divine world.

Concerning God’s attributes, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr and al-Ghazmll assert that
God is known to us through His act of creation. This act proves Him to be
able, knowing, existing, living and perceiving because a wise action such as
creating the world must have been performed by an able agent who possesses
wisdom and therefore can be said to exist and live. Although both theolo-
gians attribute similar qualities to God, al-Ghazmll was not apparently inter-
ested in discussing whether these attributes exist in the essence of God or are
eternal notions which neither exist in God nor outside Him, as the Ash‘arite
school believed. This is because he regards all these attributes as ideals which
enable humans to perceive what God is like; who God really is can only be
experienced, according to al-Ghazmll.

In contrast, God’s main feature for Ibn Slnm is the necessity of His existence;
however, he also attributes to Him pure intellect, goodness and love, which he
identifies in the process of emanation. Ibn Slnm, like ‘Abd al-Jabbmr and
al-Ghazmll, considers that God is immaterial and unchangeable, but regards
His intellect and love as mainly concentrated on Himself and His closest
angels. This conclusion, however, derives from his own perception of the concept
of “eternity” qidam,1 which to his mind means not only “having no beginning”
but also “remaining strictly unchangeable.” Thus, eternal knowledge, for
example, is the knowledge which knows only the unchangeable and permanent
features of things, and therefore the eternal knowledge of God cannot know
the changeable features of things, rather only their unchangeable qualities. We
saw above that the eternal knowledge of God, for Ibn Slnm, means knowing
only the universal qualities and not the transient ones.2

For ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, in turn, eternal attributes are attributes which are not
caused by an accident but which exist within the essence of God, while for
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al-Ghazmll they may be defined as uncaused. But both believe that the main
feature of eternal attributes is that they are able to accomplish all possibili-
ties in their field; for example, eternal knowledge circumscribes all that can
be known, exactly as eternal ability denotes the ability to do all that can be
performed. This means that eternal knowledge includes the past, present and
future and knows everything in all its changing states, thus denoting the
omniscience of God.3 Al-Ghazmll, also, in his criticism of the philosophers in
Tahmfut, shows that the eternal knowledge of God knows things in all their
changeable features from eternity, but even when these changes occur they do
not cause a change in Him, for these changeable features are included in His
eternal knowledge.4

This was precisely the point on which Ibn al-Rushd criticized al-Ghazmll.
He argued that eternal knowledge deals mainly with abstract concepts or
those which are drawn from changeable things but are themselves permanent
in nature.5 In addition, all things for Ibn Slnm have two sides, one changeable
and one permanent; the latter discloses the lasting features which it shares
with others under the same species. These permanent features correspond
with the eternal notions which have emanated from God and denote the
unchanging qualities of all things, as outlined in Ibn Slnm’s theory of knowl-
edge (see Chapter 3, sub-section titled “Ibn Slnm’s theory of inspiration”).
Thus “eternal,” to the philosophers, mainly means “unchangeable in fea-
tures,” while to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr and al-Ghazmll it means both being uncaused
and having within itself all the possibilities which come under its field.
Knowledge which includes past, present and future in itself is not subject to
change when those events actually happen. Thus, for al-Ghazmll and ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr, the oneness of God means that He is not subject to change from
outside Himself but is able within Himself to perform all acts and to have the
kind of knowledge, ability and perception which denote His omniscience,
knowing all things in their changeable processes. However, in his late works
al-Ghazmll demonstrates that all these attributes can only communicate what
God may be like but not who He really is. Our minds will never be able to
perceive God in His permanent state, but can only have an idea of who God
might be through analysing and reflecting on His acts. His real essence can
be known only through mystical experience.

In the above discussion we have emphasized two different ways of under-
standing the notion of “eternal”: the philosophical and what we may call the
theological. Both are ways of using the word “eternal.” The philosophical way
must imply that God as eternal can know Himself and what emanates from
Him but only in a universal manner, which means that He cannot know the
individual. The theological view considers “eternal” to mean “uncaused but
including all possibilities within itself ”: God knows everything and can per-
form all kinds of acts and perceive all things in all their changes. The knowl-
edge of the individual, for al-Ghazmll, is already included in God’s eternal
knowledge before this individual’s existence; thus, the events of our lives and
of the world are included in God’s eternal knowledge.
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This reasoning leads ‘Abd al-Jabbmr to believe that God’s will must be
temporal because if it is eternal then He would have willed good and evil,
which both come under willing; however, for him, God does only what is
righteous and, therefore, His will cannot be eternal. On the contrary al-Ghazmll
believes that God’s will is eternal because He determines all that happens,
both good and the evil, whereas Ibn Slnm does not attribute any will to God
because in his view will denotes change, for one wills after being not willing.

As a result, God for all of them is immaterial and unchangeable; they all
attribute eternal attributes to Him but they differ in what they mean by the
term “eternal.” Al-Ghazmll and Ibn Slnm identify similarities between God
and the world, while ‘Abd al-Jabbmr considers that God and the world have
two different natures which are incomparable.

God’s activity

The question of God’s activities caused serious difficulties not only to the
Muslims but also to the Greek thinkers, starting with Aristotle, who limited
God’s role to that of the Prime Mover, and ending with Plotinus, who saw
emanation as the only possible way in which God could bring the world into
existence without performing an act. The reason behind this problem is that
if God were to act then his essence would have to include change, as an
inevitable result of His activities. Although Muslim theologians were influ-
enced by Greek thought, they perceived God as an active agent who not only
created the world but also continued to influence all its events. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr
considers, indeed, that all our knowledge of God comes through studying His
divine activities. The act of creation discloses His essential characteristics, while
His other acts – of granting the divine law, assisting its achievement and
finally rewarding the righteous and punishing the unbelievers – reveal His
justice. Thus, the whole theology of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr rests on the concept that
God is acting and influencing the increase of goodness and virtue in the world.
In addition, he does not consider that God’s activities cause a change in His
essence, because a change, in his eyes, can only happen through the inherence
of accidents, whereas God acts through Himself.6 Thus, God’s acts reveal the
effective role which He plays in the world and in human life.

In contrast, God’s role in Ibn Slnm’s philosophy is reduced to the emanation
of the First Intellect. Ibn Slnm adopts the philosophical theory which says that
the world emerged from God without violating the unity of His essence. In
addition, Ibn Slnm recognizes the logical difficulty of God’s producing mul-
tiplicity and the material world when He is one and purely immaterial.7 All
these problems lead Ibn Slnm to adopt Plotinus’ theory of emanation, which
holds that the world resulted from God without His performing any act.
However, Ibn Slnm attempts to solve the problem of logically connecting God
with the world through his theory of a third element, in addition to matter
and form. He explains that, since God is the only necessary existent, then all
existences must emerge from Him alone. This means that each thing which
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comes into existence, through the Intellects, receives existence directly from
Him.8 However, this solution did not effectively relate God to human beings
nor to the events of their history. Thus, God remains for Ibn Slnm the power
which is the cause of existence, but fails to have an effective relationship (by
causing changes) with His product. Ibn Slnm considers, however, that the
important point here is the dependency of the world on God which emana-
tion can still demonstrate. He explains that the world is always in need of
God, but God does not need the world; therefore, the world must be satisfied
with what the divine grants.

The question of God’s activity is also of concern to al-Ghazmll. God,
according to him, initiates all events and human acts. However, he says in
some passages that God probably used the angels for creating the world, but
the angels were determined to create according to God’s plan and instruc-
tions. He also criticized the philosophers for their interpretation of God’s
unity, believing that it must lead to a static God who is not able to act
because whatever He does must pass through the process which brings acts
to their actuality.

God’s activity here is very important in determining the kind of relationship
which might exist between Himself and human beings. God’s acts, for ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr and al-Ghazmll, denote His relationship with humanity through
His creation and guidance; however, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr considers that God
grants guidance to humans to choose rightly, while al-Ghazmll considers that
this guidance compels them to acquiesce in God’s decrees. Thus, for ‘Abd al-
Jabbmr, God’s acts influence only the direction of the world towards goodness,
whereas for al-Ghazmll God’s activities necessitate and initiate all events. He
explains in his Sufi writings that the highest Sufi stage is the stage of recog-
nizing that while humans cannot influence anything, everything expresses
the omnipotence of God. God is also not compelled to act in accordance with
human wisdom and only He can know the wisdom of His acts. Thus, ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr and al-Ghazmll both emphasize God as an active agent but they
totally differ in interpreting the purpose of His activities and their effectiveness
in human history.

Ibn Slnm’s view here is distinct from those of both ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s and
al-Ghazmll’s in two points: he does not recognize the importance of consider-
ing God as an active agent, since the world already has all that it needs from
Him: existence, knowledge, goodness and love. In addition, the activities
of God, he believes, would not affect the nature of events, since Ibn Slnm
considers that evil can only be done through human will, as explained in
Chapter 3, sub-section titled “The function of religious knowledge.” However,
the activities of the ten Intellects accomplish all the needs of the world.
Therefore, he considers that even if God were an active agent, the state of the
world would not be better.

Thus, it would appear from the discussion above that the features on which
all three agree have their source in Greek philosophy, and those where they dif-
fer indicate the actual direction of each one’s system: Ibn Slnm as a philosopher,
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‘Abd al-Jabbmr as a Mu’tazilite and al-Ghazmll as a Sufi philosopher. Greek
philosophy supplies them with the rational ground and the argumentation
for defending the oneness of God. It introduces the concept that God must
remain unchanged, which influences them all to different degrees, as noted
earlier in this section. However, they employ these concepts in different ways
to build different systems. For ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, the oneness and unchanging
features of God mean that God acts through the quality of what He is, but
al-Ghazmll interprets this oneness and immutability to mean that God is the
only real active Agent and that everything reflects His will. These qualities
of God are the main reason behind Ibn Slnm’s conclusion that God could not
have created the world in time and that His relationship to the individual has
to be subsumed under His universal knowledge. Therefore, we are faced here
with three views of God: the first discloses a God who is wise, gracious and
just, His acts all directed towards improving the world and increasing its
righteousness. The second is One who is wisdom, goodness and love in
Himself but cannot know the world because of His nature. His creation of the
world was not the result of His willing, but according to His nature as ema-
nating, fayym,. The third image reveals a God who controls and determines
everything, whose wisdom cannot be known to us but rather experienced
through the mystical ascent. These images, however, will be amplified after
we have examined their effect on the three relationships evaluated below.
Here, we examine the concept of human nature and knowledge in these three
philosophers.

Their views of human nature and the knowledge of God

In Chapters 2, 3 and 4 we discussed human nature according to each of the
thinkers and saw how they thought that knowledge about God could be
attained. Here my intention is to draw their views together in order to
demonstrate the points of agreement and disagreement between them. Thus,
I shall divide this sub-section into two further divisions: the first examines
their definition of the human essence and the ways in which they describe liv-
ing and the existence of persons. The second explores their evaluation of
human knowledge and perception. The aim of this sub-section, however, is to
demonstrate the three scholars’ concepts of the way in which people can know
God; therefore, it will focus on the ways in which humans direct their minds
to know the Divine.

Human nature

Humans are characterized as living beings, but here a question already arises:
in what sense are they living? We saw that al-Ghazmll and Ibn Slnm give the
same characteristics to humans while ‘Abd al-Jabbmr describes human beings
in the same way as most theologians, mutakallimnn, of his time. He considers
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that human bodies consist of parts which have the two qualities of existing
and occupying space. The body, however, cannot think or act; all human
activities are caused by the inherence of the sequence of accidents which they
receive. Human beings, to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, are composites of atoms and
accidents which act in a unified way.

Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll agree with ‘Abd al-Jabbmr that the body cannot
think and initiate activities, but they consider that it owes its power to act to
the existence of a soul. They both consider that the soul discloses the person,
and they give it qualities similar to the divine. It is immaterial, indivisible,
one and not located in any part of the body. It seems here, however, that Ibn
Slnm’s concept of the soul and its substantiality and distinctness from the
body was the main influence on al-Ghazmll’s concept of the soul. He was prob-
ably the first theologian to adopt a philosophical view of the human soul.
They also agree that our utmost hope is to free the soul from the body.
However, al-Ghazmll, as explained above, is inconsistent on this point:
although he accuses the philosophers in Tahmfut of believing in a spiritual
rather than physical resurrection, he maintains in his Sufi text in I.ym’ that
the Sufis must struggle against the desires of the body and that they will
reach the highest stages only when the soul is set free from any connection
with the body in the stage of fanm’. This agrees with his statement in Kitmb
al-Arba‘ln which declares that rewards and punishments are spiritual. ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr seems to reject the concept of the duality of the human soul and
body precisely because it might lead to belief in a spiritual resurrection, on
the basis of the importance given to the soul by some philosophers and Sufis.
He himself considers that the soul is only the air which we breathe.

Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll also agree about the function of the human soul
and its division into three main functions, to nourish, to feel emotions and to
reason; they consider that the rational function is the highest and is divided
into practical and theoretical reasoning. Thus, for both of them humans are
guided by their intellect. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, in contrast, does not consider that
a human’s power to reason belongs to any part of the body and he argues
against the view that the intellect, al-‘aql, is a substance in the body which
has its own function. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr is concentrating in this argument mainly
on the meaning of the word ‘mqil, rational, which cannot be simply attributed
to someone because he/she possesses the substance ‘aql. Therefore, intellect,
‘aql, must mean knowledge itself and not its location. Although this discus-
sion was directed against the philosophers, it does not affect either al-Ghazmll
and Ibn Slnm because for them it is less important what intellectuals are called
than whether they possess knowledge or not. When they do, we must recog-
nize a certain power in them which enables them to receive this knowledge
and organize it in a way which reveals it as knowledge. This power they call
the theoretical intellect, the highest quality of the soul.

However, Ibn Slnm considers that the human intellect exists in the body as
a potential intellect and when it acquires knowledge then it can be called
al-‘aql bi-al-malaka and al-‘aql al-mustafmd, acquired intellect. But al-Ghazmll
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considers that the human soul was created before the body and was informed
of the existence of God and probably of His qualities. Thus, humans are born
with a certain innate knowledge which is known in the Qur’mn as fiyra. (see
Chapter 4 sub-section titled “The human intellect and its functions”)

However, Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll consider that the utmost happiness that
a human can reach is through the ascent of the soul towards a conjunction
with the divine presence; in Ibn Slnm’s system, God has no effective role in
this conjunction, but for al-Ghazmll God leads Sufis and manifests Himself to
them. The utmost happiness for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, however, is to reach the
deserved reward in paradise. Humans in his theology will never at any time
be able to see God.

As a result, we have here two main views of humanity. Ibn Slnm and
al-Ghazmll agree about the main features of the human essence, while ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr differs from both. He, while rejecting the duality of body and
soul, adopts another duality – that of atoms and accidents. Accidents in his
theology replace the soul in tracing the capacities of humans but they do not
present the rational unity which the soul presents. It seems to us that the
Mu‘tazilites and many other Muslim theologians realized the danger of
supposing that human activities are related to a rational spiritual being, as
this would have affected their whole theological system. For the rational soul,
as described by the philosophers, must have qualities which are similar to
God’s, such as being immaterial, indivisible and one. With these qualities the
soul cannot be satisfied by the promised rewards which concentrate on the
pleasures of the body. The hope of the soul, as we have seen in Ibn Slnm and
al-Ghazmll, is to meet God and have eternal life in contemplating Him. In a
sense, the human soul may become like an angel, whose existence and hope
differ totally from those of humans. Thus, belief in the substantiality of
the rational soul raises humanity to a divine condition which has mystical
implications and hints at the unimportance of the body in the life to come.

Human knowledge

All three scholars consider that humans are able to reach knowledge about
God through revealed and rational methods. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, however, relates
this ability to the human responsibility to fulfil the divine law. For him
mankind was created in a certain way which enables it to know God. Since
God imposed obedience to the divine law on human beings, He must in fair-
ness support them with everything needed to gain a knowledge of it. But Ibn
Slnm and al-Ghazmll regard human knowledge as a result of the existence of
the rational soul. Here, however, we will compare their views of human
knowledge through examining their views of the following: necessary concepts,
immediate knowledge and religious knowledge.

Necessary concepts All three scholars make frequent use of the notion of 
perceptions and self-evident concepts which the mind knows without needing
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to learn them. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr considers that the existence of these concepts
in the mind (together with the mind’s store of immediate perceived ethical
concepts) prove a person to be rationally mature. However, they all consider
that this knowledge is the basis and the starting point for rational inquiry.
All syllogistic methods, for them, depend on the existence of perception and
self-evident concepts. All three writers also consider that ideas which come
from the perceptions of the senses are reliable and can form the basis of
inquiry. Thus, they all rely on the fact that enquiry into any issue starts from
a certain truth, which is related either to non-contradictory, self-evident truth
or to the real existence of something in the world.

Immediate knowledge Immediate knowledge, for all of them, is granted from
the divine world in order to present basic truth to the human mind. ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr, Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll agree that the most important kind of
knowledge comes through immediate reception of knowledge and they all
build true human knowledge on this inspired kind, although they differ in
their views of the methods of reaching such knowledge and its content.
Accordingly, for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr each theological issue must be related to a
concept which is known to us in its general form through immediate knowl-
edge, which he calls axl ,arnrl. The responsibility of humans is to discover
the details of this immediate knowledge, which declare the nature of the
righteous act.9

For Ibn Slnm, immediate knowledge is a kind of knowledge which is not
given to every person but only to very few and is considered a natural phe-
nomenon. This knowledge explains the ability of some people to receive
clues, ideas and concepts from the Active Intellect. Although knowledge is
given to few people, Ibn Slnm considers that all knowledge is based on intu-
ition, because this is the true knowledge which has its source in God and
from Him emanates to the different Intellects and to us. Thus, this knowl-
edge does not inform us in the sense of giving instructions (as suggested by
‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s belief about the nature of immediate knowledge) or in the
sense in which we know by revealed knowledge, but mainly unveils the
nature of things to some people who are able through these universal concepts
to build complete theories and construct scientific systems.

Immediate knowledge for al-Ghazmll is the knowledge which comes
directly from the divine world. It is esoteric and therefore should be con-
cealed from most people. The reason is that this knowledge mainly discloses
the reality of the divine world and its connection with our world. It uncovers
the secrets of the divine world. Like Ibn Slnm, al-Ghazmll considers that this
kind of knowledge concerns abstract and universal concepts, with their eter-
nal, unchangeable qualities. However, for al-Ghazmll, this knowledge
includes all that can be known about the past or the future, about God, the
divine and the material world. It is the eternal knowledge of God which He
keeps in the Preserved Tablet. Thus, it seems that all of them regard this
knowledge as the voice of God which guides us in different directions.
Humans should behave righteously and learn to discover the permanent
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features of things, but also realize that behind them all is a secret which the
mind cannot uncover, except imperfectly. The divine voice expresses a
dynamic revelation which is related to the individual at all times. We will
refer to this concept once more in the section titled “Evaluation” later.

Religious knowledge We observed that all three scholars differ in their
concept of the importance of revealed and religious knowledge. ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr considers revealed knowledge to be a branch of rational knowledge,
disclosing some commandments such as details of worship which cannot be
learned through rational methods. But the real importance of revealed knowl-
edge for him seems to lie in its power of assistance, luyf, to us in performing
our rational obligations and confirming the reliability of the rational respon-
sibilities, takllf. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr does not consider that religion reveals knowl-
edge which cannot be known through other methods, but it rather motivates
righteous behaviour through assisting worship and prohibiting acts which
lead to moral corruption, mafsada.

The main importance of religious knowledge for Ibn Slnm is to demonstrate
the existence of prophecy. The prophet, he says, possesses the highest kind of
intellect, which he calls “sacred intellect”; however, prophetic intellect can
also be created in persons who are not called to reveal messages, since a
prophet, for Ibn Slnm, is mainly a social and religious leader. Revealed mes-
sages, to his mind, not only reveal instructions for moral behaviour but also
metaphorical concepts which can lead competent minds towards philosophy.

Although al-Ghazmll showed great respect for religion and for the Qur’mn,
as shown by his many quotations and uses of religious terminology, he
believes that religious knowledge unveils only a part of the divine knowledge
of the Preserved Tablet. His mysticism is built on a belief in the existence of
a secret knowledge which is revealed to some Sufi Saints, whom he calls ‘ulnm
al-mukmshafa. The source of this knowledge is the Preserved Tablet.
Therefore, it seems that al-Ghazmll believes in a knowledge which is beyond
religious knowledge. Religious knowledge, as Ibn Slnm conceives it, is
revealed by figurative language mainly to the masses; for the elite are reserved
the esoteric parts of the Qur’mn and the ‘ulnm al-mukmshafa. He uses this term
to refer to the sciences which give a dynamic revelation of and everlasting
connection with the eternal knowledge of God. They are also the only way to
interpret the esoteric parts of the Qur’mn, in his eyes the deepest and most
important part of religion.

Thus, it seems that ‘Abd al-Jabbmr and Ibn Slnm do not give great importance
to religious knowledge as “the source” of knowledge, but they agree that its
most important function is to demonstrate the importance of worship.
However, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr does not consider that the human intellect discloses
more information than what has been revealed, nor that the revealed infor-
mation goes beyond what the mind discovers in rational takllf. Thus, for him
there is total harmony between reason and revelation: all that the mind
discovers is revealed and all that is revealed is within what can be rationally
perceived. The question which arises here is: what is the importance of the
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rational takllf when the revealed one can fully replace it? ‘Abd al-Jabbar’s
answer probably would be that religious takllf is given to some, while ratio-
nal takllf is a universal responsibility. Furthermore, religious knowledge can
only be fully perceived through the rational interpretation.

‘Abd al-Jabbmr does not divide ordinary folk from the elite, an important
feature of al-Ghazmll and Ibn Slnm’s philosophy, probably because, for him,
there is only one goal for all humans to aim at, which is to perform the divine
law and receive the deserved reward. For Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll, in contrast,
this is the goal of the masses; they both confirm that there are, in addition,
some who wish to know the reality of the world and to make contact with the
divine presence.

To conclude this section on human beings, we observe that although ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr, al-Ghazmll and Ibn Slnm confirm the importance of human knowl-
edge and its reliability, they differ in defining human capacities. Al-Ghazmll
and Ibn Slnm believe in the existence of the human rational soul which
controls the body and leads to the apprehension of higher truths. For ‘Abd 
al-Jabbmr, the divine law clearly emphasizes humans as composite beings
who, in this life and the next, will be rewarded by the kind of benefit which
satisfies the body, as one part of the composite person. Therefore, the resur-
rection of the body has an important role for human beings, according to
‘Abd al-Jabbmr.

Human knowledge for all of them is reliable only because it can depend on
divine assistance. All three believe that human beings cannot reach a knowl-
edge of God on the basis of their own rationality alone; they all declare the
importance of divine assistance in acquiring knowledge. This point will be
further analysed in the section titled “Evaluation” later in this chapter.

Evaluation of the three writers’ views on the different
relationships between the human and the Divine

In this part of the chapter we will attempt to demonstrate the similarities and
differences in the views of these three scholars concerning the relationship
between the human and the Divine. Our aim here is not simply to show
which of these relationships is best or most consistent but, more importantly,
to evaluate the three ways as three possibilities of reaching the Divine.
Therefore, this sub-section will be divided into three divisions, each evaluating
one of the relationships which were presented above in Chapters 2, 3 and 4.
Then, a short comparison between the three will follow.

Divine assistance, luyf

The relationship between God and humans in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology is
very closely related to his understanding of the nature of God and humanity.
In his discussion of the attributes of God, he treats the essential attributes as
real qualities which must exist in God’s essence and enable Him to act in
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accordance with what He is. In contrast, human beings in his theology,
consist of parts which are unified through the accidents which inhere in
them. Rejecting the independent existence of the human soul and asserting
the initiation of human activities through the inherence of accidents has two
results: the first is that human nature is posited as basically different from
divine nature and therefore there is no hope of becoming God-like because
God, according to this view, has created humans as they are, with their
specific nature, as a composite of atoms and accidents. The second result of
the absence of the human soul is that humans can only hope to have a better
life in paradise, in the sense of enjoying every pleasure and luxury, but can-
not think of having spiritual rewards or hoping for eternal happiness in the
divine presence. In addition, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr also considers that paradise for
humans will offer no choice between good and evil; therefore, it will probably
contain only material pleasures.

Our aim here is to demonstrate two points: the first is ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s
belief in the utter unlikeness of God’s nature to human nature, and the sec-
ond is that this dissimilarity must affect the relationship between God and
humans. As shown above, this concept of humans rejects the possibility of
both spiritual resurrection and the hope of living in the presence of God in
paradise. Hence, this concept does not lead to a mystical relationship between
God and human beings, which is dependent on similarities between the
human soul and God, as both Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll describe. Therefore,
‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology aims at a relationship which emphasizes the impor-
tance of the divine law, presenting humans with the possibility of earning
reward. However, the inner importance of the divine law leads to an under-
standing of the value of goodness and the evilness of evil. Thus, humans can
recognize God in their recognition and apprehension of goodness. God’s role
in this relationship is to guide and assist humans in different ways. In
Chapter 2, earlier, the different forms of divine assistance were listed: first,
God’s granting the divine law in both rational and revealed forms, second,
God’s providence of tamkln (perception and necessary knowledge) also, to
qualify humans as rationally responsible and grant assistance through differ-
ent warnings of the danger of not reflecting. However, although, according
to ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, God’s assistance should not be considered the same as a
personal relationship with Him, the divine warnings (through words or
through sufferings) or the gift of peace to the mind (suknn al-Nafs) when peo-
ple reach the right concept demonstrate, to an extent, a personal relationship.

In ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology, as a result, humans have a limited personal
relationship with God through the direct assistance (inspiration) which
reaches individuals and leads them to rational reflection. This, I believe, is
strongly influenced by the unlikeness which he perceives between the nature
of the human and that of the Divine, which limits human hopes to the
material pleasures of paradise so long as they obey the divine law. Humans
accordingly cannot hope to have a direct experience of God, even in paradise,
because, in the view of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, God can be perceived neither through
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sight nor through a vision of the heart. Thus, humans must be content to
know God only through His acts or His laws but never to have personal
communication with Him.

Divine love, ‘ishq

Ibn Slnm presents in his philosophy a coherent system which consistently
leads to two different kinds of relationship with God, both governed by the
presupposition that God cannot know the individual characteristics of each
human. God here cannot have direct communication with the individual,
partly because His nature is unchangeable and absolutely one, but also partly
because of the nature of His eternal knowledge. This kind of knowledge, as
outlined in the chapter on Ibn Slnm’s philosophy, embraces only the features
of things which are not subject to change. However, the world is connected
to God through Ibn Slnm’s use of the theory of emanation. All existence,
knowledge, love and the overall world system flow out of the essence of God
and share those qualities with Him.

Human relationships to the divine world fall under two kinds of possibility:
the illumination of the human intellect through the Active Intellect and the
direct conjunction of the human soul with the eternal light of God, either in
this life or after departing from this world.

The human theoretical intellect has great similarities to the Intellects
because of its ability to perceive universal eternal knowledge. Ibn Slnm pic-
tures the relationship between God and His Intellects as a mutual current of
knowledge which flows from God and is enjoyed by the Intellects. When
humans are inspired with universal knowledge, they perceive this relation-
ship and become indirect partners. Thus, at this level of relationship, the
human theoretical intellect can enjoy an indirect relationship with God
through His knowledge. However, Ibn Slnm also explains in some of his works
the concept of tajalll, which sees God from a different standpoint, not mainly
as the source of knowledge but also as the source of love.

In The Treatise on Love and the last chapter of Remarks and Admonitions
he concentrates on these latter characteristics of God. In the relationship
described above, we saw how knowledge governs the communication
between God, His Intellects and the theoretical intellect of humans. Now Ibn
Slnm describes God as a great power of love which radiates from His self-
manifestation, tajalll. This love emanates from Him to all creatures, building
a direct relationship of love between God and His Intellect, as outlined in
Chapter 3. Having discovered this side of the relationship between God and
the intellectual world in The Treatise on Love, Ibn Slnm investigates in
Remarks and Admonitions whether the human intellect can stand beside the
Intellects in enjoying a direct relationship with the divine self-manifestation,
tajalll.

Here, Ibn Slnm realizes that, to reach this kind of relationship, humans
need to do much more than master universal conceptual knowledge. It seems
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to me that Ibn Slnm adopts the view that, just as knowing the intellectual side
of God comes through knowledge, so experiencing His love must come
through love, ‘ishq. Thus, the way forward here does not depend on knowl-
edge, though he regards this as a basic quality possessed by the knower, but
rather on mystical experience and a mystical ascent. We have seen that in his
description of the mystical path he follows to a great extent the Sufi stages of
repentance, hope, patience, asceticism and love.10 He probably considers that
this Sufi ascent is the best method for guiding the soul, with full concentra-
tion on God’s love as its only goal. However, he does not go into much detail
about the nature of these stages and it seems that he would accept other
methods if they were more effective in reaching a full perception of God’s
tajalll. Thus, his intention here is not to study Sufism but only to use its sys-
tem to reach conjunction with the divine tajalll. It seems also that his aim is
not to describe how unity between the mystic and God is attained, because
his philosophy does not lead to such a concept: God as the unknowable
Necessary Existence cannot be united with a possible existence, and humans
can never share the kind of necessary existence which God has. In addition,
Ibn Slnm argues against the unification of the active Intellect with the human
intellect, explaining that two entities cannot become one, as mentioned in
Chapter 3, sub-section titled “Relationship with God’s tajalll”.

Although Ibn Slnm’s metaphysics is solidly based on the hierarchical system
which sets each being in its determined place, he concedes that some humans
can hope to have the same eternal enjoyment of God’s presence as the
Intellects. Thus, the relationship between God and humans in his philosophy
depends on the status of the human soul and specifically on its theoretical
intellect. However, in neither relationship, whether through knowledge or
through love, does God recognize specific persons. Perhaps, when the human
becomes an intellectual soul after the death of the body, God will know it in
its permanent qualities but not in the sense that it belonged to a particular
individual. Thus, although Ibn Slnm attempts to reach the closest kind of rela-
tionship with God while retaining the consistency of his system, his ‘ishq
remains different from that of the Sufis who experience it in their conviction
that God knows, loves and guides them. However, Ibn Slnm would probably
insist that the result of this relationship, a full conjunction with the divine
presence, is in no way different from the Sufis’ experience of the manifesta-
tion of God’s tajalll. Nevertheless, there is no motivation to reach this stage
in Ibn Slnm’s mysticism.

Annihilation, fanm’

After pointing out the problems raised by Ibn Slnm’s view of mystical love,
‘ishq, we move here to evaluate al-Ghazmll’s love toward God, which leads to
the death of self, fanm’. The relationship between God and humans in
al-Ghazmll’s mysticism is built upon two main concepts: the mystery of the
essence of God and the similarity of the human soul to the divine nature.
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First, we will discuss al-Ghazmll’s concept of the mystery of God and then
turn to examine the importance of the similarities between the human soul
and God. Al-Ghazmll in the course of his writing criticizes the image of God
which is discussed by both philosophers and theologians, al-mutakallimnn. In
his criticism of the theologians at the end of Mishkmt he explains that the
attributes which they predicate of God cannot possibly present all the truth
about Him, because if we believe that God is as the Qur’mn reveals in the
verse “Nothing whatever is like unto Him” (Q. 42:11), then we have to
believe that these attributes have no aim but to create an image of God which
humans might perceive.

In the last chapter of Mishkat, al-Ghazmll’s criticism of both the philosophers
and the theologians’ image of God is probably, in view of the above criticism,
meant to demonstrate that God is a mystery whose reality cannot be per-
ceived by human rational qualities because His reality is self-evidently higher
than the human intellect. This, however, far from discouraging al-Ghazmll,
only confirms his belief in mystical experience. Since the concept of God pre-
sents a mystery, then neither rational nor theological methods can reach it.
This is what he clearly declares in al-Munqidh; however, he also shows that
this mystery was not demonstrated to a certain Imam, as the Isma‘ llls believe,
but is revealed only to purified souls who have a yearning to meet God. We
conclude here that one of the solid bases of al-Ghazmll’s mysticism is his belief
that God is a mystery which cannot be reached by the human intellect nor
through the attributes which are revealed in the straightforward precepts of the
Qur’mn (since the Qur’mn asserts that nothing is equivalent to Him), nor
through rational philosophical methods.

The nature of the human soul, however, is created similar to that of God,
as he explains in Alchemy, in order for it to perceive God’s nature (according
to the Greek concept of like knowing like). He also mentions here the
covenant between God and all humans in Qur’mn 7:171, in which God man-
ifested Himself to human souls before the creation and made them testify to
their knowledge of Him. Here it is very important to see that al-Ghazmll con-
siders that the purpose of this covenant is not to direct humans to do good or
to obey God’s law, but mainly to affirm that human souls can know the
nature of God and are directed to seek this knowledge in their earthly life.
However, al-Ghazmll’s main purpose in his presentation of the nature of the
human soul in Alchemy is to prove the >adlth: “he who knows himself knows
God.” Therefore, the soul can know God because of its similar nature, which
was deliberately created with the qualities which would enable it to recog-
nize God. Thus, al-Ghazmll’s mysticism is based on the two concepts of the
mysteriousness of God’s nature and the similarities to it within the human
soul. In order that the human soul may apprehend God, it must pass through
its earthly life for the sake of gaining knowledge about Him. Thus, the aim
of the Sufi here is to fulfil God’s covenant and know Him with the same cer-
titude as the human soul had in its experience of His manifestation before its
life on earth. The utmost hope of the human soul is to fulfil its promise and
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to know God as He is in the experience of fanm’ and union itti.md, in the sense
of entering into His presence, as al-Ghazmll says in Mishkmt (see Chapter 4,
sub-section titled “God of the Sufi saint according to al-Ghazmll). However,
al-Ghazmll explains that fanm’ is the total death of the self from the world; yet
there is also a higher stage, which he calls fanm’ al-fanm’ which means being
also dead to one’s own self. If we think about the meaning of fanm’ al-fanm’,
we come to the conclusion that at this stage the soul must be so completely
absorbed by the presence of God that it no longer has any individuality and
disappears into the magnificence of the divine presence. Thus, his acceptance
of fanm’ al-fanm’ leads, in fact, to a relationship of unity where the human is
totally absorbed in the Divine. However, al-Ghazmll’s intellectual analysis is
not able to accept that two entities can become one, although he declares in
many places that our relationship with the Divine is mysterious. Yet it seems
that al-Ghazmll can accept this mysteriousness to the extent that which does
not contradict our rational capacity.

Luyf, ‘ishq and fanm’

We observe in the above evaluation that the different ways of comprehending
the human and the divine nature modify our understanding of the relation-
ship which might exist between them. The dissimilarity between human and
divine nature in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s theology precludes any mystical or personal
relationship. To him, the relationship is based on the belief that God creates
humans, whose nature is unlike His, in order to reward them with the
pleasures of paradise; in return, humans should prove that they understand
good and evil, and choose the former. However, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr does not
take into account the possibility that the divine law could prepare human
nature to have some similarities with God, and therefore to enjoy in paradise the
awareness and vision of His presence.

Ibn Slnm, for his part, recognizes the similarities between the theoretical
intellect and the divine Intellects and God but, unable to concede that God
could know individuals, his account of mystical relationships is bound to be
unsatisfactory. In what sense might mystics love God if they knew that God
could not apprehend their love? We also do not observe any mysteriousness
which might lead to a new discovery in the nature of God, as far as Ibn Slnm
is concerned. Mystics such as al->allmj and al-Bisymml pictured the relation-
ship between the human and the divine as a mysterious one in which the
human being discovers the real nature of God and the secret of union. Ibn
Slnm, in contrast, seems to have a clear idea about God and presents Him in
a highly rational form which does not allow any exception to our rational
apprehension of His nature. At this point Ibn Slnm reaches the limits of ratio-
nality and presents a consistent mystical relationship with the divine, as far
as his rational capacity can accept such a thing.

Unlike Ibn Slnm, al-Ghazmll demonstrates the similarities between the human
and the divine nature on the basis of God’s omniscience and omnipotence,
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which demonstrate His knowledge of each creature. His thesis that God is
more mysterious than our rational faculty can grant shows the importance of
seeking knowledge through mystical experience. Thus, the similarities
between the divine and the human, which are built on the omniscience of
God, allow a mutual personal relationship in which humans are seeking to
reach their inner spirituality so as to recognize God’s nature, while God
simultaneously draws to Himself the sincere Sufis whose souls have attained
comprehension of the divine world.

We conclude here that perceiving the human and divine nature is the key
to comprehending the relationships which form between them. If there are no
similarities between the two, then the relationship is limited to obedience to
God’s laws leading to a better life hereafter. If there are similarities but one
is not able to recognize the other, then the relationship between God and the
human is unsatisfactory. But when the similarities between them are based on
divine knowledge and God’s intention to enable humans to reach the level of
comprehending the divine qualities, then it may lead to a mutually satisfactory
relationship in which humanity is invited into the divine presence.

Evaluation

So far, we have observed the diversity in the three Muslim scholars’
understanding of the nature of God, human essence and knowledge and their
different understandings of the relationship between the human and the
Divine. Here I shall attempt to show the lines which relate them to one
another through their method of research. To do so, I will examine their con-
cept of immediate knowledge and link it with what we can call dynamic
inspiration, in order to explain the importance of the direct relationship with
God which they all expressed, as will be discussed below.

We have observed in different chapters11 that all three authors based their
rational methods on inspired knowledge. They all discovered a direct way of
communication with God and the divine world which provides firm certain
knowledge. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr expressed the direct communication with the
Divine through his concept of warnings, khawmyir, pain and suffering which
are caused by God, necessary knowledge and the tranquillity of the soul,
suknn al-nafs. The concept of immediate knowledge in ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s the-
ology seems from the Shar. to have been widely accepted among all
Mu‘tazilites. They considered that what all people agree about is perceived by
the immediate kind of knowledge which inspires the human mind with true
concepts, such as that wrongdoing and lying are evil, al-zulm qabl.. This con-
cept probably had its origin in consensus, ijmm‘, and original thought, ijtihmd,
which allowed scholars in the early Islamic period to decide what should be
included in the >adlths12 or which version of the Qur’mn should be autho-
rized universally. However, exploring the link between these two concepts
and ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s concept of divine assistance requires a separate study.
Here, in fact, we can only note that the ijmm‘ and ijtihmd of the early period
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probably provided the starting point for finding truth without being fully
dependent on the Qur’mn.

However, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr also emphasizes the importance of the divine
warnings, such as khawmyir, and pains and sufferings as a preparation and
motivation for reflection, as is outlined in Chapter 2 sub-section titled
“Divine assistance through the warnings of khawmyir” and “Warning through
pain and suffering.” But he seems to be the first of the Mu‘tazilites to lay great
emphasis on these two concepts as demonstrating God’s assistance to humans;
the Shar., which ‘Uthman considers to be Mankdlm’s presentation of ‘Abd
al-Jabbmr’s lectures, pays little attention to these concepts. In contrast, these
two concepts play an important part in al-Mughnl 12 and 13 in demonstrat-
ing the divine assistance, lu;f. These warnings motivate rational adults to
reflect and construct their own way of perceiving God, human nature and
the relationship between them. Suknn al-nafs, however, seems to have had
significance for all Mu‘tazilites from the discussion of al-Mughnl 12, confirming
the correct conviction. However, ‘Abd al-Jabbmr drew attention to the imme-
diate way of receiving suknn al-nafs which makes this concept comparable to
immediate knowledge. Therefore, it seems that God, for him, confirms
correct conclusions through sending peace to the mind and soul, as outlined
in Chapter 2, sub-section titled “The rational approach to God”. Thus,
although ‘Abd al-Jabbmr inherited the concepts of khawmyir, pain and suffering
which are sent from God as warnings, necessary knowledge and suknn al-nafs,
he understood the importance of these concepts as demonstrating divine
inspiration to the individual.

Ibn Slnm’s concept of intuition also demonstrates divine inspiration to the
human intellect. This concept, however, also expresses al-Fmrmbl’s concept of
intuition, which comes as a result of possessing the highest knowledge, in al-‘aql
al-mustafmd. Fmrmbl explains the process of knowledge as a process of abstracting
intelligibles from their material context and constructing different kinds of
knowledge. When scholars reach a certain high level of knowledge, which he
calls al-‘aql al-mustafmd, they become able to receive inspiration from the Active
Intellect.13 (However, the comparison between the concept of intuition in Ibn
Slnm’s and al-Fmrmbl’s philosophy would require more investigation, which can-
not be entered into here.) Ibn Slnm, however, fully modifies this concept and
shows that the perception of abstract concepts is fully dependent on inspiration
from the Active Intellect. This demonstrates Ibn Slnm’s deep belief that all
abstract and divine knowledge is revealed to the mind by means of direct
communication between the human intellect and the divine Active Intellect, as
outlined in Chapter 3, sub-section titled “Ibn-Slnm’s theory of inspiration.” He
considers that all kinds of knowledge originate either in the intuition which
some scholars are able to receive, or in the revealed knowledge which the
prophetic sacred intellect directly receives from the divine world, as outlined in
Chapter 3, sub-section titled “The function of religious knowledge.”

Al-Ghazmll was no doubt expressing a direct relationship with the divine
world in his concept of revealed sciences, ‘ulnm al-mukmshafa. This kind of
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knowledge is mainly based on visions which the Sufi receives in the highest
stages, maqmmmt, of the mystic path. Sufis before al-Ghazmll, such as al-Junayd,
al-Bisymml and al->allmj, considered mystic visions as the only way of know-
ing God and having a relationship with Him. Ecstasy, mukmshafmt, was for
al->allmj and al-Bisymml the way to attain full identification with God, while
for al-Junayd it seems to illuminate the mind with divine secrets. Like
al-Junayd, al-Ghazmll expressed these mukmshafmt in his concept of ‘ulnm
al-mukmshafa which present certainty, yaqln, to the mind. This certainty, he
believes, explains the mystery of the world which rational methods cannot
reveal and the Qur’mn only hints at in different metaphors. But in addition
‘ulnm al-mukmshafa inspire the mind with truth about the material world and
its relation with the divine world. They also unveil the reality of the angels
and their ranks and functions. Thus, these revealed sciences provide the Sufis
with philosophical knowledge which reveals the wisdom behind the material
world.

However, although all three scholars devote attention to the inspired
knowledge which is provided directly to the mind, they demonstrate differ-
ent approaches to this knowledge. ‘Abd al-Jabbmr links divine assistance and
immediate knowledge with the necessity of the divine law: when God
imposes a divine law, He should also provide the needed assistance. Ibn Slnm’s
approach to inspired knowledge is different from ‘Abd al-Jabbmr’s. Inspired
knowledge, for him, unveils both scientific knowledge about the material
world and esoteric knowledge and love of the divine world. Al-Ghazmll’s mys-
tical approach to inspired knowledge takes mainly the form of visions which
the Sufi receives at a certain stage, maqmm, of the mystic path. These mystic
visions unveil the secrets of the divine world in its relation with the material
one. The highest visions, however, disclose the reality of God’s nature and are
the highest form of relationship with Him through fanm’ and union.

Inspired knowledge here, however, is defined differently by the three
thinkers: for ‘Abd al-Jabbmr it is the divine assistance which leads to knowl-
edge of the divine law, rational takllf; for Ibn Slnm it is on the one hand
the clue or the key to concepts and on the other hand it is the love which
illuminates the soul and mind of the knower. This kind of knowledge for
al-Ghazmll is esoteric and is revealed only to some few Sufis.

Hence, all of them assert the importance of direct contact with God or the
divine world in apprehending and making use of this relationship, which
demonstrates the divine voice and is a dynamic inspiration guiding souls to
the divine way of perceiving the world. Thus, while in the first section of this
chapter we showed the diversity of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, Ibn Slnm and al-Ghazmll’s
concepts of God, human nature and knowledge and the relationship between
them, in this section, however, we have attempted to follow the thread which
connects them all together through the concept of dynamic inspiration.

The relationship between God and human beings is mainly seen here as a
dynamic inspiration and a continuation of revelation, which not only reveals
God’s knowledge, love and will to humans but also reflects the yearning of
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humans to reach the divine either in the form of appreciated rewards, or
directly by perceiving divine knowledge and experiencing divine love.

Conclusion

Thinkers from the eleventh century exhibit diversity in interpreting the
Islamic revelation of the relationship between God and humans. One rela-
tionship shows the importance of following the divine law through divine
assistance which aims to reward humans with deserved benefits. The second
discloses a relationship of knowledge and love which aims at a direct rela-
tionship with the truth in God’s manifestation, tajalll. The third shows a
relationship through the soul’s ascent to its annihilation in the world and new
life in God.

This diversity is partly due to the different facets of the Qur’mn’s treatment
of this subject, which influenced the thoughts of ‘Abd al-Jabbmr, Ibn Slnm and
al-Ghazmll in various ways, and partly due to the scholars’ different interpre-
tations which are based on inspiration. The main importance of these three
scholars is their interpretation of revelation through inspiration. The conflict
between reason and revelation is solved here through demonstrating that rea-
son is essentially inspired by the same source as revelation and therefore must
be in harmony with it. Thus, inspiration is both a continuation and an expla-
nation of revelation and is the dynamic communication with the divine world.

Indeed, our three scholars here demonstrate a new concept of revelation:
humans do not only accept divine guidance but also interact with it. They must
first admit their need for it and then place it within the process of the know-
ing. This kind of guidance is also strongly supported in the Qur’mn. There are
many verses which refer to the assistance of angels in guiding humans to believe
and the assistance of a holy Spirit is also mentioned such as “Say, the Holy Spirit
has brought the revelation from thy Lord in order to strengthen those who
believe” (16:102), “For such (believers) He has written faith in their hearts and
strengthened them with a spirit from Himself ” (58:22), and “By His command
doth He send the spirit (of inspiration) to any of His servants He pleases, that
it may warn (men) of the day of mutual meeting” (40:15).14

We have attempted here to interpret different aspects of the Islamic
revelation of the relationship between human beings and the Divine and have
also begun to explore the importance of the human soul in its relationship
with the Divine. We have noted the importance of immediate knowledge,
which can be seen as a dynamic inspiration, in being a form of direct com-
munication with the Divine. We hope that this may challenge others to study
these two concepts more thoroughly.
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depend on another for its existence. Thus the eternity of God is necessary while
the eternity of the world is contingent. See Najmt, pp. 218, 224–5.
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8 Ibid.
9 See Chapter 1, sub-section titled “Ibn Slnm.”
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12 Rahman, Islam, London: University of Chicago Press, 1966, pp. 73–7.
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